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This document contains summaries, excerpts and texts of
the more important statements by leaders 1n the West and in the
Soviet Union and East Germany, related to the Berlin situation,

for the period November 1, 1959 to January )1, 1960.
The period was marked by considerable travel on the part
of heads of government, including trips to Asia by President
Eisenhower and Prenler Khrushchev, a \<Testern summit meeting at
Paris, and visits by Chancellor Adenauer to London, Paris and Rome .

The East German Goverrment, and as appropriate the Berlin
leaders, stressed the view that the West must hold strictly to the
status quo in West Berlin at the summit meeting scheduled for May
1960. There was a C<Xmlon feeling among Germans in general, extending to the press, that the UK was enamored of detente sufficiently
to consider concessions to the Soviets on the Berlin issue, that
the US might be inclined to go part way with the UK, and that while
France stood firm for the status quo, French pOlicy towards NATO
weakened the chances for the West-ro neogtiate from a position of
strength.
",!hile the West German-Berlin efforts were in favor of a
hard line, the Soviet-East German efforts were highlighted by a
campaign to demonstrate that West Germans (especially Adenauer)
were a growing source of danger to world peace . The outbreak of a
Beries of swastika incidents in the FRG and Berlin (which quickly
spread about the world) was exploited by the East in the campaign
to defame the FRG and its leaders.
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Nov.
~1dant1al)
l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Germany 89proved and sent to the Bundestag
for its consideration draft legislation on radio broadcasting
which provided for the establishment in r!est Berlin of the
r:est-German radio station "Deutschland-Funk". According to the
draft legislation the radio stat ion would be run by representatives of the Federal Republic and of the Laender.
This decision of the Government of the Federal Republic of
Germany is illegal because it is incompatible with the existing
statute of West Berlin. As 1s generally known-and was conf i rmed by the participants of the Geneva Conference of Foreign
Min1sters~e8t Eerlin has never been a part, and is not now a
part, of the state territory of the Federal Republic of Germany,
may not be governed by organs of the Federal Government, nor
does the jurisdiction of Federal Republio of German authorities
extend to it .
It must be noted that this is not the first time the Govermsnt

of the Federal Republic of Germany has attempted illegal interference in the internal affairs of \:est Berlin. The Soviet
Government has already caled the attention of the Government
of the USA to this fact, particularly in connection with the
holding of elections in vlest Berlin for president of the
Federal Republic of Germarr,y. Recently the authorities of the
Federal Republic of Germany again selected lvest Berlin as a
place for holding elections, for purposes of show--this time for
president of the West German Bundesrat.
The creation of the radio station in West Berlin now being
undertaken by the Government of the Federal Republic of Ger~ny
cannot be looked upon as other than an attempt to intensify
subversive activity and hostile propaganda from the territory
of Hest Berlin, which test1.!ies to its lack of desire to take
into consideration the readiness expressed by participants of
the Geneva Conference to resolve the question of not permitting
such activity.
The plan for the creation of a \·~e8t German radio station in
l t est Berlin, in the center of another state, clearly has as its
purpose the intensification of hoetile activity against the
Geman Democratic Republio. The Soviet Goverment considers
the aforementioned activities of the Federal Republic of Germany
as a new provocation which 18 calculated to make the atmosphere
in Berlin and all of Germany more teMe and to fan the flames
of the ucold lIar" in the center of Europe. These activities of
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-3Nov. (Cont.)

.~. i:

: v,w.i'idential)

the Federal Republic of Germany cannot be considered as anything but a premedit~ed attempt to interfere with the
Slccessful conclusion of forthcoming negotiations on the
Berlin question at a time lihen more favorable foundations

for the attainment of en agreement on West Berlin have been
created as a result of conversations between the Chairman of
the USSR Council of Ministers N. S. Khrushchev and the
President of the USA D. Eisenhower.
In connection with the foregoing the Soviet Qoverment expects that the Government of the USA-which has repeatedly

declared that it, together with the Goverpments of Great
Britain and France, bears responsib1l1~ for the situation
in "lest Berlin- -w1l1 take the necessary measures to preclude

the possibility of the authorities of the Federal Republic of
Germany conducting such illegal activities With respect to
rSest Berlin ..
Similar notes are also being sent by the Soviet Gavermnent
to the Government~ of Great Britain and France.
Note: A note with similar text was given the German
P..mbassador at Hoscow on November 13. This note closed with
the sentence: ~The Soviet Government considers it necessary
to advise that similar notes have been sent the Governments
of the USA, Great Britain and France, which are directly
responstble for the situation in West Berlin."

Nov ..

12
(Confident:1Bl )

~~~~~~~Of

Zone propaganda sporadically campaigned
a gainst Federal Republic activities in Eest Berlin. A high
note 1-1aS reached at the Presidential election on July 1 and
thereafter attacks were limited mainly to denunciations of
statements made by political leaders referring to \tTest GermanBerlin ties.
COincident with the GDR retreat (November 7) from their intention to fly the GDR nag in Vlest Berlin, all Soviet Zone
media began a stepped-up attack against the use in West Berlin
of the Federal Republic flag with the superimposed Prussian
eagle . The major theme of attacks was that the Federal
Republic has nc rights in Berlin.
Reference was often made to Couve de hurv1lle'a statement
during the Geneva Conference on status of Berlin to "prevail
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12

the GDR view that Vlest Berlin is not part of the Federal Re-

public.

(Confidential)

Hhile the campaign timing was linked to the reversal of the
ODR plan on displaying their O!-In nag, i t is obvious that substantively it reflects the GDR-USSR policy to sever relation-

ships between

Nov.

14

(UnclassiHed)

FR~est

Berlin.

Khrushchev Speech at r~emlin November 14 to Soviet Journalists
(excerpts): Comrades, we take pride in our great Lenin} in
Leninism, in the successes achieved through the work of the
Soviet people. Today the forces of socialism have established
themselves in the world more firmly and strongly than ever
before. The Soviet Union has advanced a plan for total and
W1iversal disarmament. 111e are ready to start honest disarmament . But let the imperialists lmOlf that we have proposed
this not because of our military, economic, or political l'leakness. No, we are doing this because we are aware of our du~
to do all we can to safeguard and consolidate universal peace;
because we are aware that wars bring suffering to all nations,
and we want peace for our people and for all peoples ••••

You can boast, but you must boast in such a Hay that all the
world should see what you are boasting about. When we made
SJ.ch a tlboast,1I all the world saw how our rocket soared to the
moon and landed there!
So this is no empty boast; these are real facts. I think, dear
comrades and members of the Presidium, that I will reveal
secrets, and at the same t~ne I want to be understood correctly:
\'le do not want to frighten anyone, but we can tell the truth-now we have such a stock of rockets, such an amount of atomic
and hydrogen warheads, that i f they attack us we could Hips
our potential enemies off the face of the earth ••••
Our policy is not a position of strength policy. rle proposed
total and universal. disarmament at the UN General Assembly this
year and we are ready to dump all rockets. By the way, I shall
reveal--and let the people abroad know it, I am making no
secret of this--that in cne year 250 rockets with hydrogen warheads came off the assembly line in the factory He visited.
This represents millions of tons in terms of conventional explosives. You can well imagine that i f this lethal weapon is
exploded over some country there will be nothing left there at
all ••••
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-5Soon we are to visit France and meet President de Gaulle . We
attach great significance to that trip_ The Government of the
(Unclassified) Soviet Union considers that we can attain mutual understanding
lrl.th France. Nowhere do our paths cross. The economy of the
Soviet Union is self- sufficient. It is not based on the riches
of other countries and, therefore, there are no reasons for
any collisions or disagreements between us and France.

Nov. (Cant.)

-n;

Of course, our positions on the question of Ge~any are different, but I believe that this is mOre a difference of form than
of substance because French sympathies for German revenge seekers are no greater than ours . President de Gaulle understands
the danger of revival of German revanchism. But, of course,
there are many complex tangles in the German question which
should be taken into account. I believe that the forthcoming
visit to France will be useful, will help us to attain greater
mutual understanding. But why guess? y!e shall wait and see,
as the Russians say.
.
Chancellor Adenauer 1s now plaaning a bad thing . In my two
latest speeches I have not mentioned his name, and the journalists have taken note of this . On this third occasion I cannot
avoid it. A plan to build their radio station in West Berlin
has been announced in Bonn. He regard this plan as unlawful,
as a provocation. The Bonn revenge seekers are apparently
provoking us to a sharp rebuke . They want us to help them
aggravate the "cold war . " 1:e11, gentlemen, i f you embark upon
this road there is nothing ahead of you but failure. vie have
never recognized, we do not recognize , and we shall never
recognize your rights to Heat Berlin. Do not forget this,
!-lessra . Donn Revanchists . In order not to canplicate this
situation, I will not speak on concrete questions l-lhich may be
the subject of discussion at a summit meeting.
It is not my faul.t that I have to speak on these matters. l':e
are forced to do this by others. On such occasions we cannot
and shall not abide by the corruns.ndment that i f you are slapped
on the left cheek, turn your right one . vle shall act in a
manly way- -if we are hit on the left cheek, 1o'e shall strike back
with such force that no one will like to try it again. We
should like for the Bonn revenge seekers to cool their spirits
and act less like pugnacious peopl e . Let us rather sit down
to talks . 'to'est Berlin, it is known, does not belong to the
German Federal Republic and is situated 10 the territory of
the GDR . It would be a good thing if no one tried to exacerbate
by actions or decisions of same kind the situation in this or
or other areas of the f,lobe . Unreasonabl e actions can only resUlt in aggravation of the tension, not in the settlement of
disputed issues.
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-6First Deputy Foreign Minister Otto \'!1nzer (German De;nocratic
Republic) Comments to AnN on Adenaueris London Visit of
(ijnc]a Bsilied) 1~ovember 18: Adenauer, Strauss, and Brentano are worried by
the fact that the man responsible for US foreign policy has expressed the opinion that the ,-lest must have the courage to
build up a new relationship between the different systa~s and
observe peaceful competition.. Subsequent to Khrushchev's talks
Hith Eisenhower at Camp David, Herter demands a political understanding between East and West on the basis of recognition of
the facts created by vlorld Har II. l<Jashington diplomatic
circles consider the renunciation of force as a means of solving
problems as the central theme of Herter ' s statement. Adenauer,
Strauss, and Brentano, however, are afraid of a political understanding between East and vlest as this would put obstacles in
the way of revanchist policy and nuclear arming. This is l'Thy
Adenauer allied himself at the so- called German- US conversations
in Godesberg with those forces in the United States who want
to carr,y on the cold war and to increase to the extreme the
risk of an atom war with its unimaginable destructions. This,
to be exact, was an attempt on the part of Adenauer to ally
himself with the aggressive forces of US opposition against the
policy of easing tension, of Camp David; in other words, also
aga inst EisenhO'lier.

Nov"

2li

Question:

In what way, Comrade Secretary, is this connected

l'li th Adenauer ls Visit to London?

AnSYler : Insofar as Adenauer went to London with the same intention, namely to torpedo the summit conference and the understanding between East and \'Test . In an interview with the Sunday
Times, Adenauer declared shortly before his arrival in Lon~
that the Hestern Powers must attend a summit conference only
a£ter achieving complete unity, and this would take time. The
clear aim was, therefore, prevention or at least delay of a
summit conference.
It is obvious mat Adenauer d:idnot come nearer to this aim in
London. The sunmit conference uill take place, and earlier
than Adenauer likes . But even i f he was unable to prevent the
summit conference, Adenauer wanted to see that negotiations
would be confined to disarmmnent as he Bees it. In this he has
also failed . The West German paper we mentioned earlier wrote
that Adenauer had lito accept the unpleasant factll- - unpleasant
only for him--that Hacmillan and the British Governnent are
advocating that the summit conference also deal with the West
Berlin problem, whose best solution demands the conclusion of
a peace treaty with Germany.
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Question : Has Adenauer not voiced any new ideas, at least on
the Gennan question?

(Unclassified)
Anstler: No. Even now, when there is a certain improvement in
international relations, Adenauer and Brentano adhere stubbornly to the frozen positions of the cold war which was shawn 1n
the recent foreign affairs debate 1n the Lower House . Adenauer
again raised in London the obsolete demand that a four-power
cOflJII.lttee should deal with the German question, with the Germans
a t their beck and call. But there is no such thing as an
abstract German question. The point here is quite specificall y
the elimination of the remnants of World \var II . In other
words, the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany.
If the practice of a polit1.caJ. understanding between East and

West as demanded by Secretary of State Herter were al so applied
to Gennany, the Bonn Government ",ould at long last have to
agree to talks and negotiations with the GDR Government to prepare a peace treaty to set up an all-German committee .
The four- power committee proposed by Adenauer and the free decision by the German people are incompatible. Adenauer abuses
this concept only to hide his unfulfillable wish to outvote and
violate the GDR. In London Adenauer proposed long discussions
on the West Berlin question at the experts level. He wanted to
prevent a change of the anomalous situation in West Berlin and
to preserve the bridgehead of the cold ,,,ar. It hae al ready been
said that he has faUed in this , too . Adenauer and ·Brentano
'Were particularly worried during their London negotiations by
the idea of a zone of diminished armaments, supported by the
British Government, 8S its realization might prevent the steppedup Hest German nuclear arming.
It is no coincidence that even before Adenauer's return from
London, Strauss went to Paris- -as was announced by the Bonn
lI inistry of War--to negotiate with NATO General Norstad about
lifting the bans contained in the Brussels treaties , in other
"fords, to officially lift all barriers which r:llght hamper
nuclear arming in rleat Germany. The main worry of Adenauer,
Strauss, and Drentano is the continuation of nuclear arming .
For this reason alone they are bitter enemies of a zone of
diminished armaments in Central Europe . However, in this
question, too, Adenauer failed to receive the hoped for assurances in London.

Like all socialist countries, the GIR is in favor of complete
and general dieannament. It is, however, ready to support any
serious measure for a partial or geographically limitea
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disarmament. On Ulbricht's proposal the People's Cha~ber has
even submitted specific proposals for measures of disarmament

(Unt;lass ilied)

in the two German states.

Question:

So far you have spoken only of great political

problems.

y]hat are the results of Adenauer's London visit in

the economic field?
Answer: At a final press conference in London, Ader~uer spoke
with some forebodings about the danger of an economic 101ar in
Europe and about economic struggles among the European states
which threaten the most sacred goods of the monopolists. The
only result he was able to announce was that possibilities
were considered which must be discussed further with the partners of the two vlest European economic blocs, Hhose main powers
are trest Germany and Great Britain. There is no doubt that
contrasts in the economic field continue unabated, and Adenauer
brought nothing home but the assurance that he would co everything to avoid a trade 'War in Europe. This says more than
enough.
Question:

Hay I ask you to sum up our conversation?

Answer: To sum it up shortly, one can say that Adenauer lolent
to London to lay mines against the easing of international
tension and to do his best to torpedo a summit conference. But
the British people gave a particularly clear expression of their
demand for understanding, easing of tension and peace . During
the Adenauer visit this also found its expression in lively
parliamentary debates. This had to be taken into account by
the British Government . It is also high time for the people
and the Lower House in West Germaqy to bring a policy of common
sense to the fore.

Nov.

2)
(Official
Use Only)

Tv-ra~d~i~O~~~~~~~

on
reports on a
carried in the US on November 23. The program originated with
the vJestinghouse TV Company and consisted of a filmed interview betwf:en Urs . Betty Adams and SED 1st Secretary Walter
Ulbricht. Typical headlines were:

Neues Deutschland: "Five I4Ulion Americans Hear Truth about
GDRII; Tribuene: IIUlbrichton American TV-Radio: Summit Conference Must End Cold 'v'arll. Importance of broadcast was most
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Use Only)

clearly revealed by Neues Deutschland which devoted entire
front page to story, including large photo Ulbricht being
interviewed with exaggerated map of "GDR" in background showing Berlin as enclavej major current activities, such as toor
of Czech delegation now in East Germany, including speeches of
Grotewohl aOO Siroky, "rere pushed to third.
The h ission found the follO'Aing points made in the interview to

be of particular interest:
til. Ulbricht interpreted policy vial of President Eisenhower
and Secretary Herter as agreeing that end must be made to World
liar II. "For situation in Germany that meane cold war must be
endedll ; re Berlin (lland when you speak of Berlin you obviously
l'\ean vleet Berlin") this means elimination of espionage, propaganda, d iversionary operations centers and conversion of West
Berlin into demilitarized Free City would be best solution.
2. Ulbricht was silent on point recently admitted byt Ioscow
that '·~estern rights in Uest Berlin derived from unconditional
capitulation of Nazi Germany. In contrast, Ulbricht advanced
argument that Western forces occupied Hes t Berlin in 1 945 only
because Allied Control COQrnission had its seat in Berlin; since
that CO!T\lllission has ceased to be active, "there is no real
bas is for an occupation statute in West uerlin or for presence
of foreign troops." GIR therefore desires that aU foreign
forces be withdrawn from lIall Berlin and all Gennany. " Also,
would it not be proper "if, ine: t ead of military liaison missions
of the \lestern ?owers, normal diplomatic relations were finally
establ1shed?1I
3. nelationship of reunification to peace treaty, Federal
Republic Remarmament and to ultimate Communist objectives 1n
Germany was clearly postulated. 1I11e ask American people to
understand why we ine:ist so much on conclusion of peace treaty
since peace treaty 1s of decisive significance for reunification
of Germany." Atanic armament and rule by Militarist elements
in Hest Germany "hinder reunification" for "Gennal\Y can only
exist ss peace-loving state. 1I East Gennan formula still calls
for treaty with "two C-erman states" and preparation thereof is
task for summit talks.

4.

East Germany already is fully sovereign in contrast to
Federal Republic whose sovereignty is limited by Paris Convention. "Secretary Herter himself witnessed how GrR at Geneva
not only represented standpoint of sovereign German Democratic
Republic but also represented peace-loving people in \vast
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Gernany . 1I

(Of ficial
Use Only)

of GDR leaders to regime ' s lack of legitimacy and to importance
of convincing East German peopl e such legitimacy being acquired
through increased \.Jestern acceptance of that regime ..

25

5.

Ulbr i cht stress of this point showed keen s8mitivlty

Ulbricht made frankest statement to date re loss of popu-

lation through refugee now, saying reporter "may be correct"
in referring to weekly East/Hest flow of 2,000 persons. He
attempted to counter by cl aiming significant change has

developed this year with 31, 400 moving to am first six monthe

of 1959.

Nov ..

2S

(Unclassified)

East German Radio Commentary on Secretary Herter ' s Remarks of
November 24 (sumnary)' Herter stated on Nove~ber 24 that
Soviet policy Has not threatening <Pest Berlin; that a new
settlement of the West Berlin question may well be better than
the present state of affairs; and that a SU/'IlI'!lit conference
should not be del ayed beyond next spring. 1f\'1hat Secr etary of
State Herter said reflects not only his personal views but also
those of Eisenhower and the latest reasoning of the US Government. Herter has thus administered another public rebuke to
the obstinate attitude of his predecessor Acheson and all those
in the United States who continue to make speeches against an
easing of tension and propagate the notorious Dulles pol icy of
balancing on the brink of war.
"He clearly demonstrated, above all to Bonn and Schoeneberg,
that US foreign policy dOeS not in those questions pr opose to
take its cue from Adenauer and Brandt, but that it means to
take account o£ the £acts o£ the situati on prevailing th,=,oughout the world and of the t r emendous pr essure brought to bear
by world public opinion in favor of an easing of international
tension, peace, and coexistence . IIIn the editorial offi ces of
tiest Berlin's frontline city press , Herter's speech evidently
can e with the effect of a searing flash of lightning which
simply made their pens and printer ' s ink dry up because not a
single line recorded this fact today. Yet l-lhat Herter said
represents one of the first fruits of t he great rethinking
process that is going on in the world today; the growing awareness that we should not fight each other today , but seek
businesslike arrangements to get rid of dangerous inflammable
matter and live with one another. II
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Joint Communique on Ne3.~iation~~Party a~
Q.?V srn-ner.t Del~~~n. tion...:~~ol'pts frem t :;)~~.~): l'On the invitation
(Unclassified) oithe SED Ceneral Committee and of the om Governm~nt, a delegation of the Czechoslovak Communist Party and the Government
of the Czechoslovak Rep'lblic headed by the first secretary of
the Czechoslovak Commur.~Party and president of the Czechoslovak Republic, Comrade Antonin Novotny, visited the GDR from
November 19 to Novemb~r 25, 1959. The Czechoslov-ak party and
government delegation was received by the GDR president, Comrade
Wilhelm Pieck, and carried on a friendly discussion llith hlm.

"2-;

~Czecho~k

"I. Both delegations are of 'tile opinion that a surrunit conference
should be convened as soon as possible. The agenda of this conference should include such problems as are of first-rate importance for the consolidation of peace . It is imperative to
discuss the disarmament question. Finally, a discussion on the
peace treaty with Germany and the normalization of the West
Berlin situation ~annot be further delayed;
The absence of a peace treaty is being exploited by the imperialist and militarist forces in West Germany to stir up the cold
l-1ar and to prepare an atomic war of aggression. The conclusion
of a peace treaty would put an end to this disastrous development, would close the chapter of tiorld War IT and remove its
remr~ts.
This is in the interest of all nations. The Government of the Czechoslovak Re?ublic is willing, in accordance with
the proposal of the Soviet Union, to conclude a peace treaty
with both German states or with that German state which is
willing to do so.
Both sides emphasize that it is necessary to solve, in accordance with the proposals of the Soviet Union, the problem of
vlest Berlin, which is on GDR territory and serves as a bridgehead for the cold war and the preparation of aggression against
the GDR and other socialist statea.
The Government of the Czechoslovak Republic supports the proposals submitted by the GDR on October I, 1959, for an understanding between the two German states on such questions as the
renunciation of atomic armament; the agreement on an armament
moratorium; the advocacy by both s~des of a step-by-step withdrawal of foreign troops from Germany; the elimination of
foreign military bases; the conclusion of a noraggression pact,
and the establishment of a German committee made up of an
equal number of representatives of both Governmen~s to prepare
a peace treaty and to create the pr~conditions for the reunification of Germany.
The Czechoslovak pcirtner is convinced
that the opening of negotiations between the two German states
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(Unclassified)

that the opening of negotiations between the two Ge~n states
on these problems is indispensable and necessary in the inter ests of peace . The Czechoslovak nation regards the solution
of the vital problems of the German people as the latter's very
own concern.
The Czechoslovak delegation attaches great value to the peaceloving aspirations of the GDR, which has become an important
pillar of peace in Europe and a bulwark of democracy and
socialism . The GDR appreciates the consistent and uncompromising struggle of the Czechoslovak Republic against West German
imperialism

am

militarism which is, at the sante time , a gr eat

help to all peace-loving forces of the German people .
Both sides are convinced that all controversial and international

problems should and can be solved by the parties concerned in
negotiations on an equal footing, given good will on all sides.
This util should also manifest itself in the goverrrnents by
avoiding everything which miGht obstruct the lessening of
international tension and continue or even intensify the cold
war . The efforts of all governments should be exclusively
directed toward promoting the already noticeable improv~ent in
the international climate, ending the cold war canpletely, and
safeguarding peaceful coexistence.
Both sides note that there are still forces stubbornly endeavoring to obstruct the process of international detente and to
continue the policy of cold war . The present \oTest German
Government has a leading role among these forces. It is making
every effort to prevent a successful holding of the summit conference . It is making desperate efforts to sabotage an understanding between the countries of the two canps on the basis of
the factual situation result 111g from \',rorld War II; sabotage
which is also contemplated by leading representatives of the
US Government .
The ruling circles in i'lest Germany wish to change the results
of \'forld Ear II which were sealed with the blood of the peoples.
They are making all possible preparations to achieve the old
goals of conquest by German militarism and imperialism. For
this reason th~ are dOing everything possible to increase the
tension in international relations and to speedily complete the
equipping of the Fest German army with mass destruction weapons.
Hass destruction weapons are thus being given into the hands of
those militarist forces ~ich have their share of responsibility
for the criminal policy of Hitlerite Germany, which are again
active in leading positions of the state apparatus of the
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Federal Republic and which control public life in West Germany.
The Federal Government, which in a Hitlerite spirit has banned
the Communist Party of Germany and numerous other democratic
organizations, is now preparing a ban on the association of
persecutees of the Nazi regime .

It thus aims at eliminating

one of the last organizations of the peace-loving, antifascist
forces in Hest Germany. On the other hand, the BOnJll Government
persistently protects war and Nazi criminals of Oberlaenderts
stripe who retains his position as a minister in the government though his ~rticipatlon in mass executions during World
Har II has been proved.
Revanchist terri tarial deJ!1a.nds are openly being raised in the

Federal Republic against quite a number of Eu=opean countries.
The two governments very determinedly reject the increasingly
outrageous provocations by the vlest German revanchists. They
conder:m the fact that members of the Hest German Government
and leading officials in the state apparatus hold leading
functions in revanchist organizations ~lch are carrying on
intensive subversive activity against the Czechoslovak Republic,
the People1s Republic of Poland, and other socialist states.
The policy of the revanchists damages and jeopardizes the vital
interests of the west German people, including the former re~
settlers l-7ho are being misused for preparation of a new aggressive l-TlU' of the German militarists. 'Dte policy of the West German
militarists and revanchists is not onlY directed against the
socialist states but also threatens the security of all other
European nations. For the British, French, and ArrIerican nations
in particular, this policy conjures up the danger of being
drawn into a new world war by the German militarists.
This imperialist policy is also directed against the Asian and
African countries. The Federal Republic is trying to pose in
these countries as a noncolonial state allegedly interested
only in their economic development. Actually, however, thiB
sa-called aid is imperialist economic expansion based on misleading the peoples of these countries and aimed at their
exploitation and, in final analysis, directed against their
national liberation movement. In contrast, the policy cf the
GIR, aiming at peaceful, friendly relations with all nations
and states, is direoted at fUrthering the newly developing
countries with its unselfish support.
It i:r obvious that the harassing and sabotaging policy of the
BOM militarists and revanchists is doomed to fa':n. because it is
opposed to the ~dll of the nations and disregards the balance
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of pOY1er in the world.

It would be in conformity with the

interests of peace and the wishes of all nations i f the ruling
circles of West Germany 'Would at last drs,,! the logical conclusions from the present international balance of power, end
the cold war, and take the road tOHard understanding and peaceful cooperation.
II. The peoples of the GDR and the Czechoslovak Republic,
whose close and friendly relations are developing on the basis
of proletarian internationalism, are allied through the principles of Marx ism-Leninism, through the struggle for the

viotory of socialism and for the preservation and strengthening
of v10rld peace. This fact is being expressed in the policy of
their revolutionary Harxist-Leninist parties, which are the

leading forces in the building of a new social order and in
the shaping of a happy future of their peoples .
The representatives of the SED and of the Czechoslovak
Communist Party exchanged information, views, and experiences
concerning the work of their parties and of the socialist building in their countries . Questions of further cooperation between the SED and the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia as
1>lell as current questions of the international Harkers ' movement were discussed. The exchange of views between the representatives of both parties revealed full agreement on all
questions which were discussed.
Both parties noted that since the adoption of the BoscmT
declaration of the communist and Horkers parties of November
1957, the international communist movement has made immense
progress and that the cor rectness of thi s declaration has been
ful1y borne out in practical life . They noted with satisfaction that the regular exchange of views and information as
well as the close cooperation of the SED and the Czechoslovak
Communist Par~ has been of benefit to both parties. Both
parties consider it their duty to defend the purity of NarxismLeninism. They are determined to fight any manifestation of
revisionism or opportunism resolutely in the future . They
will also continue the fighting alliance between the SED and
the Czechoslovak Communist Party.
The Czechoslovak Communist Party assesses as very important the
efforts of the SED to convince the social- democratic working
people and their organizations in I'.est Germany of the need to
establish united action of the working class . Uuited action
will turn the whole German working class into a decisive factor
in molding the future of the German people in the spirit of
peace , denocracy, and socialism . "
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Conclusion of CDR-Czechoslovak Party and Government Negotiations.
Swnrnary with excerpts): "The reactionary forces are pursuing

2>

tactics similar to those used by Hitler in preparing \'!orld War

II. They raise demands for revenge and proclaim a so-called
policy of liberation toward Czechoslovakia. It will be recalled that Hitler carried out his annexation of Czechoslovak
territory under the slogans of 'liberation ' and 'return to the
Reich .

I

"Today members of the Bonn Government and leaders of so .. called
Sudeten German aesocla tiona in T,est Germany are again making

propaganda for a 'new order for Europe .' They set up military
formations of their own and prepare for military provocations
on 1·;est German terri tory." Ulbricht called on the West German
population to help put an end to this playing with fire.
liThe results of World War II which was brought about by German
monopoly capital and its Hitler government, cannot be undone."
The resettlers cannot be helped by hate propaganda, but only by
the granting of normal and orderly living conditions. It is
particularly deplorable that leading Social Democratic functionaries join in this revenge hullabaloo because th~ hope to
win a few votes.
"The revenge politicians in Bonn and the leaders of r!est German
re gional associations, after all, know perfectly well that
neither the United States, Great Britain, nor France are ready
to support their demands and sacrifice a single soldier for West
German revenge plans. There is only one way, to put an end to
the cold war and to talk frankly and honestly to the reaettlers,"
Ulbricht said amidst strong applause. He expressed his pleasure
that throughout the world there was growing realization of the
fact that contested international issues can be settled only
by negotiation between states.
lilt is because the longing for peace is of the essence to
socialism that we deem peaceful coexistence between states
with different social systems necessary and possible. The fight
for the consolidation of peace is to us not a tactical move,
but essential to our policy. II Ulbricht stressed that the
peaceful economic competition vlould prove the socialist order
to be better for the working people than the capitalist order.
Referring to the fact that certain imperialist powers for a
long time had worked to achieve a decisive point between the two
'World systems by military means and that the vlest German militarists were still dOing so today, Ulbricht noted that the
entire policy of the imperialist circles of Hest Germany and
their Hitlerite ger~rals was bound to fail.
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liThe German question is insoluble only as long as nuclear
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arming and reaming go on in t:-est GermanYa

(Unclassified)

If there is a
change under pressure from the West German population and
the summit conference, if a peace treaty is prepared, the
German question can be solved." The last Lower House meeting
confinned once more that vlest Germany is the only state in
Europe making revanchist and annexation demands on other
states. Every "lest German citizen should ask himself this
question: What would happen if the Bonn Government renounces
the demands for revenge and continuation of the cold "1ar and
agrees to an immediate halt to armaments and a renunciation
of nuclear arming with the GDR? liThe i'!est German citizen
would derive only advantage. He would no longer be kept in
suspense by the a larming reports of the warmongers . Billions
l<1hich are tOday thrown away for armam.e nts could be employed
for social purposes in the interest of the population .. "
Ulbricht referred to the talks between Prime Hinister
[·I acmillan and the Bonn Chancellor ""Tho had suddenly rediscovered
the people's right to self- determination . l'What hypocr itical
moci(ery? Herr Adenauer sold to the Western pm-rers the West
German population's right to decide for themselves on negotiations on reWlification . tI
Recalling the many proposals made by the GDR to come to an
understanding, Ulbricht described it·as contradiotion and pure
cynicisw. if Adenauer spoke of the German people's right of
self- determination by opposing an all-German committee, which
loJould prepare a peace treaty and initiate reunification o
uHerr Adenauer spealcs of a 'free deoision of the Germans. ' But
surely it is impossible under the pressure of nuolear armament
and militarism in West Germany to bring about a free decision
of the people . Bonn is today still the center of the cold war
and of international forces of reaction. The time will came,
hot-lever, when the warm current of a detente policy will reach
Bonn. The time will come when the majority of West German
capitalists will realize that the policy of peaceful eoonomic
competition is more favorable for them than arming for war, II
Ulbricht exclaimed.
He stressed that the GDR loJas making its contribution in curbing German militarism and imperialism in a peaoeful manner,
proving to all the people of ·Hest Germany by its actions that
the German people can live in peace , prosperity, and happiness
if Hest Germany renounces revenge , frontier demands, and any
imperialist policy. ''V:e want the lvest German people to convinoe themselves that the worker - peasant pOHer affords the
German peopl e secure long-term prospects; prospects of peace
and growing prosperity."
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(Unclassified) of the broad masses of the people for peace and security has
became inmeasurably greater in the present situation. We
shall continue to fight consistently for peaceful coexistence,
for total disarmament, for universal security. We hope that
the impending meetings at the highest level will be a new step
along this road. As for those who still try to fan up the
names of the cold war and think of acting from "positions of
strength,!! we can repeat that the stick will not help them.
There are two ends to every stick . If it is raised against the
socialist countries, its other end may fall upon the heads of
those who brandish it.
Dec.

We are now at the time of the year when the last days of autumn
are giving way to winter . In political life, however, the
temperature is definitely rising. It is not yet warm, it is
not spring, but signs of warmer weather are there . The
aggressive forces are very much concerned about this and are
taking every measure to reduce the temperature, to bring on the
frost.
Early this spring I had a very useful meeting with Mr.
Macmillan, the Prime ).1inister of Britain. It made something
of a start on an international thaw.
Recently, I had a meeting with President Eisenhower of the
United States. This meeting took place in the warm American
fall, and I would say that we had warm conversations . We in
the Soviet Union consider-- and others agree with us--that a
certain relaxation of international tension has now been
achieved. In any case, we go to such meetings with a good desire to discuss urgent questions ripe for solution, to find
correct, mutually acceptable, and, above all, reasonable
agreement in the interest of strengthening peacs.
A meeting is to take place in March next year at the invitation of the President of France, General de Gaulle . Some
voices are heard in the foreign press now saying that we have
abandoned the idea of an early meetings of the heads of
government . These assertions do not accord with reality. We
have always considered that meetings of the heads of government
are useful and that the sooner they are held the better . But
this is our point of view. The other sides which will take
part in this meeting are of a somewhat different opinion.
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'lie should not, of course, act like the heroines of Chekhov's

"The Three Sisters,"
Ue have long been in
government in Geneva
but we want it to be

who wanted to go to }1oscow at any cost.
favor of a meeting of the heads of
or some other place. We want this meeting,
fruitful, to benefit the peoples_

But ue have to approach the question of a meeting in a reasonable 'Nay and to take account of the wishes of our partners.
l':e must reckon with them. The Soviet Government is ready to
attend such a meeting at a time and place acceptable to all
its participants. The fact that I am to meet President
de Gaulle on March IS in no way means that a meeting of the
heads of government cannot take place before my meeting with
him, de Gaulle. It could be held before my visit to France,
but General de Gaulle himself wants to have an exchange of
viel-1s l-Tith me prior to a meeting at the summit. And this desire of his is not unreasonable. vfe understand this and regard his wishes With due consideration. Perhaps this "Iill
make for better understanding at a meeting of the heads of
government.
One should search for all kinds of possibilities to solve disputed problems on a reasonable foundation, and that is why one
must take into consideration the wishes of onels partner. We
do our utmost to speed up the melting of the IIcold warll ice.
'!'1'10 tendencies are now distinctly appearing in the international situation. On one hand, not only the peoples, but
also maqy statesmen and many political leaders recognize the
necessity of liquidating the cold war. On the other hand is
the desire of certain quarters in the Hestern powers to halt
the process of easing international tension that has begun and
to preserve the state of cold war.
This is also borne out, for instance, by such facts as the
attempts to once again involve the United NatiOns in a discussion of the so-called Hungarian question.
Who needs this provocative question? Do those who raise the
question really believe that by discussing this question in
the United Nations one could bring about a liquidation of
socialist gains in Hungary and a restoration of the Horthy
regime there?
I thinl;; that those representatives of the Western POl-1erS l-1ho
raise this question do not believe themselves that their proposals are sensible. Those who raise such questions cling
to the old, to the outmoded . And the sooner such leaders
understand that they bet on a dead horse, the sooner will
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tension be liquidat ed. This will help to improve mutual
understanding and. etrengthen t he cause of peace. They mourn

(Unclassified )

over t he defeat of counterrevolution in Hungary. Let the
enemies mourn, shedding tears over a small handful of reactionaries. Meanwhile, the working class, the working
peasantry, all the working people of Hungary who consolidated
their socialist gains triumph. And we rejoice in these
successes and warmly applaud them.

1

Comrades, all political leaders who have a s enae of reality
now acknowledge that international terudon has weakened. And

from now on every political leader and each country must promote a further improvement of the international situation and
liquidation of tension. One must untie the knots, remove
fror,} the road the obstacles accumulated as a reBul t of the
cold war and hampering a normalization of the international
situation.
One such abnormal feature is the situation in Europe, where
troops of both camps, the capitalist and the socialist, are
concentrated. It is precisely here in Europe that concern
must be displayed for normalization by all who are interested
in peace , who indeed want to improve relations between states.
It is common knowledge that an abnormal situation took shape
in Hest Berlin. We hold different views on the methods of
breaking the Be ..·lin deadlock, but all states admit that the
situation in that city is abnormal, except one state and one
political leader--t-lest Germany and West German Chancellor Mr.
Adenauer. The Chancellor is most active on the question of
Vlest Berlin though, as is well. known, he has no ground for
his claim to intervene in the affairs of that city.
The Chancellor declares in his statements that the main question which should be solved at a heads of government meeting
is the question of disarmament. I fully agree with the
Chancellor. Indeed, the question of disarmament is the main
question; it is of tremendous international importance because literally all countries, all mankind, are interested in
disarmament.
I am pleased to note t hat Qhancellor Adenauer understands this
now. If the Chancellor took the trouble to study our position
in 1955 at yeneva he would becone convinced that it is precisely the Soviet delegation that raised the question of disarmament 8S the main question.
It is true, at that time another "main question," the German
question, was imposed upon us, primarily by Chancellor Adenauer

-
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through his allies . He said that the disarmament problem
could be solved only s~ultaneou81y with solution of the 60called German question.
That is how they understood this question: liquidation of
the GDR and the extension of the power of the Government of
Hest Germany to all of Germarv. That is, it was a question
of strengthening the capitalist system and liquidating the

socialist system in that country. That is precisely what
Chancellor Adenauer wanted and still wants!
But as you know, Hitler was fighting socialism, and what was
the result? Hitl er shot himself While socialism flourishes !
Chancellor Adenauer should know that he now represents the
GOverrunent of West Germany which must remember Hitler's

atrocities. He, the Chancellor, says that he is not responsible for what was done by Nazi Germany. But where are the men
who led the fascist soldiers against the Soviet Union, who
Were in Stalingrad, who waged war against other countries? No
field glasses or other optical means are needed to locate them.
Everyone understands that one should not search for them in
the CDR. These men hold prominent positions there. Some of
them are organizing the West German Army, while others are
al:ready in cO!llnand of NATO troops. That is the situation i f
one looks at it soberly, and we Communists always look soberly
at life .
The apparent thaw in the international cl~te and the Soviet
Government 1s active efforts directed toward a further strengthening of the peace obvlousl!r do not suit the present leaders
of the Federal Republic, and they seek to do everything to
prevent an improvement in relations between states and to dis credit the foreign policy of the Soviet Union.
Chancellor Adenauer is most active in this respect. His latest
speech, delivered a few days ago in the Rhineland at a congress
of a CDC local organization, shows that Mr. Adenauer does not
disdain even obvious oonoootions, direct distortions of facte
known to all . "No other country,!! said the Chancellor, "has
been 'Haging so many wars and seizing so many countries in this
century as the Soviet Union. II
Reading Chancellor Adenauerts speech One might think that it
was the Soviet Union and not Nazi Germany which unleashed
World "rar II, that cost the peoples tens of millions of lives
and inestimable material losses . One might think that it was
the Soviet Union which attacked Germany and not Nazi GermaI\Y
which launched a piratical attack on our country. Or, maybe,
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Chancellor Adenauer will assert that it was Soviet Russia that
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invaded Gel'many, Britain, France, the United States, and
Japan in 1918-19201

l'

But who vJi1.1 believe him when ever-Jone knows that it was pre-

cisely these states that took up arms against the young land
of the Soviets which called for universal peace, and were
participants in foreign interv'ention during Which the troops
of 14 states invaded our country. In his atteP1pts to distort

the polic::r of' the Soviet Union, the Hest German Chancellor
brushes aside not only logic, but elementary commonsense too.
And this is understandable. Indeed, Cha."lcellor Adenauer's
designs with regard to the GIR can in no way be considered

as peaceful.
effect .

His latest speech furnishes new proofs to this

lfhat 1s the value, for instance, of his statement

"instead of reunification 'We should make recourse to another
expression, namely the restoration of freedom to 17 million
Germans. II
The juggling of the word "freedom" will not deceive anyone .
The point is that Adenauer wants to make the working people
of the GIR toil for capitalists and landlords again, Wa). ts to
cover the territory of the republic with NATO atomic and
rocket bases, as is the case with West Gemany. Only thus he
conceives the reunification of Germany. But these plans, of
course, are built on sand. It is not to permit someone to
destroy everything that has been achieved through the purposeful and selfless la~or of millions of people that the working
people of the om have spent 10 years creating a new socia1ist
society and strengthening their people's state.
VIe shall never support the demand to renounce the socialist
gains in the GDR.. And it 1s COlTJl1on knowledge that problems
can only be solved at international conferences and meetings
i f the interests of both sides are taken into consideration.
A unilateral decision is only possible through war, 'Hh1l.e
disputes can be solved through negotiation only if mutual
interests are taken into account. But where are such interests taken into consideration i f one demands peremptorily the
liquidation of socialist achievements of the first worker peasant state in German history, the liquidation of the GDR.
This is, to put it mildly, an unrealistic approach to the
matter. And Mr . Adenauer was right in defining it as a policy
of IIpositions of strength," positions of threatening war.
Times change and hence the tune changes, too. Now, Mr.
Adenauer strikes a new tune . He already sees that nothing can
be achieved through war and the positions-or- strength policYJ
that such a policy has utterly failed .
SI:CRET/NOFCRN
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With the death of the chief conductor of this policy, and even
before his death, the policy of threats and blackmail became
completely deadlocked. However , the assistants of the chief
conductor, his "yes" men, who with him sang the "cold j1al'
tune," keep 1 t up even without the conductor. And this note
obviously sounds a discord and begins to irritate even the
allies of the obstinate soloist.

We proceed from the principles of a policy of coexistence.
The Soviet Union submitted disarmament proposals, and we are
willing at any moment to sign such an agreement and to start
implementation on the basis of the most comprehensive and profound control, under the aegis of the United Nations or any
other internatior.al agency. vIe are in favor of effective
dis~nt·~dth real control, which would prevent any state
from secretly reviving its army and begL~ing war .
But in order to have confidence in both sides, we must settle
the issue of Hest Berlin. Why do we raise the issue of Hest
Berlin? Because t·lest Berlin has now become a source of conflicts, an apple of discord . \oJhen we say that the issue of
Berlin must be settled, this means that we propose to remove
the splinter that got into a sound body after World ~'lar II
and to liquidate the hotbed of the occupation regime .
How can this be done? The only way is to sign a peace treaty
with Germany. And that is l-mat we propose . A peace treaty
cannot be evaded if the other countries on lihich the signing
of a peace treaty depends stand on the position of peace and.
coexistence. One must, at last, liquidate the remnants of
t%rld Par IT, since they are a breeding ground of the
incendiaries of a third l-1orld war .
!ve do not speed up a solution of the problem of <
H est Berlin,
we set no deadlines, present no ultimatums, but at the same
time we will not relax our energy in striving for agreement
with our allies.
If we try all means and they do not lead to the desired results, we shall have no other way out except signing a peace
treaty with whichever of the two German states want it. And
in such a case we shall bear no responsibility for the refusal to sign the peace treaty. It will be borne by those
who had an unreasonable approach to the solution of this
problem, who did not take the road of easing tension in re lations betl-reen states but, on the contrary, wanted to preserve the dangerous source threatening the outbreak of a
third world war.
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That is why we tell Chancellor Adenauer: if you really are
a gainst revanchlsm and against Hitlerism--and you declare this
often--prove it by deeds. Do not oppose a liquidation of the
remnants of Hitler's war .
Or do you want to resume it? To judge by your statements, you
do not want to! Then, acting as the ally of our allies in
the \-1ar against Hitler Germany, faeilita te a solution of this

question at heads of government conference in the interest of
all peoples , 80 that no one would Win and no one would lose,
and only the cause of peace would benefit.
A peace treaty must be signed and the status of a free city
introduced for \-lest Berlin . Hatters might go to the utmost
absurdity i f the present situation in llest Berlin continues.
It is COllJllon knowledge that all countries approved in principle our disarmament proposals. A corrm1 ttee has been set up
of a party basis and the United Nations resolved to refer this
question for discussion to the "lD-nation" conmittee. Let us
assume the best outcome we strive for --that our proposals will
be accepted, and they will be accepted sooner or later. The
world is heading towards this because man 's intellect progresses and hwnan reason will t riumph. The disarmament proposals are most reasonable, and reflect the desire of all
people, of all mankind . ~lliat is to be done then with West
Berlin1
Our former allies insist on their termless occupation rights.
They uish to perpetuate the occupation regime, to leep their
troops there. Consequently, i f an agreement on disarmament
1s signed, if everyone begins to disarm, 1£ all the armies
are disbanded, what will happen to the troops in \'Iest Berlin?

If we abide by the present logic of the West, which is particularly advocated by Chancellor Adenauer, tlest Berlin is
the only place in the \-10rId "'here armed. forces should be left.

But this is an obviously absurd desire, contradicting commonsense. This is, so to say, bovine.
How can the question of disarmament be solved with such logic?
Continuation of the occupation regime completely contradicts
the idea of disarmament. This is why every sober-minded
person realizes that this illogical, unwise policy contradicts
coomonsense.
The Soviet Government's policy pursues the purpose of dOing
away with the state of war by signing a peace trea~ with
Germany. We are for coexistence, and this determines our
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correct line in international relations. He repeat over and
over again : coexistence means noninterference in the affairs

of other states, recognition of every nation's right to choose
the regime and social system under 1-1hieh its peoples wish to

live.

Proceeding from this, we propose to set up a free city in
Heat Berlin. This, indeed, will not upset the political order
there, \-Till not violate either its social or political principles. We are ready to provide this free city with every
guarantee of independence and integrity to which our allies
agree; guarantee them by our par ticipation under the aegis of
the United Nations or any other acceptable means. We see no

other way i f we are to be guided by the formula of coexistence
and noninterference in the affairs of other states.
The desire to preserve the occupation regime and forces in
"'est Berlin means a desire to pursue a policy directed against
the socialist states. This means to heat the atmosphere, to
continue the positions-of-strength policy. But it is an open
secret that every material has a heating limit. \-"hen it
reaches it, it suddenly snaps, and this may produce a catastrophel
This is ,"hy, fi r. Adenauer, you assume a very thankless and
ignoble task. The past is disappear ing never to return. Even
i f you proceed from positions of strength, Hr. Chancelior,
can you not see that this strength, on which you vfish to rely,
has been lost, is nonexistent.
Every saber-minded person today realizes t~At the balance of
forces has been tilted in favor of the socialist nations.
Both strength and justice are on our sideL

In this case,

justice goes along with strength because "'e, despite the tnting of the balance of forces in favor of our socialist camp,
do not alter our peace-loving policy. We do not propose
inacceptable alternatives to our partners, but, on the contrary,
continue our poli~ of justice and reason.
We are doing our utmost to make the Soviet proposals acceptable . \<1e do not impose them, but wish to reach agreement
through negotiations, though we have every right to sign a
peace trea~ with the GDR i f the Government of the Federal
Republic of Germany does not wish to sign a peace treaty.
t·le have before our eyes the example of the United States of

America, which has signed a peace treaty with Japan without us.
Hmrever , it cannot be held that one sidecan unilaterally sign
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treaties ,,1hUe the other cannot, though a peace treaty with
Japan was signed earlier to its detriment. So the moral aOO
legal rights and the right of reason for that matter are on

our side, because our proposals do not harm any state, do not
harm anybody, because they arise from our policy of peaceful
coexistence and noninterference in the affairs of other states.
The Soviet Union could have signed this treaty, but we wiBh
to do our best not to strain relations. The liquidation of
the occupation regime in West Berlin will undoubtedly be conducive toward this. This is lI~hy we do not fix any time limite.
rfe want the solution of this question to improve and not
worsen our relations. The Soviet Government is ready to try
out any conceivable peaceful means to secure a reasonable

solution of the German problem, to promote the improvement of
the international atmosphere, and to create conditiOns for
disarmament and the establishment of eternal peace on earth
for the sake of mankind's happiness.
But i f we do not meet with understanding, i f the forcp.s backing Chancellor Adenauer obstinately insist on the "positionsof-strength" policy, "le shall have no other choice left but
to sign a peace treaty with the GtR. The Soviet Union does
not intend to connive with those who are for the continuation
of the "positions-of-strength" policy. We and our allies
would readily sign a treaty with Vlest Germany, but if' we do
not succeed in this, we shall be compelled to sign a unilateral treaty with the am.
Chancellor Adenauer believes that unification means the
solution of the German question. The desire or the German
people to unite, to establish a single German atate, are
understandable. But this question assumes particular importance in the existing situation, when Germany is divided into
two states with different social and political systems. It
can be solved only by the Gennans themselves, because everything depends on the social and political system which Will
exist in the united Germany.
\-lho must settle this?

Some other countries? The allies?
No, this is the right of the Germans themselves. And you,
l1r. Chancellor, do not even want to meet the representatives
of the GDR, you want us, that is, the former allies that
warred against Hitler, to unite Germany. But we, former
allies in the war against Hitler Germany, have dif'fering
views on this score: some like capitalist Germany, that is,
its Hestern part, and some like socialist Germany, that is,
the GDR. HOll can we, t he allies, solve this question then?
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But the al11es have never had any agreer.lent, any cOlMlitment

(Unclassified)

on this score . After its defeat and capitulation Germany was
divided into four zones; three zones were subsequently merged
and started developing on capitalist lines , while Eastern
Germany, as it was then called, the present- day GDR r~s chosen
the socialist road, and we acclaim the GDR .
successful in its development .

It 1s very

So, the question of which way Germany will go can be aolved
only by the Germans thetn.selves . You, Hr. Adenauer, cannot
avoid this. Sooner or later you or some other person who will
head the Government of Weet Germany, i f he 15 realistically
minded, will arrive at this only correct conclusion.

The Soviet Union and the GDR "rish to take realistic account of
the prevailing situation. "lest Berlin has a capitalist way of
life and we do not wish to break or coerce the wiJ.l. of the
"'Jest Berlin population when they choose their social and
political system . We give them the right to solve everything
by themeel ves .
Adenauer strives for another solution. But this means to solve
the question in the interests of some one country or group of
countries against some other country or group of countries.
This is either a win or a loss in an important political ques tion, a win or a loss in someone's favor , or vice versa. But
neither side nill agree to this. Only madmen can hope to
solve this question by force, byway of war . Sober- minded
people know l-1hat a war is 1i1<e and will: do everything to prevent it. Some people may say why does Khrushchev raise this
question when agreement on a surmLit meeting to discusB this
question has practically been reached . I agree with this
view and I would not have raised this question i f it were not
for Nr . Adenauer I s statements .
I cannot leave unanswered the questions raised by Chancellor
Adenauer . So, I am not the initiator here and I was only
compelled to answer the statements of the West German
Chancellor.
In its policy the Soviet Union will always abide by the great
principles of peaceful coexistence . We do not beg for peace .
However, the desire for peace is by no means a sign of our
weakness . The strength of the Soviet Union and all the
socialist camp is growing 1-1ith every day. \·le possess everything
necessary to ward off any blow. But we do not lol8nt losses"
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we do not want destruction and the perishing of millions of
people.

(Unclassified)
In one of my recent statement I said that we hsve stockpiled
such a quantity of rockets, so many atomic and hydrogen warheads, that i f attacked we shall be able to raze to the ground
all our potential enemies. It is not because of our weakness,
but because of our principled Leninist policy of peaceful
coexistence, a policy meeting the interests of the broadest
popul.a.r masses throughout the world, that we are ready to

im"lediately destroy all these stockpiles i f a program for

universal disarmament is adopted. Let the imperialist
propaganda mongers talk about the clandestine designs of the
Co~uni8tSe
We are sure that the consistency and clarity of
our peace-loving policy will be winning ever new supporters
with each passing day, with each passing hour.

Dec.

T
(Official
USfl

Only)

VO.ik:,IDom,er) met on December 2 and adopted resolution dealing
with Berlin and German question which reiterated most standard
Soviet/OlE propo~3ls. Resolution was framed as reply to
"appeal by SupreJne Soviet which was made to all parliaments
of the world on October 31".
Volkskammer resolution as summarized in East press December 3
proclaimed--ODR dedication to Soviet proposal for total disarmament and restated t:8 point proposal" by Vollcskanrncr on
October 1 to Federal. Republ.ic ~,?sta~.

ReBorlin, resolu-

tion repe3.ted phra,eclocy often S(;P.ll earlier in Berlin crjsis,
stating "'The Hest Berltn problem will find its resolution
through tllo (GArman) Peace Treaty".. Also stated "We expect
Summit Conference will diDcuas, above all, question of disarmament as well as question of peace treaty with Germany by
l-1hich anomalous \lest Serlin situation will be sGttled l : .
GDR expectations re participation Summit Conference were also
reiterated in poi.."lt whlch atated 1I\'1e assume that at SUImlit
Conference all cr__es tiOliS involving GeI'lllUny will only be discussed with participation of both German States. II
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us Mission Berlin Anal sis of GDR Pro a anda Pro ram Since
the Geneva C~e re:lce of Fo!"eign Minis ters of 19 9: "An
(ConIid.ntial) analysis of the propaganda program developed in relation to
the Conference and to the subsequent celebration of the 10th
anniversary of the founding of the East German Democratic
Republic reveals the follOl-ling themes have been developed
persistently; they are listed in order of the apparent priority assigned by the East German regime:

T

1. There is a continuously growing acceptance of the GDR
internationally and the scope of that acceptance already has
reached significant proportions.
2. East Germany, particularly during the last few years, has
made rapid economic progress and has become one of the five
leading industrial producing countries of Europe.
3. The GDR is moving rapidly and inevitably towards completion
of the transition to a socialist form of Bociet,y (by 1965) and
the achievement thereof has become a prerequisite for the
reunification of Germany. This achievement is expected to
exert increasing pressure on the Federal Republic and attract
Hest German workers.

4. East Germany's peaceful internal and external policies
stand in sharp contrast, on the one hand, to a restored
monopolist-capitalist society in 1"est Germany and, on the other
hand, to a revived, aggressive intent on the part of West
Germany vis-a-vis other countries in general and Eastern
European countries in particular .

S. East Germany is firmly integrated into the socialist bloc
and, in turn, enjoys not only tremendous economic advantages
but also is assured of an unyielding political and military
support, first from the USSR and secondly from the united bloc.
6. The world balance of p0\>1er already has changed in favor of
the socialist bloc and will continue to do so at an accelerating rate. This changed balance of power has special significance for East Germany since that change is now forcing
leaders of . . 'estern capitalist countries to face realities
(e.g. the existence of two German States).
7. Sufficient progress already has been made to demonstrate
to the East German population in the first instance and to
the 1,res t German population secondarily that Bociali5lll is a
superior system which will guarantee not only peaceful political conditione in Europe but a better life for the average
citizen ",i thin the foreseeable future.
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GDR Finance r~lnist er \Olfili Rwnpf Claims .50% of FEIREP Budget
Is for Military. An ADN story on the presentation of the
draft bill on the budget plan for 1960 to the aoR VolkskaIrmer
contained the follmiing paragraph: The most decisive feature
of the budget plan is the fact that it reflects the peace
policy of our Government. Uhereas in the GOO. expenditure for
the Nat ional People's Army aga in reMains stable and will
amount to about one billion deutschemarks in 1960, the Bonn
budget officially shows an armament expenditure amounting to
more than 11 billion deutschemar!<s . SPD Lower House l1ember
Ritzel, however, estiI,lated that even in 19.59 the actual amount
of ar r.ament expenditure was 19 billion deutschemarks since a
considerable part of the armament expenditure is hidden. This
means that in the Om. less than one billion deutschemarks is
being spent on the National People's Army, while in v!est Germany
19 billion deutschemarks is spent, or 19 times as much. Whereas in the am. expenditure for the National People f s Arrrry
amounts to 2 percent of the budget, the expenditure in Bonn
is .50 percent, said Hinister Rumpf.

Radio JlIoscO'W Claims Adenauer Attem tin to Sabota e Summit.
The ollowing Vlad
ov cot:1nentary was beamed at Germany in
German at 1900 GO!Tf One can already say that 1959 will go
down in history as the beginning of a turn in international
relations. What <l short time ago seemed unbelievable has
become reality this year . The head of t..'1e Soviet Government
visited the United States. The United Nations unanimously
approved the Soviet-American resolution on total disarmament.
Noticeable progress was made at Geneva on the cessation of
nuclear testa. The East-Hest sunmlit conf ~rence is within
reach. He are witnessing J as Nikita Khr\1!Jhche·t sc..id yesterday in Budapest, a time when the last d.a;y:-> of cntumn are ending and winter is approaching. In political life, however, a
noticeable ~larming can be felt .
All states and all governments shouJ.d Sh("loT, in t,il is hlstoric
hour of responsibility, more good will t h"!.i ev("~ a_nd should
search for solutions acceptable by both ~~des ~l order to
further ease international tension.
I fully agree, therefore, with Hans Zebrerts atat~ment in Die
"lelt. He says that it is not a rewardin~ t!l~k to stand asa
trOublemaker and center of unrest in th;1 'IJ.:..ddle of a tensionfree liOrld,. The latest report from Bonn, however, indicates
that ruling circles of the Federal Republic are keen on playing precisely this role. Let us, for instance, take the latest
statements of Chancellor Adenauer, his speech at the CDU
party congress in Duren, and his interview in Le Monde. The
Chancellor 1 s s[)ee~h and interviel'1 are in the worst trad~Jiions
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of the cold war and a r e full of rude and hostile attacks
against the USSR and the S~viet Government. I would not like
to deal with the lack of tact and the provocative manner of
the Chancellor's statements on 'tlhat is agreeable to East
European peoples . In this it is not Adenauer but the people
of East Europe who make the decisions .
The Chancellor's statements on 1nternatlon~l problens cannot
be accepted without contradiction. Adenauer'g surprising
attitude toward the forthcoming sUJrnit conference 1s particularly striking. The question is not that he is in favor of
the most careful preparation for the conference; no one has
anything against this . The question is that they insistently
denand in Sonn that preparations should be made in the old
spirit of the cold war . It is characteristic that the world
"strength" is used frequently in the Chancellor ' s 14 test
speech . At the same time, one notices that the ruling circles
of the Federal Republic are using every means to prevent a
factual treatment of the questions connected with Germany.
As is known, Bonn is insistently opposed to a peace treaty
with Germany.
Before his departure for Paris, Von Eckerdt declared:
Chancellor Adenauer is also against any change of the present,
obviously abnormal, conditions in Hest Berlin. The Chancellor
himself announced in his speech in Duren that he would avoid.
using the expression Ilreunificationll --one should speak of the
"restitution of freedan to East Germany. " All these statements can only be considered as a deliberate sabotage of the
forthcoming negotiations.
As far as Chancellor Adenauer ' s statements about IIliberation ll - or to put it more correctly, devouring the GDR- -are concerned,
they are, as Nikita Khrushchev said yesterday, an unrealiotic
approach to the matter . The issue, however, is not the
statements of Donn politicians, but the entire diplomatic
activity which the government circles of the Federal Republic,
with the Chancellor himself in the fore, have displayed
lately . Nikita I\hrushchev stated in Budapest that the warming of the international climate and the active efforts of th~
Soviet Government for the strengthening of peace obviously do
not suit the present politicians in the Federal Republic.
For this reason they are striving with all their might to
prevent the improvement in international relations.
I do not want to deal with the Chancellor's last visit to
London. It is well known that he insistently opposed there
all concrete disarmament measures and the settlement of the
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visit to Paris. The French and the West German press agreed
that this time also Adenauer would campaign against the peace-

(Unclassified)

Yesterday the Chancellor went on a new state

ful settlement of international disputes, especially the
Berlin problem. Pravda said today very aptly that Chancellor

Adenauer was trading in receipts for the aggravation of
international tension.

Moreover, it emerges fram press reports that at the Paris
talks Adenauer aims at achieving a further intensification of
West German armament. Frankf'urt!lr RWldschau, for instance,
says that under the pretext of lIghting COriiiTiunism, Adenauer
linl propose that all special provisions regarding the
Federal nepublic should be waived and that the BundeSW'ehr
should be equipped with atomic and rocket weapons without

restrictions.
It is premature to attempt to forecast the results of the
Parie visit of the Federal Chancellor. There is strong
oeposition in France to the dangerous policy of the intensified
arming of \olest Gennany. t.1hatever may be the case it has been
proved beyond dispute that Bonn, to use Hans Zehrer'e words,
stands at present as a troublemaker and center of unreDt.
Hans Zehrer titled his article ''What is to Becane of Gerrnany?1I
This question should be food for thought for the Bonn
politicians, who are dragging the country along the old road
of the cold war and the bankrupt policy of strength.

Moscow Cl~1ms Adenauer Aggravates European Climate; Only
a Soviet Solution Possible on Berlin. The follOWing extract
(UnolnsBified) is taken from an English-lantuage broadcast on the Soviet
North American Service at 2300 G'.T: There are two ways to
settle the question. It is either Adenauer's way or the
USSR's way. Adenauer's way means a Western settlement, to the
detriment of the peace-loving socialist countries. Naturally,
that is unrealistic. If the Chancellor cherishes hopes of
settling the Berlin issue by force, by war J it is a mad hope
because sensible people are dOing everything to prevent it.
Hhat the USSR proposes is settlement in the interests of aU
nations so that the cause of peace 'tTill wino That can only
be done by concluding a German peace treaty and making West
Berlin a trae city. That would not interfere with the
government, social, or political systems there. The USSR
would provide the free city all guarantees of independence
and inviolability under the United Nations or in any other
mutuallY acceptable way.

Dec.
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Hr . Khrushchev sai d in Budap est that the USSR i s not pressing
a time limi t for settling the quest i on of Wes t Berlin. It is
(Unclassified) not presenting any time limit or ultimatur.\s, but neither will
it relax its ener gy for reaching agreement . Mr . Khrushchev
also stressed that i f the USSR exhausts every means without
achieving results it wi ll have no other way out but to conclude a peace treaty with the Germen state which desires it .

2""

You see, a sol ution of the \-!est Berlin problem in keeping with
the peace now depends entirely on Dr . Adenauer and the West,
which has every opportunity to make him toe the line of reason
and commonsense .

Ulbricht Prai ses Nehru 's German Policy. Excerpts from a statement released through a radio announcer by SED 1st Secretary
(Ur.cJ.z. s"ifie': ) Halter Ulbr icht : nOn December ), 1959, a \-,'estern journal ist
asked t he Indian Premier at a press conference in New Delhi
whether he felt it would be better not to have German reunification discussed at the forthc oming summit conference as one
of the chief topics but that attempts should fir s t be made to
reach a certain understanding on the disa rmament problem .

Dec ..

T

In his reply Premier Nehru st ressed the outstanding importance

of the disannament question . Simultaneousl y, however , he unmistakably voiced hi s opinion on the present state of the
German problem. Nehru said t hat he \olas ver y puzzled by the
question of German unity. There was so much talk about it .
So far, however, he had only been able to establish that no
one lianted it. According to press reports , Nehru mentioned
the United States, the Soviet Union, West Germany, the om,
France, Great Brit ain, Poland, and Czechos1ovakia in this
connection.
In reply to a supplementary quest i on as to Whether it is a

grave and unfortunate development that no one wants it, Nehru
explained his wor ds , according to the press r epor ts as follows:
No. I think it is the r ecognition of certain fundamental
facts 'Hhich exist today. From this viewpoint I think that
people want it in theory, but the recognition of certain facts
and the fear of certain consequences l ead to people just not
wanting it . l!hen I say that they do not want i t , this means
of course that everyone wants a solution according to his
own ideas and is 100 percent certain in this connection that
it will not come in this way. Thus it happens that people do
not want a sol ution. This is what it amounts to .
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(Unc!assU1ed) tion under existing conditions except on its own torms, which
are unacceptable to othor goverru1lents. The result 1s a stand-

Dec. (Cont.)

still which ca.nriot be lifted as long as conditions do not

change ••••
We regard Premier Nehru's statement as an altogether factual

and well-considered pronouncement, the importance of which is
not impaired by the fact that it was prompted by the question
of a l ;estern journalist .

This is also confirmed by the tact

that, according to a report of a big West German newspaper,
an official high-ranking Indian Government spokesman stressed
after the preSls conference that by his statement Nehru had
only established two obvious factsJ first, aame governments
actually do not desire reunification, and second, the Government of the Federal Republic cannot be in earnest with reunification when it insists that the two parts of Germany
should only be reunited on the conditions of the Federal Republic, 8S these conditions are unacceptable to other powers
concerned.
We understand the Indian Premier as meaning tt-.at he cannot nOW'

see any real possibility for reunification and that he is convinced that the governments of the great states too do not
take any such real possibility into consideration under the
present circumstances, particularly as the Government in Bonn
is not abandoning its completely unrealistic concept of the
conquest of the Gm. It !llust be said that the conditions
which are put forward for reunification by the German militarists and the 25' groupe of combinee: ruling in West Germany
are completely unacceptable.

On the other hand, Premier Nehru also knows that the GDR
Government does not adopt any rigid attitude of "all or nothing"
L~ this question.
The GaR is a worker-peaoant state. It has,
however, not demanded that "Jest Germany become socialist,
that the social system of the GDR be extended to West Germany.
It merely insists that by means of negotiations between the
two perman states a way be found to create a peace-loving
democratic Germany, in which German militarism is finally
curbed ••••
One must ask what it was that upset the Bonn Government 80 and
caused it to react with such nervousness and lack of relevance
to the remarks of the Indian Premier. The Bonn Goverrunent and
the circles behind it are upset because, as they have already
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admitted~

it is clear from Nehru 's statement that he neither
r ecognizes Bonn 's claim to the exclusive representation of
Gernany today nor intends to recognize it in the future .
After all this is no more than natural. In international
ques t ions of the utmost importance the position of the Indian
Premier is one of neutrality. For this reason alone he cannot
identify himself with the claim to exclusiveness of the West
German Government.
Any other attitude would amount to siding with West German
militarism, against the German people 's interests. After all,
the essence of the German people ' s national question lies in
the existence of an unbridgeable gulf between ruling militarist
forces in ~l eBt Germany and the peaceful interests of the

German people ••••
\tIe would warmly welcane it i f the Indian Goverrunent and the

governments of the other Bandung conference states would
press for the peace treaty with Germaqy being prepared at the
coming SU1I111it conference and the chapter of t,Torld War II
being closed at long last. 'i bis would usher in the new era
of a peace-loving, democratic Germany. "
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Minister Koeni on the German Problem. (ADN
release t "Ambassador Johannes Koenig, Deputy Foreign Minister
of the GDR, told Jacques .Jean-Harie, the chief correspondent
of AFP, in an interview, that the Goo. was willing to contribute to the best of its ability to an understanding on the
conclusion of a peace treaty and toward the lessening of international tension. Koenig replied positively to the question
of ",hether the viewpoints of the two sides on the Berlin
statute had come claso,;: to each other . "I hold the view that
the chances of bringing about a solution of the Nest Berlin
pr oblem, which already existed at the Geneva Conference, have
further improved."
Koenig said : "President Eisenhower 's statements that a solution must be found for the vlest Berlin problem which also
takes into account the interests of the GDR, as well as Secretary of State Herter ' s recent statement that the position in
West Berlin must be improved by an agreel1l9nt, are val ued by
us because of their importance . However, it must be said that
contrary to these gestures efforts have been made, especially
in recent times, by Bonn and \.Test Berlin circles to prevent
the elimination of the abnormal situation in vTest Berlin. 1I
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Koenig emphasized that the conclusion of a peace treaty with
the two German states and the transfoI'l'l\..;tlon of \lest Berlin

into a demilitarized, free city linked with it, would serve
the justifi ed interests of Bl I concerned and of peace . The
GDR Gover~~ent has stated its view on this point with perfect
clarity.
A.mbassador Koenig described the impending visit of Nikita

Khrushchev to France as an event of far-reaching importance
tOlvard a further l essening of international tension.

lIIn

this respect we agree with General de Gaulle, who recently
voiced the expectation that in the course of 1960 a great
human hope regarding the cause of peace would be ful.fllled,
and who pointed to the many indications of th9 beginning of
a period of lessening of tension. In the national interest
of the German people, the establishment of closer friendly
relations between the Soviet Union and France could o~ be
welcaned. It would undoubtedly constitute an important contribution toward the safeguarding of peace in Europe and in
the whold 'World. II
Koenig remarked that it must be noted that the statements of
de Gaulle at his last conference concerning Germm y showed on
many points a more realistic approach . "Above ali , I mean
the confirmation of the definite character of the Oder- Neisse
frontier between the ODR and the People's Republic of Poland,
a view previously expressed by General de Gaulle in t-Iarch 19S9
in a quite definite manner . :e, too, hold the view, that it
is in the interest of our two peoples, the German and the
French, to reject arw revision of the results of World Uar 11.11
\-lith reference to Adenauer's recent conversation with de GaulJ.c,
Ambassador Koenig said to the correspondent : "Chancellor
Adenauer came to Paris, and one of his purposes was to torpedo
the summit conference, or at least to prevent a discussion
of the German problem; that is to say, of the question of the
peace treaty and the normalization of the situation in Uest
Berlin.
In this respect,
in other respects probably too ,
the result of the talks has by no means Measured up to
Adenauer 1 s eJp ectations. H

as

The Ambassa.dor ' ~mphas1zed tha~ a SUfllr.1it conference would help
liquidate the remnants of World ',ar II, and thus facilitate
the conclusion of the peace treaty with the two German states.
"As to the reunification of Germany, it can only be achieved
i f one proceeds from the fact of the existence of two states
on the territory of Germany . Reunification canonly come
about by way of a rapprochement of these two states . The righ't
of self-determination of the nations demands that this question,
too, be eolved by the Germans themselves , \>1ithou't interference
by other states ."
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Soviet Re resentation on WEll Relaxation of Certain Restrlctio~
on Fi:DREP Armament .
Text rom TASS : On December
, a.1'1.,
Timosfieriko, the Soviet Charge d'affaires Ad Interin in the
Federal Republ ic of Germany, called at the i:inistry of Foreign
Affairs of the Federal Republic and, on behalf of the Soviet
Government , made the follmoring statement:
The Soviet Government
more than once not to
kinds of military and
solution of important

has appealed to the Federal Government
complicate international relations by all
other activities and not to hinder the
international problems.

It is common knowledge that the adoption of the decision on the
armint: of the Bundeswehr with atomic weapons and missiles has
led to a dangerous heighteninG of tension in Europe and continues to impair international relations by obstructing the
settlement of unresolved problems, including that of the unification of Germany, which is so important to the German people.
At the same time, this deoision has by no means improved the
international position of the Federal Republic of Germany, but
ile.D instead increased the European people I s mistrust of its
policy.
One cannot fail to notice that as a rule the Government of the
Federal Republic of Germany becomes more active in the military
field just when a certain lowering of international tension is
in evidence and when a prospect opens for closer contact between Eastern arxl vlestem nations. This is just the way things
are tOday.
A number of decisions to speed the rearming of Federal Germany
have been taken lately within the framework of the West
European Union. On October 21, the Government of the Federal
Republic of Germany received the consent of the Coun~~i of the
\tlestern European Union to Hest Germany 's manuiacturmg
certain types of rockets which, under the Paris agreements, the
Federal Republic had undertaken not to make. Shortly before
the decision of the Council of the \'Jest European Union was
taken, the Federal Republic of Germany concluded an agreement
with the United States on the delivery to Western Germany of
equipment for the launching of missiles with nuclear warheads
and on training Bundeswehr soldiers and officers in handling
nuclear weapons .
It has further came to light that the Government of Federal
Republic of Germany proposes to start building large warships
and submarines as well as various sea mines, this being
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accanpanled by an intention to equip the new warships with

-u;

missiles.

(Unc1a5l!1ified)

Federal German Republic is seeking permission from 1 ts
partners in the ,testern European Union to produce these

Judging by press reports, the Government of the

armaments. Reports have also come to hand about the plans
of the \'lest European Union to set up so .. called "joint European
nuclear forces" to include the armed forces of the Fe(lera'l
Republic of Germany.
Earlier, in an effort to justify \':es t Germany's entry into
the , Testern European Union and NATO, the government of the
Federal Republic of Germany clained that it would accept of
its own free will sane drastic cuts in the armament of the
Federal Republic and would place them under effective control
by its l:est European aliles in those military groupings. Yet,
the facts just cited indicate that in reality the Government

of the Federal Republic of Germany is using its membership in
the Western European Union and NA.TO for the unceasing buildup
of armaments and is resorting to any means in order to wipe
out, one after another, the few limitations originallY envisaged in the Paris agreements with r espect to the Federal
Republic of Germany.
The Soviet Government emphasizes once more that these aotions
by the Government of the Federal Republic of Oermany run
counter to the efforts of other states which strive to end the
cold war and the armaments race and are in no way square with
the Federal Governnent' s m-m statements about advocating
general disarmament as the major requlsi te for the reduction
of international tension.
The Soviet Government believes that some successes 10 easing
tension achieved in recent months have been a promising start
in creating conditions for an enduring peace and establishing
normal relations between atatAS. Important discussions lie
ahead which may take the states farther along in solving ur gent
international problems, including the most important of them-the problem of disarmament. The governments must relieve the
relations between states of the burden of accumulated differences, to lay the foundations of enduring peaceful coexistence
between states with differing social systems.
It would seem that on the eve of these discussiQns the efforts
of all governments ought to be concentrated on remOving the
obstacles which might prevent success. At leaet it would be
natural to expect each government to refrain from any steps
which lead to fresh difficulties hampering an undelStanding.

,
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This also fully applies to the Federal Republic of Germany
which
should be no less interested than other countries in a
lli
(Unclassified) peaceful adjustment of postwar problems . However, the policy
of the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany gives no
ground to believe that it would indeed \-rant such an adjustment to be achieved at the coming SU!lIJ'!\lt meeting.
The Soviet Government, like the governments of other peacelOving states, believes that international security must not
rest on the shaky foundation of the arms race and the 50called military balance, but on the sound foundation of fruitful and mutually advantageous cooperation, confidence and
friendship .
The Soviet Government would like to draw the attention of the
Federal Government to the responsibility it assumes before
its own people and the peoples of other countries by seeking
to keep up the arms race and to create Obstacles to the
liquidation of the vestiges of the 'World war caused by German
militarism w
It hopes that the Federal Government will consider once again
the consequences to the interests of peace and the national
interests of the Ger.uan people which might arise from the
armament measures taken in the Federal Republic of Ger~ny.
(Similar representations were made to other members of T'lE""l1 ).

Premier Otto Grotewohl on German Attendance at Summit. (Statement read on East German Radio by announcer): 'Il-Jest German
Chancellor on December 8, 1959, declared before the Coo-CSU
group of the Lower House that he wished to forego any participation in the East-\lest sUITIllit conference from the outset .
In the Hest German press this declaration has freque{,tly been

interpreted as indicating the German representatives will not
take part in the summit conference . Such a presentation is
not in accordance with the facts . First it must be pointed
out that it is the inalienable right of the German people to
participate in consultations on all questions touching on their
interests. This right cannot be renounced, and no one, not
even Herr Adenauer, can make such a renunciation.
The legitimate interests of the German people--and this cannot
be denied--can be expressed only by representatives of both
German governments taking part in the solution of all ques tions concerning Germany. If Adenauer wants to forego
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participation in the summit conference, even though this
conference will deal with Ge~n questions, the GDR Government will speak for the citizens of the GDR and for all of
Germany and will alone represent our people.
The ODR Goverrunent emphatically demands to be called. into con-

sultation dealing with any question concerning the ODR and the
German people . The great powers have several times acknm~leds~ d
that the representatives of both German states should participate in consultations of international conferences on German

question3.

This was laid down in the agreed communique of the

Foreign }jinisters 1 Conference in Geneva in 1959.

The interruption of the deliberations in Geneva took place
subject to the stipulation that they were to be reSUMed with
the same attendance. In the interests of easing international
tension, of concluding a peace treaty with both German states,
and of removing the anomalous situation in West Berlin, the
GDR Government will safeguard the national l-ights of the German
people and 'H111 be ready to take part in the summit conference."

Deutachlands ender Von Schnitzler Commenta
on Western Summit
Results. (Excerpts: B 'dzeitung calms down the gentlemen in
Bonn and Schoene~org by saying that not an inch of ground has
been yielded over Berlin. Telegraf thinks that during the
Paris negotiations the rlestern powers reaffirmed their firm
attitude regarding Berlin. Newspapers and radio stations in
West Germany and "Jest Berlin try to percuade their readers
that the West is determined to leave everything in Berlin as
it nOlor is. We have heard enough of such protestations ,
especially when EisenhOWer and Hacm11lan said something totally
different. Invariably sentences ,rere torn fran context--for
instance, that the freedom of ~~eBt Berlin must remain assured,
or that the Weatern powers insisted on free access to West
Berlin . From this the gentlemen in Bonn and Schoeneberg deduced that nothing would be changed in West Berlin.
However, since freedom in West Berlin has neve: yet been
menaced from the East, since in not one of the proposals for
settlement of the \-1est Berlin problem was the possibility of
disrupting free access even hinted at, such vigorous statementD
are very nice and very noncommittal. They do not invite contradiction from aqy side. To try to deduce from such questions the assertion that in to/est Berlin nothing need be or
will be changed is a daring conclusion and is harshly contr a dicted by those passages of l'1estern statements, ",hich the pres r.,
calling for intram:igence, [jrujantly "rit~ olds from its readJ rfl .
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Couve de li urville said in Geneva that

"West Berlin was not

part of the Federal Republic. 1I President 'Eisenhower said at
his first press conference after the negotiations with
r.hrushchev that "the situation in Wast Berlin was abnormal. 1I
Christaln Herter said a few weeks ago that lithe new concept

of US foreign policy consisted of an avowal of a policy of
peaceful coexistence and aimed at laying down, along with tha
Soviet Union, some rules preventing a mu:'dc::rO".lB atomic .mr."

The approximation between thes e points of view and those of the
SOviet Union and the GDR is as unmistakable as the contradiction and the difference between the point of view of the
vJest, veering more and more toward reality, and the a t titude
of Bonn and Schoeneberg •••
The Brandt slogan, "The fate of 2 million Berliners is at stake,!!
is a mistaken one. The fate of all of us is at stake. Hence
his proposal for a pleb1sci te in \'~ est Berlin does not meet the
point. To begin with, l':est Berlin 1s not part of the Federal
RepUblic . The Western powers have expressly withheld their
consent to paragraph two of article one of the Hest Berlin
constitution, according to which West Berlin was to be a land
of the Federal Republic . Secondly, Berlin is undeniably situated in the territory of the GDR , including its ""lestern suburbs.
But the main point is that: A plebiscite on the question as
to ,.,hether West Berlin is to be part of the Federal Republic
or not lacks not only every l e gal basis and every basis under
international law, but would be exactly the same as a
plebiscite in Hanover to decide whether it should belong to
Great Britain, or if the citizens of Aachen were to vote on
Aachen becoming French . It is not only a matter of the l'liBhes
of the Hest Berliners, but at least 8S much the matter of the
will of the 18 million Germans living around Berlin.
There will be negotiations about l':est Derlin, whether the
Chancellor of the anti-Soviet zone, or the Buergermeister of
the anti-Soviet sectors like it or not . Let the v~est Berliners
live as they have lived hitherto, or whichever way they like.
But the function of their part of the city as troublemaker mus t
be ended. "
D:: .J

g

,

. ~

( U':;: l..~ s ailied)

GDR Deputy Forei li inister l-!inzer on l>!estern Summit Results .
(EXcerpt fran _nterview carried in Neues Deutschland : "With
reference to the negative attitude of Chancellor Adenauer concerning German participation in the summit conference, State
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secretary Winzer says:

IIDiscussion at a summit conference on
Germans, on questions of a peace treaty with Germany, and on
the question of Hest Berlin can only be held in the presence
of Germans, and in genuine, free negotiations with the

representatives of both German state~. Fifteen years after
the end of the war this claim of the German people 1s an
inalienable part "Of their right to ~elf-deterrnination. ThiB
national claim • •• we ahall certainly not abandon. Provided
this legal claim of the German people is met, the choice of t.he
venue for a summit meeting is a secondary issue. At any rate
the GDR Government is not prepared to leave it to foreign
powers alone to settle the vital national issues of our people. II

Dec.
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(Unclassified)

Friedrich Ebert on a Solution to Kest Berlin Problem: (Excerpts
from ltiayor Friedrich Ebert's speech to city deputies of Greater
Berlin on Docember 21). "In his speech at the ninth session
of the City Deputy Assembly Friedrich Ebert said among other
things: There are stUI unteachable persons who do not understand the signs of our times and who either refuse to understand or cannot understand because of mental impotence that
the barometer points to peace and understanding. They want to
continue to dance on the ice of the cold war. In Germany
these forces are represented by the names of Adenauer and
Brandt. They are outdoing each other in their hectic efforts
to stop the Wheel of history, to extinguish the spirit of
understanding "lhich they hate so much, and to torpedo a sunrni t
conference. They are secretely concerned that a "shift in
emphasis ll 1.'1 the \'iest Berlin question is beginning to be revealed and that there is a growing tendency among leading
\"festern circles to treat the West Berlin question as an
"isolated" problem and to aee West Berlin no longer in connection with the Federal Republic, as the gentlemen in Bonn and
in Schoeneberg would like.
Man and master alike:
In the \'~ estern world there is no longer a responsible statesman
who does not call the situation in \-Jest Berlin abnormal. US
Secretary of State Herter has also recognized the necessity of
a new agreerr.ent on Nest Berlin. The governing administration
chief of Schoeneberg, however, considers the situation in West
Berlin as absolutely normal; as so wonderful that it should be
preserved by all means. Obviously, Herr Brandt is still very
sorry that he once hypocritically repudiated his role as a
"troublemaker . "
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In any case, he and his close party friends no longer make a
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secret of their intention to continue this role

(UnclassiHed)

energy. Their views were eJpressed, among others, by the
Social Democratic Bundesta~ Deputy Schuetz who said at a party
meeting in Reinickendorf t at West Berlin must be and l~main a

~"ith

all

troublemaker, even at the risk that the Western Pm-lers will

show little understanding for this fact. This is the view of
the rightist SPD leaders in "rest Berlin and the basis of their
policy_ In this policy, they have assigned the tragic r ole to
prevent the reunification of Germarw to that part of the
capital of the GDR which is dominated by them. This is the

true view and the true policy of the rightist SPO leaders in
"Test Berlin!

This 1s the policy of Hilly Brandt which is

being demonstrated to him by his master, Dr. Adenauer.
The IISocial Democrat," WilJ.y Brandt is making one obeissance
after the other to this Federal Chancellor who, according to a
remark by the Social Democratic Bundestag Deputy Erler, does
not want cooperation but demands submission. Obviously, the
Federal Chancellor has given him a hint to stress even ~ore
the alleged affiliation of \'Test Berlin to the Federal Republic.
To Brandt, Adenauer's wish is an order. Promptly, he again
takes often refuted arguments fram the old repertoire. Thus
he reasserted recently that West Berlin is an integral part
of the Federal Republic . The otherwise so willing student of
the Hestern occupiers should take more lessons from them.
Article one, section two of t he "[est Berlin constitution,
according to which West Berlin is to be a land of the Federal
Republic, has not been implemented to da te. The \-lestern Powers
have expressly refused to approve this article. The violation
of the Potsdam agreement and the old agreement on Berlin would
be too striking. The same applies also to a similar attempt
which was made in the Bonn basic law.
But most important for Herr Brandt and his followers s eems to
be: "The internal :security of the citT'--as he lik(;~ ';0 put
It--IIagainst elements hostile to freedan must be guaranteed
with all available means . 1I This means in good German increased
terror against all forces which advocate peace and a peaceful
and reasonable solution of the Hest Berlin problem, which will
do justice to the interests of the people of Berlin. To this
end, Brandt would like, at least for the duration of his lire,
to retain the t!estern occupiers in West Berlin.
Frcntline city must become free city:
The City Deputy Assembly of Greater Berlin assumes the role of
interpretor of the Wishes which the entire population of Berlin
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addresses to the statesmen who will participate in the summit
conference, now proposed for April 1960. Hay they, in view
of the fact that Berlin 1s situated on the territory of the
GDR; that the Western sectors of the city, 15 years after the

termination of hostilities, are still subject to an occupation
regime; that an abnormal and therefore very dangerous situation
to the peace of the world has resulted from this Wlique case
in the world, on the strength of the proposals of the GDR
Governme!1t and Soviet Government, aspire to a solution of tha

¥.est Berlin
ests of all
world. The
militarized

problem which will be in keeping with the interpeople of the OIR capital and of peace in the
frontline city must be transformed into a defree ci~ of West Berl1n~

The reactionary forces in West Gernany and in WeDt Berlin, the
imperialist and militarist German big bourgeoiBie--whose
miscalculations have already plunged the world twice into a
murderous war and the German people into two national ca tastrophes, despite all tricks of psycholog1calllarfare and of
stirring up revanchist and anticonrnunist feelings in a
dema gogical manner, will have to be convinced slowly but surely
of the absoJ.ute hopelessness of their aggressive policy. The
socialist camp and the forces of peace have meanwhile grown
too strong. The longing for a pennanent peace is too deeply
rooted in the hearts of the people. Today, permanent peace is
no longer a utopia just as socialism evolved to reality from
Utopia.

Dec .
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Soviet Bl"oad~ats on Western SUlIilllt Resu1ts: Several convnentators interpret the Western summit communique reference to
German questionD to mean that the West has retur,ned to the
IIdiscredited package planll presented at the Geneva Conferenceo
A Sturua article in Izvestiya, read in Russian to Europe, says
that \<Jestern refusal to discuss Berlin apart from the Qernan
problem amounts to making IIsolution of the Berlin question contingent on the unification of Germanyll and thus I1blocking- such
a solution." Pravda's Paris correspondent, quoted by TASS, says
that the Western stand on Germany and Berlin makes IIsolution o~
any of these problems impossible." A German-language comnentary
by Vladimirov states trAt Adenauerts insistence on making disarmament dependent on the decisions taken on political matters
ShOl'18 that the Chancellor " obviously does not want disarmament
either,11 and a New Times article reviewed by TASS says that
Adenauer "tried hard" to make the West ~denounce Bome of the
positive results" of the Geneva Conference.
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GDR Premier Grotewohl on Adenauer Berlin Visit: (Summary of
interview in Neues Deutschland) Grotewohl claimed Adenauer
planned visit to West Berlin Ul'lhich lies in the territory of
the GDR and neither belongs to the FRG nor is subject to
being governed fran Bonn" as a urenewed provocationll intended
to hinder anel'1 "the normalization" of the situation. The urgent
need to solve the vlest Berlin problem is e.'nphaaized by the
numerous Bonn and West Berlin efforts to prevent normalization
of the Berlin situation. Among these are the intensified
efforts to treat Berlin as a part of the FRO .
Referring to anti -Semitic incidents Grotewohl declared the
support and promotion by Bonn of the many militaristic
revanchist gr oups existing in West Berlin, together with the
anomolous situation there, make it a ready ground for Fascist
and anti-Semitic incitement . In addition he charged West
Berlin spy organizations With attempting to carry on "Fascistanti- Semitic actions" in East Berlin and in the GDR .
In a speech in Gera on January 6 Grotewohl said that the
Foreign M1nistersl Conference at Geneva showed the impossibility
of resolving German questions without the GDR and continued that
if Adenauer does not appear at the Summit "we will represent
the interests of all Germany there."

GDR on Status of West Berl in : A spokesman of the GDR Foreign
Ministry on January 20 made a statement in connection with
Bonn 1 s efforts to justify the unlawful policy of the inclusion
of 'vest Berlin in the Federal Republic with nlegal arguments."
The spokesman placed unequivocally on recor d that the whole of
Berlin is part of the territory of the GDR, since Berlin has
at no ttme been a fifth occupation zone in Germany but was
situated on the territory of the then Soviet occupation zone .

The spokesman stressed that at the Geneva Foreign Minis ters f
Conference French Foreign Miniater Couve de Murville expressly
confirmed that West Berlin has at no time been a part of the
three Hestern zones of occupation in Germany. In agreement
with US Secretary of State Herter and British Foreign Secretary
lloyd, Couve de }o1 urville stated : nThe Government of '-lest
Berlin has no direct l ink with the Goverument of the Federal
Republic . The territory of l'lest Berlin 1s not a part of the
territory of the Federal Republic . n
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fact that 'vest Berlin 1s 81 tuated llO miles fran the Federal
Republic.

The GDR spokesman recalled that as early 8S the time of the
setting up of the separate West German State in 1949, and in
the years following, the Pastern Powers repeatedly confirmed
in numerous documents that West Berlin is not of the Federal
Republic.
Nor did the treaty dated May 26, 1952, and revised on October 23,
1954, between the \-Testern Powers and West Gennany on the rights
and duties of foreign azmed forces and theil' members in the
Federal Republic refer to Berlin as belonging to the Federal
territory. The GDR spokesman noted that the Bonn Government
has been forced to acknowledge in documents which are binding
under international law the fact that West Berlin is not ~rt
of the Federal Republic. For instance, the consular treaty
between the USSR and the Federal Republic does not include
West Berlin within its ambit.

The spokesman declared with emphasis: liThe whole of Berlin is
part of the territory of the GOO. for Berlin was at no time a
fifth zone of occupation in Gennany but was situated on the
territory of the Soviet occupation zone. This follows
unequivocally fran the agreements of the four powers on the
occupation and future treatment of Germany. With the foundation of the GDR and alS a result of the declarations of the
Government of the USSR of October 1.0-11, 1.949, the functions
incumbent upon the USSR within the territory of the Soviet
occupation zone, developed on the organs of the aDR also in
Berlin.
Both the March 1954 declaration of the SOViet Government on
the relations between the USSR and the GDR and the agreement
of September 20, 1955, on the relations between the GDR and the
USSR and the correspondence pertaining to these documents proceed fran the fact that Berlin is part of the GIR."
In view of this unequivocal legal position, the GDR spokesman
described the untenable assertion made in Bonn and West Berlin
8S an attempt by means of the cold war to prevent an understanding on the normalization of the situation in west Berlin.
The Geneva Conference made it clear that Bonn has nothing to
do with West Berlin and unmasked the assertion that West Berl~
is part of the Bonn state as a deceitful trick on the part of
Bonn.
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The spokesman emphasized in conclusion that the liquidation of
the anomalous situation in West Berlin is indispensable now as
before in the interest of the peace of the peoples of Europe.

GDR on Status of West Darlin e GDR Foreign Office published
declaratl.on entl.tIed "\Jest Berlin does not belong to Bonn$"
A.'Ilong the documentations cited to support this claim and not
included specifically in the article next above were the
following:

L Docunents from ~i arch 2 and April 8, 1949, in which Western
occupation powers opposed integration West Berlin into FEDREP.

Approval of Donn Basic La..., llay 12, 1949, which stated West
Berlin has no voting membership in either Bundestag or Bundesrat
and will not be governed from the Federation.
2.

30 Suspension by \Olestern occupation powers in West Berlin on
August 29, 19,0 of West Berlin Constitution clause which would
have declared Berlin is a State of the FEDREP.

4. \r/estern High Carmissioners I letters of October 2), 1954,
to Chancellor included in Paris Treaties--reiterating validity
of Western reservations of Hay 12, 1949 to Basic Law .
,. Troop Stationing Agreement between Western Powers and FEmEP
of May 26,1952, as amended October 2),1954 in which Berlin
was not mentioned as being included in FEDREP territo~ .
Declaration also cited FEDREP-USSR consular treaty as evidence
because Berlin was not included in terr itor,y in which treaty
declared valid.
Soviet-GDR agreements cited were Soviet declarations of October
10 and November 11, 1949, when am. "founded", statemE>:~t of
J.1 arch 1954 on GDR-USSR relatiOns, and GDR- USSR Treaty of
September 20, 1955.

JRJ:!..
- ;:.~

Ulbricht Letter to Adenauer: (excerpts) To the Chainnan of
the CDU!CSU, Herr R. Konrad Adenauer, Bonn:

( Uncla~ cif'!. ed)

The changeover in world politics from the cold war to coexistence Nhich is becoming apparent and the especial need for us
Germans to make a contr ibution toward an easing of tension have
persuaded me to e.ddress myself to you~
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I have--and- I would like to say this quite frankly--no

illusions about your past policy and about the aims of the
(Unclassified) Governnent directed by you. Since the time when the leading
political forces of West Germany under your leadership
established 3 separate currency, set up the state of Western
zones, and embarked on rearmament, the clouds of a national
misfortune have been gathering over Germany.

20

As far ba~k as 1950 we proposed to you the setting up of an
all-German council and the preparation of a peace treaty, sin-:a
there is no other way to achieve reunification~ Unfortunately
you rejected at the time even the joint preparation of a11German, free, democratic elections, becau~e you believed that
rearmament and a policy of military pressure wOJld force the
ann&xation of the GDR. You replied to our proposals for a
peaceful solution of the German problem with a coup d' etat by
arbitrarily signing the Paria treaties and by j"olilIng West
Germany to NATO, thus dismembering Germany.
In recent years and especially last year, the leadership of
the COO/CSU has escrificed every chance of a reunification of
Germany and every possibility of an inte~national detente by
lts--I must say--very shortsighted annament and revenge policy.
Everything that would serve the attainment of peace has been
rejected by you. You have not failed to notice that this
policy hafl r8sul ted in the increasing isolation of West Germanyo

Of course I am not writing to you because I am worried about
the increasing isolation of your regime. Nor do you expect
this from me. However, since you and your party leadership are
still exe~cis1ng power in West Germany, I must address myself
to you. I Q.o this because I want to 100''"8 nothing absolutely
nothing, undone to induce you and the members of your party
fran a road which is highly dangerous to the national interests
of the German people and the peace of Europe •
j

• accaeion for writing this letter was the appearThe immediate
ance of your Minister Strauss before NATC o This speech was in
conformity with th~ political concept of the report of the uork
of your Government in 1959. Hardly had our people arisen from
the catastrophe of the Hltlerite war when the Government of the
r!est German Federal Republio once more began to lead the West
German state onto this road" Unfortunately, your Govertunent
is setting to the West German army the same tasks which in the
past were set to the 'Hehrrnacht. Is it so very difficult to
calculate t~t a pol~cy of rUling militaristic circles, which
bas failed in two world wars, can only end in a . still more
terrible catastrophe during the present period?'
SECRET/NOF<RN
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It ,.,auld be obviously futile to attempt to convince each other
in regard to this, but I would still like to assume that it

is not absolutely impossible to bring about a certain rapprochement on sale fundamental questions which concern all Germans.
I &n referring, for instance, to the life and continued existence of the German nation which is being endangered by your
policy. I am referring in particular to the question of a
nuclear war on German SOil, in the prevention of which all
Germans with common Bense, irrespective of their ideology and
party affiliation, ought to be interested. I still resist the
assumption that you--like many of your closest collaborators-deliberately include in your political calculati on a nuclear
war on German SOil, and this also means the physical extermination of a large part of the "lest German population, as Hitler
in the past "had taken everything into account,1I which included, as you know, the downfall of the German people.
I think that everything must be done to prevent Gerroal\Y becoming
for the third time the starting point of a world war .
You will answer that you do not want a lrar . This is quite
possible . Political rulers of the past have said the same .
Even Hitler held the view that he could, step by step, without
war Subjugate one country after another to the rule of German
mUitarism and fascism .
It is a contradiction to speak of peace and to speed up atomic
armaments in West Germany. The experience of the German people
teaches that such a precess of rearmament, aiming at revenge ,
leads to ever greater conflicts and to war . But this time it
is not a question of a war which can be compared with earlier
wars. German rearmament and the ,.,ar provocation inevitably
emanating from Hest German soil as a consequence of the revenge
policy means that, like a magnet , the inevitable counterblow
is drawn to Gennany. This would mean the destrUction -.!f the
majority of the German people.
If I recall what your \far Minister, Herr strauss, said on
December 16, 1959, at the Conference of Ministers of NATO about
this decisive paint, it seems to justify the worst fears. Herr
Strauss declared in Paris, in connection with the demand for
the atomic anning of the West German NATO army and the storing
of nuclear war heads on German BOU, the following: "Despite
the dense population of the Federal Republic, we are ready to
assume the burdens connected with it and to justify the risks
arising therefrom before our own people . II • • •
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Is this actually your view, Herr Adenauer? Are you really
ready to defend before the Gernan people, for instance, the
risk of the physical extermination of a large part of the West
German population in a nuclear Har on German soU? Have you
then, like your -war Minister, taken account of all this in
your political plans? I would like to demand ~ definite answer
to this question.

But please do not come out with the stale nonsense that West
Germany needs atomic armaments because it is threatened or
because by means of atomic banbs it wants to avoid atomic war.
Nobody is threatening Weet Gennany. Not ooe simple person in
the world believes that the Soviet Union or the GDR are
threatening West Germany. If you were to believe it yourself,
surely you are in a position to support such far-reaching
plans o_f general and complete disarmament as were expoWlded
by Premier Nikita Sergeyevich I~shchev at the United Nations
and by taking part in the preparations for a peace treaty with
Germany, propose guarantees insuring a peaceful future of
Germany. Instead, you are the only Premier of Europe to make
frontier and revanchist demands •••
Herr Adenauer, you have declared on several occasions that you
are in favor of disarmament~ I take you at your word. It is
known to you that the Soviet Union through Premier Khrushchev
submitted to the UN General Assembly a motion for general and
total disarmament. Toward this proposal, the Soviet Union
unilaterally gave the example of a reduction of the military
forces by one-third. Is it not time that, in a situation where
the leading statesmen are dealing with general and total
disa~ent and are taking serious steps to achieve disarmament
and to eliminate foreign military bases, Germany undertook in
particular an initiative of its own in regard to disarmament?
Hould it not spell good fortune for our German people i f both
states were to agree on complete disarmament?
What would be the consequences? The German people would live
in peace. Thanks to their capacities they would achieve great
things in peaceful work and therefore arrive at great prosperity. If in this way the book of the past is closed, friendly relations between the German people and all nations and
states would develop. Our tHO German states, situated in the
middle of Western Europe, would under the conditions of
disar.mament and the conclusion of a peace treaty achieve
reunification by the shortest route.
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What about both German states agreeing to hold a referendum
about general and canplete disarmament and the bringing about

(Unclassified)

of a peace treaty on the basis of the UN Charter? • •
r/e judge as very grave the fact that you do not show any
willingness matever to playa part in a Gennan contribution

for the maintenance of peace and to take part in placing international relations in Europe on a sounder footing. If you, as
you declare, desire peace, then it is lunacy to train the West
German forces for a war of attack against the East and to stars
nuclear weapons on German soil. If you really do not want a

l

nuclear war on German soU, then please prove this by deeds
and help to see to it that atan1e and hydrogen weapons of
every kind are banished from German soil . Pious words are no
gOOd; only deeds will be recognized.

Let us discuss the subject fran.1Uy. For 10 years you have been
conducting the cold war with the aim of obtaining, by undermining the CIDR and by organizing a civil war in Germany by
surprise attack, a~ occasion for a military march toward the
East~
You will not be able to deny that you have not achieved
the ain of the cold war. Nor is it possible to achieve it.
The population of the GDR is proudly looking on its 10 years
of work and is firmly standing by its achievement, the first
worker-peasant state of Germany.
From the historic struggle between the reactionary and the
progressive forces in Germany, two states have emerged. One
of the states EIllbodies the traditions of German militarism
and the policy of revenge. The other state embodies the finest
humanist traditions of the German people and the realiZation
of the aims of the German workers movement, which was founded
under the leadership of }t1srx, Engels, Babel and Liebknecht •• •
I do not want to argue with you as to which is the rightful
German state, the state which represents the true nat:?nal
interests of the German people. The rightful German otate can
only be the one which is fighting according to the ideas of
the anti-Hitler coalition against any resurgence of German
militarism and fascism and by bringing about a peace treaty
which makes possible the reunification of our German fatherland.
I fully understand your ~ish that there should be no GDR, for
the fact of the existence of the GDR 1s for you and your
political friends the greatest obstacle to continuing the old
predatory and conquering policy of German imperialisn . But
you, too, ought to know that it is obviously senseless to deny
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the existence of facts whose existence everyone can see for
himself. I do not regard you foolish enough to assert that a
rock on which you have dashed your nose does not exist. Nor
does the rock need your recognition for its existence. Your
Government is spending hundreds of millions to send gangs of
spies and crwlinals to organize crimes in the OIRj this obviously is not a burd~n to your Christian conscience.
All these statements that you cannot negotiate with the GDR
because you would thereby support an "impossible theory of two
states" are surely empty words. It is not a matter of sane
kind of theory but of the fact that as a result of the Hitlerite
war and the struggle for the liquidation of militarism and
fascism in Germany two states have come into being. If you
reject negotiations with the GDR you do so for the sole reason
because you want to keep your hands free for a military
aggression, for war . We know the plans of your war minister
to step up atomic armaments in order to make a sudden attack
on the GOR by way of a blitzkrieg •••
First speak only of peace so as to push through rearmament;
the opposition must be oppressed or its back so broken that
it can no longer corne forward. Foster the idea of revenge
and propagate the aims of conque~t of the time, linking them
with protestations that these aims are only to be achieved by
peaceful means. Finally, when the stage of completed rea~ent
has been reached, there follows the psychological preparation
for the use of force and war.
Do you not also find, Herr Dr. Adenauer , that your regime has
taken over this recipe without making much of a secret of it?
First of all, you spoke only about peace and something was
even said of the hand that should wither i f it ever grasped
the weapon. Then--to the accompaniment of tirades &bout peace-~
you feverishly pressed forward With rearmament. In the
beginning you indignantly rejected any idea of an atomic arming
of the llest German NA.TO army. Then follCMed the policy of
atomic rearmarn.ent, coupled with the banning of the KPD and th<3
banning and the persecution of many democratic organizations.
Hand in hand with it went the fostering of the idea cfrevenge
and the propagation of aims of conquest while it was' asserted
at the satle time that you only wanted to work for tpese aims
with peaceful means. Who will believe that? ••
It is inevitable that lilany people in West Germany who do not
quite grasp the finer shades of your tactics feel encouraged
by your revanchist policy and even now display the true face
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of German mil1tarisn and its racial hatred.

It we take into

account that this policy of yours is largely carried out by
20
(Unclassified) persons who once before carried it out under Hitler, you need
not be surprised that not only the citizens of the GDR but
many nations and their governments are watching every step you
make with the greatest suspicion and are marking the necessary
preparations to nip in the bud a new aggression of German
imperialism or--in the case of governments in close relationship with you--are taking precautions so as not to be drawn
into a suicidal adventure by you.
Herr

~r .

Adenauer, you generally reject with indignation any

canparison of your policy with ttE policy of the HitIer Govern-

ment . you stress that you had not been a supporter of Hitler
and that you had even been involved in certain conflicts with
the Nazi regime. I do not mean to deny that . The fact ,
however, that you were not an open supporter of Hitler is for
you, as can be seen, no Obstacle for continuing Hitler ' s
policy of revenge and conquest with slightly different methods
and partially taking into account the canpletely different
international situation.
On the fertile soil of your militarist- clerical regime , fascist
restoration and anti-Semitism are growing. Nearly all sections
of your state apparatuB, including the police and the judiciary
and also schools, coll eges, l iterature, and so for th , are
gripped by this fascist r estoration.
The fact that your government is not openly professing antiSemitism is most certainly not to be regarded as i ts merit .
Anti-Semitism has discredited Germany to such an extent that
only hidebound fascists are putting their money on that horse .
But the swastikas on synagogues, desecrated cemeteries , and
defiled monuments of the victims of rlitlerism are showing all
too clearly how thickly this weed is growing in your allegedly
liberal and democratic garden of roses •••
I would like to Bay quite frankly: The aggress i ve imperialist
and militarist plans pursued by you, your Government , and your
general staff are a menace to the national future of the German
people . It is absolutely incQlIprehpne1ble to me how you can
believe that you can achieve any kind of success with such an
aggressive policy . The ruling circles of Germany have plunged
our people into t\-ro "rar catastrophes . Is it not obvious that
Germany can never pros per on the road of force and of war?
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I have told you already that your plans are well known to us
and that not only the

om

but also our allies are taldng the

requisite security measures. Since it seems that you do not
want to listen to the warnings of the Soviet Government and
the Government of the ODR and are wrongly 1nte~preting our
desire for peace, I would like to tell you in front of the
public: If the Government of the West German Federal Republic
does not cease its atante armament within a ahort time and
apply the a~ent ban, the Government of the GDR will be
compelled to take the requisite defense measures and will re-

quest its allies to place rocket weapons at its disposal . Bf
atomic war armaments and revenge policy, you are driving us
straight into a position where we must take protecth-e measures ••
If you cannot be convinced by other arglunents, it is to be
hoped that the presence of modern rockets on the so11 of the
OOR ~dll help you to realize that all your revenge plans are
onco and for all condemned to failure . No person gifted with
reason who is able even to some extent to estimate soberly
the balance of strength in the world can doubt that only a
tew minutes after a military attack on the GDR, Bonn And Bome
other military centers in your West German state would cease
to exist.

is it you want to achieve with your policy of aggression?
Do you absolutely want radically to speed up the end of
capitalist rule over West Germany? We certainly have no
reason to prolong the rule of monopoly capitalism over West
Germany or to regret the downfall of this rule . We do not
fight for peace to prolong this rule . But we do not want a
'Wur. We "ant to preeet've tho German people fran the misfortune of an stanic war on German Boil.
~t

Fat' this roason we are entering into dlscussions even with you,

although WFJ c(jrr~ctly estimate your plans . For this reason
We try to persll<tde you to turn back..
And if hUMan re:lsons will
not neet 'W1oth ~ ;17 rerponse from you, wo ~tlll hope that you
haYd retained 1-l.fJ Ilhillty of realistically apPl;"aising the
balance of strength ..
I would like to give you a piece of ad-rice: Throw your plans
for a campaign of conquest against the East into the wastepaper basket . Consider for. once seriously tho atomic inferno
you wO\lld hl."ing on the West German population and also on your
children. and gt"'ll1dchHdren i f your policy were to work. Do not
pJa.r w"'ith e.tOl :ic war; !'evok& the atanic ll.""I1ling of the West
Gel'man hAt O ~l'lTly. Allow the Wast Ge:'Jll8n pop'Jl.ation the right
to decide all atomic armjng and on the peace treaty • ••
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You should at long last see reason and give up playing the part
of the eternal troublemaker in regard to the preparation and
holding of the summit conference and poss i ble subsequent
international conferences at which the question of a detente
and an understanding would be discussed . If the representatlv3s
of the United States realize tr~t the continuation of the policy
oriented toward war is tantanount to national suicide, that it
is necessary to shape a course toward the peaceful competition
of countries with different orders of society, then it ought to
be possible for you and your political friends to see reason. ~ .
It is difficult for us to understand that you and your War
Minister Strauss are taking up a position against the German
national state. Obviously you are guided by the interests of
the 25 industrial groups in 'Hest Germany which under the cloak
of supranational union are striving for foreign regions for the
purpose of expl oitation. vlhat good do your relations With the
capital groups of Western count r ies do to the German people?
Mlat has the joining of v~est Germany to NATO brought for the
German people but the deepening of the division of Germany?

Please think for once of Gennany. Here in Germany and not in
Paris within NATO are the roots of the strength of the future,
the peace- loving democratic Germany. Listen to the VO i ce of
the West German population yearning for a peaceful solution of
the German problen . It runs counter to the national feelings
of our people that you ar e orienting yourself toward "little
Europe!! and have abandoned the cause of the reWlification of
Germany •
What good would a supremacy of the Bonn Government in Western
Europe be to the German people, which after all would only be
built on sand? The peaceful solution of the German problem is
the greatest national task facing the German people. Think of
Germany; help to make use of the great chance given to the
German people by the summit conference and the intern.<>tional
conferences likely to follow • ••
The proposal of the Soviet Union to provide by a peace treaty
the basis eo that the German peopl e themselves can carry out
reunification on a peaceful and democratic basis is in conformity with the national interests of our people and renders
possible a peaceful future of our nation.
President Eisenhower said in hi s speech at New Delhi that wars
are made by men, by men influenced by a complex of the past,
the dead past , by men who believe that it is possible to settle
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the problems of mankind by force.

(Unclassified)

West Germany must free themselves of the dead past. They must,
as President Eisenhower said, forget the past and jointly

~

The political leaders in

advance into the future •••
rle demand that the bog of agents and spies in \-Jes t Berlin 1s

eliminated and that this potential focal point of a new war
1s turned into a peaceful free city of West Berlin, whose
inhabitants themselves decide about the orda:- in their city.
This aim will be achieved sooner or later in the interests
of the aecur l ty and freedan of the West Berliners and in the
interest of peace in Europe.

Even thougb you have rejected all proposals, we have always
endeavored to arrive at cooperation between the two German
states. We have even invited you. to pay a visit to the GOO. in

the assumption that a return visit qy Otto Grotewohl, Chairman
of the Council of Ministers of the GIR, to West Germany could
take place. All these proposals you have rejected •••

We are willing to conclude, in connection with a treaty about
the renunciation of force and the setting up of an all-German
committee, an agreement about mutual nOninterference. This
would be useful for a rapprochement of the two German states.
I assume that you understand very well that, with rocket technology having r eached such a high level, the question is war
or pea~e. You know very 'Well thnt after the fitand made by
your vlar J-l1nister StrAUSS and the revenge po-licy developed in
West Germany you cannot say that you arc not responsible for
the military provocation, just as you now Bay that the Bonn
Government had nothing to do with the anti-Semitic campaign
of the Nazis •••

Consider thoroughly whether it is not also in your interest i f
representatives of both German states seek as early as possible
an opportunity to deliberate in an all-German committee,
composed of equal numbers of representatives, how peace for
Germany can be insured, a peace treaty prepared, and the
division of Germany overcome step by step_
In the hope that this letter Will induce you to think over
matters seriously and will promote an open and sober exchang.13
of views on "peace Or war" and about the reunification of our
German fatherland into a peace-loving, democratic, progressive
state, I remain, W. Ulbricht, First Secretary of the Central
Committee of the SED, First Deputy Chairman of the Council of
Ministers of the GIR .
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-56Ulbricht Comments to Press on His Letter to Adenauer: Last
Monday my letter to Herr Adenauer, Chairman of--t~DU/CSU, the
(Unclassi1'ied) ruling vJest German party, was delivered. This was done by post;
since at present the only relations between the two parts of
Germany are postal relations. I had to write this letter
because the military plans of the leader of the West German
CDU/CSU, who is also the head of the Government, threaten great
dangers for our German people. No sooner have our people risen
from the catastrophe of World flar II than the leading political
forces in West Germany are again leading the West German state
onto the same disastrous path. Herr Adenauer assigns to the
i>lest German armed forces the same tasks that Hitler assigned
to the Wehrmacht •••
Jan.

z!>

GDR workers and members of the intelligentsia have understood
that the letter "ruthlessly exposes the plans of the militaris tic circles of the Federal Republic. 1I One worker said:
IIHerr Adenauer should learn to come at last at a realistic
appraisal of the balance of power. Walter Ulbricht has told
him that quite clearly and plainly. II
Some West German SPD papers are right in pointing out that the
letter was couched in very outspoken terms. Indeed, the
situation makes it necessary that its entire gravity should
be impressed upon Herr Ad enauer and the West German people in
outspoken terms. Herr Adenauer speaks to the GDR and the
people's democracies in the language of stanic armaments. l{e
have spoken to him in a human language, suggesting negotiations
with us on total disarmament. In view of the fact that the
GDR Government and People1s Chamber has so far addressed 108
offers of conciliation to the Bonn Government and the Lower
House, the time has now come to depict in impressive t erms the
great peril with which West German militarism and fascism are
threatening the German people.
The immediate occasion for my letter was the stand t Aken by
t'lest German Var Minister strauss at the Paris meeting of the
NATO Council of Ministers am the directives for the vTest
German maneuvers 1n the autumn of 1959. There was, too, Herr
Adenauer 's statement against West German participation in the
Summit Conference and his opposition to reunification. There
rlas also last week the Government's emergency bill and the
draft plans for the evacuation of large parts of the population
from He st Germany •••
The West German General Staff starts from the concept of the
1I0ffensive military alliance between the United States and West
Germany." Herr StrauBs blurted out in Bonn what this means"
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I am quoting his very words: "To begin with we .shall make
our mid.itary contributions to NATO. But once the Bundeswehr
1s ready for action we shall talk in plain German to the

harebrained Moscow fellow travelers and apostlee 'of a detente,
and we will show them who is really in charge of NATO . II
So this concept 1s ai.'lled at securing for the German militarists

a predominant position within NA TO by 1960-61 at the latest.
Herr stra~ss said in this connection of October 31, 1958, that
it is necessary in the first place, until 1960 to create the
impression of West Germany being the keenest and most willing
advocate of the concept of full military and eoonomic integration until such time as vleet Germany is ready to conclude
a military assistance pact with the United Statos. By
acquiring military strength-- I am again quoting Strauss 1 wordaITWest Germany will be the most clear-cut milItary and economic
power in Western Europe and will exert decisive influence."
In this policy t he Bonn Government relies on the cooperat ion

in the army of the fonner Nazi officers, who formed the
majority of officers, and on the cooperation outside the army
on the political and militar.y reserves of a variety of paramilitary organizations. The political actions of the HIAO
organization, the welfare association of members of the former
Waffen ss, throws into relief the part faacism 1s playing in
West Germany•••
The sPeech delivered by Meyer, the so-called panzer l-leyer,
chairman of the HIAG, contained the following remarks about the
Bonn state: ~e wish to enter the state by the front door
since the democratic prinCiples of the constitution give us
this right . n Heyer also said: liThe Waffen SS insists that
democracy should at 13st live up to its theories so that we can
all believe in democracy . \ve promise this democracy that we
shall step hard on the toes of its enemies. II When this speech
was made, Poehler, member of the SPO Lower House group, and
Zoglmann, member of the FOP group, were present on behalf of
their parliamentary parties.
It is fully in harmony with the spirit of the HIAG that West
German ll inister of the Interior Schroeder recently introduced
the -emergency bill which authorizes the militarists to suspend
essential democratic prOVisions of the basic law. .T his
emergency bill and the draft decrees were already applied at
the staff command post exercise 'held at the end of 1959. This
proves that it 1s not parliament, but the so-called Federal
Defense Council has the decisive Bay in Bonn. It may be stated
that the leaders of the Wes,t Germany army have not learned
anything fram Hitlerts war • • •
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The Soviet Government's proposal for general and complete
disarmament which was made by Soviet Premier N. S . Khrushchev
(Unclassified) at the meeting of the UN General Assembly, the more recent
decision of the USSR Supreme Soviet to cut the size of the
forces qy one- third, and the proposal for the conclusion of
a peace treaty with Pest Germany show that nobody in Europe
intends to attack West Germany.

211

The CDR Governm&~t and people welcome the decision of the
Supreme Soviet . They are in favor of a peace treaty being
concluded as soon as possible, so that all foreign troops can
be witbdrawn f r em Germany and foreign bases removed. We
ourselves in the am have reduced the size of our forces to
90, 000, and we are not taking part in the arms race . The Bonn
Government has no valid case for its policy of atomic armament.
Today, when militarists and fascists in \-Test Germany are on
the point of determining political developments in order to
'::Iring a third catastrophe upon our haneland, we conscious of
our patriotic responsibility, are calling upon all peace-loving
Germans, all parties and organizations, to came to an understanding and arrive at a national compromise, a compromise
uniting the forces of the peace against the forces of militarism and fascism . We suggest to Herr Adenauer that he avail
himself of the big chance arising from the preparations of a
sunmit meeting to bring about a lessening of tension in
Germany, too.
I suggest that negotiations should start within two weeks
between representatives of the Federal Government in Bonn aoo
the ODR Government in Berlin on ending the cold war, on refraining fram atomic armaments in Germany, on a cessation of
armaments, on refr aining frOln the possession of rocket bases,
on a nonaggression pact, and on the strength and stationing
of the armed forces of the two states. By a nonaggression
pact we mean a contractual agreement by which the two n~rman
states renounced the use of force against each other and
undertake to do everything to bring about a peaceful solution
of the German question.
rle ask Dr . Adenauer, as the Chairman of the CDU/CSU, to give
serious consideration to these proposals . ....Je have not made
any proposals which are linked to the philosophies or the
political objectives of the parties, but merely proposals
";hich any party that claims to be a Gennan pa r ty will consider
a suitable basis for negotiations in accordance with the
national interest of our people . It is now up to the Bonn
Government to repl y •••
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-59Ulbricht recalled that Hitler, too, had wanted to 8wall~~ one
country after another. In a similar way the Adenauer Govern(Unclassified) ment is oounting on being able to conquer first the em. and
then other countries. It is speculating on the possibility of
a geographically l1mited blitzkrieg, hoping that the world
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would stand for this. Ulbricht stressed: "But tl:e international situation is not what the plans of the West German
General Staff and Oovernnent 8SSlJ'18 it 1s. 11 Any attack on the

GDR would cpark off an iMmediate devastating counterblow. His
letter to Adenauer was published, among other reasons, to help
th9 Wes t Gennan people in their efforts to dampen the fire of
the hotheaded aggressors.
A correspondent a~ked the meaning of the term l "nonintervention,"
l-lhich appeared in the letter to the Bonn Chancellor. Ulbricht
replied that once the two German states set up an all-Geman
cor.unittee and end the cold war and once the two :ddea renounce
the use of force there w1l1 no longer be a reason for the orR
to bother about conditions in West Germany.
Walter Ulbricht reemphasized that the setting up of a confederation of the two German states 1s the only way to reach
an understanding and a ratPrcchement. The two German states
can certainly make econam £ and cUltural agrea~ents . Ulbricht
emphatically reiterated that he has never intended. to introduce convnunism in West Germany. ''We do not even have
cOOl1ll.unism here in the GDR. '\tIe shall be completely satisfied
if militarism is curbed in West Germany. II
When asked when and where the negotiations between the representatives of the two German states should be hel.d" Ul.bricht
said agreement on this coul.d be reached very quickly since
postal. contacts ex1.!:t and since interpreters wou1d not be required. He said he was convinced that despite the previous
negative attitude of the West German Govornment" there wou1d
certainly be an exchange of letters. He said he was prepared
to publish in the GDR the full text of a l.etter Adenausr might
write to him, but this presupposed that his letter would be
published in West Germany •••
With the statement I1wa cannot pick and choose our partners for
negotiations," Ulbrtcht reaffirmed the readiness of the GDR
to discuss questions concerning peace and German unity with
anybody prepared to work for the peaceful solution of the
problems concerned. To the correspondent of the \ofest Berlin
Telegraf, who refe~red to suggestions regarding a zone of
limited armaments which tha SPD had made in the Lower House,
Ulbricht said: "Such problems can beet be clarified by people
sitting at a rQundtahl.e."
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When asked by the wanan correspondent of the Daily Worker about

2l!

the reaction of the Western powers to the Bonn war plans,
Ulbricht pointed out that the Western powers were recognizing
the existence of two German states. They had shown this at
the Geneva Conference and had indicated that they were not in-

(Unclassified)

clined to support the West German revenge plans and demands

for frontier revisions •••
We have previously stated that "Ie favor a zone of thinned-out
armaments. As to what countries should be included, this is
something that could be left for the negotiations.
As regards the withdrawal of foreign troops, I think it would

be simplest to tackle this question by reaching an understanding on the withdrawal of all foreign troops fran the European
countries and the Itquldation of all foreign bases. This, I
think, would be the simplest method. Nobody would be at a
disadvantage and nobody at an advantage.
All foreign troops withdraw, all foreign bases are eliminated,
and the peoples themselves can settle in a democratic manner
their internal order and their relations with other countries.
If they wish their various countries, for the time being, to
remain members of the respective blocs, all right. This is
something on which understanding can be reached~ It is
correct to say that the Bonn Government will be canpelled to
give serious thought to our proposals and to the balance of
forces.
In my view, what matters now is not the precise text of the
individual proposals; the most important thing is that the

representatives of the countries concerned sit down tOGether
for talks, such as has alreaqy been initiated on an international level •••
If one honestly Hants reunification, one must first c:-eate a
basis, that is to say, a common basis. The only possible
basis for reunification is a peace treaty. I cannot imagine
that reunification could ccme about without a peace treaty,
without the creation of such a cammon basis. That is why we
have welcomed the fact that the USSR has raised the question
of a peace treaty, not only from the point of view of the
preservation of peace, but also because a peace treaty (Hould
provide?) the basis for reunification, rapprochement, and
understanding between the two German states •••
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-61Where is the way out? What is the long-term prospect? The
peaceful solution of the Gennan question begine with the
(Unclassified) renunciation of any policy of revenge and the use of force.
Hence, we turn to the West German people to tell them openly:
Fifteen years after World '-lar II the chapter of war must be
closed. That means that the hotbeds of danger created by the
cold war and West German atomic armament must be removed by
an unders ~and1ng between the two Gennan states. It is pointless and dangerous for West German politicians to try to
reverse the defeat of Hitler Germany and its consequences.
The two German states must adopt a realistic attitude and
give up the idea of one enforcing its social eystem on the
other .

Jan. (Cont.)
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What decis ive action can lead to the solution of the national
problem of the German people? The new starting point can onlY
be the conclusion of a peace treaty. The two German states,
assuming equal rights and duties, thus take their stand on the
ground of peace, renouncing military armament and the use of
force.
The peace treaty would be the real basis for successful work
by an all-German councll--or an all-German commission,
irrespective of what name is given to this body. Cooperation
could begin with the questions of safeguarding peace, of
bringing about a r.approchement and understanding on current
questions of foreign policy. Gradually an understanding would
come about on internal German questions.
HOW' are the two social systems to cooperate? The tliO parts of
Germany can arrive at cooperation and, Bubsequently, reunification by forming an all-German council or an all-German
commission reflecting the character of a confederation of the
two German stat:es. If leading West Gennan political circles
renounce their power-politics aims and overcome their powerpolitics fears, cooperation is possible, even though two
different social systems exist. For instance, trade in Germell!~
could be expanded. Joint major investments could be made in
Asian and African co~tries with the GDR acting as go-between •••
If President Eisenhower and Premier Khrushchev, the represen-

tatives of two states with fundamentally different social
systems, discuss the necessity of a detente, why is this not
possible between the premiers of the two German states? Once
a point has been reached when the preparation of a peace
treaty with Ge~any and the transformation of West Berlin into
a demilitarized free city are a subject for discussion at the
Summit Conference, is it not then the duty of the responsible
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politicians in Germany to
ra~rOChement between the
Co erence meets? Only a
peaceful am happy future

get together to arrive at
two German states before the Summit
national compromise can insure a
for Germany •••

lfe appeal to Herr Konrad Adenauer, Chairman of the ruling \'1est

German party, the CDU t to get off the thin ice on which he
and his f~iends arc standing end to take up a position on the
foundation of peace and democrtlcy.

We began in 194, to set up a firm basis for peaceful development in Germany. In Berlin an antifascist, democratic
administration was set up after 1945 without active Nazis and
without blood-judges. We began to form a grand coalition
comprising not only Canmunists and Social Democrats, but even
German nationalists like Professor Sauerbruch, Dr. Schiffer,

former Prussian lUnister o£ Justice, Hermes , former leader
of the center party and later cnu Chairman, am so on.
Today after the We3t German Government has again chosen the
road of war prepa~at10ns, we are addressing a timely appeal
to all peace-loving Germans, to all parties and organizations ,
to bury their ideological and political differences in reaching agreement on the joint struggle for the safeguarding of
peace, so as to make a German contribution to the preparation
of the Summit Conforence. We consider a national compromise
between the forces of peace on the formation of the confederation of the two German states to be both possible and
necessary . vIe regard the realization of this national compromise as our most urgent patriotic task •••
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(Delivered at
Federal
I have received and carefully read your letter
of January 8. Mindful of your advice, I reread your previous
letter, too. Now I want to tell you what I think of some
points in your last letter and, partly, of those of the previous one .
In messages to you I have already referred to the way we look
at the solution of the general disarmament problem. Hay I
repeat that we regard this as the primary issue before all
mankind today.
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The issue of war or peace depends, above all, on the solution
of the problem, and should a war break out in the present conditions it would develop into a world war. Thie 1s why
disarmament has assumed so supreme an importance. Not only
does the Soviet Union recognize the supreme iMportance of this
issue, but it 1s taking concrete steps toward settling it.

At the last session of the UN General Assembly the Soviet
Government put forward a proposal for complete disarmament.
We made our position clear. The Soviet Union stands for
canplete disarmament under compreherusive international con-

trol 80 that no nation which might be untrue to its commitments could secretlY raise armed forces and jeopardize other
peoples by confronting them with a fact of armed aggression.
To our satisfaction the General Assembly has received the Soviet
proposals sympathetically, approved the idea of general and
complete disarmament, and submitted our proposals for consideration by the la-nation committee. At the present time
the SOviet Union 1s preparing to take an active part in the
work of the lO-nation committee and hopes that other nations
will approach the question of general and complete disarmament
in the way the interests of peace require.
However, the Soviet Union's position is not one ot wait and
see. Although little time has passed since We sUbmitted the
proposal for general and complete d1earmament, we, unilaterally,
at our awn accord, adopted at a session ot the USSR Supreme
Soviet on January 15 the decision to retuce our armed forces
by one-third, without waiting for a meeting of the 10-nation
c~ittee.
How ma~ instances have there been lately of
other countries taking such concrete steps indicating their
sincere desire to attain international agreement on complete
disarmament and create all the conditions for it, except the
aforementioned decision of the Soviet Union? I believe there
have been no such instances 8S yet.
Unfortunately some statesmen are trying to downgrade the international significance of this peaceable act of the Soviet
Union. They contend that this is not disarmament but rearmament-merely a switch from one kind of armaments to another--on the
grounds that as a reBUlt of manpower cuts the firepower of the
Soviet Union will not diminish.
Submitting the proposal to reduce the armed forces of the Soviet
Union by 1.2 million men, we ourselves said outright that we
would have been unworthy of the confidence of our people had
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our unilateral disarmaments measures l-reakened the defense
potential of our oountry, which would tempt aggressive forces
to attack the Soviet Union and other socialist countries--our
allies.

One need not be too wise to see the simple truth: A nation
contemp1a!ing an act of aggression would never start reducing
its anned forces. Any military man will agree that whenever
an attack is being prepared no company is one too many_
While reducing the numerical strength of the armed forces tie
do not intend to reduce their firep~ler without such a reduction and with the same firepower the Soviet Union would,
naturally, be a mOre pmierful military force . I think this
must be clear not only to the mil! tary but &lso to any person
capable of sound reasoning and willing to understand properly
the crux of the matter.

These are practical, far-reaching acts of the Soviet Union in
the field of disarmament. Naturally, we are expecting other
states to react accordingty and to take similar practical
steps in this field. Only given the great and earnest determination of all the parties concerned and their willingness
to go over to concrete action Hill a solution assuring total
general disarmament be achieved.
To get on with the issue of disarmament, I
specific question in your letter, that is,
proposals, international control should be
armament progresses. Our proposal on this
natural and logical. I shall explain it.

want to reply to a
why under the Soviet
widened as dissubject 1s quite

The Soviet Government considers that an agreement on tota1

general disarmament should be accompanied by the institution
of stringent international control over the progress of disarmament, rather than "control" in itself, isolated f:rifTI
disarmament; for all such control could lead to under present
conditions is a mutual gleaning of intelligence information
without ever bringing about disarlllament at all. We believe
that the purpose behind international control is to see whether
all the nations really carry out the disarmament measures provided for by the treaty at any given moment, the inspection
being extended to the very establishments covered by these
measures, and not anything else which has nothing to do with
this.
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In view of the fact that with every new phase in the implementation of the treaty disarmament measures will become ever
wider and far-reaching, it is but natural that control, too,

will become ever

w1der~

This is how we pose this question in our proposal. As to the
demand for establishing comprehensive control from the very
beginning, regardless of disarmament measures being carried
out, such a demand is absolutely unrealistic in the present
cond1..tions and can have only one purpose:
me nt ~n disarmament.

to prevent agree-

Now about your position on the Ge~n question: It g08S without
saying that for Germans this question is of particular importance. It interests many other peoples aa well, although
naturally not to the same degl'ee as the question of general
. disarmament. Whatever one may saYJ in comparison with the task
of general and complete disarmament, whose solution literally
all states of our planet are vitally interested inJ the German
question is a specific question in which chiefly the German
people are concerned. We sympathize with the German people
and want the German question to be sol ved, and on a just basis
at that . That would also help to improve the climate in
Europe.
However, Herr Federal Chancellor, we differ in our understanding of the German question as well as of ways to settle it .
In your letter you raise the question of self-determination of
peoples and quote my words to the effect that in each country
the people themselves decide their destinY and choose the road
of their development and that the Soviet Union does not impose upon anyone the way it has chosen. I am ready to repeat
this now.
The Soviet Union practically demonstrates its respect for the
right of Germans to self- determination. Take for instance
the proPQsal of the Soviet Government to sign a peace treaty
with Germany. Would not the signing 'of a peace treaty in the
present ,situation be a concrete expression of the recognition
of the Germans' right to decide themselves the road of ' their
national development? Withdrawal of foreign troops, Germans '
entry into the United Nations, unlimited possibilities for
peaceful economic development, restoration of the Germans'
complete sovereignty in their domestic and foreign affairs
and insurance of their rieht to decide independently problems
of vital importance to the German people, creation of prerequisites to bring together the blo German states and thus
facilitate the possibility of restoring the countryts unity-that is what a peace treaty means to Germany.
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Consequently, it is precise~ the principle of sel!determination that makes it necessary to sign a peace treaty
wi th Germany, and since there is no single German Goverrrnent,
the peace treaty has to be signed with the two German states
to end the vestiges of World War TI.
To reunify Germany into a single state is a matter which the

Germans alono are in a position to settle.

The historical

conditions which developed since \olorld War II have brought two

German states with different social

~Jstems

into existence 1n

Germany.

You, Herr Federal Chancellor, do not recognize the German
Democratic Republic and you shrug it off whenever anyone
reminds you of its existence. Yet the GDR does not cease to
exist because of that. This republic is successfully develop-

ing, and, if the demands of commonsense are to be re~onod
\-lith, the real facts of history must be recognized and a policy
shaped accordingly.
To be frank, I find it difficult to W1derstand the meaning you
read into the principle of self-determination. If you mean the
reunification of Gennany, then how do you propose to settle
this question while opposing the establishment of contacts
botHeen the two German states and governments? You evidently
want this question of vital concern to the Germans to be
settled not by themselves but by representatives of other
countries .
But 1'1here does self-determination come 1n then? Wha.t you urge
1n fact is that the will of same nations should be imposed on
others, which is diametrically opposed to the poli~ of 5e1£determirAtion. Self-determination means that the people of
one nation or state should themselves decide the destiny of
their state. But since there are two states in Germany today
the population of either of them is entitled to ahap,-- "its
destiny as it sees fit; that ia, in the way that most suits
its interests.
Legislative bodies have been elected more than once both in
the Federal Republic of Germany and the GDR. People f sChamber
and local government elections in which the IE! ople are free
to express their will are per lodically held in the GDR. Voting
is by secret ballot. Same ll,7.11,OOO--that is, 98.9 percent
of the electorate, took part in the last People1s Chamber
elections in 1958. Some 99 .81 percent of the votes were cast
for the candidates of the National Front of democratic Germany
and 0.13 percent against .
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Is this not, to you, a sufficiently convincing expression of
the will of the population of the GIR, which has firmly

embarked upon the road to socialism?
You say the Government of the Federal Republic is dissatisfied
with the existing situation and would like to create a united
German state. It would be natural in this respect to

establish contact with the Govermnent of the GDR and to find
by agreement a mutually acceptable solution to the problems
affecting both German states.

Since the Government of the Federal German Republic is unwilling to meet the Goverrrnent of the GIR, and even recognize it,
I for one cannot very well see at the moment how you are
going to achieve reunification. That you do not want so much
as to meet is the first sign of there being no way of
achieving agreement.
I an a private individual sO far as reunification is concerned,
just as, incidentally, you are when it comes to solving the
Berlin problem. That 1s why I can speak my mind quite freely
without committing myself to anything, since reunification is
not a matter for eame third states to settle but the task
before the two German states and the German people as a whole-one before the GIR and the Federal Republic of Germany.
No can I fail to comment on your position with respect to the
peace treaty. wby is the Soviet Union insisting on the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany? We believe that as
the war ended, and i t 1s nmr IS years since then, there is no
reason for delaying the signing a peace treaty. You say that
in many cases former enemies have become even intimate friends.
This is right. Dut why ~n not get over With all that is
left of the last war--sign a peace treaty and set things right
in thiB way?

Your Ministers and other officials of the Federal Republic often
insist in their public speeches that Germany's present frontiers
should not be recognized. These pronouncements may perhaps be
said to be at variance with your opinion. But how then is
one to square their actions with your remark that you would
never tolerate a revenge-seeking l-1inister in your Qoverrunent2
General de Gaulle, President of the French Republic, has recently stated tha·t Germany's frontiers are final. He came under
much fire from the Federal Republic for that statement.
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In that case, what is the Federal Gernan Government contemplating? A revision of the frontiers? But you cannot fail
to know that the frontier dra,m as a result of the war and

fixed in the allied agreements cannot be revised at the signing of a peace treaty. Indeed, can anyone seriously believe
that Czechoslovakia or Poland. will give up, all of a sudden,
their western territories? Certainly that will never happen.
So there is only one conclusion, and this is that those who

reject a peace treaty and propose re-drawing the frontiers
hope they will have a chance to settle the issue by force.
Dut that means starting a war . If you say you do not "lant
that, why are you, then, hesitating to recognize the existing
frontiers and sign a peace treaty, there can be no two opinions
on this.
:Daybe you expect to persuade Poles, Czechs and Slovaks to renounce their western lands? That is your affair. If you
really have this idoa, contact representatives of these states .
Universally known, how3ver, are the repeated statements of the
governments of these countries to the effect that they, like
ourselves, consider their frontiers to be final, permanent and
not subject to any revision.
As I see it, the objections of the Federal Government to a
peace treaty are largely prompted by the fear that it would
destroy the basis for a revenge-seeking policy. You refuse
to recognize facts although you say that you are not inimical
to socialism and even communism . But h""J can these words of
yours be reconciled with the stubborn refusal of the Federal
Government to establish normal relations with socialist
countries? Is it not a fact that now you do not have diplomatic relations with either the Czechoslovak Republic , the
Bulgarian People1s Republic, the Polish Peopl e ' s Republic , or
any other socialist state except the Soviet Union?
Nothing but enmity for and fear of communism permeate" your
latest pronouncements in Italy when you once more res~r ted to
the notorious IIcClTlllunist menace" bogey. Your talk about West
Germany's "special mission" in the fight against camnunism
cannot but evoke memories of the most sinister aspects of
Germany's recent past.
No, Hr . Feder al Chancellor , you hate socialism and cooununism.
And this is just why you pushed through dragon-like antidemocratic laws, which in essence differ little from those
that existed under Hitler. You have outlal-Jed the Communist
Party.i you put people on trial for their thoughts, for their
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progressive convictions. Recently, I had a conversation \r.lth
your Ambassador and he gave me a rather peculiar explanation
of this matter. He said that members of the peace committee
who have been put in the dock in the Federal Republic use

this committee only 8S a cover and in reality are members of
the Conununity Party. I do not know who they are--Conununlsts
or simply progressives who take the national interest of the
country close to haut. Be that as it may. But are members
of the Communist Part,y outcasts? Communists are representative of the working class who have their own views on the
social and goverment system. ~oJhy should they be deprived of
elementary human rights? In your state they are deprived of

these rights because on this question, the question of the
state system, your positions are essentially those which Hitler
held, although you declare that you yourselves were martyrs
of the Hitler regime. Yes, it is true, Hitler'a terror did
not spare you. But it was much more cruel to Thaelmann and
other Gennan Cor.rnunists . Apparently Hitler's treatment of
people of your circle differed from the treatment he meted
out to active fighters for a democratic Germany.
Hr. Adenaue~, in the conditions which have been croated in
West Germany, fascist, Hitlerite elements have been spurred
to activity and are making themselves increasingly felt. They
are spreading the poison of hatred and anti-Semitism. The
3pider of the swastika is again crawling out of its nest .
This evoked th~ L~dignation of the peoples. I r epeat that
this could have happened only in the conditions of a favorable
attitude to and encouragement of fascist elements. I believe,
Mr. Federal Chancellor, that you understand this question
right. However the leaders of the Federal Republic make
smearing allegations to the effect that Communist organizations
are conducting a racist anti-Semitic campaign, that Cammunist3
are distributing anti-SeJTlit1c leaflets, making fascist inscri~tions, etc.
Such contentions show the hard position you have found yourself
in, Hr. Chancelior, i f you and other Federal Republic leaders
are using such uml0rthy methods and tell in yo~ speeches such
ludicrous, to say the least, stories.
Sober-minded people throughout the world know that Communists
have always fought against fascism, always defended the
interests of the working people, the equality of all peoples,
and no slander will refute that. No one will believe that
Communists engage in provocations.
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I should not like to make any reproaches or Bay any offend1ng
If I frankly told you my opinion about the order
obtaining in West Gennany, I believed that would only help us

words.

understand eaoh other better.
In your letter, Mr. Federal Chancellor, you raise the question
of l'lest Berlin. I will. allow myself a few remarks in this
connection.
Iou write that the reunification of Germany would automatically
solve the Berlin question. In this I fuJJy agree with you.

Of course then there would be no such question and no need to
create a free ci~ of West Berlin. But there is no united
Germany while the question of Uest Berlin does exist and. calls
for a solution.

And we "lant to settle this question so th..'1t West Berlin should
no l onger be the source of grave dangers and surprises of all
kinds which i t is today .

Properly speaking, you have nothing to do diroctly with the

solution of this question. It belongs, in the first turn, to
the competence of the four powers, which after the defeat of
Hitler Germany, have occupied Berlin. Now occupation exists
only 1n West Berlin and it is the business of the four powers
to do away with this anachronism. The Berlin question concerns you only indirectly, as a German, and as a representative of the Federal Republic of Germany.

Although the Federal Republic is not an active party in the
negotiations, given a desire on its part, as an ally of our
former allies in the war against Hitler Germany it apparentl y
could make its contribution to the solution of the question
of l·rest Berlin in the interests of insuring peace and relaxing tension . That would be noble.
So far your position on Yest Berlin is a strictly ne gative
one. You are laying some clai.r.ts to West Berlin; that is, to
a territory within the Gm. . You pe:nnit yourself' to use West
Berlin as a tribune for incendiary political speeches again.st
the GIR , against the socialist countries. It goes Without
saying that all this servee no good purpose and prevents the
evil of "lar fran being averted.
Now we stand on the threshold of a meeting of heads of government where the question of West Berlin will be discussed. Our
partners admit that the situation in "Test Berlin is abnormal;
that it must be changed for the better. This gives grounds
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for definite hope that in the final analysis the four powers

will be able to arrive at a mutually acceptable solution and
settle the situation in \'1est Berlin to general benefit. If
you, Mr ~ Federal Chancellor--insofar as we have touched upon
this question in our correspondence about other ways of
radically improving the situation in West B~rlin in the present
conditions except by making it a free city--do prompt us, we
see no other way.
The strength and vitality of the Soviet proposal reside in
the fact that it proceeds frOOl the conditions as they are,

from the fact of the existence of two German states between
l-mich there are no negotiations on reunification and, fUl'thermore, such negotiations are hardly foreseeable.

So what should "18 do about West Berlin i f the prospect of
Germany's reunificatjon remains indefinite? Your opinion, IMr.
Chancellor, apparently is that it is necessary to preserve the
occupation status in West Berlin and the abnormal situation
existing there . We cannot accept thi~ viewpoint, for to leave
the Berlin question open would also mean to postpone a peace
settlement with Germany.
He highly appreciate the wisdan of the om Goverment and are
grateful to it for having made certain sacrifioes in agreeing
to the establistrnent in the heart of the GDR of a free oi ty
of 'fest Berlin. I consider that it acted with foresight and
correctly, because in the present conditions there is no
other better solution. To tell you the truth, I do not see
what you could suggest on your part as an alternative to a
free city.
Why a free city?

This was already tD:plainedo I repeat:
Because the Soviet Union, loyal to the principles of noninterference in the internal affairs of other states and
peoples, does not want to impose the socialist system upon
anyone. Only the people, the population itself, can adopt
socialism. Since the capitalist system exists in West Berlin,
we accept this as a fact; and in order not to interfere with
the Hest Berlin population living under the system they have,
the Soviet Union suggests that West Berlin be given a special
status--that is, that unhindered ties with all countries be
guaranteed ..

The Soviet Government will try to prove the advantages of such
a solution to leaders of other powers upon whom agreement on
West Berlin depends . vfe strive to assure a correct solution
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of this problem to clear the atmosphere and create conditions
to ensure good relations between all countries and to promote
trade, culture and science--everything needed for normal life
on earth, to consolidate peace for the peoples. But what i f
we do not meet understanding? Could it be that we should
live forever without a peace treaty, and forever resign ourselves to an abnormal situation in West Berlin?

or

course, we cannot reconcile ourselves to such a situation o
~lill have
no other recourse but to sign a peace treatoY With the GDR
with all the ensuing consequences, including those for West
If the Soviet Union does not meet understanding it

Berlin.

That treaty would settle the frontier questions of
~11th

the POlish People 's Republic and the Czechoslovak
Republic . With the signing of a peace treaty it would be
clear to all that to strive to alter the existing frontiers
means nothing else but to bring matters to a war . We shall
not abet aggressive forces which cherish the dream of pushing
German frontiers to the east. If some states refuse to sign
a peace treaty it will also be clear to all what they stand
for peace or war, for relaxation of tension and friendly
relations or for cold Har.
Germany

That will be clear because to start a struggle against
countries Which have signed a peace treaty would mean to pursue aims that are not peaceful .
The Soviet people want friendship with the people of the
Federal German Republic , the same friendship they have with
the people of the GOR. Establishment of friendly relations
would be a boon both to the peoples of the Soviet Union and
the two German states and all European countries whose interests demand lasting peace in Europe and throughout the world.
A6 to your contention about the Ilc01d. w'ar language ll allegedly
used against the Federal German Republic , it would b~
appropriate to ask: l»"lence COOle consta.nt appeals for a
position of strength policy, uhere 1s the rrstrategy of
intimidationll preached with special zeal, who is it that rejects the idea of peaceful coexistence of states with different social systems? You should know better than anyone else
that such a language is used in the Federal Rep~blic and not
in the Soviet Union. I am not aware of a single fact to
war rant the conclusion that the ruling circles of the Federal
Republic are in any degree objective regarding the peaceful
policy of the Soviet Union . There hardly has been an instanC(;l
when the official propaganda of the Federal German Republic
did not distort proposals of the Soviet Government aimed at a
peaceful solutio~ of majo~ internctional prcblr.~s O~
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when we begin to defend our proposals and smash the arguments
29
(Unclassified) of our opponents they are ready to put any label upon us . The
Federal Government is evidently displeased with the fact that
the Soviet Union not infrequently and quite frankly expreeses
its attitude and mistrust of certain meusures taken in West
Germany, Well, one might say that in this case the Federal
Government is only reaping the fruits of its own labors .
Jan. (Cent . )

I shall Bay outright that sOr.tetiI,18S you compel us to state
our views, to state our attitude tu~ard Borne of your actions
even when we should not like to do that. For 1natanc8J in
many respects, I liked your previous letter and its promising
tone. We expected that it would soon be followed by concrete
deeds "rhich could really introduce a calmer and warmer element
into the relations between our states . But ,it turned out
differently. You and members of your Government again reverted
to crude attacks upon the Soviet Union and its allies . We had
to reply.

You will probably agree that aggravat ion of polemics is not
conductive at all to mutual understanding. Frequently it
does not give anything, is only harmful , and of course, it
would be desirable in the interests of improving our relations
to avoid everything that results in unnecessary heat and
excessive sharpness . Your Anbassador told me that the Federal
German Republicts Government would not object to the establishment, as he put it, of civil peace . We agree to that, but
such a peace could be established only on a bilateral basis .
I found it necessary to state frankly my views on the questions
you have touched upon in your letter. I should like not to
relinquish the hope that the governments of our countries
eventually will be able to find a point of contact in joining
their efforts for strengthening peace .
Respectfully yours, N. Khrushchev, January 28, 1960.

Jan~

-29

(Unclassified)

GDR Notes Protesting Bonn-Berlin Ties: Notes of s1Jn.U ar content were delivered to the UK , US and French Governments on
January 29 via the Czech Foreign Ministry in Prague . There
follows the text of the note to the US I The Government of
the German Democratic Republic has the honor to inform the
Government of the United States of America of the following :
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The Government of the German Democratic Republic feels obliged
to point with concern to the endeavor of certain circles in
29
(Unclassified ) West Germany and "!est Berlin to oppose the positive tendencies
to"11ards the relaxation of international tension, s een in the
last few months , and to prevent the elimination of the hot- bed
of danger in "'est Berlin.

At a time when responsible statesmen of the Western Powers
refer to the abnormal situation in West Berlin and declare
themselves prepared to negotiate in order to normalize this
situat ion, the Government of the Ge~an Federal Republic,
to gether with certain forces in Hest Berlin, 1s continuously

taking measures to frustrate the solution of the West Berlin
issue and even to exacerbate the situation in t-Test Berlin.
At the 1959 Geneva Foreign Ministers' conference the French
Foreign ~i inister H. Couve de Hurville declared, in agreement
with the American and the British Foreign Ministers: liThe
Government of West Berlin has no direct connection with the
Government of the German Federal Republic." This statement
is undoubtedly baaed upon the agreements reached at potsciaLl
between the Allied Powers of the anti- Hitler coalition.
The attempts which vlest Germany has made for a considerable
period to treat 'est Berlin as a part of the Federal Republic
crudely violate the existing clear legal situation.
The present Official visit of the President of the West German
Federal Republic, Luebke, to \':est Berlin is a challenge to
the German Democratic Republic. It is on the same line as
such provocative actions of the Federal Government as the
session of the Bundesrat held in '"est Berlin on October 23,
1959, and the claim made there by the President of the
Bundesrat, Roeder, for the incorporation of the German
Democratic Republic in the Federal Republic.
Another example of
actions was the meeting
for an Indivisible Germany, held
of the so-called
at the end of
in t-lest Berlin. At this meeting
not only were openly hostile statements made against the
German Democratic Republic and those states being friendly
with her , but members of the Federal Goverl'lllent and competent
politicians of yJest Berlin have demaooed the further development of rlest Berlin as a front-line city .
Speaking in West Berlin in January this year, West German
Federal Chancellor Adenauer did not hesitate to put forward
claims hostile to an easing of tension and aimed at a ggravating the situation in Germany. The statements which he
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made to the West Berlin House of Deputies indicate that the
Federal Republic wishes to annul the ra p~rOChement of the
vieHpoints of the two sides on the West erlin question,
reached at the Foreign Uinisters' Conference in Geneva, and
to prevent further steps tovlards a positive settlement of
this problem..

The increasing establishment of offices of the Federal Republic
in IJest Berlin is designed to challenge and to defy the German

Democratic Republic, on whose territory Wast Berlin 1s situatad.
In this connection, the resolution of the Federal Government
of September 30, 1959 , to establish a West German radio
station in West Berlin, the transmission range of which is
to cover the territories of the German Democratic Republic
and her aocialist neighbor states, is a further proof of the
aggressive character of the policy pursued by the West German
Government .
The continuation of this policy seeking to retain West Berlin
as a front-line city of cold Har affects the prospects of a
successful course of the forthcoming East~est negotiations
and precipitates consequences dangerous to peace and the
security of all nations.
The illegal steps taken by the Federal Government with regard
to "lest Berlin have deepened the tension and have contributed
to increa3"lng the danger resulting from the abnormal situation in Hest Berlin.
In this connection, the Government of the German Democratic
Republic refers in all seriousness also to the fascist
practices .:lnd excesses in '''est Berlin which became known very
re cent ly~
They are ~le result of a policy by means of which
the milit.3t'ist and fascist elements and organizations have
be0n syot!dlnat~ .cally favored and encouraged in West Berlin for
years. Th~se facts underline the dangers emanating from West
Berlin and the urgent necessity of solving the West Berlin
question.
The Government of the German Democratic Republic regards the
conclusion of a peace treahy With the two German states and
the establishment of a free city of vJest Berlin as a suitable
way in order to do away wlth the atmosphere of a front-line
city in W~st Berlin and to make possible a peaceful development in '~'as t acrmany and West Berlin.
The Government of t~ German Democratic Republic rejects
decisively the continuation of provocations in tvest Berlin
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(Unclassified)

longer be an idle spectator of the continuation of provocation of the Federal Government.

29

It declares that it can no

The Government of the German Democratic Republic expresses -the

hope that the Government of the United States of America will
recognize the urgency of the settlement of the Weet Berlin
problem in agreement with the statement made in Geneva that
the territory of \vest Berlin dOes not form part of the territory of the Federal Republic.
The Goverl11lent of the German Democratic Republic has submitted

notes of similar content to the Governments of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the French
Republic .
The Government of the German Democratic Republic avails itself

of this opportunity to express to the Government of the United
States of America the assurances of its highest consideration
a
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PART TWO

STAMIENTS AND DOCUlIENTS m<M WES'IffiN SOURCES
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-78FRO Spokesman on US Reaction to Adenauer ' s Baden- Baden Speech:
Referring to an October )0 Die riel t story, the spokesman de(Confidential) clared Bonn had no indications that US Government circles
reacted poorly to Adenauerls Baden- Baden speech (October 26).
He stated that the FRO agreed wholely with the consultat ion
and cooperation recently devel oped within NATO and holds
these procedures to be the most practical for the future.
The FRG considers it necessary to participate in t>1estern
Summit talks only, for example, on the Berlin question,
disarmament and reunification, 1. e., on those matters which
concern the FRG.

Nov.

-1-

Nov..

Adenauer Letter to De Gaull e on Summit Meeting: Starting on
this date, considerable press coverage was given a letter from
(Confic.an~~ i..."lJ.) Adenauer to de Gaulle (which remains unpublished) and it was
discussed at a press conference where the Federal Press Chi ef
admitted he 'Was not familiar with the letter. Foreign Service
reports indicate that , contrary to most press r epor ts, the
letter was friendly and contained only an explanation of why
Adenauer should not be excluded from certain (unspecified)
conversations at the Hestern Summit meeting . The Oder- Neisse
question was not raised in the letter.

T

nov.

10
(Unclass ~f1c rt)

Excerpts from General de Gaulle I s News conference November 10:
After many years of international. tension, it appears tnat
some signs of an easing of the situation are visible on the
part of the Soviet world •••
No doubt Russia, having acquired colossal power and knowing
that the West is in possession of the equivalent, recognizes
that a conflict, however it may arise, can end onlY in general
annihilation, and that, i f war is ruled out, there is no
alternative but to make peace.
No doubt the Communist regime applied to Russia for the last
forty- two years , v1hose whole ideology is in opposition to the
free world, is losing some of its sting under the influence of
the deeprooted striving of the peopl e toward man ' s natural
aspirations- -a better life and freedom .
No doubt this same regime, which Russia made use of to govern
the territory of its European neighbors by force and through
its own intermediaries, now r ecognizes that while it may reign
over Poland, Czechoslovakia , Hungary, Humania, Bulgaria,
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Albania, Yugoslavia, Prussia and Saxony, it has not won them
over and there is no doubt that i f the populations of those
countries could express themselves freely, they would reject
the regime by ao enormous majority.

No doubt Soviet Russia, in spite of having aided communism to
take root in China, recognizes that nothing can change the

fact that she 1s Russia, a white nation of Europe which has
conquered part of Asia, and is, in sum, richly endowed with

land, mines, factories and wealth, face to fa~e with the yellow
masses of China, numberless and impoverished, indestructible
and ambitious, building through trial and hardship a power

which cannot be mG8sured and casting her eyca about her on the
open spaces over Which she must oDe day spread.
Finally, there is no doubt, and it is perhaps the most important thing of all, that a deoisive part in the beginning of a
ne'" orientation will be played by the personality of the
present head of Soviet Russia, discerning, as he does, that
at the 8upr~e level of responsibility, service to man, to
his conditions and his peace is the supreme reali8l"1, the
supreme policy.

From all these circumstances, the idea was born of a conference of the heads of states with l>lorld-wide responsibilities.
There is no opposition from any side to the principle of such
a meeting.
France is in favor. But precisely because she hopes ~t the
proposed meeting will resu1t in something positive, she believee it necessary not to rush into talks which might be
superficiaL .. .
If, on the other hand, the view is that such a conclave should
open the door to the practical settlement of the problems
which beset the world, such as the armaMents race, the poverty
of the under-developed countries, intervention in the affairs
of others , the destiny of Germany, the dangerous situation in
the East, in Africa and in Asia, then, before it meets, three
conditions must be satisfied.
The first is that the improvement in international relations
must continue during the caning months, 60 that heads of state
may be able to talk in an atmosphere of relaxation and not of
crisis ....
The second condition is that the Hestern heads of state who
a.re to take part in, the caning East-"!est conference shauld have
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reached unders tanding beforehand on the questions to be dealt

""TO

with and the common position they will take up on each item$ ••

(Unclassified)
The third condition 1a personal contact between Hr. Khrushchev
and myself, M. Debra and our Governnent . tie , for our part,
attach the utmost importance to this meeting and to the explanation whi ch RussiA and France will thus be able to exchange
on the worl d problems which beset both countr ies . Moreover ,
it can be valuable for Russia I s leader to gain first-hand
lmml1edge of France •••
Question;

What is France la position in the atomic field? ••

Answer z I must say that this suspens i on of t ests took place
at the moment when the two rivals are in possession of all
that must be had or known to be able to wipe out life wherever
it might be, and besides this suspension of tests comes at a
time when both powers have collected a stock of knowledge
through tests , have collected a stook that allows them, wi thout carrying out , new ..,~g,!.o~:i;.ons , to improve almost infini tely
their nuclear aI'l1l.4ment-.\J. 3JiiI..:Jthese conditions France cannot
but approve that the A~glo-Saxons and Russians should agree
between them to stop their tests , but i f there is a wish to
ask her to renounce atomic arms for herself while others have
them and make enonnous quantities, there is no chance that she
will agree to the request .
No doubt the sort of equilibrium that exists between the atcmic
powers of the two camps is for the moment a factor of world
peace . But who can say what will happen tomorrow? ••
In truth, France, in equi pping herself with a nuclear weapon,
'H ill render a service to world equilibr ium .
If the United Nations Organization shows itself capable of
effectively ending this threat -and, as a beginning, ~~cceeds
in placing under international contr ol t.he missiles o!- death,
as France has sometimes proposed through its disarmament
delegate , M. li och, then France will accept the international
l aw immediatel y and without hesitation . But i f the organization cannot and does not wish to do it , then l'lhat a derisory
evasion it would be to seek a quarrel today with France .
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Lloyd-Higny Discussion on SUflVI\it Conference : vligny thought
that to concentrate nearly exclusively on Berlin would be
wrong fOr the r esult might be that the v!est would be pressed
to make undesirable concessions to the USSR. Lloyd expressed
the UK view that in addition to Berlin, disarmament and
GerD".any should be discuBsed, with Berlin representing the
best prospect for agreement. He felt sununit could instruct
that further negotiations be undertaken.

Excer ts fran Secreta }t eEM IS Press Statements on Defense : SecretarylcElr~ to d newsmen t at t ere had also
been some discussion of an eventual reduction in the number
of troops and other forces overseas .
But, he said, "nothing drastioll is contemplated now on this
question or that of reducing the over-all size of the services~
Although the two questions must be faced now, there is no
intention of reducing overseas commitments for several years,
the Defense Secretary said.
He explained: II For one thing we have certain foreign ccnnitments. On all. of these questions you come up to them and
then atart backing away. They have to be considered as
part of our international position and we must do nothing
. that might weaken the NATO alliance .
"However , it's possible that other NATO countries may lvant
to increase their contributions of military strength to their
mm advantage so that our own forcee can be deployed elsewhere in the world . II •••
The Defense Secretary was asked 'Hhether Soviet Premier
Khrushchev ' s call for world disarmament had exerted any influence on the new defense budget . No, he said, ann added:
"And it can ' t have unless he canes forward with som~ concrete proposal . Until then it is the responsibility of the
military and the Defense Department to keep on reminding the
public that the maintenance of a strong military position j~
the only basis for a real~ satisfactory disarmanent agreement . 1I
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Address b Secretar Herter on US Princi les in East~West
Negotiations :
cerpts
That "cOO1petition is the life of
trade rr is a saying that has stood the test of time. Today,
we face a test no society has ever fully met: how to make
competition the life, not death , of nations.
The problem is urgent as never before because of two facts.
One is a revolutionary movement based on great and growing
power, which seeks to polarize all international competition
around social survival. The other is that, hanging over this
conflict, are the means of vast destruction.
How can we meet such competition, yet keep it safely back
from the abyss of universal ruin? I will take the second
point first .
The paramount question facing our world today is how the great
rivalry between political systems can work itself out in the
course of history without exploding into thermonuclear war .
Such an explosion has been uncOO1fortably close more than
once in recent years , most lately over Berlin. Last summer,
it became clear that the Soviet Union, despite its protests
to the contrary, was still engaging in duress in an effort
to bring West Berlin under its influence.
Then, President Eisenhower, concluding that the outlook for
peace was darkening, determined to turn the course of history
away from war and toward a lasting peace . He began by inviting Chairman Khrushchev to visit our country. You know
of the meetings to follow. l'fuat do all these mean?
So far, the element of duress over Berlin has been submerged;
but otherwise, there were few tangible results of the
I~shchev visit, nor were such to be expected.
Indeed, it
may be better so, for early successes tend to breed. selfdeceptive euphoria .
The real meaning of the series of high-level meetings is that
a nelol process of canmunication may be developing through them ..
I say IIrnay" because only time can tell whether we shall have
learned to talk somewhat less at cross-purposes than in the
past, and ,..ith better understanding of opposing points of
vi81i.

Hr . I:hrushchev has said that ue need to develop a coounon
language, despite the ideological conflict to which he
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stanchly adheres. Many will find this hard to believe after
the years of baffling double-talY. Yet, I believe that on
certain fundamentals we can find a cammon language because
we have a cammon interest.
That interest lies simply in the basic will to survive, shared
by free men and Communists alike. I think the Soviet leadership is reaching a conclusion similar to our own-that unless
the course of events is changed and changed soon, both sides
face unacceptable risks of general nuclear 1'1ar, which would
approximate mutual suicide.
Thus , the one area in which a cammon language has best chance
to grow is that of ground rules for the great competition
which daninates our time--some "rules of the gamell--to keep
it within bounds set by the conditions of co-survival.
Such rules must be devised to t~per acute political problems
which cannot now be fully solved, and to bring under control
the spiraling anns race wrich those problems goad onward.
That is the main task for the negotiations that 11e in the
months and perhaps years ahead.
There are other areas in which a caronon language can take
root, thereby mitigating to s~e extent the underlying conflict. Shared interests in ~le arts and sciences, in the
essentials of sciences, in the essentials of human welfare and
everyday life, are now being fostered through many kinds of
exchange which we are prepared to expand as fully as the
Soviets will reciprocate. In these £ields, we are even finding ways of turning competition into cooperation, through
such cammon ventures as the International Geophysical Year.
\'Je should never miss a bona fide opportunity to expand the
area of cooperation.
Competition Will continue to be rugged, however, despite any
ground rules or exchanges. Mr. Khrushchev makefo no bones
about his ultimate aims, ancf '...e can certainly expect many
sorts of lures and. pressureE in all parts of the free world,
backed With mounting industrial power, designed to confuse,
subvert and take over . The need to keep a firm grasp on both
sets of facts--the necessity for common ground rules and the
aggressive competition--w1l1 be a severe test of our political
maturity as a people.
It was much simpler when we could think in black and white

terms of sheer confrontation with 100 per cent hostile
conmunism. Even today, though the present arms race is
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dangerous beyond description, it still seems easier to continue on the familiar path than to try to break new ground ..

(Unclassified)
Thus, it "rill take cow-age of a high order and strong nerves

over a long time to construct a new relationship between the
antagonistic systems. But that must be done i f civilization
is to survive..

It is nothing less than this inunense and long-

term project on which we are now engaged.
I r.cw turn to the other part of my opening question: Haw
can we, while
combining in restraint of war, meet the most
ruthless competition the world has seen?
It will take our most strenuous, devoted and persistent
efforts.

Nothing could be more fatal than to confuse re-

laxation of tensions with relaxation of ourselves, and one
of the most serious dangers ahead is that people will be
tempted to do exactly that.
Intelligent visitors to the Soviet Union have noted the zeal
there for "catching up" with the United States. We will not
fare 'Well in competition with the Soviets unless we can match
their enthusiasm for achievement .
The CQl'imon effort will require continued and possibly increas·ing claims on our treasure, our intelligence and our patience.
Most importantly, it will require much wider participation
and support by the great majority of all Americans. It is
not enough to pay our taxes and leave the rest for IIthese
people in "[aahington. " The cause of peace and freedom. is too
~portant to be left to the few.
We have, of late, been too much absorbed, I feel, in the
mere enjoyment of a prosperous life behind our defensive
curtain of nuclear power. l·;e lllust realize instead that the
fateful competition with camrn.unism has placed a fir~t claim
on the energy and interests of us all. That means subordinating our private interests to the paramount public
interest. It also means using our econemy less for the things
which do not really na tter, and more for the things which da.-for the uses which would train and inform our minds, pranote
the health of our society and keep our country free .
Our greatest advantage in the world struggle is that we are

not alone . 11any countries are with us wholeheartedly and
confidently. Many others are with us in spirit, even though
they can not say so.
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One of the most heartening sights in recent years has been

""TO

the revivial of the economic strength of our free-world
partners in Western 'fl:urope and Japane They are nO\{ ' able to
offer their peoples the prospect of continuing economic
growth and of sustained high levels of economic activity.
In 80 doing, they demonstrate the continuing vit~llty of

(Uncla •• U1ed)

fl'ee societies •••

Chairman Khrushchev sees the future as competition bett'ieen
rival social systems by means other than war. We Americans
welcome competition, and we are ready to join him in finding
ways of rna ki.ng 1 t securely peaceful .
But perhaps Mr. Khrushchev will agree that each of us has a
right to see the future in his own way . rie, in the United

States, believe that we share with millions of our fellow
men, in East and West, a visiOll differing from his. However ,
various we are in creed, race and culture, we are united in
welcoming just this variety. Ne believe in the God- given
multiformity of man, and manls future.
From our point of view, the canpetition is not between two
uniform, but opposite, social systems. It is a contest to
decide whether ~~e great problems of our age can be met better
in a free variety of cooperating ways, or in the single
starkly monolithic way of communism.
Thus, I would put the challenge differently fran Hr. Khrushohev~
But I would agree With him that i t 1.s profoundly urgent. It
calls for every ounce of sacrifice and devotion that you and
I, and all like-minded men and WOOlen, can muster in the years
ahead.
As we mO'V"e forward in what may become a new era of competitive
peace, our chief source of strength will lie not in material
things- -but in our faith in freedom. The COimlunists repeatedly proclaim their belief in their creed and system, and
its eventual triumph. \ole must match their expressed belief
"lith faith in our own principles, which spring from manls
millennial striving toward freedom.
As against Marxist materialism, we uphold a universal humanism which stresses manls spiritual nature without ignoring
his physical needs . We reject matarialism as the main shaping force in human affairs, whether embodied in economic
determinism,_ stati'Sll, or in any other system externally imposed upon the individual. We believe that the real
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dynamic of human life is inner spiritual force working in a
cosmos ruled by divine power, law and purpose.

(Unclassi!'ied)
Our main concern is not that the Soviets are trying to out produce us in pigs, or milk or even steel. We reJo~ce at

their progress to the extent that it makes for human betterment and for peace .

What we most need to fear is the loss of our own

V1S10n

and

sense of destiQy--of our belief in the eventual spread of
demOcratic freedom to all peoples on our planet. In this ,
liTe should have a faith as deep and intense as that of the
most devoted disciple of communism . vie should, above all,
demonstrate that faith in action.
Freedom thrives on competition. Therefore, we do not need
to look with foreboding on the er~ ahead . Ours is no perfected system, incapable of further growth. America is still
in the making . The most inviting of all frontiers lies ahead o
To accept the challenge with courage--yes, with buoyant hope-is to be true to the traditions that made America great .

No""' ,

-i'6·

(C c~ ic.cnt :'..a l)

Adenauer-Brandt-Von Brentano-Klein Discuss Berlin: The Federal
Chancellor, the Foreign Kinister, the Governing Mayor of
Berlin and the Berlin Senator for Federal Affairs held talks
on the Berlin problem in the previous week. According to
Klein, the talks were overshadowed by the fact that nobody
was able to come up with any ne\o1 ideas as to bow the Berlin
and German problems should be dealt with in the forthcoming
rounds of international negotiations . Chancellor Adenauer
expressed uncertainty about the development of US foreign
policy but von Brentano rose to the defense of American
policy, saying that it was fundamentally unchanged, although
the style was net". The Chancellor was also somewh,<:,"; unhappy
about pressure being exerted on the Germans by the .U lies to
come up with "new ideas" \omen in effect none of those prest::nt
could think of anything better than a defense of the status
quo wi th respect to Berlin.
The Belgian Foreign Minister , wbo recently visited London,
had conveyed to von Brentano his impression from conversations
with hacmUlan and Lloyd that the British hoped to pacify the
Soviets with tlminor concessions" on Berlin. Although nothing
specific was said about the nature of these concessions, the
Chancellor and the Foreign Hinister , as well as Brandt and
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Klein, were worried that these concessions would go beyond

(Confidential)

the paper of June 16, which all four considered
irreducible minimum.

-N

BS

an

Klein then reiterated a point previously made by the Governing 11ayor, i.e., that the curbing of so-called propaganda
activities in West Berlin would be a most dangerous under taking because the Soviets obviously would choose to interpret as propaganda the spreading of any kind of information
about the GDR. Freedom of expression was an essential element
of the spirit of free Berlin. Any muzzling, or curbing, of
that freedom of expression would have detrimental psychological consequences not only because it would be regarded
by leading elements of the population as the first step
toward the abolition of the Western position in Berlin, but
also because the Berliners would feel that an important
aspect of their misSion in life was being eliminated.
Chancellor Adenauer and
French delaying tactics
felt that ene important
to gain time. Adenauer

vlilly Brandt were both happy about the
on the Summit meeting because they
Western objective at the moment wae
said he did not expect great results

fran the first Summit in ths spring of 1960 and thought that

the second Summit meeting could not be held until the spring
or summer of 1961 because of the necessity for the new
American President to acquaint himself fully with international affairs.

Nov.

10
(Uncb.se i!'icd)

Speech by Dean Acheson to NATO Le~i8lator8 in Washington:
_~~cerpt~!. I wish to tal~ 'Hith you this afternoon about a
matter which seems to me to be of great seriousness and "'hieh
lies ~t the very heart of the oreanization of NATO and a
matter for which all of us are responsible .
And I would like to start out, if I maYJ by imagim..llg with
you for a few moments what the future historian wil]. have to
say about the period in which we live as he looks at the
decade of the Nineteen Fifties 8S they came to 8 close. Wha~
is it that would be in his mind?

First of ail, I think he lfauld say the decade of the Nineteen
Fifties were a turning point in history. He would look back
over the prior half-century, and he would see this as the
prologue of violence, of revolution, of change, a prologue
which destroyed the world order of the nineteenth century,
destroyed it along with the great empires which had made it
and which maintained it o
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(Unclassified)

He would look fur t her into the nineteenth cent ury, and would
see what an extraor dinary period of stability that was .

then he would also see s omething very significant.

And

And this

significant thing would be the steady march eastward in
Europe of the center of pcn"er •••

He vlould have seen sanething else . He would have seen not t he
emergence but the great development of the power really begin
to flower , would have seen its economic power really begin to
flotTer .

He would have seen the vast military pm:er of the

Soviet Union.

He would have seen also the beginnings of new

pen'ler in China, and I believe that that historian would say

he looked at the year 1959, the conclusi on of this decade,
that events wer e hurrying to a decision, that the moment was
coming which would be decisive .

88

But that decision would be at this point not clear to him,
although he would have knO'Nn from the time at which he wrote
what it was . And of course the decision would be whether
there was to be a new equilibrium of power in the world upon
"lhich some stability could be built, upon which we could live
with hope through the period in l'l'hich we all together got hold
of the great dangers of the nuclear age and brought them under
controL
This was one way that the decision could go . The other would
be that the equilibrium of power would not be created and
that the decade which was about to open woul d be the decade
of the beginning of Soviet power , and perhaps it would mean
that the historian whom I am imagining would be a Soviet
citizen, because he would see that the situation in a nutshell
was this :

There was a Western Europe and in North America the productive
capacity and the manpower three times that of the Soviet
Union to create a counterbalancing power to that ot ~ussia.
There was the power with which that could be done. It would
be quite clear that Europe was unable to do this by itself.
It would be quite clear that the United States by itself
could not cr eate a spacious enough area for freedom .
He would see that the coal ition of "'!estern Europe and Nor th
America was a necessity to both, and he would say there is
the capacity to do this , there is the possibility to do this,
but at this turning point was there the will?
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And, judging from the policies which are in operation at the
present time, he would believe, I conclude, that that will
does not exist. Per~p8 it is because the necessary measures
are not understood. This I .th,1nk unlikely because the neces sary measures are so clear that anyone must understand them.
It isn't possible really not to understand them D
And these measures--of course, I am not only talking about
the ones which concern NATO--there are others in the economic
and other fields which are interesting but which do not involve us today. These measures are, first of all, to recreate and maintain a nuclear parallel, by which we mean a
nuclear power of such dimensions that regardless of who is
to strike the first blow the nation having that power could
respond with unacceptable injury to the aggressor.
That vlould be regarded as the first necessity, and that would
be necessary until by agreement, by the operation of international machinery, we were able to bring this vast weapon
under control. But until t.~at is done this ts an absolute
necessity. And he would Bee that this is not being done.
Then he would see, too, that there must be a defense force in
Europe, a defense force in which all the allies participate,
all of them together; and he would see that this defense
force is for the purpose of letting anyone else to see that
in order to impose an alien will or purpose, in order to
threaten, in order to be the daninant power in Eurer-e, it
must be prepared itself to raise violence to such a level that
it will have to consider a nuclear strike, which by hypothesio,
they would not want to do. This force gives reality to the
nuclear deterrent, and without this force the nuclear deterrent is not a deterrent at all.
The historian, I think, would see that this also has been
neglected, and I think he l'lOuld conclude that this double
neglect had resulted in a shift of power in favor of the
Soviet Union and against the North American and Western
European coalition, the great alliance which is attempting to
create stabUity in the world and to give a foundation for an
area of free life .
Now, there are two ways 10 which this change in power, this
shift in power, may be met. One way is to remove the cause .
The other way is to say that it is without significance, and
the only way in which one can say that it is without significance 1s to believe that one could be complacent about a
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very considerable increase in Soviet capacity, because a reappraisal of Soviet intentions would lead one to believe that
these intentions were benign, or if not altogether benign at
least not so dangerous as t o require precaution against the
capacit,y to carry them out.
Apparently some such conclusion as this is prevalent in most
of our countries. And it is this I think, which leads to
such a demand at the present time to go forward with what is
called a negotiated settlement •••
The essential thing is what you confer about--not whether you
should confer but what you confer about. This is essentialo ••

The se~sible attitude is that we are perfectly willing, everybQJyal\orays has been, all of those of us in public life, who
have been in public life, have spent days and hours and weeks
and months conferring and conferring with the Russians .
We're always willing to confer where the object of the conference may produce mutually beneficial results.
But it is so easy to confuse or to use this word "negotiation"
as a cover for a surrender that one must be very careful about
it.
If to negotiate means to put the facade of consent upon a defeat, then I think it is not something which should recommend
itself to us.

If there is to be a defeat, ~ich I think is wholly unnecessary,
i f we take the proper measures, let it be an honest defeat and
a clear defeat, that all of us can understand and can learn
from . Do not let us smooth it over with this slimy servience
of consent.
Noo;'f, let us look for a moment at what it is we are ar..1<:ed to
confer about .
ive will note in the first place that it is Mr . Khrushchev who
is drawing the issue . It's not us, it's If; r . Jilirushchev. This
in itself is a very considerable diplomatic victory. The man
"lho can frame the issue has gone a long ~,..ay toward a successful
conclusion of it.
And l'lhat is the issue?
tI r. Khrushchev has framed. the issue exactly a year ago last
month, and this issue I want you to note very carefully, goes
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to the heart of the possibility of creating a counter-paver
to Russian power.

(UnclnBsti'ied)
Hhat this issue is, as stated by Mr . Khrushc!1ev, is that the
potsdam Agreement 1s void and illegal, that the presence of
Allied troops in Berlin is illegal and detrimental, that they
should be immediately withdrawn. The city should be a free
city under international guarantees. And that all of this
should be done against \-lha t Ilr . Ehrushchev calls the background of a demilitarized Gernany from Which all foreign
troops should withdraw, East and West, and which should withdraw itself from NATO and ~st Germany from the vlarsaw Pact ~
Now , that is the issue Which has been framed. You will
notice in this that Berlin stands out 8S both the symbol and
the prelude of the collapse which 1,11'. IChruahchev hopes to
bring about.

Over and over and over again he has stated that the object
in his policy is the wi thdrawaJ. of foreign troops from overseas bases.,.
NmV', I ask you to thin!:' about negotiating these issues,
negotiation in the sense of conferring with the idea of coming
to terms. \'1hat terms can suggest themselves to you as CQ':ling
out of a conference about Berlin?
Do we want Berlin guaranteed by the United Nations? The United
Nations is in this sense only all of us and a few other states.

The strength of the United Nat ions as a guarantee to Berlin
is here. It isn't increased by any additions to it. Is it
going to be increased by Mr. Khrushchev's guarantee? ....
vnhat conditions more beneficial to the people of Berlin can
he think of than the ones that n~T exist? What conditions
more in the interest of the "lest can he think of tl1..n now eD.st?
What conditions more worthy of preservation can he ~hink of
than those that now exist?
What he would say, I am sure J is:

"Surely I can think of'
some, and the ones I think of are to purchase the unification
of Germany by the withdrawal. of American troops." He would
say "fram Germany." But "frcxn Germanyt' means from Europe.

Uhy does it mean from Europe? It means fran Europe because
all of you are surely aware that there is no other strategic
position for these troops west of the Rhine •••

'.
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Let's look at it , reall y, from the point of view of what it
means. It means, in the first place, that the whole attempt

to create a counter- force to the Soviet force is ended.

We

cannot create such a counter - force 'Hith ground forces in
Europe, and in the United States separated b,y the Atlantic
Ocean.

It would mean that the only possibility of a defense of
Europe would be a nuclear one . And is that really sensible?.~
Therefore, would l'ie not find that what we had done by all of
this was to take all possibility of meaning out of those
central words in Article 5 of the North Atlantic Treaty, whi ch,
broadly speaking, say that an attack upon any one of the
member~ of the North Atlantic Trea~ Organization shall be
regarded as an attack on all of them?o~

Therefore, I think at the threshold of its second decade
NATO should decide, and decide for a decade, that it does
want to create a defense force in Europe, a solid defense
force, one in accordance '<lith the recommendations of SHAPE,
ap~ it will make the effort and the sacrifice to do it, and
that all the decisions which are inconsistent with that decision must be put aside~ • •
Do not dig this tree up every year and look at its roots. Do
not try to make everything consistent at the same time. Hake
the basic decision and let the subsidiary decisions find their
own way. II

My second suggestion would be that NATO should look at Eastern
Europe and that NATO should come quite clearly to the conclusion that it looks forward to the time and its policy is
to look forward to the time when government throughout
Europe will have a decent basis in national acceptance.
I'm not talking about liberation; I'm not talking al.aut
applying force to overthrowing regimes in Eastern Europe.
But 1'm saying we must publicly deny and make it clear that
we have denied what Mr . Khrushchev is wanting us to do, which
is to accept the division of Europe and believe that the
future is going to be based upon the acceptance of that
division • ••
Now,
that
roam
tion

the third decision which I would hope NATO would make is
there is roam for negotiation, that there's not only
for negotiation but there is a great need for negotiaand that this lies in the fiel d of control of armaments
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and that it is to be approached practicably and sensibly. Not
these fanciful ideas of universal disarmament in four years.
This is not only possible; itls undersirable. You would
create greater instability by that than you would relieve
yourself of.

Nov.

20

(Confidential)

Adenauer-t.acmjllR.n Talk3, London November 17-19 : Reports on
the~e conversati(.ns, in whi.:h Foreign Niin.stt)r~ Lloyd and von
Brentano participated, indic<1,te that the Briti.!:lh sought to
convince Adenau~r that they ::lid not wish to talk only about
BerlL"l and Germany at a S\lIl'Z.ln t meeting, but they were sure
Berlin would be discussed and thought i t might be only the

topic on which agreement possible. Adenauer w41ntained he and
Willy Brandt agreed negotia"ions 'Hi th Soviets would not lead
to improvement present situation in Berlin and might worsen
it. The British also reassw'ed Ader..auer that they stand on
Hestern position of Geneva and do not support disengagement
or Rapacki-like schemes. They considor, however, that inspection zones and arms ltmitation might sometime prove a
useful device, but one that should be applied without dis crimination against Germany and with effective controls .

Ncv

Q

~

(Official
Use On1y)

"

FRO Reje~ts Soviet Pr0eaganda Charges That Adenauer Seeks to
"Torsen East-West Relatl.ons: The Betti-official Deutsche
Korrespondenz carried a piece, reportedly from the Chancellor's
office, stating that the Soviet reproach that the Chancellor ,
by reminding the Western Powers that they must decisively
defend their rights and obligations 1'e Berlin, creates tension
raises the legitimate question of the kind of detente Moscow
really envisages . If SOviet thoughts on the subject are carried
to their logical conclusion, then it is clear that detente is
only possible if the \.-Iestern Powers abandon their present
rights in Berlin. For the \iest this is not detente--it is
only the beginning of capitulation. If there is to be real
detente, then it is necessary that a truce be restored between the USSR and the FRO. This surely would be consistent
with Khrushchev's recent repeated protestations about the
spirit of Camp David.
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secretary Herter on Acheson S~eech to NATO . The following excerpts are from ihe Secretary s Press conference:

(Unclassified)
Question: Mr. Secretary, former Secretary Acheson gave a speec~
before the NATO parliamentarians last week in which he said it
was a mistake for the Allies to talk to the Russians about
Berlin at all because almost any arrangement that might come
up now would be worse than the one we now have~ vfiLat do you
think of this view?

Answer : Well, I dontt necessarily share the view. I read the
speech very carefully. And it seens to me that what Hr.
Acheson had done was to build up a number of straw men, and
t hen knock them down . The assumption he made was that the
RU5sianR would be insisting still on the same position t~~t
they held a year ago last November, when this crisis was first
precipitated . Actually~ they have come a very long way from
that.
In addition, I don ' t think that he had any grounds for assuming
that we were necessarily going to make concessions which would
be detrimental. I think that was entirely speculation on his
part •••

Question: Mr . Secretary, what do you mean when you say the
Russians have come a very long way from their position on Berl~~
last year?
AnSHer. \-Jell, last year, in November, when Mr. Khrushchev made
his first speech precipitating the Berlin crisis, he stated
that we had nc legal rights in Berlin, that they were planning
to throw us out and that this was something that they had
planned to do as a unilateral action. Since that time they
have admitted our legal rights, admitted them several times,
and completely. They have !'urthermore moved away from the
threat of taking unilateral action •••
Question : Mr . Secretary, is it then your position that you
think a new arrangement can be reached on Berlin which is
better than what we now have?
Answer I It can be. 1'm sure that it will be . I wouldn't predict that it necessarily would be . I think lole would like to
(7l8.ke a better arrangement i f we could. I think that probably
those who are satisfied with the present status quo worry lest
an effort to make a new arrangement would lead to what has
been called I think the status quo minus .
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Questions Mr. Secretary, have you seen any basic change in
the substantive position that Mr. Khrushchev took a year ago
and as of today, or are the changes that you see merely procedural? Has he changed, in other words, in his basic demand
that we get out of Berlin or has he merely changed in the "lay
we will do it and the timing and the threat and all the reat?
Has there been any change on that, that he is going to get us
out?
Answer:

Nov.
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(Official
Ut:i 9 Only )

His objective is still that he is going to get us out.

Fifth Congress of Council for Indivisible Germany (Summary):
Addressing the fifth annual congress of the Indivisible Gennany
COC"JTl.ittee in West Berlin, Hayor Willy Brandt stated on
November 26 that the plot against Berlin's will to selfdefense was warded off with the help of the 'i etlt, including
the l1est Germans. The Soviets failed in their attempt to
isolate Berlin and the city has become an international s,ymbol
of freedom in this case, Brandt said, the reliability of the
,·restern corrmunity is of greater importance than the destiny
of a few million human beings. A new danger MS, however, to
be . faced, the temptation to shelve the German question since
it cannot be solved at present.
The director of the committee, Dr. \-1ilhelm Wolfgang Schuetz,
pointed out that the will to reunification has grown stronger
during the past year, that this congres s was a powerful
demonstration tor the r estorat i on of German unity, and will
contribute toward mustering youth as sponsors ot German unity.
He added that the carmittee will fight for its a1ms with
peaceful means only. Deutscher Gewerkschaftfb~d CDGS) Chairman Utili Richter assured the audience tha t not only the DGB
but the international labor union movement will also determinedly demand Qerman reunification.
In a telegram to the congress, Foreign Ninister Brentano expressed appreciation of the growing importance of the activities of the organization, saying that with its work the
committee has not only reminded all Germans individually of the
injustice of German partition but has also solicited the
interest or foreign nations in the matter.
Schleswig-Holstein Premier and cnu Deputy Chairman von Hassel
in his address to the congress rejected recognition of the
Oder-Neisse line, saying that it is useless to lure the East
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with such concesssions. Adenauer's remark that Gennany has to
pay for the war should not be interpreted as his intention to

sacrifice the expellees, von Hassel said, and the German GovernMent will never put its signature to a dictated peace . Certain
wrong concepts on German rights in the East should be countered,
and the Federal Republic would greatly welcane French assistance
in this field.
According to von Hassel, the Pots dan Agreement is still the

sale basis for final settlement of the German-Polish frontier.
Hassel rejected proposed diplomatic relations with Poland since
the Federal Government is solely entitled to decide on German
affairs, must therefore oppose the two- state thesis J and
appointment of a German Ambassador in \"ar saw who wouJ.d be
treated as the representative of only one of two German states
would constitute an advanced concession just when t he German
question is the subject of decisive political discussions. Von
Hassel also strongly rejected the plans for a free city of
Berlin.
SPD Chairman ~rich Ollenhauer stressed the outstanding importanc6
of the reunification issue, adding that partition is a continuing violation of the right of se1f- detennination of the
peoples . He pointed out that direct political negotiations betlleen East and \oJest Qemans would only blur responsibilities
of the big powers.
Ollenhauer advocated a normalization of "lest Germany1s relations with the East bloc countries, adding that this suggestion implies no change of mind on frontier questions, the right
to the homeland, and other claims which Inust be settled prerequisite to a peace treaty. He believed that nermal relations
with the East could, however, remove many misunderstandings,
that the presence of a Fest German ambassador in Prague would,
for example, have been most beneficial to the two Bundeswehr
pilots now jailed in that country.
Ollenhauer rejected the Soviet plan for a free city of Berlin.
He said that German reunification is an international problem
of the greatest importance, th3t it 1s imperative to keep its
solution on the agenda of international discussions, and that
the solution of the German question must be linked with the
European security problem. Ollenhauer said that those believing in membership in NATO must realize that such a policy
is incompatible with an active reunification policy_
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At the final meeting of the "Curatorium Indivisible GermanyH
in Berlin on November 28, its various political working
groups in a joint deolaration called for a common German
policy of the Federal Government and Lower House. By its
signature of the UN declaration on human rights, the declaration says, the USSR had undertaken to respect the right to
self- determination of all nations, yet the continued existence
of the dictatorship in the Soviet occupation zone withheld
this right from the German people .

The declaration goes on to demand that the German question must
not be removed from the agenda of international conferences.

At these oonferences the Berlin problem would have to be discussed ...,ithin the context of the German question. To deal.
with the Berlin question in isolation or to give way in any
respect would lead to a chain reaction at the expense of the
free world . The solidarity of the free world is essential
for the preservation of freedom . The danger of free Europe
splitting into compet ing economic blocs must be averted.
The declaration stresses that the population of the Federal
Repub.lio emphatically refused to relinquish the legal olaim
to the German eastern territories .
The establishment of diplOMatic relations between the Federal
Republic and countries of the Eastern bloc Nould be of considerable importance for the solution of the German question.
There was "near unanimity," the declaration says, that such
relations should be established regardless of the political
regimes of Germany1s eastern neighbors .
The worldng groups were unaniInou8 that i f and when diplomatic
relations are established with Poland, there would have to be
legal reservations concerning the Oder-Neisse line. Any
recognition of Pankow by third pm-Ters must be discouraged.
The declaration also rejects any revanchism or unfri endly
attitude towa'r d East European countries. Political talks
bet\-leen individuals from the carununist and free world, as
distinct from such talks between institutions,~uuld be useful.
The Lord Mayor of Berlin, t·;Uly Brandt, in his concluding
address stressed that a new Horld policy must on no account
start on the basis lIof capitulation and a breach of law on
the Berlin question. " The world had realized, he said, that
one could liquidate old- style colonialism merely to establish
a new- style colonialism. People who thought that the German
people would resign themselves to the division of their
country were mistaken.
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Adenauer Speech at Dueren. (Sununar y) Addressing part icipants
in a COO mee t ing in Dueren, Chancellor Adenauer stated that he
(Unclassified) is still convinced that communism has not changed and that
Russian cOO11llunism 1s especially dangerous because it is imbued
with Russian nationalism . Khrushchev had told him, among
other things, that all •.Testern states will perish and COll'lllunism
will rule the world. Adenauer said, however, that if the free
peoples act in unity, Russian communism will never succeed in
enslaving Europe. There is only one test to prove communism ' s
alleged change : A "yes ll to the controlled disarmament of
nuclear and conventional weapons .

2'f

Commenting on German- French relations , Adenauer admitted that
France has made some mistakes in recent months, but that these
trifles are nothing compared with the fact that two nations
which have been enemies for hundreds of years are now genuine
friends. Adenauer called agreement with France the corner ...
stone of the German European policy. Adenauer said he believed
those statements false which hold that Great Britain does not
support the joint actions of France and Germany. He pointed
out that during his last visit in Great Britain, his old friend
Churchill said that France, Great Britain, and Germany liill
jointly save Europe .
Adenauer said the CDU must make a strong effort to win the next
Bundestag elections, since many people are of the opinion that
after 12 years of cnu government a little change will do no
harm. Scrutiny of the SPD ' s Germany plan explains Khrushchev ' S
desire for a different party majority in l;fest Germany, Adenauer
said, and that despite the new SPO platform, the man behind it
remains the same .
Adenauer suggested abandoning the "reunification" concept and
replacing it wi th the idea of a "return of freedan to 17
million Germans in the Soviet Zone . " He appealed to the world:
"Give the German people the same right you are willin't to give
to any African people, the right to guide their own l~·lte in
peace and freedom."

N'),"...
?)

(Official
Usu Only)

Mende on FOP (Freie Demokratische Partei) and French Od~r 
Neisse Stand: Speaking at the South Baden FDP Bezirk congress
Dr . ~rlch Mende, Deputy FDP Chairman, sharpl y attacked Pr esident de Gaulle for his remarks on the Oder- aeisse line. The
Germans realized the difference between a legal title and the
possibility of giving effect to it, he said. But de Gaulle waz
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surrendering German territory without insisting on the least
political consideration .

He 'Has doing this in advance of

the summit conference and a peace treaty. To act thus was
not to render a neighborly service to the Federal Republic or
to support the common policy of l'lest European solidarity and
French-German friendship.
Mende urged Chancellor Adenauer not to adopt the French arguments in his COMing talks lofith de Gaulle but to uph::lld the
German arguments with great enphasis . To de Gaulle he appe..'lled
not to revive, in his proposed conversation with Khrushchev,
the French-Russian alliance of 1944. Germany had made many

sacrifices for the policy of uniting Europe and a FrenchGerman understanding, which must not be jeopardized by a
"relapse" of French policy.
The world policital situation, Jtende continued, looked as i f
the four pm-:ers responsible for the fate of Germany wanted to
come to terms on the back of the Germans by retaining the
status quo. None of these powers was interested in German
unity. Bonn had neglected to seek timely talks with Moscow.
Now \iashington, Moscow, London, and Paris were engaged in conversations instead. A barter deal threatened between Moscow
and Paris: for the sake of securing the status quo in Germ&.ny
the Soviet Union would extinguish the fire in Algeri&e
Dr. Hende told the press that a visit to hoscow by a Bundestag

delegation, ~ich has been postponed several times, would
probably take place in the spring of 19605 Asked about his
party1s "Eastern policy," he said the Federal Republic should
establish diplomatic relations with WarDaw, Prague, and
Belgrade as soon as possible . Trade with the Soviet Union,
Czechoslovai<ia, and Yugoslavia should be intensified. Visits
by parliamentarians would help improve relations with the E~,st.

~I07o
-~.

(JJ1cl.,s~1..:ricd)

Adenauer on Reunification: (in US News and florId Report).
O[Xcerpt) . To same extent. that impression (i. e . , tha~ many
Germans do not care much about reunification) has gained
ground because the fight for reunification is being led with
moderatiOfi and patience and without loud-voiced rhetoric.
That attitude J born out of the memory of our unfortunate past
with ita many lOud-voiced national claims, should not be misread as lukewarmness. Rather it is the manifestation of a
feeling of responsibility toward the European community of
nations .
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Adenauer.. de Gaulle Talks at Paris :

R

report that the Adenauer-de Gaulle conversations embraced the
following : Adenauer was reassured that de Gaulle supported

(Secret)

French and Oer,nan sources

NATO while thinking preparations should be made for possible

future withdrawal of US troops from Europe following the
development of long-range missibs and as a result of the US
financial position. Debra emphasized the importance of the
Franco- German Alliance should the US withdraw.

Adenauer de-

fended NATO, stating Europe indefensible without US help.
Later de Gaulle reassured Adenauer re NATO and concurred that
the US was necessary for the protection of Europe.
De Gaulle and Adenauer agreed that the fol l owing matters were
suitable for Summit discu3sion . (a) Disarmament! De Gaulle
felt thAt control and linitation of launching sites and
miss iles was the only practicable measure . (b) On Berlin:
Both sides agr eed the Allies should stand absolutsly firm on
Berlin since the USSR would not go to war over it . Negotiations on Berl in should be underplayed as part of the German
problem, there should be no change in the current legal status
of Berlin and no movement towards recognizing the GrR .
(c) Disarmament: De Gaulle stated the French were against
thinning out forces or other forms of disengagement. On inspection schemes de Gaulle considered feasible zones might be
either all of Europe or zones of equal distance extending to
the Atlantic and the Urals, respectively.

D..·~.,

-,-'
(H!.i.,~J.,,'=.~l? la C.

SPD Agrees on FRG- Berlin Ties: The Executive of the SPD
Parliamentary faction recOirunended periodic meetings of the
Bundestag in Be-lin in 1960 to underline the Berlin-FRG ties.
Dr. i~arll·1 ommer, chairman of the faction, stated that renunciation o£ the Parliament ' s right to meet in WeBt Berl in
would be tantamount to capitulation to the threats from
lloscO'A and Pankow.
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Governin!L!!.ayor Brandt I s Views on Berlin as Re orted to
Ambassador Dowlin
Berlin Senator Gunt er IQ.e1n: "From the
standpoint of tUly Brandt, the Berlin Government, and the

people of Berlin, the paramount issue is the maintenance of
present Federal Republic ties with West Berlin. He expressly
p13ced this first and said that the question of the level of
Allied troops in Berli.-l was secondary. He said that in his
opinion Khrushchev was benddJlg every effort toward splitting
off Berlin from its West German connections and was advancing
free city theories and UN cupervision &a alternatives to the
present a1 tua tion whUe softpedaling the issue of maintenance
of Allied forces in West Berl in. He said that while the

economic cuns~uences of a withering away of Berlin-~est
German tics would be serious, they might be made tolerable, in
the economio sense, by a stepped up aubsiqy ~stem. His fear,
however, lies on the psycholos ical side. In his view, such a
change in status would cause sene 3ermans to look to the future
and seek some accommodation with the East Germans or the Soviets.
Another and, in his esttmation, larger group would liquidate
their interests L~ Berlin and leave. The mass of people, however, llould presumably be apathetic enough to let events take
their course and seek, although reluctar.tly, an accommodation
within this new context of t hemselves and their affairs.
He said that he felt the three Allied powers should not let
Khrushchev's remarks in HOBCOW on November 14 and in Budapest
on December 1 advocating a new status for Berlin go unchallenged.
He feels that repeated statements of this Bort not me~ by
Allied counterstatements may be creating an atmosphere favoring
such an arrangement prior to the Summit Conference . He feels
that responsible Allied statesmen should state publicly our
position regarding Berlin. He said that while he has the
greatest of respect and confidence in Hammerskjold it seems
obvious that any free city arrangement under United Nations
guaranty would radically alter the whole Berlin position and
that the United Nations would never be as finn in resisting
the erosion of the Berlin position as the Allies whose rights
there rest firl'lly on occupation. 1I
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SPD Report on Merchant-Grewe Conve~sation: SfD press st~to
ments indicating their doubt of the present strength of t he
(Limited
US stand on Ber l in culminated in an article in the "confi dential"
Off i cial Use) press service ppp that Deputy Under Secr etary Herchant had set
forth four alternatives on Berl in to FRG Ambassador Grewe :
1. To maintain the present four- power status J with occupation
rights tenninated; 2~ A four-p~ler body for Berlin l>iith
authorities from East and vlest Berlin sitting with equal rights;
3. Cooperation of East and West Berlin authorities with the
four pcmers becoming engaged only when the Germans were unable
to agree; 4. A United Nations administration with municipal
authorities having only a supervisory vOice. The article
alleBed that the US preferred the status quo but wished to
negotiate for improvements on Berlin arrangements to prevent
further Soviet pressure . herchant is supposed also to have
said that i t was impossible to avoid the Berlin question at
the Summi t and if no broader solution was possible the US
would be Willing to consider the Berlin question by itself to
seek arrangements blocking pressure on Berlin.

Dec.

o
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Prime Minister Nehru on German Reunification : An FRG Foreign
Office spokesman told the press on December 9 that the FRG
not1 considered the incident gr()}]ing out of a Nehru press inter"
vie", of December 3 as closed. Nehru was quoted in the German
press as having said : "So much is said about thi s problem, cmd
up to now I can only establ ish that no one wishes German unity.
I simply cannot explain this to myself.. America J England,
France J Hest Germaqy, East Germany, Russia, Czechoslovakia,
Poland--no one wants it . I just can ' t understand that. t-Jhat
should I say about it? If I say no one wants it, I mean, not
in the distant future j I am speaking for the foreseeable
future •• •As an ideal they may wish unity, but recognition of
certain facts and a fear of certain consequences leads to the
conclusion that people do not "'ish unity. When I say they
don ' t l<ffint it, this obviously means that everyone wh,.les a
solution but a hundred percent in accordance 'tiith his own conception. If it (unity) cannot be brought about in accordance
wi th their elm conceptions, they don ' t want this solution. II
After a clamor arose in the German press, Nehru sent a tele gram to the publisher of Di e Wel t , published in part December 6,
in which he "recognized the desire of the German people for r eunificationll and stated his lIbelief that unity is the only
solution for a great people", but he indicated that IIgovernments and current cir cumstances prevented such a development".
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In announcing that the FRO considered the incident closed, the

T

Forei~~ Office spokesman said that the FRG Ambassador in New
Delhi had presented a memorandum setting forth the FRGls
position on the problem of German reunification to the Indian
Secretary for External Affairs .

Dec ..

Secretary Herter on NATO- Berlln .. Ge:rmany: In response to a
general question on problems expected at the NATO Ministerial
Conference the Secretary stated inter alia: tiThe NATO members
of course have more than idle curiositY:--Certainly, insofar
as the matter of our relationship with Germany and Berlin is
concerned, they have a very direct interest in that the NATO
members, in the guarantee clause with respect to Berlin, have
agreed among themselves that an attack on the Allied troops in
Berlin is an attack on all members of NATO, so that they
themselves have a direct interest and, of course, have every
right to be fully informed as to any plans which one might
have or one might discuss with respect to the whole German
situation."

(Official
Use Only)

10

(Official
Use Only)

The Secretary was referring to the Tripartitie Declaration of
October 3, 1954 and to NAC Resolution of October 22, 1954

associating other NATO members with the Tripartite Declaration. l :

...,..,.
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Text of US Note in Reply to Soviet Note of November 11, 1959
on the .t.stablisrunent of a FRO Radl.o Network "DeutschDihd-F'UfiK1l t
The Government of the United states received the Soviet
Government's note of November 11, 1959 with some surprise, for
it appears to have been prompted by certain misll.p;:orehensions
about those procedures and safeguards which have long been in
effect regarding the application of Federal Gerlil-Em legislation
and the operation of Federal GeI'):nan agencies in Berlin. The
importance Which the United States, as one of th~ occupying
pm..'ers, attaches to the maintenance of the .:;;pecl..'l.l status of
Berlin has been dealt with in numerous communications to the
Soviet Union.
The Government of the United States wishes to reaffirm the
principle of four power responsibility for Greater Berlin and
notes that the desire of the Soviet Government to avoid interference with Berlin 's special status is reflected in the reference note"
In view of the experience of the past ten years, it seems
superfluous to remind the Soviet G ove~nment of the errangements
SECRET/NOFCF.N
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(Unclassified)

which the occupation authorities have long kept in force to
i nsure that the relationships of the German Federal Republic
and Berlin are compatible With the special status of the city.
The Government of the United States is not aware that any proposal raised to date for the establishment of a DeutschlandFunk contains features which are incompatible with the special
St'iitus of Berlin.

In view of the foregOing, the Government of the United States
believes that the considerations expressed by the Soviet Union
in ita note are not valid.
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FRO Reply to Soviet Protest on "Deutschland-Fur.k": The FRO
Ambassador in l·loscow delivered a note rejecting the Soviet

protest, saying that the proposed FRG Federal Radio Law was
not in contradiction with the four-power status of Berlin. The
note said: "The Soviet Government 1 s note is based on an
error because the proposal for a .federal radio lavr does not
envisage setting up a radio transmitter in Berlin." It added
that the Soviet Government knew the measures which the British,
French and American Governments had been taking for years in
order to insure that the relations of West Germany to West
Berlin remained in accordance with the special status of Berlin ~

FDP Spokesman on Berlin and German Prob!~: Speaking in
Ansbach, Erich Hende called for FRG political parties to agree
on the aims of German foreign policy and the ways and means to
achieve German reunification. He calls specifically for
agreement by February 10, 1960 (the date ror a Bundestag
foreign policy debate) on (1) renewal of the acknowledgment
of the Potsdam agreement by the four victorious powers; (2)
convocation of a new Germany conference at the highec+, level;
(3) appointment of a permanent Germany conference to ~teal with
agreements on a gradual merging of the t wo German states; (4)
agreements on Berlin, which in the long run cannot exist undt:!r
the present abnormal circumstances; and 5) efforts to Bet up
e time schedule to bring about German reunification through
various phases and via free elections.
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GoverningJ~1~yor Brandt on the :Serlin Problem.
Speaking to the
SPD Land Committee Brandt said: (1) He and Adenauer agreed on
the positlo!l to be taken at the conferences scheduled; (2)
The FRG and Western Allies must insure that \-lest Berlin remains an integral part of the FRG; 0) The statements contained in the final Geneva communique were the lini t of what
could be accepted. Brandt warned against rr.ald.ng this position
the starting point for the next conference; (4) Guarantees by
the four pat<lers on traffic between Berlin and the l-lest must be
maintained and not replaced by UIl guarantees. It would be
acceptable, hmlever, for UN representatives to see that the
four-power commitments are carried out.

1)~C ,

In
the
(Cc.'("fllk!lt.ia1 ) practical certainty that the Soviets would eventually sign a
separate peace treaty with the GDR and apparently appreciated
that in the end such action could not be prevented by the
Western Powers. He gave the impression that a new arrangement of whatever type would not lessen pressure on Berlin for
long, therefore it was unlikely that the present situation
could be bettered.

on
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FRO Defense !-l inister strauss on the Spirit of Camp David: In
his speech before the NATO dinisterIal Coiil'erence at Paris
Hinister strauss said
1l00t of the confusion of very
recent time I cite
well knmm example:
There
is no spirit of Camp David which prevents us fran viewing
communism realistically, lmich prevents U8 from strengthening
l~TO and Which prevents us from looking over the enslavement
of countless European people. This expression ISpirit of Camp
David' bas become a Comnunist propaganda trick which has as
its aim the liquidation of the cold war in the sense of
liquidation of resistance to comrrruniem ••• "

In a budget

D~" ..

I I

( Offi(~::,,'.l

U"e O,:1y)

the integration
of \-les t Berlin into the FErREP developed with concurrence of
the l-Iestern Powers, but so as not to intrude on the Western
position in Berlin he called for continuation of the integration
under the umbrella of the Western Powers I unchallengable rig..'lts
in Berlin. He then stated lIif the USSR Wishes to determine the
desires of the po~ulation of Berlin concerning its belonging
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to the FRO, the Berlin Senat would be ready at any time to
support a four-power agreement on a plebiscite in Berlin.
(Note: It was probably deliberate when Brandt referred here
to "Berlinn rather than 'IWest nerlin u ) . Brandt also stated
that regardless of the respect in which the UN was held by
Berliners there would be no political sense to the creation
of a third state on German territory under UN supervision.

Text of the Final Communique of the Western Summit Canferene!
at Paris: The President of the United States of America, the
President of the French Republic, the Prime Einister of the
United Kingdom and the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of
Germany met in Paris and at Rambouillet on the 19th, 20th and
21st of December, 1959, and exchanged views on various subjects of common interest.
In the course of these meetings consideration was given to the

views expressed by the member governments of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization at the meeting of the Council held in
Paris from the 15th to the 17th of December.
Among the subjects discussed were East-tl est relations, disarmament and problems re1a ting to Germany including Berlin.
On the last point the heads of state and government reaffirmed
the principles set forth in the four-power canmunique of the
14th of December, 1958, and the declaration of the North
Atlantic Council of the 16th of December, 1958, on Berlin.
The heads of state and government agreed on the desirability
of a four-power conference with the Chairman of the Council of
Ministers of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. The
purpose of this conference would be to consider a number of
questions of mutual concern. President Eisenhower, General
de Gaulle and Mr. HacmUlan have sent letters to Hr ~ Khrushchev
proposing such a meeting beginning on the 27th of Ap"~·il, in
Paris. These letters were delivered in Hoscow this morning.
The texts are being immediately released.
The heads of state and goverrunent have agreed on the procedures
to be followed in preparation for the proposed meeting and
have issued the necessary directives to this end.
The North Atlantic Council "Hill be informed of the results of
the present conversations at the ministerial meeting which
will take place on the 22nd of December , and the Council will
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be regularly consulted during the course of the preparator y

2I

llork.

(Unclassified)
The heads of state and government e~ross the hope that the
proposed conference will contribute to the strengthening of
peace with justice.

Dec~

-2T

(Unclas>ified)

Text of President Eieenhower l s Letter to Khrushchev on a
Su-"lIT1it Confere!lce: Dear Hr . Chairman: As yoo are aware I
have just met with President de Gaulle and Prime Hinister

Macmillan.

Among the subjects we discussed was the possibility

of our hav:i.ng a meeting With you to consider international

questions of mutual concern.
We agreed that it would be desirable for th3 four heads of
state or goverment to meet together from timo to time to dis-

cuss the main problems affecting the attainment of peace and
stability in the Ylorld. I ther efore wish now to express my
readiness to meet with you, President de Gaulle and Prime
Minister l1acmUlan at the earliest feasible time. In view of
the engagements of all of us, as they are known to me, we had
thought that the opening date for the proposed conference
could be April 27 and that Paris would be the most appropriate
place for the first meeting.
I very much hcpe that this proposal is acceptable to you o

Dec.

~
(Uf!r"J' ;,.:::'~:',·::d. )

Text of NATO CO'lllCU Communique:
1. The North AUantic
Counail c ~pleted its ministerial session on D3cember 22 .
2. The Council heard an account by the Minister for Foreign
Affairs of France, speaking on behalf of the Governments of
the United Stntes, France , the United Kingdom and the Federal
Republic "f Germany I of the conolusion reached by the heads 01'
the state and government during their di~ c ussi ::>ns in .?2.ris
from December 19 to 21 in regard to East-~"'e9t )'elationa.
During the detailed discussions which followed, the Council
recognized that the views expressed by the four Governments
fully reflected those which had been expounded by its members
December 15. The Council gives its full support to the
position adopted by the four Governments.
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3. The Council takes note of the arrangements proposed to the
Soviet Government for the opening of negotiations 1n Paris in
ApriL It agrees "nth the arrangements made to secure full
consultation with all member Governments during the preparation of these negotiations and undertakes to playa constructive part in insuring their success. It instructed the
permanent Council to insure that member Governments are informed and consulted, and to make the necessar,r arrangements
to that end.

4. The Council heard a report from the lI inister for Fore ign
Affairs of Italy, on behalf of the five Western members of the
Committee of Ten on Disarmament (Canada, France, Italy, the
United Kingdom and the United States), regarding the decisions
taken by them. It agrees with the five governments that march
15 should be proposed for the meeting of this committee. It
approves the arrangements made in regard to prior consultation.::.;
and instructs the permanent council, calling as it desires
upon the NATO military authorities, to consider what further
assistance it can give to the consideration of plans for contro1led disarmament.
5. While welcoming the na1prospects of negotiations and
agreements, the Council thinks it necessary to reaffirm the
principles which it set out in its statement on Berlin December
16, 1958, and to emphasize once again that the alliance must
remain vigilant and strong. The Council shares the hope of
the heads of state and of eovernment that the forthcoming conference l-1ilJ. contribute to the strengthening of peace with
justice .
Foreign 11inister Von Brentano on ~'/estern Sununit Meeting: On
conclusion of the Paris meeting, FRG ForeignMini~ter von
Brentano told a correspondent of Die Welt that the ~G was
now convinced the \'lestern Powers were determined to t ake a
firm stand. He emphasized that the \'lestern Peace Plan,
tabled May 14, 1959, at Geneva would be the starting point
for summit negotiation. Von Brentano considered it possible
that negotiations might lead to an improvement of the present
status of Berlin but that a new arrangement woold have to be
based on the present legal arrangement and recognize Allied
rights in the city, including access.
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In response to a specific question he indicated that a UN
guarantee, protecting th8~e rights, was entirely possiblo,

(Unclassified)

but he ruled out a plebiscite 8S an interim Bolution except as a possible last res ort. In this connection he

-~IT

stated 'that any Berlin s olution would require approval of
the Berlin Senat.

Dec"

SPO I.eader a on Bariln " nd Rp.lmific:at i on:

(Unclassified)

Social Democratic

o_J·

Ciir:LStm~s issueOfVi}?7aez·~'

(Statement in the
of the German

r::';-C'eo1,;'?ar organ

pm-yy---

Party Chairman Ollenhauer and Vice Chairmer. Wehner and
Knceringen put thems elves on record in favor of maintaining
the "political, econom ic a nd
Berlin.

1'ina~ial

s tatus" of

t-t~~t

Ollenhauer declares that i f the "chances of 8eeing any progress toward the development of peace are slim, the German
people ard, nevertheless, f ollot-ling with keen interest the
efforts of the two principal world powers - -the United States
and USSR--to establish peaceful coexistence by means of
agreements on the limitation and control of armaments and a
lessening of international tension.
lilt is only on these cond:ltions," Ollenhauer recalls" "that
progress can be made toward se"ttlement of the German question.
If the Federal Government continues to cling to outmoded
ideas it is to be feared that t he German question will become
disass ociated from the ~l ks on disarmament and relaxation of
tension, and we shall become rooted in the status quo of a
divided Germany.1I
On the othe r hand, Oll enhauer po ints out that the renunciation
of war as a "political instrument" Will not solve the
"antagonism between freedom and totalitarianism," and that
the IIstruggle cannot be waged by means of anti-Soviet
propaganda, but only through the exanple of a better Bocial
order."

Dec.

24

(Uncla3sified)

Governing Mayor B ranQ.~ on Bonn-Berlin Relations: ( excerpts)
In an interview with Frarikturter RunCfilchau" editor Conrad
Ahlers, Berlin Mayor Willy Brandt declared that "we must preserve the Bonn- Berlin unity front under all circumstances. 1I
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"This 1s necessary because final clarification regarding the
West's Berlin policy does not yet exist. ~iest Berlin is

Federal territory, and it must remain Federal territory
although it has a special status. The political relations
between Berlin and the German Federal Republic have developed
with the knowledge and the intention of the Western Powers.
The German Federal Republic1s obligations regarding Berlin
were set down in the Gerr\'lan-Allied treaties of 1955. With
regard to the Berlin question, the Western Powers, therefore,
have no freedom of action vis-awvis the Russians . They are
bound by these commitments.

lilt is my impression that the Soviets are no longer concentrating their attacks against the presence of Western
troops in Berlin but rather against the relations between
Bonn and Berlin. Berlin, however, can only exist as a part
of the Federal Republic's territory with a uniform currency
and
system. A separation of Berlin would have disastrous
economic and political consequences.1I

la",
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Berlin Sena t Five-Point Policy: In a Berlin Parliament debate, Governing llayor Brandt reiterated the basic tenets of
Berlin Senat policy as foll mfs: (1) Presence of Western
Powers in Berlin and their rights re Berlin baaed on total
capitulation of Germany. There is no reason for Western
Powers to give up their secure legal position in Berlin before reunification of Germany. Any n~1 agreement on Berlin
should have as basic recognition by USSR of legal position
of Western Powers .
(2) Hest Berlin is part of free Germany. Berlin's integration
into legal, financial and economic system of FEDREP, which
took place with knmiledge and approval of Western powers, is
a cornerstone of city 1s freedom. Berlin can o~ fu~fill its
tasks as !tvise" holding together both parts of Germar.y if ties
with FEDREP are maintained .
()) Free access to and from Berlin must not be restricted;
rather it should be perfected and improved . Free access for
Western Powers is essential part of their occupation rights;
free access for civilian traffic rests on secure legal foundation of agreement of Hay 4, 1949 and Paris Four- Power
decisions of June 20, 1949. These agreements not only restored status quo ante blockade, but also contained pledge
to improve traffic of goods and persons and c~unications
between ~l est Zones and Soviet Zme as well as between Berlin-all of Berlin--.:m d individual zones. Se:lat li o1:ld Helcome
SECRET/NOFORN
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reinforcements of right of free access to Berlin through more
concrete agreements.

(Unclassified)
(4) Any agreement re Berlin must take into account right of
self-determination of population of Berlin.

(5) Berlin must remain meeting place for people from both
parts of Germany.

J3.ll.
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(Uncla3sit:tod)

Adenauer Reply to Khrushchev Letter of October 15,_1959:
Esteemed Mr. Premier: I have not pr~viously replied to your
letter of October 15 for well considered reasons. At that
time, HI' .. Premier, you had just returned fran your journeys
to the United Statos and the Far East . Subsequently, ar. exchange of views developed between you and the rlestern heads
of government on the convening of a conference on the same
problems which you had raised in your talks with the US
President and in your letter of August 18. A feu weeks ago,
I had the opportunity 1n Paris of di5C~Sing this cop1erence
plan ~lith the heao!s of state and government of the United
States and the United Kingdom. I considered it appropriate,
and in both our interests, to llait With my reply until these
current talks h~j come to a certain measure of conclusion.
I think this moment has now arrived. In view of the fact
that a conference of the heads of state and governments of
the United States, France, the United Kingdom, and the USSR
is likely to take place in May 1960, I consider it particularly urgent to clear up some errors and misunderstandings which
are to be found in your letter and to corr.ment on sane views
which you voice in your letter. I am doing this in an
attempt, of which I shall never tire, to also clear up those
problems for which I have repeatedly given explanations.
The problems concerned are too important to permit any shrinking from repetition. I deduce from the contents and tenor of
your letter that you are of the same opinlono
May I, therefore, ask you to once again read those sentences
in my letter of August 27 in Which I explained to you that I
do not harbor any feelings of hatred for sccialism or
communism . Nothing 1n my words justifies your inference that
this attitude was of a more recent date and differed from
prejudices shown so faro I note with satisfaction your
assurance that in the Soviet Union ideological differences are
not regarded as an obstacle to cooperation between states,
particularly .ince I emphatically voiced this view in my
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letter of August 27.
I am glad that you attribute the greatest importance to this
attitude which the Federal Republic has held at all times •
In full agreement r1ith you, I see in this attitude, assumed
by both of us, a possibility for establishing a relationship

of trust and cooperation between our peoples. I have told
you on earlier occasions that I had hoped for such a development as early as 1955. Unfortunately, such a development has
not yet taken place, but it 1s never too late to make a change
for the better.

I regard it as an important prerequisite that we agree on an
~nportant point in our political aims:
The conviction that
mankind must be preserved f ran a new war and that therefore,
in the present Norld situation, the disarmament problem is
of front-rank importance. I regard this concord of our
judgment as a valuable element on the road toward an improvement of the world situation and our mutual relations.
I fervently hope that you and the heads of state and government of the United States, France, and the United Kingdom at
your meeting in 11ay will sucoeed in achieving progress regarding this problem.
On various occasions, I have given you the assurance in the
most outspoken form that the Federal Republic will undoubtedly join in a disarmament agreement concluded by the big
powers. There is, however, no justified reason to demand
advance gestures in the sphere of disarmament specifically
from the Federal Republic, whose armed pO'tver is negligible
compared with yours and even compared with the armed forces
of other Eastern states.
I must tell you quite frankly that I cannot regard ~s a
serious contribution to our exchange of views your example of
the people who after drenching their hous e with gasoline
declare that they had done so in order to avert the danger of
fire.
Were I to reply in the same style I would have to tell
you that the gasoline is not being spilled in our country but
elsehwere. I suggest that in our correspondence we refrain
from such argumentsj this would be in keeping with the intention not to indulge in polemics voiced by you in another
paragraph of your letter, an intention which I share.
The disarmament proposals made by you, HI'. Premier, to the UN
General Assembly in New York, of wh ich you notified my government, were studied by me with the same care which I gave to
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other suggestions made at the same General Assembly meetinga
I am of the opinion that all these proposals should be
examined carefully and soberly and that future 003gotiations

should be based on those proposals which offer the best
prospects for early implementation and practical effectiveness.
I must confess that I am unable to understand the logic of your
suggestion in one essential point. you 1-;rite that the disarma ..

ment proc~ss would take place under constant international
control Tlin which all states throughout the world would take
part and whose extent would increase to the same degree to

which general disarmament progressed. An agre~ment on univer~
a1 and total disarmament wculd do away with one of the
difficulties which arose during all disarmament negotiations
so far~ namely, the problem of control. After complete disarn..ament has been carried out, when no state has anything to
conceal from another, control can be complete and comprehensive. 1I

In my opinion, the more objects for control there are in
existence--that , is, above all at the beginning of disarmament- the more complete and comprehensive must be the control of the
di5arm~ent process.
This problem is among those which, I
hope, Hill soon be clarified in the impending negotiations.
You speak, Hr. Premier, of attempts to present the solution
of the disarmament problem as a precondition far the settlement of other political questions which do not brook delay,
in the intention to prevent their settlement. The examples
l.zhich you cite are the signing of a German peace treaty and
the setting up of a so-called ufree cityn of \tleet Berlin.
I regret to be compelled to tell you, Mr. Premier, that I
resent these accueations as being particularly unfounded and
arbitrary. The Federal Government for a while held +he vi~.z
that the solution of the disarmament problem presupp" sed the
prior solution of serious controversial political pr,:blems
such as, for instance, the partition of Germany. At that
time, my Government was accused, particularly by the Soviet
side, of obstructing disarmament by raising political conditions. Today, after we have done everything to remove ~~e
foundation for any such misinterp.retation of our intentions,
you level the opposite accusation against us; namely, that
we are making the disarmament problem the precondition far
the solution of political problems which allegedly brook no
delay.
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You are d,oing so at the very moment "Then you evidently want

to give priority to your proposals for a peace treaty and the
creation of a so-called "free city" of West Berlin over the

disarmament problem.
Both accusations which you level against the Federal Government's policy are unfounded. They contradict each other . It
was neither then or is it now our intention to make our tasks
more difficult by raising preliminary conditions and priorities.
I do not deny that I am convinced- -and you, )fr. Premier, will
also have to admit this--that the problem of armaments and
their limitation and reduction cannot be examined 1.~ compl ete
separation fram the political tensions and quarrels which
unfortunately exist in this world of today.
In my opinion, it would be unrealistic to lay down fran the

outset a rigid sequence for the solution of the problem
facing us.
I believe that a certain progress in the disarmament problem
\010uld facilitate the solution of important political problems .
Similarly, I believe that \ole shall finally solve the disarmament problem only if \ole succeed in clearing away matters of
political conflict, thus creating greater mutual trust . It
would be a proof of practical cammon sense i f we were to let
the quarrel on preconditions and the chronological or logical
sequence of the problems rest and turned to those talks which
appear to be urgent at the moment and soluble, given good will.
The problems of the peace treaty and the setting up of a socalled free city of West Berlin, which you place in the foreground, are not among them, in my opinion. The absence of a
formal peace treaty nearly 15 years after the end of the war
is painful, but not unbearable, as the state of war has long
since been ended among all concerned and relations have been
normalized. In many cases, former enemies have beco~~ close
friends. Naturally, it would be very desirable to fl.ll3.1ly
put an end to the chapter of the last war by means of a peace
treaty. It is up to you and your Government, Mr~ Premier, to
make this possible aoo to do a\Olay with one of the worst
injustices left behind by the \o1ar-- the partition of Germany
and the artificial isolation of her capital, Berlin.
Mr . Premier: You have repeatedly advocated 1n public the
principle of self-determination. In your fundamental speech
to the 21st CPSU Congress on January 27, 1959, you said with
regard to this problem: "In every country, the people
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determine their fate and choose the direction of development .
The Soviet Union does not vapose on anyone the road which she
herself has chosen."
In the speech which you made on December 1,

1959 at the 7th

Congress of the Hungarian Socialist-Workers Party, you
emphatically stated, ''We re;>aat again and again: Coexistence
is noninterference by a state in the affairs of other states
and the recognition of the right of every nation to choose the
regime and the social system undar which it wants to live."
At the very moment when you give your consent to the solution
of the German problem on the basis of the German people's riGht
to self-determination, the way to the conclusion of a peace
treaty will be tree and the Berlin problem will settle itself
without the need for the artifice of a ufree ci tyll-artifices
which in our century have conjured up conflicts and tensiOns.
He are convinced that we should then achieve a ccmpromlse and

lasting relations of a good-neighborliness also l'1ith respect
to Our mutual interestp with our polish and Czech neighbors
whom we have repeatedly assured that we desire a peaceful
solution of pending problems.
At the end of your letter, Mro Premier, you discussed the
mutual relations of our two countries. You acknowledg3d that
there are positive elements to be found in them. You appreciated the measures instituted by my Government in order to build
up relations between our countries to our mutual advantage.
You indicated possibilities for further extension, p05Bib~y
in the sphere of corrmerce or scientific and cultural exchanges~
I welcome these statements, which are indeed in keeping with
the actual state of affairs. I would welcome it very much if
we could make further progress in this direction.
Unfortunately, I cannot help stating that these effc~ts are
being made extremely difficult by the Soviet side in view of
the fact that the Soviet Government and Soviet press aro
conducting a continuous campaign of defamation agairwt the
Federal Republic. The faot that this campaign was L'lterrupted
for a number of weeks after the delivery of roy last letter
and was then resumed with full vigor clearly ahel-'s that this
is obviously a planned action.
Permit me to say quite clearly, Mr. Premier, that this language
is not Buited to achieve our aim, the improvement of our
mutual relat1ons. The Soviet Government, which claims to have
l1quidated the "cold war, II continues to use the language of
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the cold war toward the Federal Republic. Who is to be served
by this? I do not believe that the Soviet interests are
served thereby. If the Soviet Government sincerely wanted an
international detente, it must realize that such a detente is
indivisible and that one cannot exclude one nation rram:1t.
Hr. Premier, you cannot expect the German people to believe in

•

the sincerity of a policy of detente which i8 linked wi th
continuous insinuations against, ana: vilifications of its
Government, indeed, all its political, military, economic, and
spiritual leaders.

This is ~hy I appeal to you, Mr . Premier: If you want a
detente, then also speak to the Germans in a language which 1s
suited for this purpose.

I am convinced that, given good will on both sides, it will
be possible in this year to make progress on the road to a
general improvement of the world situation, to an improvement
of German-5oviet relations, and to a strengthening of peace
qy the begL~ing of universal controlled disarmament . With
expressions of highest esteemo

.1An o
r

::4

(encla ,1C if'-iad)

Adenauer I S Rome Visit : Joint Corrununique: The talks took
place in that atmosphere of cordial friendship and cooperation
Hhich is characteristic of the rela tiona between the two
countries.
The preparation of the coming Summit Conference occupied a
large part of the working sessions. Both heads of government
expressed their conviction that the complete unity of the
Hestern Allies, as again confirmed in the decisions of the
NATO Council of Ministers of December 1959 in Paris, must
continue to remain in being as a prerequisite for fu:ure
negotiations between \-lest and East. In the view of the two
Governments, the Berlin question must also be sol ved on this
basis.
Federal Chancellor Dr. Adenauer agreed with the view of the
Italian Government that the solutions of the political
problems are to be effected on the basis of complete equality
and require the agreement of the peoples concerned. The
developments l-lhich may resu! t from the policy of an international detente were discussed.
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Both sides were agreed in the desire that everything possible
should be done to bring about a mutual understanding bet\Oleen
the peoples, to solve the grave problems which are at present
besetting the world, and to safeguard the advantages of
effective disarmament on the basis of security.

2Ii

(UNCLASS IFlED)

The German ar.d Italian statE(Jl1en 'Were agreed that it is
necessary to maintain and safeguard the defense of the \iestern
countries in order to reach an ag;.·ee.rnent on universal dis-

armament Which 1s based on an effective system of controls
and international guarantees. Premier Sogni and Federal
Chancellor Dr . Adenauel' stressed the necessity of continuing
European policy also by an expansion of political consultations. The meeting of the two heads of government also
offered an opportunity to note with satisfaction the present
state of Gennan-Italian relations. It was agreed to bring
about a quick conclusive solution of oertain questions resulting from the past.

Jan.

"<1)

(~onfid.ntial

)

Bonn Considers Berlin Part of FRO: Answering a press query,
the FRG~oreign Office Press Officer Von Hase stated his
Go'~rnment oonsidered Berlin a part of the Federal Republic.
He pOinted out the tie is enunciated olearly in the Basic
Law and that the FRG Constitutional Court had endorsed it.
For years and loti. th All~ed approval Wes t Berlin has been
treated "legally" and "de factoll as a Land and the procedure
wbereby \,Test German legislation is applied. in Berlin is
recognition of this relationship.
He stated that four-pm~er r~sponsibilities in Berlin were not
viola ted t.y such integration and explained this view on the
grounds that the Allies maintained reserved powers SOlely for
the reason that Berlin was temporarily not under oomplete
FRG sovereignty.
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FRG Press Comment on Khrushchev AcidresB of October 31 t o the
Supreme Soviet: Editorials generally r eflected cautious but
r ealistic acceptance speech ' s moderation. Frankfurter Neue
Presse: t ain purpose of ~Chrushchev'8 foreign policy statements
obviously was to stabilize climate of Camp David. Khrushchev
much more of a realist than many Western polit i cal leaders .
\'Jhile some of la tter have accused Eisenhower and de Gaulle of
sabotaging political thatl because they against precipi tate
SUJ'\1j"it meeting, Khrushchev virtually praised de Gaulle despite
latter's responsibility for postponement of Summit Conference .
l'hrushchev obviously seeks French partnership while we , '''ho
possess it, har dly miss opportuni ty to lose i t . His statement that the pr oblem of foreign military bases in Europe must
be solved fir s t , indi cated once again hov eager he is to see
Americans leave Europe . German probl em relegated to second
place . This gives rise to conclusion he had agr eed wi th
Eisenhower at Camp David price for generally desired 9artial
disarmament to be \,Testern r ecognition of status quo.
Frankfurter AllgeJl\eine : He obviously eager to keep road to
Summit open. He not only refrained from criticizing de Gaulle ' s
moves to del ay Summit, but canplimented de Gaulle and Debre'
for their "realistic ll views on the Oder- rieisse bor der . This
statement seems to have been secretly addressed to Germans,
whom Khrushchev obviously wanted to give reason to ponder
"Par is- Bonn axis" . Especially noted was his indicated readiness for compranise on di sarmament, lolhich gave rise to hope
Moscow wishes help to prepare S~~i t meeting by making gestures
of detente.
Die \-lelt :

At the moment Khr ushchev wants to appear to \'lest

only as statesman aiming to bring about detente, not as

Bolshevist par ty leader . HOHever, his conciliatory l anguage
does not mean he has abandoned any of his goals. There is no
doubt about his determination concerning German peace treaty
and settlement of Berlin problem.
In this respect b.s views
obviously contr adict those of Adenauer . However, this time he
lmOV1S his requests will find mor e open ears in Hashington than
ever before.
Sueddeutsche Zeitung: Especially noteworthy in Khrushchev ' S
for eign policy speeCh was r estraint toward de Gaulle . Concerning Germany, Khrushchev ' deecr ibed conclusion of German peace
treaty as one of major topics for Summit . Present status of
Berlin and Germany is full of legal ambigui ties and elements
of political instabili ty. Ther e will be ei ther pr ogress or
setback in our vital reunifi cation issue . That latter more
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currently insists on including German problem in Summit
agenda. Nor.... it is no longer Bonn but HoseOW' that says there
can be no genuine international political detente without

T

solution of German problem. latrushchev has something to
offer to each of Western pOHers . He can offer SQl1sthing 1n
re disarmament, to peace in Asia and Africa, and re economic

exchange. Offer he WAde indirectly to US , 1.eo, di~engage 
meot of atomic fronts in central Europe, has tieen rejected
by Bonn. Now he will try to find out whether Washington,
London and Paris are less rigid.
Novo

-10

(Unclas::!ified)

Neue Zuericher Zeitung Analysis of the Berlin-German Problem
and the summit: The coming Conference will decide whether
the West will at l east keep the German question on its
political agenda or shelve the question for an indeterminate
time in favor of an attempt at reducing tension by means of
a disarmament agreement. Chancellor Adenauer himself, who
Beems to have become a conf1r~ed proponent of disarmament
ideology, has now given clearly to understand that he agrees
to a postponement of the German question at a summit conference in favor of disarmament negotiations. Sound technical
reasons can be found for this attitude.
At the present time, neither the Bonn Government nor the
Berlin Government want the Berlin question to became an
object of barter for the big powers, and the talk of normalization of the Berlin situation sounds sinister to the German
ear , especially when the Americans are doing the talking.
For under the present circumstances, Buch talk unavoidably
carries with it the idea of the r otten compromise. Mr.
Adenauer1s (interest in?) talk on general disarmament thus
expresses his striving to avoid~artering on Germany and
Berlin at the present time. Thus far r.13 attitude is understandable.
However, continues the
there are
reasons to suppose tha
in th~s whole
question than certain conference tactics. It may be a matter
of actually doing away with the German problem as an obstruction to the new attanpt to ooexistence based on disarmament
hopes . The idea that the German problem l-lould simply be put
off for the present does not obscure the fact that in this
manner a Western position of defensive importance would be
sacrificed. The possibility of bringing the German problem
out of mothballs at aery time later on in negotiationB with
the Communists must be regarded with skepticiBm. Every foot
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of political terrain which the Vlest gives up is immediately
occupied by the Communist opponents. To be sure, the demand

for German reunification has no serious chances of success at
the present time. This is a long-range problem. But hu~
does one intend to continue the fight against recognition of
the Pankow regime, that is against the status quo, i f the West
ceases to demand that Germany becane a free nalion again. If
the East German regime were ever recognized, then the last
remains of r esistance against totalitarianism and the last
remains of trust in a better future would disappear in the
Soviet zone~ And what would happen in West Germany itself
in case of a policy of renunciation cannot be fOr8t;een.

Berlin Press Reaction to SOviet Protest of rlDeutschland-Funk":
The West Berlin press gave prominent coverage to the soviet
protest note, using headlines such as r'Moscow Protests FRO
Station in Berlin u , flylest Fears New Kremlin Note WIll
Aggravate Berlin Situation", rrKremlin Renew's Pressure Against
Berlin". Editorial comment was unanimous in viewing the
note as an attempt to separate Nest Berlin from the FRG, with
several papers noting that this was the first reference in a
year by the Soviets to the Quadripartite status of Berlin.
The F~st Berlin press headlined the story with leads such as
"A New Bonn Provocation _ Inccmpatible with the Status of '-lest
Berlin - Intrigue of Cold 't-Jarriors Against Relaxation of
Tension and Solution Berlin Problem" . Editorials wer e not
specifically tied to the note, but obviously were related and
denounced Brandt for his alleged contention in the Bundestag
debate that West Berlin is part of the FRG.

NQ-" •

-lli

(Unclaf:'3if:.i.ed)

,.:rr:m.ry of the GOR . Berlin is the
capital of the GOR. West Berlin is no enclave of the Western
zone republic and has nothing to do "lith it. So far West
Berlin has been a relic deliberatel y exploited by the cold
Harriors for the struggl e against democracy and socialism
and to undennine the GDR . The Soviet Union, therefore told
its treaty partners last year that it is necessary to
liquidate this last relic of the cold Har and made its proposals which you know . The am made a sacrifice 1n agreeing
that '-les t Berlin, although forming part of the capital of
the GDR and belonging to the state territory of the GDR,
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should receive the status of a demilitarized free city for
the sake of peace.
For years the GDR haa displayed truly angelic patience in
tace of the continued and ever more insolent provocations
originating in West Berlin.

But ultimately every state must

defend law, order, and security in ita territory. Hence the
liquidation of the sabotage and infiltration headquarters in
West Berlin 1s an urgent and inescapable task.
t{oscow, i':ashington and London are in principle agreed on this

necessity, though their views diverge on some points this
vlest Berlin question, my listeners, will in all circumstances
figure on the ager~a of the coming Summit Conference, no
matter whether this Conference 1s delayed by two, three or
five months. At any rate one thing is certain. West Berlin
has never belonged to the Federal Republic, does not belong
to the Federal Republic, and will never belong to the Federal
Republic. Berlin is today the capital of the GIR. One day
the whole of Berlin will again be the capital of peacefully
united Germany.

Nov ~

! c.?6

( U.r..c1.&ss1f ~.:~d )

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~:~the

first new
fo:t'IIllu.,tion of US foreign policy since "the Dulles era" and
that it constituted a "change tl • According to Die Welt the
speech buries "containment" and "massive retaliation",
substituting vague words about Itcanpetitionll and flground
rules". The aim is no longer to dam up the Communist power
bloc, but to maintain contacts and develop a "cammon language!!
so that economic competition will replace armaments and thus
avoid atomic "rarfare. The Frankfurter Allgemeine asserted
Herter used blunt language to make clear Eisenhower is
determined to lay the cornerstone for detente through
disarmament ... the US is trying to change the form of the cold
war to bring about the abolition of cold war ••• The Rheinische
Post called the keynote of the speech "successful survival IT ,
claiming the sum of the speech was an expression of hope
that months or even years of negotiations would relieve the
international atmosphere of its dynamite so that then one
could cope more successfully with apparently insoluble
international problems. The Ruhr- Nachrichten stated speeche~
give rise to the conclusion that "co-survival!' means simply
"coexistence out of fear". The General-Anzei~er (Bonn)
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opined that Secretary Herter said nothing sensational, but
the manner in which he certified the Sov1.et~ have a certain
degree of honesty, without any compelling reason to do so,
was striking .
the

His program amounts practically to maintaining
thus corresponding to USSR policy_ The

which the US tries to prevent nuclear war
against American cities is understandable, but less understand··

able is the urge felt by Amer ican Secretaries of State to keep
inventing new !'orm,ulas for such commonplace ne~essHies as
securing peace, such as "containment", "roll-back!! and now
"rules of the game", for despite the slogans, US policy has

fortunately remained the same in essence since 1945.
West Berlin press comment paralleled that in the FRG press,
albeit in a somewhat more rea trained fash'lon, evidencing some
uneasi,less about \iashington1 s "new foreign policy cloc·~rine".
East German press comment in the main was devoted to criticism
of the West German reaction to the Herter speech . A sample
comment from the National. Zeitung reads: "Rules sought by
Secretary Herter hint at the policy l-lhich will succeed in all
of Germany. It is the policy of recognition of the present
situation, of the existence of tl'10 German states, and of the
need for relaxation of tension between them. Herter 's 'rules!
which the peace policy of the Soviet Union and the peace
movement extracted from him are also 'rules for a change in
Bonn's policy and for a democratization of Western Germany'."

FRG Comment on Adenauer-de Gaulle Heeting in Paris: FRG Presa
Chief Eckardt stated that there had been agreement at Paris on
the tr~atment of the Oder-Neisse prOblem and that de Gaull~
shared the view that the defense o.f the vJest depended on NATO
effectiveness. However, there was a question whether some
organizational changes in NATO might be desirable ffi71iteri17,
although Eckardt denied that this meant de Gaulle S.~·lght
basic changes in NATO tending tm1ard more national forces.
Admitting that integrated air defense r13S certainly de3irable~
Eckardt said that i f some allies were in opposition to this,
nothing could be done. He stated the Chancellor's opinion of
the French atomic bomb project as one of not opposing Fren~
tests, but opposing the formation of the third atomic bloc
between East and West . Von Hase of the Foreign Off~ce interjected that the German voluntary renunciation of ABC weapon3
would not be affected by the recent WEU decision.
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Eckardt stated that full agreement had been reached in Paris
on Berlin and that it Illegally belongs to the FRGl', but

later a Foreign Office spokesman said that the legal position
of Berlin in a constitutional sense was not discussed,
although agreement had been reached that any B3rlin solution
would be acceptable only i f the present legal baais remained
unchanged. Asked whether he agreed ~dth Secretary Herte~ or
lIr u Acheson, Eckardt said the Secretary 1s the US Govern.'llent
spokesman and that the FRG Imew of no statement indicating
the US Government did not want the connections between Berlin
and the FRG maintained.

Dec.

-

--J'

(Uncl;>.8sliied )

federal Republic Press Comment on Khrushchev Budapest Spe~ch ~
FRG newspapers and commentators interpret Khrushchev's
Budapest speech 8S a sign that the Soviets are still. urmilli..'1g
to give up their political maneuvers against the Federal
Republic and contribute sincerely to a relaxation of tensionD~ O

frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung denounces Khrushchev's
argumentation that the Western garrisons in Berlin are a
handicap to disarmament ••• lt is, nevertheless, noteworthy
that the tone of Khrushchev 1 s statement reveals a certain
improvement in the international atmosphere.
An editorial of the Muenchner Herkur notes that the Budapest
address once again contained the whole vocabulary of Soviet
policy in the Berlin question, such as threats of a separate
peace treaty, the abnormal Berlin situation, the free city
plan, criticism of the policy of strength, and the claim
that reunification can be attained only through Bonn-Pankow
talks. Merkur, as well as the Heidelberg Rhein-Neckar-Zeitunr>, J
comments that the charges against Adenauer are obViously a
well-planned political nuisance maneuver to counteract the
influence of the Chancellor's visits to London, Par~~ and
Rome.
Sueddeutsche Zeitung, M.unich, headlining its editorial
"Detente--But Not For Germans,1I claims that Khrushchev has
by no means given up his attempts to isolate the Federal.
Republic) adding that ~t is, furthermore, a noteworthy new
argument that, according to the Budapest speech, no agreement
whatsoever binds the'" USSR With regard to the Berlin issuea
' . ::
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Federal Republic Press Comment on Adenauer-de Gaulle Meeting:
Points made in all reports included: (1) that agreement was
reached, according to Adenauer, on all essential questions;
(2) that differences of opinion which remained or arose were
in matters of secondary importancej (3) in contrast to
de Gaulle's recently expressed view, Adenauer does not see
signs of a detente on the part of the Soviet Union; and (4)
despite Adenauerts urgent call for an integrated l-tATO defense,
de Gaulle seems to insist on special French national rights.
Independent and pro-government observers tended to agree that
the agreements reached at Paris could not be underestimated.
Opposition newspapers inclined to point out omission in
Adenauerts statement to the press at the conclusion of the
conferenceo Allegemeine Zeitung (Hainz) stressed Adenauerfs
remark that German-French friendship is an irrevocable fact
though the word irrevoc~ble is usually not contained in his
vocabulary. With this strong term, Adenauer obviously intends
to forestall any possible deterioration in "lest German-French
relations which would in his opinion adversely affect the
Federal Republic in the future . The paper assumes that
Adenauer was successful in his endeavors to bring de Gaulle
back to a more positive NATO policy, and the Chancellor now
reckons with de Gaulle's support in the Berlin issue . The
Soviets do not approve of German-French friendship, and
Khrushchev will most probably try to estrange de Gaulle from
Adenauer. The Rheinische Post (Duesseldorf) in an article
based on Eckardt's press statement said it appeared that the
most important result of the Paris talks is the fact that
the Federal Government can quite obviously count firmly on
de Gaulle's. support in summit neg~tiations regarding Berlin.
The French President will not approve an interim solution
which does not contain a contractual recognition of the four· ·
power status of the city. At the same time, de Gaulle seems
to take the very definite view that the communications lines
to Berlin must be expressly L~ ranteed .
Journalists gave von Eckardt an unusually hard time . The pres:;";
chief was put on the spot particularly when it came to que~
tions about Adenauer 's and de Gaulle ' s ideas of NATO.
Ecl-:ardt I s remark that the Federal Government would approve the
examination of the question whether the n0l-1 tefi,~year- olc.
organizational form of NATO was still up-to-data was understncd
to indicate at least an indirect approval of de Gau!le's
desire to make France leading power number three in the
Alliance . However, i t seems that de Gaulle is not secking a
change of the NATO structure in the immediate futureo
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Berlin Press Hae M1s givin,s on Possible Effect ot Negotiations.,
(EXtracts from editorials
Der Ta!aesePiegel in lengthy editorial by Chief Editor Silex
ental
"BetVle'n Plue and. Hinus" remarked: "We Berliners
rind ourselves Ui dUelllll& when confronted with word status
guo. For Berlin we wish \.mohanged status
but for Germany
we reject status gUi' because we know that Bsting solution
of Berlin question s only to be found in a reunified Gennany. II
Silex went on to cCIDplent, "British and Americana would no·
doubt eee status quo plus is obtaining l":oscow's signature to
interim solution sought at Geneva, and. which might have been
obtained had Oramyko received authority to sign It •• .After

qiO,

Camp David the West still had some hope (of obtaining this)
but Kl"lruahchev's Budapest s peech indicates he wants to increass hie price for intertm solution. As far as France J
the Federal Republic and Berlin are ooncerned, the best thing
would be i t absolutely nothing were changed in Berlin •••
Matters Bre complicated enough 8S it is, and full of risks
for future of Germany."

•

Berliner M or~enpo8t remarked, "Paris made a few remarks re
Oder..Neisse order J in Washingt on the Secretary made sane
dangerous remarks on possible US readiness for a new agreement on Berlin, and London has been in hurry to effect
Khrushchev'S coexistence proposale •• .All this encouraged
Khrushchev to increas8 his demands re Gennany and Berlin and
he answered the lukewarm vIestern attitude with his Budapest
speech wh10h makes absolutely clear that West cannot expect
any concessions .fran him at S\lIMIit Conference. It time f or
all who were inclined to believe in spirit of Camp David to
realize this. Whoever thinks he can make a pact with
commun1sm will be devoured by it. If Fest goes one step
back on the Berlin question, it will not only lose position
here but will have to yield ~ereever communism sees its
next chance-e.g., the new Afro-Asian countries.. What nation
could still trust 'estJ and in particular US, i f West Berlin
were betrayed?"
Spandauer Volksblatt canmented, lilt would be a crime to give
those who are responsible for city's present situation
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(Soviets) a reward in form of deterioration ot city's statua.
Therefol'e West's goal must be not to make concessions at
expense. of Berlin, but to attain status quo plus- -an inprovement in our situation. "
Telegraf cited Paris agreements of 1954 in arguing that "lest
from Federal Republic . Paper went
on to reru.::.rk, "There!ore three Hestern powers are unable to
make an agreement on Berlin which Federal Republic does not
approve. Consequently, any agreement over Berlin which does
not have consent of its population cannot be looked upon as
anything else than a colonial statute."
Berl~fegally inseparable
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FRO Press on NATO and Western Surranit Meeting: In an interview with Die Welt, Foreign Minister von Brentano denied the
existence of controversies among the v:estern Allies , saying
there were merely "nuances of assessment."

The British Government was described by Brentano as being
somewhat more optimistic than the Federal Government concerning the pro@pects of an early settlement of the Berlin
problem. , Brentano confirmed that the Federal Government
adheres
the view that disarmament must· be tied to the
solution of political problems.

to

In another report from Paris Die Welt said: The Federal
Government will emphatically warn its Allies against agreeing

to any change of the pl'esent Berlin statute.

Brentano "Jill

submit this warning to the ~~TOM inisters in Paris and
Adenauer will repeat it ·e rnphatically during the Western Sunrnit
meeting in Paris at the end of this week. Brentano intends
to point out to the NATO Council that the West went to or
even beyond the utmost limit in its Geneva proposals for an
interim solution for Berlin. Since Gr~ko rejected these
proposals, the discussion on Germany must now begin again
with the Western peace plan.
It is considered possible that the West will decide to
rewrite its phase-plan for Germany and perhaps to include 1n
the new version same of the concessions made by the West
during the Geneva Conference . However, the Gennan delegation
intends to insist that the vlest 1 s present legal basis in
Berlin be maintained, that the Berlin prOblem be approached
exclusively within framework of the German problem, and that
the disarmament problem be placed 1n the foreground of
discussions With the Soviets. The German delegation keeps
emphasizing the close ties between progress toward disarmament
and political progress.

re f;..,

14

(Unr.:l3.~sin. ed)

FEDREP Press COO\JTIent on Eisenhower Trip: Several papers
associated Eisenho\>ler statements With German situation.
Hamburger Abendblatt said: t1 Eisenhower called for crusade ot
peace . However, prior to this, existing crises must be dis~
armed J use of force outlawed, and principles of law respected.
Latter include r ight of nations to freedom and selfdetermination. As far as Germany is concerned, this means
reunification on basis of free decisions by Germans on both
sides of iron curtain. This is how EisenhO\oler' s New Delhi
statements should be interpreted in Germanyt' .
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Allgemeine Zeitung in more <
H orried vein: IINew rules of game
prompt our concern . East- .!est ecananic ccmpetition in Africa
and Asia might cause world to forget German division. \'/e

also fear Khrushchev1s standstill tactics in Asia and readiness
for disarmament might be paid for by preserving German status
quo . Sentiment31 idealism Eisenhower displayed in Asia-~
have to be supplemented by NA.TO realistically reminding him
of fact that despite riOSCOl-l l s pro-American tones Khrushchev
has remained as hard as ever . "

Dec.

FRO Press on NATO "leeting:

(Ur..Jl.:!"lsii'ie:!)

1!deplorablell and said: ""est siJnply cannot afford such
quarre~ing and disunity at this time . "

- ';7;
_u

ICoelnische RundBc~, trying to
maintain neutrality in US - French dispute J called it

Der 1'. 1ttag (Duesseldorf) less reserved, said: IINo use denying de GaUlle's nationalist policy plunged NATO into crisis .
Under present circumstances, integration of NATO armies
necessary and de Gaulle1s view that powerful alliance partner
must stand on its awn feet outdated. Considering Khrushchev's
foreign policy triumphs, de Gaulle's opposition to further
integration constitutes considerable danger. To ue controversy between Paris and ".rashington is particularly painful
because our friendship with France is a European necessity.
Moreover, de Gaulle alone f'ully supports Adenauer's stand
on Berlin. But i f German-N ~erican relations were to
deteriorate, what good would Franco-German friendship do us?"
All commenting papers warmly Helcaned Herter's declaration
on Berlin. J.t any mentioned that his statement effectively
countered rather widespread belief that Ilnew line" of US
foreign policy based on illusions.
Frankfurte~

Neue Presse commented thus on Herter's ~tate 
ments: IIHe made clear us not unconditionally ready to pay
bill for continuously lamenting EW'opeans . Assurance US
troops will ·remain in EW'ope was given in such form and
tied so firmly to certo.in conditions that it almost amounted
to a threat . But he would not have listed these conditions
so resolutely had he not been convinced of necessi~ to do
so. "'hat is really disquieting is that Herter expressly had
to admonish certain members to display more loyalty toward

NATO. "
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Frankfurter Rundschau said: IIHerter emphatically stated US
troops l"/ould not leave Europe . US thus reasserted its claim

to leadership and fulfilled resultant political and military
obligations. Stationing of US troops 1n FEDREP is very
costly and of dwindling military significance in rocket age.
But presence of US troops is political factor which in last
analysis is decisive for NATO's existence. US withdrawal
would spell NATors doom."
Stuttga rter Nachrichten '3Ed.o:l:

rrrboh;lngton partly to blame

for irritability of European partners (in matter of increased
defense contributions) . Paper referred to Alsop report on
US troop withdrawals and to Hansfie ld statement that number
of divisions ' in Europe unimportant because they had lIonly
symbolic importance.'1 Paper protested: This is not so.
Extent of American commitments in Europe indicates to Soviets
how seriously Americans believe in NATO. Only two NATO
partners (FEDREP and Britain), paper said, apparently intend
to honor their commitments without grumbling.
Die Velt (Hamburg) commented : liTo ever increasing degree
peaceful coexistence being considered new basi~' for EastPest relations, in this situation it ia difficult to call
for increased military efforts. But those primarily responsible for t~TO feel this should be done, because otherwise
NATO would remain patchwork and thus invite militar'J threats.
It is difficult to formulate joint policy once rear, which
heretofore marked joint efforts, dies down. But ideological
competition for newly developing countries r equires
coordination of Allied economic and po1.itical efforts . 1I

-D ~~, ...
4 -

(Oifi .-:-:ial
iJ: ... 0nly)

East German Party Organ on NATO Conference: Neues Deutschland
commented, IIdivergencies this time touch the very foundation
of NA.TO . Organizationls diler,una is that this year world
trend toward a detente makes existence aggressive m~itary
blocs such ~s NATO superfluous. II
National Zeitung said, Ilonly Bonn wants to maintain concept
of cold war. Majority of 15 NATO members, including the US
and Great Britain, are of the opinion that path towards a
detente must be taken . II
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FEDREP Press C~~ent on Western Swrunit Meeti~ : Papers
generally agreed that decision to hold series of summit
(Unclassified) conferences was most important result of Western Summit
meeting . Quickness of reaching agreement on Summit agenda,
and the fact that Western- proposed agenda largely coincided
,.,-i th 'lrlest German views, was usually noted with satisfaction.
But continuing substantive differences be~~een various powers
were also mentioned.

2T

Doc.

-'<2

(Offici,.l
Use O:!ly)

West and East Berlin Press on Western Summit Results: l-lest
Press: hajority of r~est Berlin papers gave promiri8iit coverage to windup of l':estern Surrunit meeting under such headlines
as: "Berlin ' s position strengthened," "Western Summit a
success for Berlin", IIsuccessful conclusion Paris Conference, U
'!'Western invitation handed Kremlin. " Merle reports emphasized
Western chiefs and Adenauer agreed on three principles regarding Berlin: (1) no unilateral repudiation responsibility by
Soviets, (2) continued maintenance of free access to Berlin,
0) no acceptance of East German authorities as subs,t itutes
for Soviet authorities regarding Western rights in Berlin.
Editorials generalq pleased \-lith conference results .

East Berlin papers f r ont-paged reports slanted to give
impression (a) US approach based on appreciation of lIanomalous"
West Berlin situation , (b) FEDREP position found no supporters
in Paris. Typical headlines were ! limA will undertake
thorough review of its West Berlin policY, n nBerding confirmed
abnormal situation in Berlin , lI lI\olashinpton holds to its
commitment at Camp David, lI IIBlow for Adenauer . " Neues
Deutschland emphasized that US will reexamine policy on West
Berlin .

~.

28

( Offl.cial
Uoe Only)

French Foreign I'Jjnister's Remarks to National Assembly:
(Excerpts from Arence France Fresse) In regard to the German
problem , t he Minister said that the Hestern troops should
stay in Berlin to saferuard the freedom of the population and
that the vlest has no rij2'h t to r educe the German people to
despair b,y destroyinr all hope of beinc united arain some day.
As to the possible results of the Summit meeting, the Minister
believes that one should be realistic and modest enough to
under stand that even such a conference can brine only limited
agreement . He added: lilt may be possible to achieve a settlement of the Berlin problem without touchin~ on the principle of
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our rights. Possibly some practical aereement on some defL~ite
questions will be achieved with regard to the other two
prohlems--d1~ent and relations between East and West.
That would be a success and would justify the meetinc."

.§.Qy?et Views on Berlin: The

.Er~k..-f'lJrter

All£emeine Zeltun..e

carried a featura based reportedly on information from a
(l:,·"'"':a"'~i
•"'~.v'" ... ""_~"~""'1)
_~ ....

Soviet diplomat at the Berlin E:nba.ssy.

Main points in the

article were: 1. At Summit Conference discussion of Berlin
question, Soviets will rej~ct any repetition of Western
package proposal. However. last \-lestern proposals at Geneva
for interim Berlin solution need not necessari~ be starting
point for discussion.

Koscow has tteanwhila developed sorr..e

other proposals for Summit Conference . Soviets would persist
however in demand for nullification of occupation statute and
for a control of propaganda activity . Soviets also inclined
to include in a new Berlin agreement legal elements of the
four -power responsibility for Berlin and Germany
2. Demand or OUR Government for participation at s~~t
Conference, perhaps again with observer delegation, will be
broUfht forward by Soviets at beginning of Surnm1 t Conference .
3. In reply to query about means of supervising alle~ed West
Berlin propaganda activities, Soviet spokesman su~gested that
a four-power commission might be established with its seat
in "'est Berlin . The Commission ,«mId observe whether hostile
propaganda a~a1nst the Soviet Zone and East Bloc countries,
as well as "aralnst FEDREP" , 1s being undertaken in West
Eerlin commission 1s also to ascertain whether FEDREP or the
Soviet Zone are intervening in internal political u.atters of
West B~lin . ~ueried about propa~anda attacks of Neues
Deutschland against v'est Berlin S61lat, the Soviet representative stated that Neues Deutschland 1s a party paper and not
an official organ of the Zone covernment. The artic:e then
states that the Soviet ainl 1s evidently to restrict so_called
propaganda activity, particular~ political efforts vf RIAS
and the activities of certain Hest Berlin orranizations . In
reply to query ,·mether control council directives mi["ht be
utilized by four-power Commission, the SOViet representative
replied: "Political circumstances in Germany and Berlin have
1'unda.mentally chanfed. There now exists two states, hence
new reruiations must be worked out which take account of these
facts ...
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4.

Re acces&, Soviets are

considerin~

a possible new agree -

ment which would be sirned by four powers and Soviet Zone

eovernment .

VOPOS would then not be responsible to Soviets

alone but to all four powers .

5. A visit of Khrushchev in East Berlin, either after his
visit to de Gaulle in J.:arch or after the Summit Conference .
is possible .

CDR Radio Accues US of Espionage : (excerpts) BerllnWilmersdorf, Hohenzollerndamm 60 , telephone number 892775 .
(UncL.i.ssified) 1s the address of the so- called Aid Committee for Russi an

JEtI1 ..

10

Refugees . This 1s an emigre proup supported by the US secret
service. This emirre group is organizing espionage directed

against the SOviet Union, attempting to orranize provocations,
and enyaginf in an unbridled anti-Soviet proparanda campaicn .
In cooperation with the NTS group in Frankfurt/t-:ain,

Kronberrerstrasse 42 , the so-called Aid Co~ttee is compiling
incitement letters to Soviet citizens, amonc others , to
writers . These letters are main~ handed to persons vmo are
traveling to the USSR. Names of aller ed NTS subbranches in
!Joscow or Lenin{?Tad are riven as senders . However. these
subbranches do not exist in actual fact. The intention is
to make out that re sistance [Toups of the N'IS exist within the
USSR.

By order and with the financial help of the US secret service,

the NTS (Toup in Hest Berlin built a launchinr site for
balloons carrylnr incitement leaflets. Until the end of 1958 ,
this launching site was 1n Berlin- Nikolassee. ( '~z stasse7),
corner of Potsdam Chaussee. There, under the pretext of
dryinE bananas as a private firm, the NTS rented a shed.
Lately, the NTS leaflet balloons are being l aunched from
lOOtor vehicles , with launching sites in :'-Jest Berlin c onstant~
being ch3.lij!ed . The principal aeent, Alexander (Danile?)
alias t-lladin:ir Lanee, is responsible for this type of enemy
activity . The US secret service is supplying the N1S with all
the ~~terials needed for subversive activities, such as
balloon covers , weapons and (diversionist7) equipment .
In addition the NTS has at its disposal a transmitter supplied
and maintained by the tE secret service. This transmitter 1s
in Berlin-Wannsee , Am Kleinen v;annsee 25 . Contrary to all
international re~ula tions, this radio station is transmitting
on frequencies allocated for radio messaces to ships on the
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high seas . Head of the yrest Berlin NTS 1s (Poll
Pererroshtov1). who 1s working" under the cover names of Stein
and RanIn. He drives around 1n a dark blue Volkswagen, number

m

.503.

In order to lend respectability to the despicable NTS
activities, the US secret service had a clergyman appointed as
so-called honorary president of the \,lest Berlin NIS--Bishop

Nathaniel of the

(Karolovats~?)

church.

In 1948 Nathaniel

was arrl';lsted by the Paris police attar heine i'ound in the
street at night 1n a drunken state, beha.v111f 1n a nO'.5:1
:fashion and clad only 1n his pajamas and a beret. and molest-

ine

w.lIJ!cn ~

Hithin the Y"est Berlin NTS group there is a so-called "closed"

section, which consists of secret
by thai: cover names only.

mem~·s

who know each ether

They live L." secret quarters and

meet. their agents only at certain specified places. To this
"closed n section belon ~· . BmOll@' others: Ivan (AfTussov?),
alias Boris , alias Urban. alias (R1p.~e?): S~gey (Tarasov?),
alias Ko~stantin. alias Jaob: Nikolay Petrov, alias (Hoeppner?);
(El'hard Soeltin?). alias (Baronvsk:iy?), who owns a vegetable
produce shop in (Suedenstrasse?); and a number of others.
The NTS agents working in the "closed" section recruit, apart
from the ~ies s ent them by (Peregroshtov1), mainly CDR
citizens who fled from the republic and are staying in Hest

B.,.lin .

~.
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M.Qu~~~h

to Berlin Deputie!!: (Summary) In an address
to the Berlin House of Deputles on January 11 Chancellor
Adenauer dec13red that the prorress made in Berlin since the
lifting of the blockades has demonstrated to the entire world
that political freedom is the basis for economic success.
Adenauel' point.ed out that Berlin has received and put to
good use 12 billion Deutsche marks of federal subsidies since
1950. '"l1hat you have achieved here sina:e 1950 seems like a
miracle." Adenauer said.
Adenauer said that the 1949 decisions on Berlin are directlY
opposed to the demands voiced by Khrushchev in November 1958 .
Nevertheless, the excitement follOwing Khrushchev's November
1958 declaration has calmed down and the storm of the past
year has abated. In 1959 the Berlin population firmly adhered
to its belief in freedom and the reliability of the Western
occupation powers. "Without the aid of the \o!estern Allies,
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and America:s aid in particular, we would never have sufficient strength to resist the pressure from the East and
preserve European freedom . n

Use Only)

Adenauer stressed that he and Berlin Mayor Brandt are agreed
that a change in Berlin 1 s status could only make things worss"
Khruahchev is far from wanting to improve the status of Berlin"
He clearly stated in 1959 that Berlin is to become the prey
of communism) just as all Germany. "It is well; II Adenauer
said, nth3t he sail! this in such clear terms, fOl' me better
one realiz6J a danger the more resolutely one is prepared to
make sacrifices to avert it."
Adenauer emphatica~ reiterated that Berlin 1 s legal status
must not be touched . He demanded that the population of
Berlin and of the Soviet Zone be given the right to decide
freely on their future. If the right of self-determi nation
is recognized ~~ other parts of the world it must also be
recognized in Western Europe. In his opinion the Berlin
proposals submitted by the West in Geneva in the summer of
1959 are no longer valid since they were rejected by the SoviQt
Union. "Nothing would be more erroneous than to start again
fran the point mere the past talks ended . At that time the
\-lest had gone to the limit of what is acceptable . "
IIBelieve me, if there is an East-West conference, the three
Western Powers will clearly explain to Mr. Khrushchev that
they haVG rig..l1ts and duties in Berlin, II Adenauer stressed to
applause. These principles cannot and must ~ot be shaken.
One should not be afraid of threats. To deviate from the
viewpoint that Berlin' s legal status must be touched would be
a surrender of freedom to slavery which would be followed by
new capitulations.
Adenauer contir.ued by stating that !lafte:- all, Khrushchev doe.:;
not have so many rockets that he can arrange everytr.i~g
according to his will .. 11 KhrJ.shchev, too, must know tnat
nothing wculd be left of the Soviet Union in case of a nuclear
war. One must not simply run over the precipice out of fcaro
Adenauer called disarmament the chief topic · of the present
era. flWe want peace, but we also want freedom." Germany has
realized the dangers arising from dictatorship.
III have come to Berlin to ' tell you that you can fully count
on the hOlp of the Federal Republic at any time . This visit:
moreover~ was to show the entire world how firmly the Germans
are resolved to preserve their freedom ." Adenauer said that
1960 would be a year of dangers of the first order, and he
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could not stop stressing nthat we are all standing on very
thin ice~ The Ge!'DI.ane must now above all be watchful, vig1la.nt ,

and, as far as pODsible, united." Adenauer stressed that he

was not always 1.Il agreement with his party friends. "For thia
you know me sufficiently well, but we must agree on the most

important questions on which the future of our people and
that of Europe depends."
Referrins to Mayor Brandt's recent five-point declaration on
the p:'8servation of Berlin's freedan, Adenauer said: : III can

only say that I fully approve this
taking

~a

declaration~

Brandt ie

realistic viewmd sees tha situation as it really is. l :

West and East Berlin comments on Adenauer speech in Berlin:

West press (January 12):

Chancellor's speech bofore West

Berlin House of Representatives was top story in all papers
under headlines such as, "Berlin status must not be changed, 11
"Adenauer: freedom of Berlin is indisputable," IIno capitulation before Soviet threats." News reports emphasized
Adenauer's warni !'l€ that (1) change of Berlin status would be
surrender to Soviets and would soon be fOll.owed by further
demands, (2) in new negotiations '\-lest must not start where
Gene~a Conference left off.
Several papers ~ried full. teA~
of speech.
Sone papers drfJa attsntion to quallficat10n of Adenauer state -

ments before Berlin Parliament which Chancellor made later in
intervieW with Radio Free Berlin. Adenauer quoted as saying
that whUe basic 1ega! status of Berlin must be maintained
possible minor adjustments "coul.d be made and must be made";
lIunder certain circumstances," he continued, "such changes
~ 1ght bo in Berlin ' s interest particularly where traffic and
delivery of goods from the Soviet Zone are concerned."
Editorial COl'lment on Chancellor's speech was heavy With all
papers welcoming his firm stand on legal status . Dar Tag
remarked, rlnever before has anyone warned in such forthrIght;
manner against change of legal status of Berlin . Adenauel'
has ~vept whole agony of Geneva Conference over a new Berlin
status tram the table and has branded any steps towards change
in status as a surrender to tyranny. He has made clear that
FEDREP will stand or fall with victor,y or defeat on freedom
in Berlin."
observed, IIAdenauer ' s speech
revealed
wrong start and he warned
against beginning a
conference where negotiations at
Geneva stoppe~ There would be no freedom to negotiate i f
West started at ceiling rieht off . " Berliner Korgenpost said ,
!lnothing can. eXPress better fact that West Berlin and FEDREP

,'
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belong together than the speeches by Adenauer and Brandt . II
Spandauel' Volksblatt commented, "Adenauer's firm attitude,
which he could hardIy have shown without a favorable ending
of recent pre- summit conference in Paris, is a good ernon
for Berliners . II Telegraf, while approving Adcnauer' s stand
on international aspects of Berlin issue, criticized his
~ppeal for unity of all (West) OerT"lans as "out of place in
this city which for years has been model for FEDREP,
particularly since it "'as Adenauer who resiated the marshalling
of all West Gennan political torcf's."
East press (January 12): All papers carried reports on
Adenauer visit and speech under headlines such as, "for
Adenauer a summit conference is a danger of the first order,"
"Bonn Chancellor misuses Berlin again to agitate against a
detente,!! "torpedoes against sumn.it conference normalization
of West Berlin," "frightened speech of cold warrior in
Schoeneberg. ll Press reports, as well as radio and TV
connentariea, strongly disputed Adenauer'a right to be in West
Berlin "which lies on soil of GIRl! and showed particular
sensitivity to Adenauer's statement that West should not begin
H'here it left off at Gene-va . Neues Deutschla.nd, 1n front - page
editorial, strongly attacked Adenauer's speech-and declared,
f'even though Western Powers regard situation in West Berlin
as abnormal, Adenauer demanded that nothing be changed and
said there is no use in negotiating .. " Paper went on to warn
\t/est Berliners against the "military rubbish from Bonn, the
center of fa.scism in Europe" and concluded: "West Berlin no
longer should remain a dangerous pool in the middle of am.
territory. The nuclear-war-spectre-Adenauer has no business
in Berlin now or in the future . "Test Berlin must becQ11e a
demilitarized free city. "
In the FRG heavy editorial comment invariably supported the
Chancellor and assumed warnings directed at Western Powers .
Several papers, in marginal comments, approved Adena.ar's call
to West German political parties to find canmon ground on
basic foreign policy questions.

TASS Conunent on Adenauerls Berlin Speech: West German
Chancellor Adenauer's demonstrative arrival in West Berlin,
(Ur.cl.."l.ssifi ed) which never belonged and does not belong to the Federal
Republic and which ~les in the center of the GDR, is aimed at
aggravating the aituation and raising additional obstacles to
the normalization of the situation in West Berlin.

.]2.!'l.,

--II
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West Berlin city assembly is evidence of this. The
(UncI,ositie,,) Chancellor spoke for the preservation of the occupation
status of Hest Berlin . Touching on the Soviet proposals for
the normalization of the situation, Adenauer alleged that
the Soviet Union wanted to extend the "canmunist system tl to
West Berlin and all of Germany. The rest of the Chancellor's
speech showed that the Bonn Government is not interested in
the forthcoming summit meeting. He made it clear that the
vlest German Goverrunent will do everything in its power to
wreck a businesslike discussion of the West Berlin question
at the impending meeting.

Jan. (Cont.)

n'

He urged the Western Powers to renounce even those results
achieved on the question of Berlin at the Geneva Foreign
Ministers Con1'erence in the swnmer of 1959. The Chancellor
said that nothing could be more wrong than to restune the
talks on Berlin where they were left off in Geneva. Adenauer
declared that at Genova the Western proposals on Berlin had
lIapproached concessions acceptable to them. II
Urging the Western Powers to remain uf1rm 1l with regard to
the Soviet Union, the Chancellor thought it fitting to utter
a gross, provocative threat, declaring that "nothing would
be left of the Soviet Union i f it came to atomic war.1I
In conclusion, Adenauer expressed his complete solidarity
with the program of "Jest Berlin Mayor Brandt regarding West
Berlin as part of the Federal Republic and setting the task
of closer links between that part of the city and West
Germany •

Jrm ..

-rr.

(Official,
UJe Only)
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carried reports torom
on
reaction to f.rlenauer
Berlin speech under headlines such as: "US officials perplexed over Adenauerl s Berlin speech, II "ill feeling over
Adenauer," "Adenauer to go to ,oJashington middle of 11arch."
stories based on UPI, AP and DPA reports stated that US
officials were "surprised" and'ii"embarrassed" by Adenauer I s
statement . West Geneva proposals on Berlin "no longer
extant . " Reports added both British and American officials
had indicated Western proposals still valid.
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(O!'fj.cta.l
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East press: All papers reported on reaction to Adenauer
speech under headlines such as, "Western Powers refute
Adenauer lies , n "London does not share opinion of Bonn cold
warrior," "official declaration Washington and London: now
as before in favor of yTest Berlin negotiations. II Reports
cited UPI story that US and British would stick to Geneva
proposals and also included quotes from Pravda and Western
netoJspapers attacking or disputing AdenauerlS""Berlin statements . Particularl y heavy play given to British press
reaction.

FEDREP Press Comment re.!hrushchev Speech Propo~in$ Soviet
Troop Reduction: Speech dominated German press today. CQly,.,leJ\'"
emphasized Khrushchev ' s announcement indicated Soviet strategy
shift, not disarmament. Tone of reception varied . C~neral
Anzeiger (Bonn) lC'1.'el1ed 1..t "an unfriendly speech, II but
Koelnische Rundschau said: Fact that his speeches are
spiced with threats should not prevent West from examining
rJurushchev ' s latest statements to see whether they contain
positive point s for coming negotiations.
Weinstein in Frankfurter Allgemeine said: It must be clearly
said that Khrushchev's announce~ent is not the beginning of
disarmaMent. Khrushchev himself stressed that after implementation of this troop reduction plan, the Red Army will
not be weaker . What Soviets are initiating now is strategy
shift . Effectiveness of their rocket weapons and their
stockpile of nuclear explosives enable them to substantially
reduce number of soldiers. Americans have been coping with
this problem of nuclear age for years but the US, not being
a totalitarian country, cannot push through its military
reform plans as r ecklessly and effectively as USSR.
Khrushchevts announced troop reductions should be considered
in light of Soviet strategic concept. Soldiers whi ~ h Soviets
intend to discharge will strengthen Soviet industrial
potential. Nuclear strategy shift, reinforcement of rocket
units, and economic concentration called for by seven-year
plan supplement each other . Even attacks on FEDREP fit into
enviably consistent SOviet strategy. No one will criticize
Soviets for reducing their troops by 1.2 million men in near
future. However, it must be recognized that this reduction
will make them stronger. This form of disarmament actually
is unilateral and unique. It makes genuine disarmament even
more urgent ..
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Several T''est German and West Berlin papers commented similarly.

Der Tagesspiegel (Berlin) said:

What Khrushchev presents

disarmament haa nothing to do with disarmament.

8S

Troop cuts

are tantamouot to grandiose increase of armament, hitherto
most extensive moderntzation of ita (Soviet Union's) armed
forces. It is not only in military field that Khruahch~v
seeks to modernize Soviet ~stem. In connection with a number
of reforms, people in West frequently apeak of "liberalizationll
of communism. This is total misunderstanding and can lead to
dangerous errors. Khrushchev is modernizing canmunism With

goal of squeezing mOre energy and efficiency out of s,ystem
and people.
Neu~ Rflf:d.....P).

Zei tung (Cologne) CCl".mented:

planned Soviet troop

rednct ic.n will have dOOlestic and foreign political repercussio!'?v . It will enormou.sly increase Soviet labor force
req~,-i.;t'(jd for fulfillrecnt of Soviet seven-year plan and make
adcLi.tioMl fi.n9.ncial. mean:; available for Soviet foreign aid.
Kh..'Y"\.!t~h~~cv knows arg'JIllcnt that "we can save money" by cutting
mi.l1tllry expend:lturc.:) . i l l 00 rec eived favorably in
Washi..1g1.)r). am London~ Ei!; enhruer and hacmillan would
gl:idly tE'!'!uce enormOU3 armattent bll.rden. Howev(:Jr, genuine
det~n·ttl ~ •.n only be rJsult of negotiations.
If thea13
negotl.utlons are SUCC~5S!ul, We~t (Jrn Powers, too, would be
able tc 1·educe their armame:lt buru'~m. In any event,
Khrushc1~.;:vl s mont probably will p.~pt new disarmament
discus::::i·:ms in We st prior tc antjcipa,;ed summit meeting.
Khrushchev must recognize, however, that uncontrolled disarmament :r-ema ins incredible. He will sound credible only
if he not merely tclks about armament controls but permits
establi~hment of such control system.
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l-layor Brandt on Berlin Problems: Frankfurter Rundschau led with
"'2Ii
an interview with ~'iily Brandt, in which the lo.iayor declared,
(Unolassified) among other things: liThe united Bonn-Berlin front must be
maintained, it is no secret that I do not share the Chancellor's
pOints of view in numerous political questions, but in the
matter of Berlin the Federal GoverlUllent and the Berlin Senat

must stick together .
We have every reason to be satisfied with the renewal of the

1958 NATO declaration this year in Paris.

The responBlbill~ of the Federal Government for Berlin and the
close political, economic and legal ties between the Federal
Republic and Berlin must be maintained . It is important to state
this because the Berlin policy of the West is not yet
definitively clear . The]a gal relations between Berlin and the
Federal Republic have developed with the knowledge and the
support of the Western Powers . The obligations of the Federal
Republic regarding Berlin have been laid down in the GermanAllied Treaties of 1955. Therefore, the Western Powers are not
free in their negotiations with the Russians regarding Berlin.
They are tied to these facts .
I have the impression that the Soviets are no longer directing
the main weight of their drive against Berlin against the
presence of '·estern troops in the city, but against the ties
between the Federal Republic and West Berlin. But Berlin can
live only as part of the Fest German econany . A separation
would have disastrous economic and political consequences . "

Frankfurter Rundschau went on to say Brandt does not see a
possibility for a basic change of the legal status of Berlin
without disadvantages and dangers for the city. However,
improvements are conceivable in one or the other of numerous
arrangements regarding Berlin, for example in the matter of
access to the city.
Brandt does not see a chance for new negotiations on the German
problem. Brandt said,
"Berlin is Ell rt of the German problera and should not be treated
in isolation. This statement does not exclude a discussion of
the technical aspect of the Berlin question. But under the
present circumstances and during the present conditions in Bonn
(the reference is to full CDU control of the Government), I
fail to see a chance f or progress in the German question. II

SECRET/NOFCRN

-J.l,2nu the Soviet Union would recognize in
principle that West Berlin belongs to the West, an acceptable
(Unclassified) arrangement might be reached as time goes along The West
might set up a list of things which vfest Berlin, in contrast
to the Federal Republic, must not do, However, one must try
to secure the maintenance of Bane degree of the four - power
responsibility for the city. 11

Jan . (Cont.)

Brandt also said:

2li

a

Bonn Changes Ita Berlin Policy: Der Mittag (Duesseldorf) said
the Federal Government will change its tactics at the Western
2li
(Unclassified) preparatory talks precedinz the East-West conference and will
emphasize t he restricted sovereignty it has over Berlin.
Heretofore Bonn invoked aunost exclusively Berlin' s four-power
statuB and the resulting duties of the Western Allies. In
revising its tactics, Bonn 1s foll owing the advice of Berlin
Hayor Hill Brandt that both principles be emphasized. These
new tactics of the Federal Government have become known on the
eve of the Washington meeting of the "restern working group on
the Berlin and German questions . On this group the Federal
Republic is represented by its Ambassador to washington, Grewe,
who is also a member of the coordinating council which
includes Secretary Herter and to which the working group is
responsible .
Jan.

Bonn's new argument that Berlin is a land of the Federal
Republic is designed to strengthen the German position in the
face of possible attempts to come to a compromise with the
Soviets to the disadvantage of West Berlin. This new argument
implies the fact that the Western Powers, in addition to living
up to their Berlin and NATO commitments, Will be unable to
conclude any Berlin agreements with the Soviets against Bonn's
will . Bonn is basing its nel-l claim on the fact that the
former occupation powers, when they approved the basic law,
did not explicitly exempt Berlin frau the scope of this law.
Allied reservations merely concerned the application of this
law, Bonn argues . Accordingly, former measures for integrating
West Berlin with the Federal Republic have been taken with
Allied approval, Bonn maintains .
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ADN Report on U1bri~ress Conferenc~: At a big international press conference :in Berlin today t'~alter Ulbricht,
first secretary of the SED Central Committee and GDR Deputy
Premier, explained the proposals contained in his letter to
Konrad Adenauer. He also related some facts which prompted
the dispatch of the letter.
The press conference reflected the extraordinary interest
aroused in the public by Ulbricht's letter to Adenauer.
Hundreds of journalists listened attentively to Ulbricht's
state~ents.
N~~s photographers and radio reporters were
present to cover the proceedings.
In his statement \" al ter Ulbricht expounded the concrete meaning of tbqI'oposals to the Adenauer GoverIlll1ent which his
letter contained. He suggested that negotiations between
representatives of the Federal and GDR Governments begin
within two weeks on the cessation of the cold war, on both
German states refraining froln nuclear armament, on an
armaments stop, remUlciati~.1 of possessing rocket bases, a
nona ggression pact, and on the strength and stationing of the
existing armed forces. Ulbricht added: lilt is now for the
Bonn GoverIJllent to give a reply.1I
In the course of his statement Ulbricht again produced
evidence shOl'ling on what scale the Bonn general staff is
preparing a policy of aggression against the GDR. He proved
that it is the aim of the Adenauer Government and the Bonn
militarists to secure for themselves by 1960 to 1961 a pred~ninant position within NATO so as to carry out their
aggress ive plans. In this connection he quoted remarks made
by Str auss and other leading Bonn politicians.

IIHerr Adenauer is now canpelled to show his colors to the
world public which is watching his policy l'ri th grcr",ing concern, II Dr. Dieckmann, president of the GDR People's rhamber
said in a statement handed to ADN on Ulbricht's letter to the
West German Chancellor.
The People's Chamber President observed: uHerr Strauss, who
already sees himself sitting in the Chancellor' 5 chair and
who is now acquiring the right of succession as a true war
minister , (omission) Christmas that he wanted pe~ce 'in arms'.
It is true that he wants arms. That he wants peace is untrue.
"Anyone who still wants arms today, as a matter of principle
also wants to use these arms--including atomic arms. The GDR,
by way of contrast, '\oIants peace benerally, peace without arms,
either atanic or 'c onv8nt~.ona l' . Striving for this high aim
we advocate an immediate armament stop--proposed by the
SECRET/NOFORN
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People's Chamber as far back as October 1, 1959, and the
conclusion of a treaty on the renunciation of the use of
force. Motivated by our national responsibility for all
Germany, we favor a referendum in both German statos on
general and complete disannarnent and on steps to bring sboot
a peace treaty based on the UN Charter.

IIThese clear-cut facts, supported by cogent argtunents, are
set forth by the first secretary of the SP.D Central Committee
in his letter not only to Herr Adenauer but also to all
citizens of the Federal Republic.
"Ulbricht tells Adenauer: 10nly deeds can be believed!'
Smooth and pioos ",ords can no longer save Herr A.denauer. If
he really wants disarmament and peace he must prove it by
accepting our proposals. If instead of doing this he and
Strauss continue the direct threat to our German peace state
by continuing to arm the Bwldeswehr with a:tornic weapons at an
increased rate, they will very soon find themselves confronted
with the most up-to-date rocket weapons on GDR territory.

"It is our ardent and heartfelt Wish not to have to resort to
this hleans to bring Herr Adenauer and his supporters to reason,
the reason of peace. The people in Bonn, must however, be
told and told clearly, that we have the possibility at any
time of meeting everyone of their aggre6sive moves with an
appropriate defe~~ive move of maximum effectiveness. I
implied this in an interview in December. Walter Ulbricht has
now said it quite clearly, and those in Vest Gennany "capable
of hearing will for this additional reason welcome and support
our proposals for a referendum for dis8I'J'1'l8.ment and peace."

Jan ..

""'11

(Ur:?' .~~ ~s :"-.L'ie()

SED Tries to Justify Rocket Arming: Negotiations with the
Soviet Union and the other states of the Warsaw Pact, as well
as a reorganization of the Soviet Zone army, are to make
possible the stationing of rocket weapons in the Soviet Zone
88 threatened by Ulbricht.
Hints to this effect were given by
leading SED propagandists 1n a so-called "telephone forum," a
televiaion hookup of the Soviet Zone. The officials gave the
assurance that even though the seven-year-plan did not provide
for increased armament expenditure, it would be possible to
finance rocket weapons withoqt price and tax increa6es.
Fram the questions, it emerged that questioners from the Sovi ~ ~
Zone and East Berlin are anxiOUs about the .t hrea t of Ulbricht
to Bonn. In the end, replies to the ri81ng number of questior. 3
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about the rocket armament of the zone were stopped with the

(Unclassified)

remark that this measure , which ,\>Ias contemplated but not yet
resolved, had only amounted to "one fiftieth" of the Ulbricht

-27

letter to Adenauer.
The 51m propagandists attem.pted to justify equipping the Soviet

Zone with rocket weapon3 by asserting that this would m~ke it
impossible f or the Bonn Goverrunent to launch lithe planned
blitzkrieg against the GDR . II

Bonn was drafting a plan for such

a blitzkrieg for the occupation of the Soviet Zone.
The SED officials also asserted that the arming of the Soviet
Zone with rocket weapon3 would contribute to the success of
the Summit Conference, since the Ye a tern Powers Hould then be
more inclined lito lend their ear tb the normalization of Berlin"
and the need for the conclusion era German peace treaty.

.lan a

East Bloc Holds Peace Negotiations: It is learned frOM diplomatic sources in Noscow that the Soviet Union and several
(. ,flCL:l *!--:.fj cd) other Eastern bloc countries have carried out preparatory
negotiations with the Government of the Soviet Zone concerning the possible conclusion of a separate peace. The results
reached in these negotiations are to be taken up if the Paris
Summit Conference in May does not resol ve the problem of a
peace treaty with "both German states II as desired by the Soviet
Union.

r_:"7

According to these sources, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Albania,
and "another state not belonging to the Soviet Union u have
taken part in these negotiations . In the view of diplomatic
observers, the statement of Khrushchev in the Supreme Soviet
on January 14, that if necessary the Soviet Union would conclude a separate peace, with all consequences arising therefran, with the Soviet Zone republic, can be regarded as the
direct result of these secret negotiations .

J;"l.::') ..
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(unc1ao.U'-ed)

4-~~~;~ri.~ question
om Premier
IE
at the
meeting of the Council of dinisters January 29.
In Viel-l of the continued provocations of the Federal Govermnen't
in West Berlin, the Council of h inisters decided to address a

note to the Western Powers .
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The Premier informed the Council of :p.'lnisters about the contents of the letter sent by Ulbricht, first secr etar,y of the
SED Central Committee, to Adenauer, chairman of the CDU~CSU
1n \-:est Germany . reeardinr the threat to peace in Europe and
the prave situation in relations between the two German states
caused b,y rearmament and by the stationing of rocket weapons
in r:est Germany. The Council of ljinisters welcomed Ulbricht t s
initiative and declared its complete agreement with the contents of the letter.
A note which the GDR Government to.as resolved to send to the
f;overnments of the three "Testern Powers because of Bonn I 5
continued provocations in ""!est Berlin was handed on Januar;y 29
throuCh the Foreirn l,a.nlstry of the Czechoslovak Republic to
diplomatic representatives of states in Prarue. A copy of tho
note has been handed to M. G. Pervukhin, Soviet Ambassador to
the GDR.

F_~~ .

3
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"rest Berlin Press Comment Re Ulbricht Letter to Adenauer and
Confer ence: Most papers (January 27-:31) carried
editorials reactine to what they gener al~ headlined as
"Ulhr ichtts threat with rocket weapons." ner Kur1er remarked,
"Ulbricht's letter to Adenauer showed what kind of a man he iD .
Only anSl-ler to it, which Ulbricht "rill be intelligent enough
to have expected, is wastepaper basket. II Der Abend mocked,
"For years rockets in German hands were declared to Soviet
Zone population to be incarnation of ~eatest evil . Now a
famous dialectic turn has come about - rockets in workerts
fists are more peaceful than those in the claws of capitalists. "
Dar 'I'!1cessp1egel said, IIUlbr ichtts letter contains nothiny but
the announcement that the Soviet Zone will have to ask for
rocketE i f the Federal Republic continues to fulfill its defen~ ~
commitments . Installation of rockets in ODR is, however , matter
for Soviet strategy which 1s not interested in havine Ulbricht
at button that might unleash rocket war . " Spandauer Volksblatt
called tn.bricht's letter "alanling case of meyalomania,"
purpose of which seems to be "to get East German rep.-esentat17t1~
to top- level conference table in Paris. II Paper went on to
comment: IIThere is good reason to doubt that Moscow considers
East German arntY r eliable enough to be given rockets . "
Nachtdepesche SUSpe9ted letter was "mer e pretense to point out
to public the already cOD!pleted installation of the most
modern weapons in East Germany." Telegraf carried three
different editorials on Ulbrichtts statements. Whil e dismissing letter to Adenauer as "propar;anda pamphlet" and strongly
attackinr press conference "ultima,t um , " paper nevertheless used
~ss

~.)
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occasion to criticize Federal

r~vernment

armament policy

remarking "Possibility of statloninr rockets in Fast Germany

should induce serious consideration on part of Federal C~vern 
ment Qnd its allies . It can be neither in interest of Germany
nor v:estern Powers to crea-e an area already cha:fed with
political explosives into an arsenal of nuclear weapons . 1I
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Bishop Dibelius Defies Threatened Ban to Preach in East
Berlin: In face apparent Magistrate decision announced in
(Confidential) EastlPress to ban further activity by Bishop Dibelius in
East Berlin, the Bishop crossed the sector line on November 1
without hindrance and preached his scheduled Reformation
Sunday sermon in East Berlin Marienkirche . No physical
efforts made by regime to prevent him frcxn appearing. Service
attended by record crO"t'lds (2,QCX) of l-JhOlTl packed the church)
who heard Dibelius preach on theme "Blessed are these who seek
justice and peace ••• 11 Following service in which entire
assembly joined in with rinGing voices, a large crowd of over
SOO in spontaneous action gathered outside side entrance to
wave to and applaud Dibelius as he drove away.

T
r

•

Reliable source has informed Hission officer SED officials in
East Berlin were "amazed" to learn Dibelius had been permi tted
to preach again. According to these officials, they had bc~n
told that the Bishop "was through in East Berlin. 1I Editorllls
had also continued to denounce Dibelius October 30 and )1,
indicating that regime was determined finally to ban him from
preaching in East Berlino SED officials who comnented (one of
whom is on the editorial staff of Neues Deu~schland) reportedly
felt SED lost face and they wer e highly critical of East Bcrli~
Deputy Hayor and Hagistrate for failing to follo-A through on
threat .

tr:>""! ..
:~.4

(C..,n..!';i eP:1t i.:i..l. )

East Berlin Government Retreats on Anti-D~be11us Stand : East
Berlin Magistrate announced in East press November 11 that
Bishop Dibelius' semi-public letter on Obrigkeit (authority)
has been banned in East Berlin. Reproduction, dis t ribution,
or any other form of popularization of pamphlet is prohibitec,
Action was taken, according to announcement, because "letter"
violates city law. A copy 1·,as been turned over to city's
attorney general for consideration.
Banning of pamphlet appears to represent face-saving device
for liagistrate and Deputy llayor Schmidt who had threate~ed to
ban Dibelius fran further preaching in Eaflt Berlin but failed
to follow through with ban on Nov~\ber 1 . One factor,
according to Church eetima tes, which has deterred regime from
implementing ban or initiating other political action against
Dibelius, is certain knowledge any such action would result in
uniting Evangelical Church factions behind Dibelius whereas
present internal disagreements within Church would appear to
be working to regime's favor . A second factor Which may well
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have been "peratlve at time of "retreat" on November 1 1s
Soviet attitude. Although this factor might not apply to

future action agai~t Dlbelius, the crisis about Dibelius '
preaching in East Berlin Uovember 1 came at time "men Soviets
clearly were keeping Soviet Zone regime on short leash.
Decision not to follow through on ban came as surprise to
local functionaries and apparently, as in case of flag retreat,
represented a reversal of plans. In retrospect, therefore,
it appears that reversal on Dibel1us ban may also have been
result of Soviet orders.

Nov.
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(Official
Use Gnly)

Adenauer planning visit West Berlin January 11-12 to give
public exposition his foreign policy _ This vieit, described
by East press as "new provocation," was attributed to Mayor
Brandt's alleged objective of "stirring up the cold war" aOO
linked to forthcoming \>fest Berlin meeting of Coornittee for
Indivisible Germany.
Comment: Although November 22 story was low-key in tone and
not specifically developed by East press November 23, believe
this first tine a visit to V:est Berlin by the Chancellor has
been labeled "provocativ~1I prior to the fact . However,
Federal Republic activities in Fest Berlin have received increasing attention in East Gernan information media recently
and were subject o£ lead editorial in Nsuaa Deutschland
November 23 which attacked "one-sided"-orIentition of West
Berlin towards Bonn and accused "Adenauer and Lemmer offices"
West Berlin of being principal source of cold war and main
headquarters of underground work against GIR. Reference of
November 22 story to meeting of Committee for Indivisible
Germany was first such reference since that meeting was
labeled "provocation" by East press November 18.

Nov.

-jO

(Official

Use Only)

East Press Sustains Line on "Provocations": Although East
press h~s maintained line developed November 18 that East
Berlin meeting of Commltteefor Indivisible Germany was
"provocative, " tone and magnitude of East press attention
after meeting convened (November 26-27) was relatively
restrained. However, brief reports have appeared each day
since November 27 under such headlines as "Canmittee Provides
stage for Revanch1st Tumult," with specific accusations
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levied against Minis ter LElnmer, 11ayor Brandt, SPD leader

Ollenhauer and cnu leader von Hassel for attempting to keep
cold ,.rar alive and obstructing detente trend . General line
developed alleged entire meeting was directed by Bonn
revanchists, and notably qy Chancellor Adenauer; however,
considerable attention was given von Hassel for firm statement
rejecting Oder-Neisse border as permanent boundary. Neues
Deutschland editorial November 28 singled out Ollenhauer for
objecting to proposals for official ODR-FEDREP negotiations,
wh ich position allegedly reveals SPD leaders as captives of
Adenauer. Same publication back-paged summary of TASS story
terming Committee meeting "provocationl' alleging neeting was
convened "with knowledge and. approval lt of Federal Republic
Government leaders, and noting pr~~tive nature of meeting
of flags of former German Laender now part of Polish and
SOviet territory.

Neues Deutschland Claims Bundestag Sessions in Berlin
"Provocations t!: Neues 'beutschlana on December 3 prfiited
(C"!lfl<!e~~W ) attack against Decanber 1 statement by SPD leader f'l<Xf1lller in
which he had proposed continuation of the
of
occasional Bundestag sessions in BerlinL "ies~~~~~
denounced HQ1lffier's statement as Ita new \i
and iinked i t to the recent Adenauer-Brandt meeti ng in Bonn .

~c.
~

"

Attack against }iO!TllTler statement represents continuation of
campaign against Federal Republ ic activities in West Berlin.

Soviet Zone Customs TiRhten Controls: Mission has received
reports on several recent incidents of unusual strictness by
(Cc:-..fhhntinl) Soviet Zone customs. On December a barge leaving West Berlin
for Federal Republic was ordered back for reloading. On
December 3 a barge headed for '-;est Berlin 'Was similar ly turned
back. In both cases Soviet Zone customs officials cl~t~ed
method of loading made it ilnpossible to carry out inspection.
On December 4 Soviet Zone custOMS unusually strict with
Autobahn passengers and truckers at Marienborn checking baggage
and cargo in detail and requring more documentation than usual..

Dec~

--;r-

Autobat.n incidents have been reported in West Berlin press~
Soviet Zone press on December 6 countered with charge of
ttpiracytl by Fest German authorities who al.legedly detained and
searched an East German truck near Ulm on November 30.
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Soviet Zone press charged tfest ignored this incident and tried
to divert attention by carrying exaggerated reports of
activities of East Zone customs.
Mission Comment: Mission feels that it is too early to assume
foregoing incidents indicate reversal of Soviet Zone practice
over past year which saw relatively faw confiscations and only
sporadic instances of excess ive enforcement of customs procedures. Some observers feel that periodic harassments are
designed to remind West B~rliners that control powers still
rest in hands of East Germans. Also current food shortages
in East Germany may be cause of more severe inspection of
travellers . Rig1d 1nspections of oanmeroial cargoes during '
pro-Chr1stmas rush were noticeable last year. Check with
Federal Republic customs at road, rail, And water border
crossing points indicates no~ controls (1.~., cursory) in
effect since evening of December S.

,,0
J[I,:J. .

-

( Confidcn~:Cl)

American Dllt.~ Tr3in Boarded b Sov:1.ot Office::o--US Protest to
3oviete: An c uent
va \"i.ng an Amar can m 1tary train and
a soViet officer \o1a8 reported tt"l me this morning, which I
hereby direct to your attention: While stopped at a customary
halt in the vicinity of Brandenburg at 0643 hrurs this morning,
8 January, the American military train en route fran Frankfurt
to Berlin was surreptitiously boarded by a Soviet officer who
then proceeded to open compartment doors and inspect the ~
terior thereat. Upon being discovered by the train conmander J
the said Soviet officer left the train.
Upon being questioned outside of the train, the Soviet officer
refused to give his name, stating, however, that he was a
member of the Soviet control pOint. He further stated that
he knew that the train was an American military train and
that he had been directed to search it by his commanding
officer.

I vehemently protest this unwarranted and provocative interference with an American military train and ask that you take
immediate and decisive measures to prevent recurrence.
Jan.

-rr

(Cc~fidential)

French duty train
was held for one hour on
morning of
9 at Marienborn because one car (cold storage
car) had several Nazi emblems painted on it. Soviets refused
to let train proceed until this freight car detached. French
train commander, considering it undesirable have Allied military
train with swastika markings proceed through SOviet Zone and
into l'est Berlin, agreed to have car returned to French control
point at Helmstedt. Markings were removed at Helmstedt and car
attached to next Berlin bound French train which arrived hare
Mor ning of January 11.
SECRET/NOFORII
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The Smirnov Memorandum to the 8PD:

13
(Secret)

j-

The following text was

given to Erich 01lellh8uer, SPD leader, on January 13, 1960, by the Soviet Ambassador to BOM, SmirDov, as an undated

unsigned memorandum representing the views of "responsible
OJ

circles of the Soviet Union" . Smirnov told Ollenhauer orally
that this phrase meant lithe highest officials" of the USSR .

The text:
In responsible circles of the Soviet Union attention is being
drawn to the public statements by members of the SPO Executive
and the Governing Mayor of "Test Berlin, H. Brandt, in which

there seems to be a not enti rely correct understanding of the

.,
'.

'.

essence of the Soviet proposals on the \'!est Berlin question

as well as a realistic assessment of the facts of the situation. In connection with these statements, these circles
consider it useful to clarify again the Soviet Union's attitude on the West Berlin question.
The question of "Jest Berlin was not brought under discussion
because anyone wanted artificially to create a oruds. The
question arose fr~ the vital facts ' of the situation. At this
moment, no one can deny any longer that the situation in West
Berlin 1s abnormal and no one can fail to appreciate that a
failure to resolVe this question will ,block a further reduction in international tensions . If the Soviet Union proposes
that "lest Berlin, in connection with the conclusion of a
peace treaty with Germany, be transfprmed into a Free City,
it aims at eliminating the abnormal situation in West Berlin
and thereby liquidating a source of unrest and tension in
~urope.
The implementation of these proposals would place
the status of West Berlin on a firm legal basis consistent
with the needs of peace.
The conclusion of a peace treaty and the establishr.\ent of a

Free City would mean the elimination of the present occupation regime in West Berlin as well as a withdrawal of foreign
troops. As a result, the self-administering organs of West
Berlin would be able to resolve all internal questions and
maintain contact with the outside world without any kind of
outside pressure being exerted. Mest Berlin would have its
own democratic constitution, its own budget, its own police
force, and foreign trade . The establishment of a Free City
would not upset the social and economic order which has
developed in West Berlin.
If one wants to probe to the heart of the the matter, one must

realize that West Berlin, f~owing the el~ination of the
occupation regime and the establishment of a Free City, woUld

SEalET/NOFORIJ
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-U

(Secret)

for all practical :Pu.Fposes have to undertake t}lO comml tments I
not to join in any 'organization or pact of a military or
military-political .qqaracter and not to permit from the
territory ofWeet Berlin the carrying on of subversive and
hostile activity against the USSR, the GDR, and the other
Socialist countries. \[ould compliance l'1.th such obligations
be inconsistent with or encumber in any way the interests of
the people of r!est Berlin? That obviously would not be the
case. Serious consideration should be given to the fact that
the Soviet Union, of course, would, along with other interested
states, assume the obligation to fuarantee its independent
development, permit no interference in the internal affairs
of the Free City of West Berlin, 8S well 8S assure West
Berlin' s full freedom of contact with the outside world, and,
for this purpose, guarantee the undisturbed use of the meall8
of aooess between Berlin and the Federal Republic. Mr . Brandt
seems not to have properly assessed the significance or the
steps taken by the Soviet Union.

Concerns about the possibility of violating the Free City
status of West Berlin are without the slightest foundation.
Along with the USA, England, and France, the Soviet Union
could provide the most effective and most comprehensive
guarantees for assuring the independence of the Free City of
Hest Berlin and:non-interference in its internal affairs and,
i f necessary, the United Nations could participate, too. It
is obvious that once such an agreement is reached the guarantees and obligations would be seriously and promptly
fulfilled. In this connection, it is possible to agree with
the desires expressed by Mr. Brandt that to a certain extent
the Four Powers would be responsible for assuring the undertaking and fulfillmen~ of the stipulated guarantees .
As far as the difficulties which might result from the fact
that the Western Powers have no relations with the GIR are
concerned, a modus vivendi c'a uld be found to overcome such
difficulties.
It is the aim of the Soviet Government to do everything

necessary to insure that, after the establishment of a Free
City, the eCQnomic siyuation of the residents of West Berlin
will not deteriorate in any way but rather be strengthened.
It has repeatedly declared its readiness to place necessary
orders to insure the delivery of raw materials and foodstuffs
on a commercial basis. No one can deny that i f the other
countries fully meet their responsibilities, the economic
situation in "lest Darl tn r.an bo U'iA'i ntai.ned. at. an appropria:tA
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level.

"TI

its establishment as a Free City, sever its present economic
ties, including those with the Federal Republic. We fully
understand that in pract1c~ West Berlin' s ties with the
Federal Republic will be closer than with any other country.

(Secret)

Horeover, no one 1s demanding that West Berlin, after

By the ter~s of the Soviet pr oposal, the people and the
administritive of West Berlin will retain everything they now
have except that they will be relieved of the restrictions
resulting from the occupation authority.
There is no doubt but that Hest Berlin as a Free City l'loul.d
play an important role in bringing about a rapprochement
be~een the two German states and could provide for them a
forum' of contact 1n the interest of the solution of the
national tasks of the German people.

In the Soviet Union it is' greatly regretted that the leaders
of the West Berlin Magistrate are not helping to advance the
solution of the West Berlin question.

w.

Brandt supports the Federal Government t s position on the
Berlin question even though there are only a few who doubt
t his position is hopeless and promises no results . This is
proven by the fact that the Federal Government is calling
upon the i'lestern Powers not to relinquish their occupation
rights in Berlin under a~ circumstances and not to permit the
establishment of a more normal situation in the city in the
interests of all the peopl e involved even though it is wellknown that the statesmen of the liestern Powers thanselves
have accepted that an abnormal situation exists in West Berlin.

-.'

There are also statements by Brandt to the effect that the
question of Fest Berlin can only be resolved by incor90rati!"l.6
the city into the Federal Republic . Here there is ev~~c:~a
of the same kind of thinking, since it would set back t he
ne gotiations on the question of rJest Beriin and make all
further negotiations on this question senseless. It would be
useful if the representatives of the t'Jest Berlin l-tagistrate
" had a clear picture of the actual situation in Pest Berlin
since they therefore would not cr eate unnecessary difficulties
nor be carried away by illusions .
.>

West Berlin was never A part of the Federal Republic . The
Soviet Governme'n t had stated this clearly and emphatically
many times. This was also confirmed at the Geneva Conference.
Also, the f act should not be overlooked that by virtue of its
ge ographic location rlest Berlin cannot in any way be part of
the Federal Republic. If a solution to the basic problem is
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13
(Se9rct )

being sought

oG

this ba~1s, the probl8!1 is being posed falsely

and unrealistically.

Our proposal does not call for the 1n~

corporation of Hest Berlin into the am. even though there are
many sound reasons for thia, notably the fact that West Berlin
is in the center of the GIR. The question ranaine as to the
kind of solution that can be found for converting Hest Berlin
into a Free City and making it an independent political
entity, while at the same time normalizing and not sharpening

the situation. On the basis of what has been said above, the
question of West Berlin must be resolved, and the sooner the
better.

""r !

•

For more than a year now the Soviet Government has shown
tremendous patienoe in seeld.ng the means for resolving the
v!est Berlin question without intensifying the situation and at
the same time giving due consideration to the interests of all
the parties concerned. It might be considered whether it is
possible to facilitate the solution to the qu~stion by creating
the Free City of Hest Berlin in stages . In the event that it
is not possible to resolve the question of West Berlin by
negotiations between the interested states or it seems evident
that negotiations are being carried on purely for the sake of
negotiation, and without any intent of scekipg a solution,
the SOviet Union will have no other al terna tive but to conclude
a peace treaty With the GDR and to solve the guestion of West
Berlin on this basis .
It 1s entirely clear that after the conclusion of a peace
treatr,y, the German Democratic Republic will exercise full

sovereignty over its territory and airspace as does every other
independent state. It ~s also obvious that this will put an
end to the uncontrolled communication between West Berlin o~d
the Federal Republic and ~ that all avenues of cpmmunication
between them will come completely under control of tr.e GOR .
Under these circumstances, if . the vleet would then revert to
the idea of negotiating on Berlin, the OIR in such negotiations
would J>e their only partner.
J
We do not believe 1t would really serve the purposes of the
West Berlin Magistrate to create a situation whereby the
Soviet Union will be forced, along with other countries with
which it is in agreement, to sign a peace treaty with the GOR.
Perhaps .1.n this case Er. Brandt envisages direct dealings with
the GDR on the question of reaching an, understanding on the
utilization of the meaM of CDr.lfolunication . The Sovi,e-: Union
quite obviously would "'elcane such a step. If, however, Hr.
Brandt thinks he can ignore the sovereign .rigrts of the GDft
as well as the regulations it would introduce to control the
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.....

(Secret)

avenues of conmupicatlon, he is making a fundamental miscalculation. The S.o Yiet Union as an ally would carry out its·

obligations to give the aIR the necessary support to defend

its sovereignty •

•

Brandt has often emphasized that the residents of West Berlin

are interested in a stable solution to the question of avenues
•

of communication between West Berlin and the Federal Republic~
It would be difficult to deny that this is completely and
fully justified . The question of means of communication cab and
must be regulated, but this solution cannot be handled in
isolation from the general solution to the West Berlin
question, that means also to the solution of the question of
concluding a peace treaty with GermaQy, but rather is only

'j.

thinkable in close connection therewith. It is difficult for
us to understand what the politicians who do not want a
solution to the West Berlin problem by concluding a peaoe
treaty and ending the occupation regime in \tlest Berlin are
counting on. One cannot consider seriously that the Soviet
Union, the om and the other Social.ist countries 'Would agree
,.... ;l. to a solution of the Berlin question that was inconsistent
<: with the task of stabilizing peace and would adversely affect
the vital interests of the peopl.e directly concerned.

There" is no doubt but that, .if the leaders of the l~st Berlin
desired to find , a:. mutually acceptable solution to
,
the tWest Berlin question and realistically examined the facts,
the cause of European and world ' peace would thereby be served.

Ma~8trate

Feb.

T

(Unclassified)

East German Releases Brown Book on FRO Minister Oberlaenderl
Excerpts fran ADN report. A brown boo on Theodor .
Oberlaender, the fascist mass murd~~r and at present p
minister in the Bonn Government, was· presented to the world
public on February 2 by the Germa~ Unity Corrun1 ttee at an
international press conference ill "Berlin. .. ,lhis new canprehensive collection, entitled liThe T.z:\l·t h. Abo.\lt Oberlaender,"
is a ccmpUation of evidence and contains ,milch new proof and
statements by witnesses on, among other matters, the preparation and organization of the murders 1n- L~ and on Oberlaender'e
activit,i es in the fascist Ber@Tlsnn battsiion.
Prof. Albert Norden, Politburo member of the SED Central
Committee, spoke at the press conteren~e, which was pr.e sided
over by Hax Sefrin, deputy premier of the GOR ••••
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The preface to the." brown book points out that in any country ,.
governed in accordance with d~ocratic principles Oberlaender

(Unclassified)

would have been diemissed within 24 hours of the revelation

2

.'

of his criIrtes.

IIAdenauer and the Gennan militarlsu protect ·

J.

fascists like Oberlaender because the,y fit into their
aggressive po.litic.a l concept," :the brown book says. Oberlaender,
who continues ~~ ~ plans Q~; ' revenge J is a key figure in
Adenauer' s po1-i~ p.t; r81!:.i).itariz~:tlon and f",saization, just as
he was a key Digure in f#..tler.1 s ,war prepara "tfons."
.The facts proved in the brown book by documentary a'vidence
again confirm the statement made by 14al ter Ulbricht in his

letter to Adenauer:

IIIf we consider that your pol;cy is

, -

largely conducted by persons who lIere active undeI: ' - Hltler, you
need not be surprised that not only the c1 tizens of the am
but many peoples and their governments regard everyone of
your steps with the utmost dlstrust." •• ~
The speake;": (Prof. Norden) assessed: "Oberlaender is not an
exception but a logical phenomenon. HiS poliey is the same
as that ,of Adenauer, Strauss, and Brentano. To condemn the
swastika. daubers while allowing the intellectual murderers of
Jews and Slavs to rule at the very top of the state apparatus
is a monstrous thing which has becane reality in Bonn. People
who r,ive legal statU9 ,to, the 5S, who pro".:ect the oral and
written propaganda of ~erls cronies a~wh9 place people
like Oberlaonder, Glllbke, aDd their accompl'l.c~s in high
official pOl!litioml are full;}" responsible for.;tt1te a,nti-Semitic
fascist axeesees in the Federal Republic ." ' ,

.'

Professor Norden referred to BOlm' s mad plans for a blitzkrieg
which were unnasked by \oJalter Ulbricht in his letter to
,!2.!::_ Ade.OINer..;and proved that ~er1;aender and his mipistry are
plai!Og a:n ia'i"portant pat:t~·(~eparina. ::tft.\-;~:~~rsion of
Hitler\s cat~s~rophic polio:y;,. ... He noted tha~ .~erlaenderl s
ministryT ' '!I!ic~ is in cluj"i!l< oj', ...?9 reg1onaJ;,J~ilocistions 16£
~_q J
resettlers, f~no~~ ..ancl , rdl~ects, a mong otherS, the chauvinist
: ~: Lea,gue of Expellees, whiqn~ has the tal!lk of ~it1ng the
.. I
·., reaettlers in a spirit of ~ revenge and of a r ,e vision of the
eastern front~ers, With the aid of the Young L ~outh of the
''1, !. East (JWge Jagend des Oatens) organizati!?r.~'5 lfhich number
..
150,000 IJlBllbers, ())erlaender is implant1n~('the: '!d.ea of a
revanchist wa; . in the minrWJ of \"Jest GenR~p·f~jr.
, .j'Professor Norpen also refejered }o the shocking fact that at
:'.".:': ~ present l.90 qi;f'ferent innamma·t .ory public~tiop~;~f the regional
as.~Qciations -are appeari~ Ml the Feder&:J- ReI5\!plic, "With a
circulation of more than one million copies~ ' 1iAU this is
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imbued from cover to cover with the evil pan- Ger man spirit and
cl aims to territories of Poland, Czechoslovakia, Rumania ,
Hungary, and the Soviet Union," the speaker said. nIt is no

accident that more and more funds are allocated to Oberlaender's
ministry to the extent that Adenauer ' s and Strauss' plans for
a revanchist war are taking on more concrete shape.
" 1:'-

Wi·thin the last three years the funds of the ministry have
more than trebled. While in 1957/1958,·' 29 million deutsche
marks were available, this figure rose to 42 million deutsche
marks in 1958/59; this year it is 115 million deutsche marks,
part of which Oberlaender uses to support the chauvinist
organiza tions l ll

,

'"

Declaration ofWSrsaw Treaty states:

Feb .

4""

(Unclassified)

si~tuation since the latest conference of the Political Consultative Committee of the Warsaw Treaty Organization in May
1958 •• ••

.,
i

,

'.

(Excerpts from text re-

leased at HOBCOW on conclusion of meeting). The member states
of the vlarsaw Treaty note with satisfaction that a definite
cnartge for the better has become noticeable in the international

tiThe NATO countries not only continue to maintain inflated
armies, but actually increase their numerical strength, paying
particular attention to the West German Bundeswehr, which is
commanded by former Nazi generals and officers. The
~~~
has been equipped with rocket weapons. The Federal
of Germany has been enabled to start the maIIUf'acture of these
weapons ••••
The Warsaw Treaty countries, having exchanged op1~ons at the
present meeting concerning the prospects for the impending
disarmament talks, have arrived at the conclusion that the
situation now is more favorable than ever before for fruitful
disarmament talks between countries of the East and the "'est .
The disarmament proposal submitted by the Soviet Government
in the United Nations reflects the common position of the
Warsaw Treaty countries, of all the socialist states. All
the countries belonging to the l~arsa'W Treaty Organization
declare their desire to become parties to the future agreement
on total and universal disarmament • •••
The participants in the conference had a thorough exchange of
opinion on the German question . The states represented in the
Warsaw Treaty Organization have experienced more than once
what German aggression brings to the peoples . It is the
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- 9 cOITIl\on concern of aIr these states that Gennan militarism
should never again imperil the aecurlty of Germany!s neighbors
and world peace, and this makes them determined to move out
for the signing of a peace treaty with Oerman;y. The liqui-
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(Unclassified)

dation of the remnants of Horld Har II and the conclusion of
peace treaty are imperative for the peaceful development of
all Germany and for making the peoples confident that firm.

Q

barriers have been set up against the outbreak" of another war
in Europe.

.' .

At a time when the GDR expresses its complete readiness to
enter into negotia tlonS' and conolude a peace treaty at any

moment, the other German state, the Federal German Republic,
opposee the conclusion of such a treaty.

An abnormal.,

unprecedented situation has emerged when the conclusion of a
peace treaty is refused at a state which is a successor of
the defeated side, the aggressor which surrendered uncon·
ditionally 15 years ago.

·

--

"

The policy of the Federal German Republ~c is designed to
obstruct succe8s1'u1. talks between tha·rpo..-ers and an adjustment
of outstanding international problems . Attempts are also made
to cancel results which were already achieved during the
negotiations--for instance, the narrowing of the gap in the
views of tbe sides on the questions l1bieb was achieved by
the parti.es to the Geneva foreign ministers conference in 1959.
f

,

:r '
._ .
Why does -the GoVel"lll1ent of the Federal German Republic resist
90 stubb-o rnly the conclusion of a peace treatyj i t 1s above
all because the peace treaty is called upon to consolidate the

situation that has arisen as a result or .the war, including
the German state frontiers, and the Government of the Fedcrcl
Republic is against this. Only one oonclusion i8 p03s:!.",:)le:
The Government of the Federal German Republic eJCPects that
an opportune mment may arise for altering the frontiers
established in Europe as a result of the rout_of Nazi Gennany.

In the present conditions, however, this message means a
policy of preparing a new war, for none of the states on wham
the Federal German Republic i8 attempting to make territorial
claims will ever surrender its lands, as the Government of the
Federal German Republic should realize . AU sober-minded
people understand that these frontiers are inviolable.

•

·The TJarsaw Treaty states declar~ with the utmost resolution
that these caloulations of the West German Government are
doomed to failure. The GDR~ like an impregnable bastion of
peace-, bars the road to new, aggressive gambles by German
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The Warsaw Treaty states declare that they
support the measures taken by the GDR Government to safeguard
peace against the revanchist policy of the Adenauer government.
The joint right of the socialist camp 1s a firm guarantee

militarists.

against encroecbnent on the independence of the ODR, on a new

seizure or Poland's vestern lands, or a violation of the
integrity of the Czechoslovak frontlere.

The

con!'ar~:.ce

participants express confidence that the plans of the West
German revsnchlsts will not be aupported by the present allies
of the Federal German Republic either.
Conclusion of a peace treaty, renunciation of all ideas of
revenge or revision of the frontiers, renunciation of the
policy of Germany's remilitarization and atomic arming--such
1s the best road to insure the security of all European nations
and the peaceful. future of the German nation. This road 18
consistently followed by the GDR. If the Federal Gerr..an
Republic also took to this road it wwld be its most cOnvinoing
contribution to the cause of strengt~ening peace and facilitating total and uni.ersal disarmament.
The Government of the Federal German Republic turns dawn the
proposal for a peace treaty becauSe it dJes nJt want to
allow the quest~on of l!est Berlin to be st.ttled l,[1 the basis
of its conversiQrrinto a free city. It goes so iar as to
demand that West Berlin which lies l."'i.thin the territory of the
ca:R, be incorporat'ed into West Germany, and since this cannot
be done, it prefers to preserve the occupation regime there
which enables it to use ~~st Berlin as seat of unrest and
military" danger.
The Government of the Federal German Republic is an oooenent
of a peaceful settlement with Germany because it doPS 410t
want the question of Gennan unity to be settled per.ce~ i~~ y
through talks between the two Gezman states an:! the conolusion
of a peace treaty. Against all COf'IlrnOneenS8, it does not want
to see that for over 10 years there have existed two Oeman
states which have chosen different roads of developmsnt.
Disregarding the vital interests of the German people, the
Government of the Federal German Republic rejects the only
possible way to the country's reunifioation, that of talks
with the GIR, which has been repeatedly offered by the am
Government. The Goverment of the Federal Geman Republic
does not want to hear of a peace treaty because it is afraid
that its conclusion woo.ld eliminate the pre~ent sitUd.\tion in
West Germany which enables it to try people merely for having
the courage to stand by their progressive conviotioCB and come
out in defense of the national rights of the German peOple
and the interests of peace.
SECRET/NOFORN
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:

AlJ. )~~~i~aetioM " o~ ' Uii'Go'verrimeDt ':of .the Rederel Gerffi4J1

Republic' show ' tbl!t step by ' step ,it "is clearing the way for
the eetahlletunent in f:'est;' Germany of a regime ~lch :~uld
.r·
appear t 9 be a democratic regime but which 18 in effect close
' .. to the regime Vhlch plunged the world into a ~urderOUB war and
l~d t the Gepnan ' people t O
o an unpara.lleled national catastrophe •
• t.
Could the .brazen Nazi and anti-Se{llltic outrage..s. of the fac i!; t
elements in West Gel1ll&riy, which the world has witnessed latoly,
',.
'''''''- ha'lt~ ' occurred i f conditions were different? The Government
of the Federal Qerman Republic recently did not scruple to
take under its wing the organizers of these disgraceful
demonstrations, and Bome. West Uerman officials, in the best
Nazi tradition, have tried to lay ' the blame for them on the
cOIlIllunists....
'·'i

(Uncl1l9s:~~~)

,.
,-.

-.

.

,

,
"

The c'ountries repr·e sented at the present conference stand for
peaceful cDoperation and neighborly relations with all states,
. 1l1£1-uding the Federal.Qerman Republic, and they spare no
"d!
.... I:"..c. effor t. to 'achieve ' such cooperat i on in practice.
The Warsaw
Trea t y state'S are strivirig for a peaceful sett lement with
Germany, together with the other allied and associated powers
'.,~
.f which ' t'ook "part in the war against Germany.
This means the
','
conclusion' of a peace treaty which, under th~ present conditione,
,
can only be signed by both German states.

f;L·
.,J.~ ••

(

:e:

At the ' same ·t 1me they cannot agre, that th~ ' s olution of these
que~tions be p~stponed inde rinit~, WhicQ ean only encoura ge
t he militarist and reva'nchist for:~e8 , ot West Germany. If
.>. " ~.';J'l, ; the efforts tow.ard the c onclusion) of a peM.& 'treaty with
both German states do not meet w1.~· ,suppor~'~d if the solution
,
this question comes up agai nst attempts' 'aft procrastinat !c:l,
........ , tiS ~ of
the states represertted at the present con~erence will he v f" no
:!, (I J.L alternative but to c onclude a peace trea:t;" 4ith the OOR ,
• '~'li~(1 ..."tlegetlier 'with the othe:a;o s'ta:~ es ready~·fOr thi19, and to s olve
. :' l,tH.e..::qnf!stlon 01 "Pest Berlin on t his'oas:!.s as l'well ••••

,

'.

, ..
'"

:e: "
-,I
'.'.
.'. (

,

t :i:".-... ~

,t".-

f:,

1

'

."

r!

T'

' Cohvi.nt:·e d ' that. . thf; task: of cO~c~f\i.ding ,a nonaggression pact
between NATO and the "t-!ar.saw... Tr ea);y .prganization, far fr om
losing its validity, is bec anip&t steadily mere important, t he
aonr~renee participants dean i\ necessary to declar e t hat this
'·:off-er still stands a.nd that they are ready at any time to sign
a ·'nonaggression pact between states belonging to different
'military alig.cments and the establishment in Europe of zones
free of atanic and nuclear weapons oould also play a not
inC onsiderable part in improving the internalional sit uat ion.
•

.,

.,'

.
..

.. .

.,"
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Legalit of Bonn-~erlin Ties Dis uted
Constitutional Ex ert:
eues euts? and ed1tor
by Pro essor
rbert roeger
(Unclassified) (excerpts). In his letter to Adenauer, Walter Ulbricht drew
attention with insistent admonitions and warnings to Bonn's
r- ",. •
,
brinkmanship policy which seriously threatens peace and the
life of the German people. Precisely in the pr~ent situation
,r. o
when earnes~ · efforts are being made by aLl respgnsible elements
in the world to discover ways leading to the relaxation of
international tension, and in view of the forthcoming summit
conference, the Bonn militarists are daily intensifying their
role as disturber of all attempts to bring about an understanding ••••

7

0

~.

I

In July 1959, the election of the Federal President was carried

out in \':est Eerlin, and Herr Gersterunaier, although he knew
better, declared West Berlin to be a Land of the Federal
Republic . In October the sovereign rights of the GDR were
flagrantly violated .by the t~aring down of its state flags
within the precincts of the ·S-Bahn . In November there
followed the provocative plan for the establishment of a West
Zone radio transmitter in -'J est Berlin ••••
On December 11, 1959, Herr Brandt proclaimed before the West
Berlin House of Deputies that Hest Berlin belongs to the
Federal Republic . Illegal attemps are being made to transfer
more and more Fed~ral Republic offices to vlest Berlin, al though
there are alreaqy about 10 federal organs employing 18,000 to
20,000 persons in W~st Berlin.
On January II, Adenauer made his inflammatory West Berlin
speech in which he openly treated the Hestern powers brusquely
by declaring that the readiness they had shown in Geneva to
negotiate no longer existed and that he, therefore J had to
put up with being branded by them as a liar. Then, according
to a Sueddeutsche Zeitung report on January 22, Grewe, Bonn 's
ambassador to Washington, sharply rejected any possibility of
a compromise on the "rest Berlin question. Finally, at the
end of January, Herr Luebke appeared in the city--in the
arrogated role, which i~ o always stressed specially, 1I0f head
of state" with jurisdiction over West Berlin as well--and put
fo:n-lard the assertion that, "Berlin"--not only 1vest Berlin--w8s
a Federal ~ of special ldnd. 1I

(

,

Now a so-called "white book" on the Berlin question is being
prepared, a book obviously designed to propagate two massive
falsifications of history. It is alleged, on the one hand,
that 1.-Test Berlin according to the "'leet Gennan basic law is a
Land of the Federal Republlc and that the \'ieatern powers had
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(UncIae.ilied)

agreed to this; and from this follows, secondly, that agreeWest Berlin. are valid in law only i f the BOnn
ments
government approvea them.
'
.i

on

The effrontery of these falsifications of history, the transparent purpose of which Sueddeutsche Zeltung on January 27
aptly characterized as "Bonn' s new brake on negotlattons,1I is
unmasked by a simple ' enumeration of the facts .
\'l hen the three Western occupation powers issued the .directive
for the formation of the separate West Gennan state at the
Six- pOl-ler conference 1n London in Uarch 1948--the basic
illegality of which is not to be discussed here- - and gave a
precise formulation to this directive in the Frankfurt
document number ons of the \-lestern mlll tary governors of
July' l) 1948, they addressed it solely ~o the premiers of the
11 Laendar of the (Western?) occupation zones. Nest Berlin-or, t.£'or that matter, Berlin--wae neither the addressee of
this directive nor was it mentioned in -the directive by a
single word . Only in this form and on these cO"1ditions did
the Uest Gennan premiers accept the directives issued at their
Coblenz conference in July 1958. Accordingly, deputies with
the right t o ftlte were elected only in the 11 '''sst Gennan
law .
!Bender for the "parliamentary council" wt.ich adoptod the basic/
The first drafts of the basic law therefore logically exclude
Berlin fran the (omission) Art. 27 of the .so- called
(Herrenchiemsee1) draft. Only after the second reading of the
draft of the basic law in the main cartrni ttee of the
parliamentary council did the present formulation of Art . 23
of the basic law arise, which extends the area of jurisdiction
of the basic law to Berlin. Nm1, however,. the Western
occupation powers immediately intervened under the constrai.,t
of their international obligat ions arising frOtl the f:--":':··fjV'fo·er
agreeme nt on Germany. They stated in a n.anora:ldum of t:1e
nilitary governors to the tlparliamentary couno1-l" on 1' tarch 2,

1949:
"Finally, my colleagues (and 11 ) would like to infor!'l you that
we understand the anxious interest 'which the parliamentary
council has shown for Berlin. Nevertheless, having l'cgard to
the present Situation, that part of Art. 22 (which ,cor responded
to the present Art. 23 of the basic law-- Kroeger ) referring to
Berlin, must be suspended •• •
Nevertheless, the basic law was passed and included Berlin in
its area of jurisdio.t1on. It c.Pnstituted a deliberate
usurpation of right by the "pa"rliamentary council" notwithstanding the express contradiction of the Western powers ,
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which the \-Iestern powers (omission). They therefore stated '
in a letter of their foreign min;sters ~o the military
governors on April 8, 19u9, l-lhich 'was conveyed to the
tlparliamentary council":
liThe foreign ministers cannot at present agree to West Berlin
being included as a Land in the original organization of the
Federal German Republic." Accordingly, the vleatern pOl-lers by
their official letter of approval of May 21,1949, confirmed
the Bonn basic law only with this express jurisdiction:
~~e interpret the content of Articles 23 and 144 (2) of the
basic law as implying acceptance of earlier requests (meaning
the above-mentioned demands of l-iarch 5 and April 8, 19u9Kroeger), according to which Berlin is not to become a member
of the Lower House or Upper House with the right to vote, and
is not to be ruled by the Federal German Republic either
(stressed by Kroeger) • •• tI

This made it completely and unambiguously clear that the basic
la1-1 came into force only with the proviso that Berlin would
not come under its jurisdiction, that is, that it would not
form part of the Federal Republic.
I

Since then, the Western powers hC!-ve always maintained and
r epeated this point of view, which alone accords with the
legal position. Thus, the vlest ~~rlin canmandants suspended
by an "ordinance" of August .29, 1950, ,thos;e articles of the
West Berlin ;constitution which declar'oo West Berlin to be a
that1tluring the
Land of the redaral Republic. They siressed
,
period of transition (th~s ' means, until Germany's reunification-Kroeger) Berlin will have none of the characteristics of a

-

~2th ~

(of the Federal Republic).

In a letter from the three high canrnissioners to Adenauer on
May 26, 1952, which, in the version of October 23, 195u, forms
part of the Paris agreements, the \1estern powers explicitly
declared the adherence to their proViso on Berlin as a basic
law. Correspondingly, the Ilanned forces treaty" and the
IIfinance treaty" of the Paris agreements of October 23, 1954,
unequivocally except Berlin from their sphere of application.
(The Hestern powers?) adopted th.e · same viewpoint tn the
IIBerlin declaration" of the three Western "commandants of

May 5, 1955.
"

Let me finally draw attention in this context to the statement
by the French foreign minister at the Geneva cOll.feJi'enCe on
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- 15 May 22, J.9S~, made with the approval of his US and British
colleagues -and ac~p~ed without demur by the Bonn delegation •.
T
(Unclassified) This statement said ~;~:n part: lI1-1ben the Federal German Republic
was founded, some 10 years ago; we made it clear to this new
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Federal Republio that the Western part ot Berlin ••• is not to
be incorporated with it ••• The territory of West Berlin does
not form part of the territory 1of the Federal Republic."

These facts are unequ~vocal and incontestable. They prove
that West Berlin is ~ot part of t~e Federal Republic and
that the Federal Goverllll.ent has no right or authority whatsoever with regard to West Berlin, let alone Berlin as a whole;
that its participation in a settlement of the West Berlin
problem in keeping. With the concepts of 8 peaceful understanding and international detente and in the interests of the
West Berlin population and of all the Geman peop-le, while
being welcome proof of goodwill, can never consti~ute a legal
or political prerequisite for .an effective agreement between
the four powers and the GDR Government, Which is the only
German government with jurisdiction in Berlin. Nor can this
be otherwise, seeing that all of Berlin... -as has been repeatedly
and incontestlbly proved by evidence adduced by the CUt, in a
manner not to be gainsaid by any sbbterfuges or falsifications
by Bonn... -belongs' to the territory or'the GbR, on which it is
Bituatedj and 18 legally subject to its sovereign power.
"

,

.,

,

Bonn's present attempts to deny, tliis clear legal position and
to turn the !aets upside ,dawn are noth1ng ' ~t part and parcel
of Adenauer' s polic'y of aggression, directed against the
interests of , the German people and ,a gainst' the wish for peace
of all peoples.
.

.

.

N. S. Khrushchey made this quite clear 'in his letter to
Adenauer of January 28, 1960, whem he said: "You are making
sorne claill'ls on rJe6t Berlin which is on a territory in the
mld&t of , the GDR. You permit yourself to use West Berlin as
a tribune for political speeches of incitement against the Gl:R
and the socialist countries. Thb can lead to no good and
impedes efforts to prevent the evil of a war."

~

Justifiably, therefore, the GIE. Government, in its note to the
"!estern powers of. January 28, 1960, stigmatizes the continual
provocatiQns of the Bonn militarists in Weet Berlin as attempts
to maintain ..lest Berlin as a frontline city 'of the cold war,
to interfere with the summit conference, and to conjure up
grave threats , to peace. It therefore voices a warning again~+
the continuatioJ;l of the provocations ,~ a warning whc",-, s-= l'l~
ness Bonn should not ignore. It poihts once more to the only
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real way to a true solution of the problem of West Berlin in
the spirit of international understanding and in keeping with
the right to self-determination of the German people; that is
the creation of a demilitarized free city of "lest i3erlin and

the conclusion of a peace treaty -with both German states.

Feb .

Italian Embassy Rece ticn in Moscow

T

der that

(Unclassified)

regiJne in West Berlin.

~rst p

ace one should

,',

Speaking figuratively, we ought to act 10 politics as a doctor
who, when he begins treating a patient diagnoses his disease
and decides on the method of treatment, whethel' to give him
a powder or a mixture, or to remove the affected part in
order to keep the disease from spreading through the lo!hole
organism. If doctors were nerely to walk around the patient
and chant incantations, the patient would not get better.

.,

"

It is the same in politics. Good wishes and appeals are not
sufficient. One must settle problems which gi\c rise to
unpleasant and dangerous relations between states. What are
these questions in our times? To anyone who has the least
understanding it is clear that one of these questions is the
qUestion of concluding a Gernan peace treaty. It is necessary
to establish a state which would settle the changes occurring
after World War II and legally to fix the frontiers Which
have resulted from the rout of German fascism. If l,e do not
solve this problem, there will remain dangerous cent ~ rs of
serious complications, and forces striving to alter the
situation resulting from. World lIar II will be activa-'jed.
Neither Czechoslovakia nor Poland will t olerate a change in
their frontiers. 1·,6 J as their allies, understand and fully
support them.

:

,

'

the

settle such problems as the liquidation of the remnants of
World War II, the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany,
and, on the basis of this, the liquidation of the occupation

• •

.•

How can we solve this problem? Tedium. will not help here.
What is required is realistic action. .'e shall do everything
to sign a peace treaty 1-nth Germany.
Chancellor Adenauer does not agree to the conclusion of a
German peace treaty. But it should not be forgotten that he
represents a conquered country. Hitlerite Germany treacherously
attacked the Soviet Union and during the last war fought

..
'"

.

, ',,'J

•
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(Unclassified)

Strlingrad and }1oscow .

..

lost millions of men.
went to Berlin.

We fought against Geman

The fascist

arm~s

fascis~

and

got a8 far as

The Soviet armies routed the enemy am

Natural~,

it 1s not for those who were at

Stalingrad and. at Hoscow to dictate conditions to us. We look
at things realistically. One must acknoWledge the changes
occurring after World yfar II, settle them, sign a peace treaty

with Germany, and thus solve the Berlin question. This is
precisely what we are striving for. We propose -that the
occupation regime in \-Jest Berlin Pe liquidated. In order not-

..
,..

to force the will of the populat:i,.on of Wes t Berlin, the

political system existing there should be recognized and it
should be allowed to have the necessary connections with those
states with which it wishes to maintain them . "'e have put
forward constructive proposals which are well known to all.
We regard them as right and we Bee no other realistic proposals.
If there exiat any other rational proposals, put them !oniard.
We shall consider them and, i f they truly lead to a solution
of this problem, we shall welcane them . vLe know that there
are people who would like to · liquidate th~ socialist system
in the OIR by having it absorbed by West Germall¥. But every
sober man understaoos well that this is not realistic . We
cruld propos'e another and more just solution which wruld
correspond to the spirit of the times. It would be logical
and useful if the capitalist regime in r)est Germany should be
removed and all Germany were to enbark on the path of

socialist (development?) .
In our opinion, this would be the correct 8olution, though we
realize that many would not agree with us. Thie 1s why we are
not putting forward such a proposal. Let the Germans 10 WC~~
Germany and those in the GDR live 8S they ar~ living; we
cannot foist upon them what social system they. ought to have.
The best that we and our allies in the las~war can do is to
acknowledge ·the existing situation and sign a peace treaty .
If these problems a·re not settled, they will .not solve themselves. vIe shall strive for a sol~tion of .the German question
because we want to strengthen peace.

Feb.

-rr

(Unclassified)

Grotewohl statement to GDR People's Chamber (excerpts): The
determining trait of the present iriternatianal situation is
the great peace initiative of.. the USSR and the entire socialiat
camp. This peace ~tiati~ l/ound its telling. expression in
the proposal for universal and complete disarmament and the
conclusion of a peace treaty with the two German states~ the
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formation of a free city of West Berlin, in the initiative to
convene a summi t conference and, last but not least, 1n the
meetings between Soviet Premier Khrushchev and leading statesmen of the Hestern Powers J above all his talks with US
President Eisenhm-ler and aritish Prime }1inister loiacmillan •• ••

Small wonder that Bonn government circles are playing the most
disgraceful par t in this and that the "Test Gennan press,

directed by Herr von Eckardt, as al ways in such cases, cannot
be surpassed in its distortions of Soviet policy_ The
embarrassment and fury caused the circles around Adenauer by
the Soviet step becanes understandable when we recall the

humiliation suffered by Adenauer who, in his provocative
speech in "Test Berlin a few days before the Soviet disanaament
decision, said tauntingly: 'Merely to demand from others
that they disarm is no proof of a desire for peace . n ••• •

I can give the assurance that the GDR Government will attentively watch the forthcoming disarmament conference in Geneva
and ~ill do everything to give suitable expression to the
views and demands o~ the ,perman peopl e. The restoration of the
power of Gennan militarism in Hest Germany, which has been
effected in violation of the Potsdam agr eement, has brought
into being a new qangerous war center in the heart of Europe .
The nuclear arming 9f l".es1j Gemany, which has been going on
quite openly for two ,years': now, aggravates the danger of war
and raises for the German peopl~ -as for all other peoples of
Europe the danger of being annihilated in a nuclear war •• • •
Even though Bonn plans for aggreasions are quite hopeless,
this should not induce anyone tR underestimate the danger
emanating from West Germany • . J'he ruling circles of West
Germany are attempting to plaithe part of the an gelo: peace .
They reiterate publicly that the1r potential is not strong
enourh to wage new wars . Such ~a neuvers are very dangerous,
because they constitute an attempt to deceive people about the
real intentions and real dangers emanating from the German
militarism • •••
Due to the dangerous developments in \r!est Gennany, a si tuation
has ari.sen in Europe where even small incidents might cause a
new world war. The question of a detente at the main boundary
of the two blocs of states facing each other is therefore of
the utmost importance for safeguarding and consolidating peace.
Measures to ease the situation in this dangerous center of
crises might include setting up a nuclear- free zone, the gradual
withdrawal of foreign armed forces, the conclusion of a nonaggression pact between NATO states and those of the rIarsaw
treaty, end , not least , measures to prevent a sudden attack.
SECRET/NOF<IlN
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The GDR Government supports such disarmament measures and
measures to ease tenaion
we have frequently emphasized, and
is at all timESready to jPin agreements to this effect •

as

•<

Unfortunately, the present Hest German government is adopting
a fundamentally different attitude toward these questions.
Of course, this government never tires of speaking of its
love for peace, but equally, it rejects every concrete proposal
for easing tension Qnd is preventing a plebiscite on equippL~g
the Bundeswehr with ata'ftic weapons . It wants to become strong
so it can place on the agenda the forcible settlement pf the
reunification problem. This is what the ruling clrcl~s of
West Germany want .. . .
.,
The German people also dernand concrete steps toward disarmament
in Germany. This i s the decisive contribution the German
people can make toward internation8.l disarmament, and ",hich
they must make . Germany ' s neighbors have a r~ht to demand
of the German people that they do everything in their power
to stamp out the glowing embers of war, before the fire of an
atomic war burns.
The Government of the ODR regards an arm~ent halt in all of
Germany as the most urgent question, on& ~h ich nust be solved
immediately. This is the first step, this must be tPe starting point of all our measures .
On October 1, 1959, the People's Chamber in an eight-point
program laid down the measures which in our view could be
initiated at once to start disarmament in Germany. This
program envisages: Both German states stand for the immediate
cessation of all nuclear weapon tests for all t~eB, on
German participation in such tests, renunciation of nnc:'ear
armament, participation in a nuclear -free zone, agreement on
an immediate a~ent halt, no military cdnscription, both
German states work for phased wlth~awal of foreign troops,
both Qe~ states ~pport th~ . conclusion of a nonaggression
treaty between NATO states and the Faraaw. treaty states, and
prohibit war and revanchist propaganda.\ ••.
The declarat ion 8igne4 .in i-f oscOW" February 4 by the l:larsaw
treaty countries most firmly states that the plans of the West
condemned to failure • . When the ruling
German goveriiment
circles in Bonn inoreasingly force the 'paoe of th~ arms drive,
when they openly create conditions for : attacking the ODR and
other socialist states, we cannot stand idly by, but are
compelled to take the necessary action for the protection of
our republic and for building 50cialism~ •••

are

'.
•
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That is why the government 1s sul:Jn1ttlng a bill to the
People's Chamber to set up a National Defense CouncU. We
are firmly convinced that our attitude toward this question
will meet with the full support of the GOR populace as well
as all peace-loving people in vlest Germany And throughout
the world. Only in this way will it be possible to protect

and safeguard our peaceful socialist construction.

rfltat do the German people expect from the summit conference?
They e:<pect the heads of goverrunent to arrive at appropriate

specific agreements on disarmament, the most important issue
at present confronting the peoples and their governments.
As for the GDR, it will support all measures adopted by the
heads of government for solution of the disarmament question.
The German people expect from the summit conference , above
all, that it achieve progress in the conclusion of a peace
treaty with the two German states and the setting up of a
free city of Berlin.
We consider it necessary that peace treaty negotiations take
place only with the participation of both German states.
The GDR government once more declares its readiness to take
part in all conferences on questions concerning Germany and
to cooperate to the best of its abilities in the attainment
of positive results.
First and foremost in our struggle for peaceful solution of
the German question is the demand to conclude a peace treaty
with the two Geman states. By overcoming the dangerous
militarist and reV$.l1chist development in vtest Germany, the
peace treaty would safeguard peace for the Gennan people
and establish for other peoples the guarantee that they
will never again be exposed to aggression fran Germany. The
best assistance which the four powers could render the German
people would, therefore, be the decision to conclude a peace
treaty.1ith the two German states without delay.
Anima ted by the desire to continue their adventurous policy
unhindered, West German ruling circles are tr,ying by every
possible means to prevent the conclusion of the peace treaty
with Gennany, which un:ler present conditions means with the
two German states . Should the Bonn goverrrnent not be willing
in the foreseeable future to change its attitude and adopt
a sensible point of Vi~1 in this matter, the Gr:R in the
interest of the nation as a whole, will be canpelled to
conclude a peace treaty with any state willing to do so. we
take peace wherever we can get it, for all the German people,
or for that part of the people who want peace.
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It -goes without saytil.g that this peace treaty will also settle
the l'lest Berlin que:sU.6n . vle are ready to meet those govern-

(UnclASsi.fied)

ments of the ant1.. H1tlerite coalition that cannot at present
see their way to concluding a peace treaty With the GOR.

i.""'''.:-'

In view of the dangers which the complete absence of a peace

treaty has conjured up for Germany, these are matters of
secondary importance. The chief problem 1s to insure that
a peace treaty is concluded.
There are governments which do not wish to conclude .Reace
treaties with the

om.

"".
"

Of late we ' ha~e heard with interest of a proposal that Western
governments sign a peace treaty With the Federal Republic
and those goverl¥!lents which are willing to do so, sigA a
: peace treaty with the om. As both peace treaties m'!St
setUe the same problems, they would be .basicJ.lly of the
same content and woult lead to the same results. Such a
procedure would do away with the objections which are being
raised by some governments to our proposal to conclude a
peace treaty with Germany, that is, under present conditions
with both German autes.
!',
, .
Q.lr 60ncern in the conclusion of a peace treaty 1s ·the
national existence of the German people, the safeguarding of
peace, and the creation of the prerequisites for the eventual
restoration of GermaQY's unitya8 a state. To. this end we
are Willing · to 'make any ' concesslon which can be made in the
interest ot peace. .. .
;~

We must state emphatieally tha.t 'all ot Ber~in belongs.~ tc the
territcry of the GDR J and that West Berlin- is nct and · never
has been part .of the ,Bonn state.. · This aleo emer ges quite

clearly from · relevant internatibnal negotiations, a;.ld it
was again confirmed at the Geneva fcreign. Ministers conference at which French Foreign!iinister Couve de Murville
stated in complete agreement with US Secretary of State Herter
and British Foreign Secretary Selwyn Lloyd that the West
Berlin governnent has no direct link with the Government .of
the German Federal Republic. The territory of WesiL -B erlin
does not form part of the territory of the Federal RepUblic.
The best soluticn of the West
Berlin problem would be the setting up of a dernU1..iarized,
free city of West Berlin in cOnjunction with the epnqiusicn
of a peace treaty with the two German etates. In this way

Our view remains the same.
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West Berlin could be changed from a very dangerous hotbed of
tension, a center of espionage and dlversianist activit~eB,
into a city of tranquili~ and peace. The urgency of this
is borne out by the fact that fascism and anti-Semitism are
openly raising their uglr heads, not only in West Germany
but also in West Berlin.

Khrushchev to aronch! on Berl in and Germany, (Reported by
Embassy Moscow as coming from Italian A1I1bassador). Responding
to Gronchl 's stress on disarmament as chief problem,
fOlrushchev raised problan of Berlin and Germany. He declarecl

(Secret)

,.

Feb.

·TO

(Unclassified)

the war was lost by Gennany and the Elba marked the boundary
between the T,oIest and sac1a.list countries. It was necessary
to settle the Berlin problem, but it was the desire of the
USSR to do so by agreement, not by imposed solution or
ul timatum . Khrushchev indicated that a provisional settlement of the problem of Berlin was acceptable to the Soviets
so as to allm-l an attempt by the two Gerrnanies to settle
their probleu . Although he was agreeable to refrain from
setting a deadline for such negotiations, they could not
continue endlessly. Khrushchev accused the Vlest of stalling
on the German question and said this imp ermissible.

Polish Foreign J·T inister on German Problem ~ We attach special
importance to the development of friendship and comprehensive
collaboration with our western neighbor, the GDR . We value
highly its uncampromising~ttitude towards West German
militarism, border revisi'onism, and chauvinism--the common
enemies of the Polish and German peoples. Recent ev ents in
. Hest Geman political life still more strongly emphasize the
significance of the GDR for the peaceful development of the
two German states and prove once again that our ties and
collaboration with the GOR are a road to establishing good
relations with the entire German nation and to finally
settling the historic Polish-German problem. Our economic
relations with the GDR are developing favorably and are of
great importance to us , as is d~ onstrated by, among other
thints, by our cooperation in exploiting brown coal'
deposits in Lower 8iles14 ••••
lve understand why the vfest German Government does not want
a peace treaty. We understand why cold war groupe in vari~s
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\-lestern cOQ.ntrL1.e~ do not want it. But why should it' be' o:~ .:\..
rejected by the responsible groups in ~e West Nhich seC' thO

(Unclassified)

need for a relaxation of tension and for peaoeful coexistence?
~;.'

Some people say one cannot conclude a.peaee 'treaty because
it would confirm the fact of the existence of two German
states . This is correct. This fact, however, is not in
dispute; this is a fact which all clear-sighted Western
~

.,

politicians are increasingly taking into account. What 1s
it all about, tben? Is ~lt a.matter ot.. pelding to those
politicians who disregard realities ? Does it mean yie1d?-!l~
to politicians who are unable to recognize facts, politicians
given to adventures?

,r!,··
',I

"I

Some people say tha t a treaty would exclude German reunifica-

,

tion, but everybody knows that under present conditions, as
long as the present policy of the Federal Germ~m Republic is
being pursued, as long as considerable aggressive forces
exist 'in West Germany, two opposite elements can hardly unite.
This is ,a matter for the Germans themselves. This unification
is no longer even ~anted in the West . Why, then, should we
sacrifice such concrete and great advarltages as the treaty
would bring to Europe and the world? .
Well, people say in the Wes t that one should not deprive the
Germane of the hope of reunification. Who wants to deprive
them of that hope? Who can deprive then of the right to
reunit~?
Not the treaty, at . any rate~ The hope is natural.'
It may be realized "througfi renunciation by West Germany .9f
imperialist ambitions towards the world of territorial claims,
of aggressive armaments, through the Muzzling of aggressive
internal forces, and through the establishment of effective
guarantees that the,y will not revive.
I

Then "conditions favorable for a decision on the reunification
of the two ' German: states could COMe into beiilg. Then no
European nation would have any reason tb feel threatened.
This is the only feasible prospect. WhY disguise it? For
. the sake of whose hope? For the Bake 'of lorhat kind of
GerrJ.anj'"? But perhaps what is involved is the fear finally
to confinn the bordera. So again--for whose sake is avoided
~" acknowledgment ot facts whose finality is ~ell understood?

'.

"

We believe that it is 1n the intere~t of the nations--including
the Gennan oat10n--in the interest ot peace, that matters
shOuld be put clearly. We ' believe that confusion can o~
be used for sinister purposes. The conclusion of a peace
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treaty by all interested countries l.,ould be of tremendous
importance. Poland tully supports the attitude of the
Soviet Government, which is also our own attitude; but i f

despite all, the forces of the cold war should L~ist on
having their own way and prevent such a solution, there
would be no other li'ay open for socialist countries than, in
harmony with the declaration of the Political Consultative
Committee of the Warsaw Pact, to conclude together with
other countries so desiring, a peace treaty with the GDR.

Feb.

29
(Unclassified)

Khrushchev Press Conference in Djakarta:

Khrushchev:

Many

questions which could be solved n0l'1 concern mostly the states
that will take part in the conference--the German question,

for instance, and several other problems. Moreover, one
meeting, of course, will not be able to deal "1ith all the
issues under dispute. Therefore I think that the meeting
on Hay 16, if the representatives of all parties to it exert
efforts toward this end, will make a good start • •• •
Question (by Associated Press correspondent:) Did you
actually say that y,ou will insist on a \-lestern withdrawal
from West Berlin .regardless of the concessions they may make
to Russia's pos1t1on on disarmament? Did. you make this
statement to President Gronchi of Italy?
Khrushchev: The question is put in a not too correct way.
The t-lestern pOI·rers are allegedly to make concessions to the
SOviet Union on qu~st~ons of safeguarding peace, while we
are to make concessions- 1jouthe West- With .regard to Berlin.
This is incorrect. These are ·two independent questi ons,
eac~ of which requires a separate sol~tion •

...

Is it only the. SOviet Union ~d the socialist countries that
are interested in disarmament, 1n safeguarding peace? All
the peoples are interested \0 safeguarding peace. This 1s
why it is necessary to oonsider the disarmament question and
solve it in a way beneficial for all countries, for all the
peoples, for the cause of peace.
The question of West Berlin is entirely different . This is
a question whose solution has been dragged out for 15 years
since the end of the war. How much longer can we wait? A
summit conference will meet shortly to strengthen peace, but
the leftovers of the last "rar have not been done away with
yet. This situation contradicts commonsense. This is why we
shall strive to wipe out the hangovers of war, shall try to
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convince our allies of the last war to sign a peace treaty , .
with the two- existing German states. If they tan to understand this need or i f they realise it but refuse to agree,
then we shall sign a peace treaty with the German Denacratic
Republic.
l 1h.en a peace treaty with the GIR is signed, all the
conoequences of the war against Germany will cease to exlet
on the territory of the OIR and. with regard to '\-lest Berlin
as well. West Berlin 1s on the territory of the GDR.

Question (by Antara correspondent:) The Western countries
suggest an all-German e!eb18cit~ to solve the problem of
this state divided into :two parts. What could Premier
Khrushchev sayan this score?
Khrushchev: We explained our posi ticn on this question some
time ago. We stand for noninterference in the internal
affairs of other states. The question of a plebiscite, of
arranging it in this or another state or states, concerns
only the peoples living in these states. The Soviet Union
and. Germany are not even neighbors • ._If the question of a
. plebiscite ariees, let the governments of the two··Gennan
states meet, agree between themselves, a.~d arrange what
they like. The Soviet Union v;ill recognize and respect
their decisions. But we ourselves do not and shall not take
part in settling such questions, and we are against any
states interfering 10 the affairs of other countries •
.;.

..

Question (by London Times correspondent:) Do You '; still
envisage the status ot a tree· city tor Berlin?
Khrushchev: "Ie do not see any other way out. We war.t to
settle the Ylest Berlin issue in such a way as not to create
difficulties for anyone. We only want to record the conditions obtaining in that city..... Capitalist order' exists in
l'Test Berlin~ and we do not want ·!"to interfere in the affairs
of the West Berlin population, we do not demand changes 10
the social system existing there. But we press and. we shall
continue to press for ending the occupation regime in West
Berlin. Consequently, We arrive at the conclusion that the
only possibility that offers itself 10 to grant West Berlin
the status of a tree city_ -Therefore, we have adhered and
still' adhere to this position and we believe that this is the
nost reasonable atand. We want our allies to understand us
correctly and to join us. This would be useful and would
~acilitate the settle:nent 'of issues awaiting solution.
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SoViet Spokesman on Berlin Air Lanes: A Soviet spokesman

said today that the Western Allies must negotiate with East
Germany and the Soviet Union if they wanted to fly above the
Soviet-imposed lO,OOO-foot ceiling in the air corridors
linking West Berlin with the west.
Sources in Washington disclosed Monday that the United States
had decided to resume supply flights into the city above that
ceiling, in agreement with Britain and France.
Yuri Beburov, First Secretary at the Soviet Embassy in East
Berlin, said Allied flights to and from Berlin above an
altitude of 10,000 feet would be considered Uunilateral
violations of East Germany's air sovereigntyll W1less an agree-

ment was reached previously.
The West accepts no limitation on altitude in the corridors.
Answering reporters I questions, ~. Beburov refused to say
whether Soviet or East Gennan fighter planes would be used to
intercept Allied high-altitude flights.
In the two instances last spring Soviet jet fighters buzzed
United States Idr Force planes flying above 1:>,000 feet.
The Russians contend that the three air corridors over East
Germany connecting Berlin with \,lest Gennany can be used by
Allied planes only at heights up to 10,000 feet. They maintain that hi,g her altitudes are reserved for Soviet and East
German military aircraft.
The Soviet spokesman seemed to ~ concede that the origL~al
four-power agreements establishing the air access routes to
Berlin contained no limitation of altitude. However, he said
the air ceiling had become "an established right by custom
and practice. II

Mr.

Beburov said that to this knowledge Soviet representatives

in Berlin had not been infonned of Western plan to resume

high-altitude flights.
Certainly any plan to change the a1 ti tudes of Allied flights,
he said, would make negotiations necessary with East Germany
and the Soviet Union.
lithe East German Goverrunent would have to be thoroughly consulted on such a move,1I he added.
IIAny other action by the Western powers must be considered a
unilateral violation of East German air sovereignty and of
existing four-power agreements. II
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am l?er5u~_r_f!.!.mi~r He~rl'ch ~u on 'E~!~o Re!~~io_t:~ }!nder the
"FrC':.: : ~~.: ~~:·~ Pl1:!~. ·(E>.. .~E'rpts from r>i'ess ~onfers' !~eh !~~

liar.

T

(Unclassified)

Deu:.Jdu..,.... ri : In connection wi1::h:\va::'ter Ulbricht's letter to
Ade.iiuer It has again been emphasized that a fair, national
cOOlP,romiDe in the economic field is necessary. What i s under-

stood

b~

such a compromise?

Rau:

That is a serious questl'oh.' " There are two states in
Germany, and neither German state c~d ex~ect the ~ther to

..

."

submit to :it. In his letter to Ader'JUsr. Walter Ulb:ri cht explain<:>d ll! detail 'Why an overall "M. ~Jr:ona.i p61it leal c rncromise
1s ' p{)f~"'f~J:d and desirable . tye h01.tl 'tIlat HUch a national
canprc,:n.:'.o'l '.) ~an aleo be reached i n the eco:!omic field. Since
thero 3r'1 ;:';.;0 d.ifferent Gennan states, there are tit'10 economic
systems . In our country state property remains 1n the people's
hands, anrl in t'l est Germany ~ the capitalist retab. their holdings.
We do not insist on changes in the ownershiJ? system. West
Germans 1IlA¥ make their own c~nges .
I

Press: Is the GDR ready to compromise on the que s tion

ASsoc~3 t~d

of corr.iI\,;: c I::.l relations between West Berlin and the Federal
Republi~

under a free city status?

As a demilitarized city, \'lest Berlin would be free to
maintain e.:.:onomic relations with anyone :It likes . If West
Ber liners wa nt to maintain economic rela hons ~i th Hest Germany,
they may d'J so, and no objeCtions could bl! raised to new
~conomic contaot., sought by \'lest Berlin with other countries .
However, it is obviously difficult for some people to reali~e
that "lest Berlin is 200 kilometers frau the Federal Reput:!.ic

RaU l

and is located on GDR territory.
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Soviet Note to US on German Bases in Se;in: The Kinistry of
Foreign Affairs of the union of SoViet ociali8t Republics
(Unclassified) has the honor to inform the Embassy of the United States of
America that on the fourth of March 1960 the Soviet Government sent to the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany
a note concerning plans for establishing military bases of
the Bundeswehr on the territory of Spain.

T

The Soviet Goverrrnent considers that the efforts of the
Goverment of the Federal Re:,ublic of Gennany to establish
military collaboration with the Franco regime seriously complicates the situation in Europe ano is contrary to the noticeable
relaxation 1n tension 1n favor of Which the governments of the
US$ and the USA have spoken out. The Soviet Government
expresses the hope that the Government of the USA, as one of
the participating states in the allied agreements on Germany
intended to eradicate Gennan militariem, ·to prevent ita
rebirth and to set
. , the development of Ge~any on a peaceful
democratic course, will use its influence in order to prevent
the realization of the dangerous milita~ plana of the
Government of the FRG.
Hinistry of Foreign Affairs of the USSR would be grateful
to the Embassy for transmitting to the Government of the USA
the present note as well as the attacHed copy or a note to the
Government of the FRO. (Moscow, Harch 4, 1960.)
The

Mar .

T

(Unclassified)

Soviet Note to FRG on German Bases in Spain: The GoverllDent
of the Union of SOviet Sociilist Republics considers it
necessary to inform the Government of the FRG of the following:
It has becQlle known to the Soviet Government t hat the Government of the FRO is carrying on negotiations with t he Government
of Spain for the purpose of arran;;iJ'\( the military collaboration of the two countries. As is apparent from press reports,
the authenticity of which is also confirmed by the statements
of officials of a number of ~Je s~ern countries, the Government
of the FRG 1ntends to use Span~sh territory for the establishment there of air force and missile bases, military testing
grounds, and of supply bases of the Bundeswehr.
It is necessary to assume that the GovermJ.ent of the FRG could
not fail to note what wide-spread indignation and concern the
steps of the Federal Government for the purpose of establishing military bases of the Bundeswehr on the territory of

"
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Franc'? 'Spaiq. hav8 ~ 8roused ·4.Jt .sircle.! of the public and in the
parliaments of many countries, including countries adhering
to :the sam.~ . mllitary bloc ~9 the :FRG.
The Soviet Government, for its part, calls the attention of
the Federal Government to the fact that Western Germaqy, by
entering 'into 8 military agresnent with· the Franco regime,
, crudely vio).ate,s the act of unconditional capitulation or
Germany, and the allied agreement on Germany, which were
,designed to ~uarantee tllat Germany never again would threaten
its neighbor's and the peace of the whole world and which apply
·to any German 'government and consequently also to the Government of the FHG.
It is known that the Federal Goverrrnent is not just today
entering oh this dangerous course, the course of violation of
international agreements prOViding for the peaceful and
democratic development of Genwany.

"

.

,
.
.•

."";

At the present time the FRG is supplying its army With
missiles adapted. for the carrying of atomic warheads and 18
conducting its training in the use ot atanlc weapons. Plans
for the construction of a naval neet, also 8Upplled with
nuclear misSiles, have ,been Horked out by West Oerma.nyts
military organizations. The personnel of the Bundeswehr 1s
being indoctrinated in the spirit of revenge-seeking, fulte
m.ongering, and emi ty towards Germany's Western neighbors
above all. The soldier and officer corps of the Bundeswehr
is being instilled with the idea of the special miSsion of
the "lest German armed forces with regard to the eountr1es or
Eastern Europe.
The character of the agreement ,lhleb i8 being prepared between
the FRG and Franco Spain indicates that the rearmaJ'llent of
Hest Gennany has entered a phase in which the framework of
NATO '~d of the Western European Union already hamper it and
the Federal Goverrrnent is endeaToring to circumVent even those
hallway measures of control over the armament of the FRG on
which the authors of the Paris agreement relied. It is
appropriate to recall that the Soviet Government has more
than once emphasized the insufficiency and illusory nature of
such ~ontrol over the rearmament of Western Ge~ and recent
events only reemphasize the justness of this point of view.
'C

::'
I~

..., The revelation of plans for establishing mUitary bases of

the

Bundeswehr on fore \en territory have opened the eyes of
even those 'who still .i.ccept \lith cr'e dulity the peaceful.
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declarations with which the Government of the FRG has never
been stingy and who deluded themselves with hopes of holding
the military development of vlest GeITllany within some limits
or other with the aid of the mechanism of NATO. It is precisely this which explains the concern and the forthright
denunciation displayed with rare unanimity by public op:iJ1i.on
of the most differing countries of both East and West in
evaluating the latest actions of the Government of the FRO.
There is scarcely anyone who does not now understand that,
for the Govermtent of the FRO, participation in NATO is only
a stage on the way to the rearmament of West Germany which is
necessary as a step by step approach towards the possession
of nuclear weapons and missiles and their production, if not
in Germany itself, then outside its boundaries.
The Government of the FRO today appeals to the Franco regime,
not in the least embarrassed by the fact that the establishment of military collaboration between the FRO and Franco
Spain will awaken memories of the darkest pages ot history of
the recent past. Indeed, on the ·eve of the Second World War,
Spain1s territory was used by Hitlerite Germany to conduct a
dress rehearsal for preparing the Oe~n military machine for
the cOl/Qllission of aggression. Eve'n' during the course of the
war itself, Franco Spain was an actual participant in the
Hitlerite military coalition.
Officials of the FRO try in an outmoded way to justify the
steps they have ~ken on the basis of the inadequacy of the
territory of West Germany for the further development of
military preparations and on the interests of the security of
the Federal Republic. If one follows this strange logic, he
is forced to the conclusion that countries possessing (less
territory than. the FRO should also endeavor to establish their
military bases .on the territory of ot'h er -states. But this,
as is known, is not the case. The fact · is that this is not a
question of the size of the territory· of this or that country
but of the direction of its foreign policy course.
It is understandable that the establishment of Bunlieswehr
bases on the territory of Spain cannot have any relationship
whatever to the tasks of guaranteeing the security of the
FRG. Indeed, this is not a question of constructing shelters
for the West German population beyond the Pyrenees ' far from
the terri tory of the FRG l.,.hich, according to the strategic
plans of NATO should in the case of a militar,y conflict,
becane a forward area of atomic missile warfare, but of the
establisbnent of bases of the Bundeswehr. If one speaks
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seriously about a threat to the security of .the

4"

this arises from one thing, . trom that pollcy~hlch the
Government of the FRG Itselt ·conducts by realizing on an ever

(Unclassified)

~OJ

then

growing scale the mUitarization of the country and by encouraging the extremely dangerous concentration on the territory of "lest Germany of "aimed forces, armaments, stockpiles
of atomic weapons, and launching sites of the NATO pm1ers.

The external political steps of the Government of the FRO,
especially recently when a definite reduction in international
tension has been noticeable, gives every basis to suppose
that the Government of the FRO fears liquidation of the cold
war and fears that efforts which are being taken will lead to
agreement between the great pO'.1ers on the most urgent and
acute international questions. It 1s everywhere noticeable
that every time prospects open up for closer understanding
among the USSR, the USA, and other Western powers, action is
taken on the part of the FRO designed to disrupt intarnational
understanding and cooperation.
Spanish-German intrigues ohviously have as their purpose a
split between .the participants in negotiations of the states
of the East'~ and West, . to undennine the coovnittee of 10 on
disarmament, and to canpl1cate the work of the meeting at the
sutll'lli t. The negot1at.lons between the Government of the FRO
and. Franco Spain again confirm that the Federal Goverment
does not actually desire an iJnprovement in the situation in
Europe. This is why it opposes the liquidation of the consequences of the Second '-lor~d r:at' and a conclusion of a
German peace treaty, there~ also solving other national tasks
of the German people.
The Soviet Governnent considers it necessary to draH the
attention of the-Qovernnent of the rnG to the extremely
serious consequencee of the steps it is taking for the
establi8hmen~ of Bundeswehr bases on foreign territory and
arrangement of military collaboration with Franco SpaL~,
which are incompatible with the interests of upholding peace
in Europe and with international agreanents affecting Germany .

(rl ose"", ~.arch

4, 1960)
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Khrushchev on Pushtun Plebiscite e (Excerpt from epaech at
Moscow reVIeWillg his SoUth Asian tour): OUr position (on
Pushtun self-determination) flows from the Leninist
nationalities policy, which proclaims that every people has
the right to seU... determination, that national questions must
be solved in accordance with the will of the peoples. We
consider correct Afghanistan's demands that the Pathan people
be granted an opportunity to express their will by means of
an erquiry, by means of a plebiscite in free conditions to
decide whether they wish to remain w1 thin the Pakistani
state border·s , to form a new independent state, or to unit.
with Afghanistan. This demand is canpletely legal; it 18
in accord with the principles of the United Nations Charter.

am

Sensitivit to Princ le of Self.. determination A
ed
y US Mission Berl : Sensit
ty 0 East German regime to
possible applicat10n principle of self-determination to
Berlin and German questions has been clearly reflected in
the Soviet Zone press since Premier Khrushchev at end of
Indonesia visit commented thereon February 29. Neues
Deutschland March 3 devoted lead editorial to thIs topic,
carefUlly sidestepping real issue inherent in genuine, free
plebiscite and painstakingly developing position that
existence of two German states leaves only issues of disarmament and peace treaty on which German people should exercise
Ilrights of self-determination ell Reimann, First Secretary of
KPDJ developed same theme in recent KPD delegates meeting
and !Iappeal to German people" adopted by meeting stated:
1l0ur people have right of selt-determination in vita1
questions of our nation; they must have right to decide in
plebiscite on immediate cessation of atomic armament,
cessation of all other armament, and conclusion of peace
treaty with both German states." Latest East German reports
indicate same theme developed. during 11th All .. German Workers
Conference which convened in Leipzig last weekend.
In reviewing previous East German record re application of
principle of self-determination to Berlin, Mission notes
increasing Communist insistence, subsequent to Khrushchev
speech at Hungarian party congress (December 1), that free
city proposal 1s consistent 'With that principle e Thus Neues
Deutschland editorial December 19 belabored argument
decision "whether \o' est Berlin should remain a powder-keg of
NATO and German militarism" is not a matter for West Berliners
alone but is far more a matter for "18 lI\illion GDR citizeIl8."
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(Coll£1dentlal)

this year, SED leader Paul Verner~aid West Berlin leaders
have no right to portray themselve~ ' ~s def~nders of self-

o

to ..C.QllIlIUIlist China in January

determination rights of Vlest Berliri 'Peap.le "WhUe at same

time those leaders defend

cont1nuatlon ' ~r

occupation regime;

peoples ot Asia know front 'own hi8tory ··t~t a foreign
occupation regime and sel.f-deterin1riati6n
as irreconcil-

'are

able as fire and water."

-¥

,.

Art lcle) (summary):

Mar.
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(Unclassified)
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continues to
strengthen its armed forces and. rockets are stationed. in the
GDR, negotiations between the two Oennan states will not be
possible," a worker in the bus and truck repair works in
Berlin. ~l'.P~_ow saJ~.J' .; ~ ... "
..:;.._::" .

Is this
view.

~olleague

right?

Ho, he 1s not.

Facts refute his

"

Of course, there are prospects for negotiations. The proposals
made by Walter Ulbricht in his letter to Adenauer show the
road to such negotiations: The two German states muat come
to an agreement on comple~e disarmament; a referendum must
be held in the two German states on complete disarmament and
on the question of a peace tteaty with Germany.
These ateps would be the best German contribution to the

summit conference.
In the future we will continue to prove our readiness for
negotiations, because negotiations are the only peacefUl
road to a gradual
~~i.between the two German states.
Nor will our deJfena
"S
including \he stationing of
rockets, i f that should be necessary, change our attitude
toward this question.

~

...

'", . ... ;.
~

Rockets and rockets are not the same thing. In the hands
of socialist states and governments, which persistently
fight for negotiatiOns, rockets serve peace and the principal
methods to safeguard peace, namely to solve .8.1l. issues
through negotiation.

-

All. reasonable people know that the socialist ear:lp has no
aggressive intentions. We do not threaten anyone, and we
are ready at any time to do <Hithout rockets, atomic weapons,
and all mass destruction weapons. On behalf of the entire
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socialist camp, N. S. Khrushchev submitted proposals to this
effect before the Unlt-I!kl Nations.

(Unel0.oif; ad)

What are the reasons in view of this situation, for possibly
stationing rockets in the GIR, too?
German militarists are speeding the atomic arming of their
army. Th~ are prepRring plans for unleashing a Blitzkrieg
against the ODR .

Palter Ulbricht has revealed these plans.

Because of his situation, is it possible for us to encourage
the German imperialists in their campaign against the East
thro~h our own defenselessness?
Therefore, our warning to
Bonn: Attention, gentlemen, we are compelled to protect
ourselves.
All military weapons in the possession of the GDR, even
rockets, i f need be are an urgent warning, a means to prevent

war before it 1s unleashed, for rockets in our hands make
the "Bonn Blitzkrieg strategists" realize : Blitzkrieg means
blitz suicide .
Therefore, rockets in the GDR would be no obstacle to
negotiations but an instrument for peaceful negotiations.
The balance of power is of decisive importance to the safeguarding of peace, to a further detente and for negotiations
between the two German states. As a result of the economic
strengthening of the GDR, of the consistent peace policy
practiced by the GIR, am. of the growth of our military
defense potential this ratio of power is constantly changing
in favor of the om.

Mar.

"2j
(Unela.sil1ed)

Khrushchev S eech to French Peace Council excerpts): The
Communlsts are pers
en y 19 t ng or peace.
all tell
you confidentially that I am also a Communist. Fighting for
peace, we say that social problems should be solved not by
means of war between states, but by organizing a demonstration of which system, gives greater boons to the peoples,
which system better insures the advance of human culture and
the national. economy, which more fully satisfies the requirements of the people.
If the champions of the capitalist system believe in their
system, i f they are sure that their system will win in
peaceful competition with the socialist system, they must
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not be afraid of this competition with the socialist system,
they must not be afraid of this competition. If they do not
want to compete with us but want to propagate the cold war,
this means they do not believe in their cause, do not believe
in their system. But we believe in our social system, and
we prove and will prove our belief not by means of war, but
by peaceful competition, by developing cultural and econanic

.., ".

...
,

c ontacts with other countries; we Will fight for our ideas

not!',by means of war, but by struggling for man's mind. And
man~s mind can be conquered only if man htmself understands
which idea is better, which social system better secures
the full satisfaction of man's material and spiritual
requirements.
The ideas of communism were born in France and 1n GermanyJ
but today certain Frenc~Ben and Ge~8 blame us for being
CommW}ists. "fe are grateful to the Germane and the French
tor having presented the bright ideals at- communism to
mankind. Guided by the ideas of scientific -comrnWlism, our
people have scored great successes and are putting those
it;1eas into practice. We Caruuunists are fichting for peace;
;1e want to live in peace and ~iendship 'With all peoples.
Peace partisans in your country and in other countries are
frequently called Corrrnunists; As a CC'JfIU'mlJlist I am proui
of this. If reactionary forces ' are to consider every man
who fights for peace a Communist, by this very act they will
be hel ping to make people aware that the part played by
communism is most progressive. All peoples, you see, want
peace, and only madmen are capable of' wanting war. But it
is not madmen who should determine the policy of states1
Consequently, i f react i onaries identity" the word. "peace"
with the word "convnunism," then that is a compliment t:)
COI'Mlunists.
I shall not develop this thought further, however, because '~
it night be said that I am conductihg Communist propagand& •. ~ ,
I am conducting peace propaganda. ~' Th1s is the purpose of
my visit to France. v7e are fighting for peace and wll1
continue to fight for it. He will do our utmost to bring
closer the day when agreement on diSarmament w111 be reached.

Communism cannot be imposed upon peoples from outside by
means of military force. The victory of communism does not
call for war between states. We shall prove the superiority
of cpmnunism by deeds, not by 'War, but by peace1"u.l constructiq~ by creating the best material and spiritual boons for
for man's life.
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TIW Soviet Union is persistently ' fighting for peace..

You.

know that the USSR Supreme Soviet has adopted a decision on
another- reduction of the armed forces by one-third, and we
shall carry out this decision irreppectlve of the position
of the v1estern countries on disarmament. It 1s quite possible
that sanetirae later we shall have the possibility to effect a
still more substantial reduction of our armed forces.
\'lhat problem now worries the . French and Soviet men and wanen?

The revival of mUitari5m in West Gennany. I think I can
express my opinion on this question in a country I am visiting.

I believe that the German revanchists will threaten France
more than any other country. To the Soviet Union they are a
threat only because they might unleash war aoo draw many
countries into it. But obviously, even the mad Geman
militarists understand that to start "lar against the Soviet
Union is tantamount to suicide ..
We must not forget the lessons of the past. If before World
\';ar II France and the Soviet Union had agreed to joint
action against aggression by Nazi !Germany, there would have
been no World l'Tar TI. But some 'le'aders who hated our
socialist system wanted to egg onH1tler against the Soviet
Union. Hitler, however; had his awn plan. He decided to
deal first with France and Britain, and then with the Soviet
Union. Yet we emerged victorious fran this war . We routed
the Nazi amy. Neft., that militarism is being revived in West
Germany a repetition of the errors of the past must be
prevented.
I believe that you, friends, fully understand our anxiety.
I beg yoo. to understand me rightly. I cam'e here not to
conduct propaganda agai.n st tbe Germans. We want t o be friends
with the Germans • • Fe are very good friends With the GDR, a
sovereign Germafl ~tate. We want to be good friends with
West Germany too. '1'!Btlt' we desire that militarism, a threat
to peace in Europe, should not raise its head in West Germany.
I think that the French agree with this. Let us fight shoulder
to shoulder against the threat of another war. Our peoples
are now stronger than they were before World Har II, not only
spiritually, but also materially stronger. And I believe
that we shall be able to bar the road to war i f we pool our
efforts.
I wish you, dear friends, success in your lofty activity.
For you it is more difficult to fight for peace than for me •
•
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As the cha1.rma:n of the IESR CoUncil of Ministers I am backed .
by a tremendous aI"Utf. a val'jt . . country a great people inspired
by the ideas 6£ i'eace and' friendship amonr nations • . You are
pioneers, and "«>1Iietlmes someone does not understand you. But

.r

the greater ttfe 'difficulties'»1n the strugvle for a noble
cause. the more they should inspire the people to strtlfE'le.
You knoW that 3l\Vone can accomplish an easy tasK I but only
people with a strong ,4111 and a clear mind can accomplish a
<i1rncult task:

Let us fight together for peace irrespective of political
and ideological differences. You live 1n orie system__ that
is your domestic affair. But the struggle f'or peace is our
common cause. Hence. we must jointly strive to prevent
another war.

l19J:.
23
(Uncla8silied)

Khrushchev Speech to Erench-Sovtet Friendship Society:
(excerpts) The Soviet state trom the first daYs of its
existence has based its foreign poliey on the Leninist
principle of peace.f\ll coexistence, which infers complete
renunc1.ation of war as the means of settling questions at
·i.ssue. as well as non1.nterference in the internal affairs of
other countries. This principle also suggests ,that political
and economic relations among states should be built on the
.basis of full equality of the parties and mutual benefit •

.

'-

"

,

Sometimes we are told: This is so, but you refUse to give
guarantees that corr.mun1sm will not advance beyond your
h
borders and spread ,to ·. the noncon:muntst wo~ld! This holds
true indeed: . we CaMot ('"ive such guarantees. Joliot-Curie
said the remarkable ·words ~t ideas travel without visas
~ and that there has nat yet been.born .a man who oould order
,· t/lought to die/ aDd malae it real.J.y' <i1e.. By the way. the
. ideas of communism penetrated. our country without any visas,
too. .Incidentally. they "travelled via Paris, for J.~arx and
EnCels worked fruitfully here long before the October
Revolution. It was said at Itbe td.me that a spe¢ter of
<' covmunism was ' wandering about Europe • . Having -assumed c01mlunist
icieas. our people ' introduced them dnto real 111'e, into great
practical deed$. '.
We are no hypocrites, and therefore we say frankly: Yes, we
do believe in the ideas of cormr.unism; we do believe that they
will . win out , : But it is just because 1 )le believe in this that
we. have always Peen opposed to the ·spread.ine' of any social
system by violence. We have always proposed: Let us compete
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in pract1ce without interference in each other's affairs;
let us prove b,y deeds whose s,ystem is better, whose ~stem
(Unclassified) gives man more material and spiritual benefits. whose system
insure& more freedom for the people~ And let the people
themselves decide which system is better.
Note: . - - - - (Smirnov Speech of March 23 may be found on page 48.)
2)
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Letter to Adenauer on a Peace Treaty: Esteemed
At the 'conference of the heads of the four
governments due to berin on May 16 in Paris . the question of
the preparation of a peace treaty with Gerrr~ will occup,y an
ilnportant place. The interests of the German people con:mand
that the (,overnments of the two German states and the
governments of the four. powers at long last take the measures
which lead to a peace settlement with GermanY.
Grote~hl

11r. Chancellor:

For the German people the conclusion of a peace treaty is of
fTeat national importance. It would remove the b1eeest
obstacles today preventing the peaceful and democratic re.
unUication of Gerlr.any . The peace treaty ,,'Ould clear the
way for an understandinr of the two German states on their
rradual rapprochement and final unification. The German
people "'ould be able to fully develop their peace economy,
and it l-1Ould ruarantee other nations that peace will never
again be jeopardized from German soil. The peace treaty would
set up an effective barrier ara1nst a third world war.
As lone ago as September 1958, the rJm Government took the
initiative for speeding up the conclusion of a peace treaty
by requesting the Vovernments of the four powers to take in
hand the preparation of a peace treaty with r~rmany. At the
same time the GDR Government approached the r~vernm~nt of
the Federal Republic with the proposal to form a joint German
coumission to discuss peace treaty problems. Unfortunately
the {'"overnments of the T.Iestern powers and of the Federal
Republic did not agree to these proposals.
In view of the impending conference of the heads of covernments, the GDR Government deems it an urpent necessity that
the- two German states should jointly represent the just demand
of the German people for the conclusion of the peace treaty
and expound the point of view of the two German states
regarding the peace treaty to the heads of government of the
four powers. as the most important states of the anti-Hitler
coalition and therefore the chief partners to the peace
treaty.
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The GIR Government proposes to the Government of the Federal
Republ ic to nominate representat·ives for a joint German

peace treaty delegation and to authorize this delegation to
suanit at the conference of the heads ot goverrments in
Paris the point of view of the goverrrnerits of boUt 'German

states on the question of a peace treaty w1th Germany.
Proceeding fran. the fact that the two German gover(lments
have previously held different views on the need fer the
conclusion of a peace treaty and its contents, the GDR
Government feels that the representatives of both "German
states to the joint peace treaty delegation should .first of
all strive to find. a common point of view on the question
of a peace treaty. So 88 to make possible the start of an
exchange of view on this matter without delay, the GDR
Government is willing to immediately nominate its representatives for the joint German peace treaty delegation. Insofar
aa agreement between the representatives of the two Ge~
governments cannot be reached, the exposition of the point
of view on matters still under dispute would have to take
plac~ separately.

The GDR Government expects that the GovernMent o! ~the Federal
Republic will agree 'to setting up a joint Gennan pO
eace
treaty delegation and will nominate its representatives .
The conclusion of a peace treaty would make it possible to
concentrate the entire strength of the German people on
peaceful purpoees. It would be a great contriblt1on ttWard
a detente.
With high esteem, otto Grotewohl, P remier,

1960.

M&r.

-2)'
(Unclassified)

Berl1o~,

March 24,

Khrushchev Press Conference in Paris excerpt): Here is the
question 0
ance 0
correspon en Hic e
ordet: You
are regarded as an advocate of peaceful coexistence and
territorial status quo between East and West. If this really
1s so, lmy do you question the status quo in Berlin where
the military poait .~ons of the l1estern powers are ft(eak?

,

.

Khrushchev: I snould say that from the n.llitary point of
view the presence 6t troops in West Berlin is of no importance.
Can the pr~seQce o~ll , OOO soldiers of Western states
constitute any threat to us from the military point of view'?
Hardly aQYone can regard these troops as forces for preparing
an attack against us . If we consider only the military
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aspect of this question, it would be, probably, to our
advantage r.?..; 200, OOO, )OO, <X>O, or half a million soldiers
were broughtr'\; o~~st 'Berlin. Then it would be easier to
neutralize
in case of war. I repeat, from the military

tnem

viewpoint the presence of armed forces of the Western
countries in West Berlin 1s of no importance
a

I hope that journalists who took part in 110rld Har II are

present here. I also was not a mere onlooker in the past
war and I clearly understand what war means.
Our policy on the Gennan issue is clear. He want to eliminate
the remnants of \-lorld l far II, to draw a line beneath it, to

conclude a peace treaty. It is natural that the policy of
those who do not want to conclude auch a peace treaty arouses
our suspicion. Indeed, no one can convince us that i f we
preserve the sparks that re.llain of World l,Tar II, this can
serve better understanding between countriee and consolidation of peace . No, loJhen sparlcs are smouldering and are not
put out, it means that there are people who would like to
use these sparks, when they find it necessary, for kindling
the flames of another war.
The Soviet Government does everything in its power to put out
these sparks. We have always been striving and shall continue
to strive to settle this question. We are exerting all our
efforts to prove to our partners, our farmer allies in the
war against Nazi Oermany, the necessity of concluding a
peace treaty. This must be done in the interests of peace,
in the interests of all nations .

If all our possibilities are exhausted and our aspirations
not understood, we shall unilaterally sign a peace treaty
with the GDR. This will settle the problems connected with
the liquidation of the .. remnants of war in the territory of
the OIR which will sign _the peace treaty with UB; the probleM
of liquidating the occupation regime in ,fest Berlin will also
be settl ed .

Mar.
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Khr~hohevts - Unde1ivered S eech to French Parliament excer ts):
y,
e mOB urgen a
BCU e ques 10n, upon
e so ution

of which depends the security of EurOpean nations, is the
question bringing World I'J ar II to a close. The main point
here is the peace treaty with Gennany, which llill signify
the most important step t~!ard the solution of the German
question as a whole . The French and the Soviet people, who
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have repeatedly suffered from German aggr ession, are primarily
interested in such a solution'to th i s problem, whereby
Germany will finally cease to be a source of mlli tary threa t s.
Foll~1ng "'orid r!ar II, favorable possibilities hc."m becor.e
available for this. In the first place , the Soviet ~~ion ~s
now imn:ea.surably stronger than it was in 1939. Second, a
dependable shield against German aggression is now provided
by the Soviet Union together with other European socialist
nations. Thir d, considerable changes have taken place in
Germany itself: For the first time in history there exists
a German s tate in which the roots of militarism have been
uprooted-- the peace- loving GDR . Consequently, the base of
German militarists has been considerably narrowed . Fourth,
in all European countries, tne peace- loving forces, who have
learned the necessary lesson from the twO' werld )rars, have

grotm .

The people are justly anxious because all ttese new possibilities fer strengthening peace are net being utilized.
This alarm is becoming str enger, pa r ticular~ because the
clouds of Gennan revanchism are beginning to form .
~fuile

taking the decision to ann the FedE.:-al Ge:rrlan Republic ,
certain Western circles calmed dmm their canpa triets by
alleging that the Paris Treaty and the machinery of the West
Eurepean alliance would insure a dependable centrol ever
\\'est Germany. The reason for the control i tsalf was a wise
one, and it seems that the interest disp1ayed. in this idea
in France was primarily due to' this . However , in reality it
turned out , that, the " contrel!! was nothing but an empty
formality, which by no means hindered the revival ef
aggressive (omissien) in the Federal Republic . And no;.r even
the show of contrel is being cast away, as happened during
the unhappy times of Versailles.
I..

"1

It was said. that the Paris Treaty 'Would allegedly limit the
size of the West German army . t' eanwhile, the Federal Ge~an
army is already about the most po\·JerfUl in Hest Europe and
soon, informed observers assert, it will be as strong a s all
the armed fo r ces of ...all rm;at European- t.~ participants
cOOlbined.
.'

It was also said that the Paris Treaty would orevent the
Federal German Republic from producing rockets and nuclear
weapons. Meanwhile J today everyone sees how the West German
army is conducting maneuvers on the borders with neiehboring
countries to train in the use of atomic weaponSJ and how West
German plans are beginning to build rockets.
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It was also said that supposedly the West German ar~ would
be radically dirfelent from the old army of the Prussian
militarists. And yet, the defense minister of the Federal
German Republic is boasting today that tens of thousands of
soldiers and officers of the Bundeswebr are "vetere.ns of
World Car II," or, in other Word.s," Hitler's soldiers.

'.

It was said that supposedly the West German regime would
consist 0·; ~eople who had had n?thing to do wi"th fascism and
who had them::3elves scarcely escaped from suff6l'illg under _ ,.
Hitler. But in reality, people who in their time nursed
Hitler J armed him, and blessed him for " crggrems ton, --are- r8'1.s-1ftgtheir heads higher and higher. Today these people m:e again
talking about the "living space" and are preparing to establish
their milita~ bases in Spain and other countries.

Can we ignore these facts?

Can we cover our heads and not
hear the alarming news coming fram Bonn?

Possibly some one in the West will say: nNhy should we be
alarmed? Bonn is only demanding the alteration of its
eastern, not its western frontiers .1I But, first of all, this
reasoning is as absurd as that of a man hoping to remain in
the right half of a room when a fire breaks out in the left
half of the room. Second, i f Bonn is nO\"1 talking about
usurping the polish and Czechoslovak territories, who can
guarantee that tomorrow it \-rill not again start talking about
usurping lands in the West? As you know, this happened in
1939. It can also happen nmi, especially since the Hitlerites
'Were soundly beaten in the east and now do not have the
enthusiasm to butt in there in the atomic age.
Understand me correctly, ladies and gentlemen. I am far from
the idea that the West German Bundeswehr is such a force th:lt.
the peace-loving nations could not cope with it if it
attacked them. The danger lies in the fact that the German
revanchists may wage a war counting on, for example, knocking
the heads of other powers together and warming their hands
in the conflict. It does not take much wisdom to unleash
aggression; it is sufficient to have a certain amount of
adventurism. This is the real danger. This is what we must
not permit.
Do not think that I am trying to set you against your
neighbors , the l'1est Germans, Or that I have come here to
breed dissension between you. Although the Soviet people
suffered from the Hitlerites more than any other nation, we
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still do not base OU~ policy on hostility toward the Germans,
and rancor and revenge. 'On the contrary, we wish to be.
friends with the Germans. We haVf'\ already established relations of sincere friendship with the GDR . He are also
trying to make our rela tiona with the Federal German Republic

not only normal, bUt also friendly .
naturally, We see nothing wrong in establishing good relations
between Fraoce and the Federal German Republic . But it is
clear to us that this question" can. only be solved under
conditions of peace, free fran the vestiges of World Har II,

free from the atom, and free of foreign military bases in
Europe , and under conditions of universal peace and
disarmament.
To normalize the situation in Europe, first of all it is

necessary to eliminate the source'of tension--to eliminate
the remnants of vlorld War II, to stabilize the changes
resulting fram this war, and to legally fix the frontiers
wnich re~ulted from the fascist defeat. In other words, a
peace treaty must be signed with Germany .

A peace treaty should protect the vital interests of the
European people from a new threat from German militarism.
The peace treaty wi:l also be a great blessing for the German
people themselves. It Will guarantee them a peaceful fUture ,
make the situation within the country healthier, and improve
the prospects for its peaceful reunion. If anyone is going
to suffer from it all) it will be the Hitlerite revanchists
who still have not been finished off. But who will pity them?

•

It is frequently said that the obstacle to the peaceful regulation of the German q1J.estion is the fact that Germany is
split into two states belonging to different social systems .
It seems to me that this is rather a pretext than the real
cause.
The restoration of German unity 'its, of course, a difficult
problem . Considering the matter realistically, the process
of "reunion obviously must go thl'ough several stages. Moreover, under the conditions in which two Gerrn:m states exist
in reality, only the Germans themselves can agree on unifi cation. Unfortunately, this stage-by-etage process has not yet
begun and the cause of this · is the position of the ruling
circles of the ~ederal German Republic, who stubbornly refuse
to establish any contact with the ODR. Obviously, with the
Government of the Federal German Republic maintaining such a
position, the reunification of Germany in the near future can
hardly be counted on.
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What

can be done about this? And what should be done
the
nations whose interests are Buffering from the lack of a
peace treaty with Germany? Obviously, only one solution is
possible: To sj.gn a peace treaty uith the two German states

actually existing--the GDR and the Federal German Republic-and , i f one of them should refuse this idea, then only with

the one which would agree to a peaceful settlement.
If a peace treaty were signed, this would also solve the

question of Vest Berlin, which now complicates the relations

amone the powers and threatens the peace. In essence,
Berlin now represents a special political unit. It is
included in the Federal German Republic and represents
alien political and economic organism in the territory

West
not
an
of the

ODR .
He are proposing to preserve the existing social system in

tieet Berlin and to eliminate the occupation regime. Let it
be a free city. Proposing such a solution, the SOviet Union
is stressing that it is not aspiring to any unilateral
advantages for itself. The GDR, l:hich is interested in
quickly eliminating the remnants of the l'1ar, agrees to the
transformation of Pest Berlin into a free city.
The Soviet proposal does not touch the social and econonic
fundamentals of the life of West Berliners--they are free to
elect the system they like . Add to this the Soviet Union1s
proposed actual and extensive guarantees against interference
in the internal affairs of vlest Berlin and the possibilities
for maintaining unobstructe d relations with the outside l'10rld,
ruld you will see a picture of a free city which will cease to
be the apple of discord and will have a peaceful and quiet
life.
\'le are ready at any mO'ltent to sit with you and your allies
aro.md the table and work out in detail exhaustive guaraHtaea
for l'iest Berlin. Yet certain people--and I mean first of all
Chancellor Adenauer-- suppose that the West Berlin question
should be the object of some "test of forcel! in the clash
between the East and West. Their ~ormula is simple: If NATO
wants to prove that it is strong , then do not let it withdraw
even an inch, or allow any changes in the present status of
this city. But this is an extremely dangerous position.
Such an approach may bring mankind to the brink of a war, and
we are duty-bound to warn all the people who are interested
in preserving the peace of this.
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~ Statement on status of West Berlin: The Ministr.y of
Foreign Affairs of the GDR welcomes the fact that assertions
by Adenauer and Brandt that West Berlin was part of the
Federal Republic have been rafuted by the statement of the
U. S. State Department, which was published shortly &f~er
Adenauer's U.S. visit. The State Department thus opposes
the attempts of offic'i.al quarters in Bonn and West Berlin,
which have been intensified especially of late, to prevent
a solution of the West Berlin question serving the interests
of peace and an easing of international tension. This i8
fUrther confirmation of the fact, to Hhich representatives of
the 'GDR have repeatedly drawn attention, that the Adenauer
government with its policy which is hostile to an undarstanding is increaSingly isolating itself even from the governments
of the United State a'1d the other "-!estern powers .

Regarding the assertI.m in the State Department's statement
that Berlin had never belonged to the former Soviet occupation
zone, competent GDR authorities have repeatedly proved on the
basis of documents "-1>1" untenability of this assertion. At
the Geneva foreign m: nisters conference, GDR Foreign Affairs
Hinister Bolz dealt . . . ith this matter in detail.. In particular,
the declaration on the zones of occupation in Germany of
June 5, 1945, proves that all of Eerlin is part of the CDR l s
territory.
The GDR Government has never denied that the viestern occupation
troops have corne to Berlin on the baSis of international
agreements. However, their coming and presence was connected
not only with r1ghts,but also with a number of obligations,
especially the obligation to prevent the resuscitation of
German m.jJ.it~rism. ,F acts shOw, however., .that the occupation
regime "h ich exists in "tlest E!erlin .today · forms a screen
behind which the West German militar~ts pursue aggression
a gainst the CDR and other socialist countries, and that West
Berlin has been transformed into a frontline city of the cold

war.

At present, it 1s the most urgent task in the interests of
an understanding and peace to eliminate the dangers emanating
fran lrlest Berlin .
, ...
The GDR has put forwar d its proposals for the liquidation of
the anomalous situation in West Berlin by peaceful methods
through an understand'lng. The best way for the peaceful
solution of the West Berlin question is the creation of a
demilitarized free city for this would eliminate the dangers
to peace which are r.aw emanating from West Berlin and would
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have an extremely favorable influence on the further easing
of tension in Europe a~d the world. The abolition of the
occupation statute ar.d the c!'eation of a demilitar ized free
city of Weat Berlin would also correspond to the true meaning
of the principle of self-determination.

Although the word self-determination can be constantly heard
especially of late from the lips of Adenauer and his abettors,
they are do ing their utmost to maintain the occupation regime
in Tllest Berlin . .. However, as long as a foreign occupation

exists, one cannot speak of the right of selfdetermination of the West Berlin populace.
re g~ne

The GDR Hinistry of Foreign Affairs once again stresses the
need. to liquidate the anomalous situation in Hest Berlin.
The hinistry of Foreign Affairs expresses its conviction that
an understanding on the "jest Berlin question will come about
and draws attention to the GDR ls readiness to negotia te on
possibilities for the solution of this question which serve
the interests of peace and the population IS life in tranquility and security.

Mar.

29
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•

GDR

to Principle of Self-Determination Further
by US Mission Berlin: Over past three weeks indications of Soviet Zone regime sensitivity to self-determination
issue have continued to increase a Hardly a day has passed
Hithout regime spokesmen commenting, or editorials being
published on subject in the East press. Line followed sticks
closely to that delineated by Khrushchev on February 29 in
IndoneSia, while side-stepping real issue inherent in selfdetermination.
Sensitivi~y

Ana11~ed

In biggest play on topic to date Neues Deutschland March 27
printed full-page analysis of "'l-1hat really-iS se11'determination" by editor Kertzcher . Article recalled Hitler's
exploitation of self-determination slogans in his aggressive
acts against Austria and Czechoslovakia. According to
Kertzcher, Adenauer is following course today similar in
tactics and objectives to that of Hitler. While proclaiming
devotion to self-determination, Adenauer plans to over-run
GDR "lith Bundeswehr. Self-detennination basic isst.:.'Ols not
permitted in Federal Republic , e.g., disarmament and peace
treaty. Kertzcher insists that national right of selfdetermination in reunification is thus prevented by Adenauer
who ,,;ill not permit s elf-determination to be applied to
essential first step -- i.e., peace treaty with both German
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States.

nll self-dete.rmination for the German people is
proposed before impending Summit Conference, in concrete
terms it can only mean declare yourself ready to conclude
peace treaty with both German St&tes." Kertzcher's 'Nl'3th

turned not only against Chancellor Adenauer; SPO leader Hammer
also denouncod for questioning validity of GDR elections which
resulted in 99% returns in favor of regime state. Kertzcher
ridicules thie With qU8sticm whether self-dete mination only
op'eratlve when majorities are very small. Article concludes
with lengthy Ifcanparlsonll Goo. and Federal Republic: \'lorkers

.
',- -

'

in GDR make own production plans while Federal Republic workers
produce goods they are unaole to call their own. ODR farmers
voluntarily join collectives thereby broadening Pl'ocr..lctlon
potential while Federal Republic farmers are ever more
harassed. Even foreign policy of Bonn doesn't want to permit
Guinea to exercise sel f-determination in diplOMatic relations.
"The p.ag of nationa: self-determination is held high in
. Gennan, by the GDR. "
'.

Earlier, in speechhrc1rl9---t<> workers of Leuna Works,
politburo member NOlden stressed necessity to apply ureal"
self-determination 1,.., "Jest Berlin problem. Free City proposal,
according to darden, i.loulc:.. 1'ul1'illthis requirement . Demilitarized Free City would have "genuine self-determinatiRn
over its internal affairs, its social and political affairs,
and its economic and cultural " ~clations ...nth other states,
etc.1t Only in this way, acco::oding to Norden, can "H est Berliners
achieve self-determination.
Kcrtzcher article and Norden speech ~p~cal of daily efforts
of SOViet Zone reg:ilne to deal '...i.th self-determination issue.

Mar.
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Khrushchev sSeech at Rhejms (excerpt); Those who do not want
to put out t e sparks want to fan the conflagration of another
war. For wbat purpose? To change the frontiers which took
shape after Uorld War II? But neither the polish People's
Republic, nor Czechoslovakia, nor the Soviet Union will ever
accept this. I think that France could not accept this either.
We are dOing and shall continue to do our utmost to achieve
understanding for our policy ' and to secure the conclusion of
a peace treaty with G I~ rmany . I reoest, we shall do our utmost
to this end. If the 1 Iestern powers do not understand our
peace-loving position, we shall have to conclude a peace
trea ty "1ith the GDR. ~ ••
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Soviet 1\mbassador Smirnov told Borm ' s Foreign Press

Use

Only)

Association ye~terd~M Suviets expect Wostern proposals
July 28 interim Berlin solution proVide starting point for
Summit negotiations on Berlin. Smirnov denied Soviets '
earlier rejections Western proposals in effect made then

invalid for purposes further negotiations .
Asked l ater whether Soviets would insist upon pushing their
"Free City" proposal in face \<les't Berlin insistence, through
referendum, for maintenance status quo . Soviet Ambassador
replied: "Four powers in Berlin not at request Berlin population but for other reasons . II Moreover , he insisted right of

self-determination incompatible with continuance occupation
regjJne.
~th

reference Soviet threats conclude separate peace treaty
with GDR, Smirnov told correspondents Soviets l'Would do everything possible reach agreement with Western powers . Summit
will take place soonj let ' s be calm. If it produces solution,
we no longer need be pessimistic ." However, Soviet l.mbassador
then went on assert Soviet Union wants "End abnormal ai tuation
resulting from war. That situation abnormal ",as recognized
by West at Camp David and Geneva. He therefore believe that
most urgent current problem is conclusion peace treaty. Further
delay seems us impennissible. II
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- 49 Foreign Minis try Statement on Berlj.n \Olaterways Bill:

The West Berlin Senate has passed a so-called water bill,
which is to liquidate the unifonn administration of the
waterways of all of Berlin, previously carried out by the
competent organs or the GDR, an::l. to set up a separate

administrative r egime for the waterways and installations
situated in West Berlin.
With reference to this, a spokesman of the ODR Foreign
Ministry said: After 1945 all of Berlin was part of what
was then the Soviet occupation zone. The fact is that.

the three Western powers which participated in the occupation and administration of Berlin did not impinge on the
juriadiction of the Soviet organs over ti1e waterway J nor
over all the Reich railway installations in all of Berlin.

With the founding of the GDR, the functions

rorw~rly

chrried

out by the Soviet authorities regarding all wat e r ways of

Berlin passed to t he corresponding organs of the GDR.
Since then the GDR has been the competent authority in all
matters concerning the waterways of all of Berlin . This
is the legal posi1..1on , finnly established by the usage of
many years .

The water bill, passed for West Berlin at the instigation
of the B~ ,government, proVides for large- scale interferenQe in the competency of the GDR an4 for Tar-reaching
changes in the existing position by setting up a separate
West Berlin water authOrity, ',by changes .:in property
relations (Eigentumaverhaeltn1sse), etc. Certain waterways (for instance the Spree River- -ADN) are to be
designated as so- called "federal waterways", directly
under the Bonn government.
The enactlnent of this law is a new provocation which
definitely aims at aggravating the situation and runs
counter to t he normalization of the situation in West
Berlin .

It is incompatible with the legal position, lihich

stipulates that West Berlin is not part of the Federal
Republic and must not be governed by i t. The provocative
character of this new disruptive maneuver by Bonn am the
West Berlin Senate is especially transparent, since even
the Western powers have repeatedly stressed that West Berlin
is not part of the Federal Republic, as did the State Department in a statement issued a few days ago .
These provocations are being carried out because not only
the public, but also authoritative Circles in the United
States, Great Britain, and France have acknowledged the
need to do away with the abnormal situation in West Berlin.
SECRET/NORORli
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By means of such troublemaking maneuvers, the Bonn
government, actlvely supported by the ruling circles

of West Ssrlln, is continuing its sntidetente policy,
which is aimed specifically at preventing the solution
of the West Berlin problem, wbich is about to be
tackled. The GDR Ministry of Foreign Affairs points
out that tha originators of this provooative act are
fully responsible for all its consequences.

Am:.
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Excerpts from Ulbricht letter on uPeople I s Plan for
Germany" """"(P8ssages in boldfac;-type set off by virgules.)

(Text)

Dear West German workers :

Like you, SOCial Democratic , Christian, and nonparty
workers of West Germany, ~ J too, are concerned about
the preservation of peace, the relations between the
two German states, and the future of the German Dation.
We address ourselves to you because without an understanding among the working people , an understanding
between governments appears to be hardly possible . It
is urgently necessary for us to narrow the gap between
us and to reach an understanding on questions which are
decisive for the life and the future of our people.
Time 1s pressing. The date of the summit conference is
cOming closer and closer. /We should make baste to
insure that the opportunity of peace for the German
people should not be missed again. What we fail to
do today va shall have to do tomorrov under much more
difficult and perhaps more dangerous circumstances.I •••

ITo the German people, however, the right of selfdetermination means, above all, the democratic right to
prevent preparation for var and war itsel f under all
circumstances. I All responsible Germans, the German
workers and their organizations in the two German states,
must jointly struggle for this elemental right of selfdetermination of our nation.
Therefore let us fight jointlyl IAlI the German people
should decide in a referendum( whether or not they agree
to our proposal for the renunciation of atomic armaments
in the two German states. IAII the German people should
also decide whether or not they agree to our proposal
for complete di sarmament in the two German states. I The
attitude toward this proposal shows whether a person is
really in favor of the self- determination of the German
people or misuses the concept of self-determination for
pu~poses of deception in the i nter est of NATO's policy.
SEX;RET/NOFORN
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/Let us allow national peaceful interests and national
commonsense to speakl/:

(Cont.)

We spoke of our common concern about the state of the
relations between the two German states. Why are the
relations between the two German states 80 crucial to
the fate of the nation? Let us look at the problem
quite soberly! There are today only three alternatives
for the German people.

The first alternatlv8--the road of war:
.'
One , Ge~ state tries to conquer the other

bY force.

That 1~ tantamount to 8 dread1\ll fratricidal var; 8
war in' which German workers would fight German workers,

German peasants, German middle class people fi~ht Garman
middle class people; a war which would unleash an atomic
world war sbout whose consequences no one among us is
likely to have any doubt.

'!hat 1s the policy of the

present Bonn government which, under the slogan of
1I1iberatiop, \. plans fratrioidal and revanohist 'War in
086e its attempt at blaokmail "with the help
atomio
weapons is abortivu.

of

/We tell you quit, frankly: No attempts at blackmail
and no threats of '\ j:evancJlist war oan make an apression on the GDR and the 30cialist oamp. It i s c.b'7ious
to everyone that the balanoe of power in the world is
now such as to rule out onoe aod for all an acsumption
of pO'Wer by the West German mili tarista in all of
Germany,. A B;l.itz.kr1eg 'Would mean "Blitz-suicide. 1I
The year 1960 1. not 1933./
'

j

Those who think that the West German Government tod~
1s vory powerfUl are mistaken.. They should ponder Ber t
Brecht's words: \'What is great does not remain great;
wat is petty does not remain petty.. 'nle nighS has
12 hours, then comes the day. u The world, it is know,
has changed ~4 continues to change at an evel"7iDoreasing
rate in favor of socialism..
f,
Herr Adenauer is of course aware that an atomic war

would mean th~ complete destruction of Weat Ge~y .
It is preCisely for this resson that the Bonn government tries to secure for itself military bases,
facilities for r,treat J and a refuge for the West German
Government .in Spain and other p!ac9s outside West Germany.
This first alternative is unacceptable for you"· as well
88 for us, for the nerman people •

.,
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Second slternative--deepening the division of Germany:
With strong jntervcntion from outside and resistance
by the Germans themselves, a war can be prevented.
Peace would thu~ be saved. But without an understanding
between both German states there still would be no
rapprochement between them or, at least, a beginning to
the process of reunification. Some 20 or 30 years might
thus be lost to reunification. This is the aim of the
Adenauer policy, for if the aggressive military plans
cannot be carried out, the present Bonn government wants
at any rate to prevent the reunification of Germany.
These gentlemen have the ides that, if they cannot rule
Germany, Gemany 1e to remain divided. This 1s really
the old reactionary concept of the Carolingian Reich
at the expense of the unity of the German nation. This
perpetuation of the division of Germany, however, must
not take place any more than a German fratricidal or
revanchist war. This alternative, therefore, cannot
satisfy us either. The road to an understanding between
the two German states must therefore in ~ circumstanc9s
be found.

Third alternative--understanding and peace:
/The lrrIOrkers in East and West should come to an understanding, al'ld through their j oint struggle produce an
understanding between the two German states. The remnants of World War II will finslly be liquidated by
conclusion of a peace treaty with both German states.
A third ~~rld war will be blocked. West German militarism will be eliminated. An understanding among
German workers in East and West and between the two
German states will be effected on the basis of 8 national
compromise which will b& acceptable not only to the
workers in West Germany and in the GOR, but also to the
other classes and strata, up to and including the West
German bourgeOisie. To any reasonable German with a
sense of responsibility, this is the only possible plan
for Germany./
Such a national compromise is the Alpha and Omega of the
peaceful reunification of the German nation. Why so?
The citizens of the GOR long ago made a final decision
on their state and social system and will not tolerate
any interference on the part of the West German Federal
Republic. The citizens of West Germany should decide
on the state and social system of West Germany according
to their own judgment and without any interference from
the GDR. /The two German states should reach an understanding on hoW' matters are to develop. This i8 the
SFl)RET/NOFORN
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right of self-determination. This is also the central
idea of a confederation in which the two German states
would be linked with 'each other on an equal baRis.
This is the only road ~he peaceful reunifteat iQD of
Germany. No one in Germany other than the incot"li i ~ ible
milltarist~ and revanchists would lose anything by this.
But every individual and the entire German nation would

,-

,I"

"

gain peace, self-determination, the overcoming of the
division and the strengthening of the international
reputation of Germany. We, the ~orkers would gain; the
prl§asants, the artisans, and small businessmen would gain;
the members of the intelligentsia would galn; and even
the big enterpreneurs would not fare badly. Fo~ atomic
weapons have no respect even for packages of stock certificates. The elimination of the enormous armament
burdens in West Germ~ and the tremandous possibil~tles
of the soeialist world market would assure full employment for West German industry for 8 long time and would
thus assure the workers of their jobs. In addition,
this step would greatly protec~ West German industry
agpinst the unaVOidable fluctuations in the capitalist
world market.
Some people say t :18.t the milltary status must be
stipulated and that everything else would than be settled
automatically. A1~y also mean, however, that both German
states would leav ~ the alliances to which thoy belong,
and they obViously would like to leave unchanged the
rule of militarists and revanchist politicians and their
arlJl.8:IL8nts. However, the "military status" which the
German people need must consist above all in the abolition
of atomic and rocket bases and, moreover, in complete and
general disarmament. This would, indeed, mean a great
step forward. /'rhere i.s but one good "military statusI'
for Germany--general and complete disarmament./ •••
The safeguarding of peace requires above all that the
hotbed of war in West Berlin be extinguished. The West
Berlin problem b~s not been raised by us, but by the
remilitarlzation and the revival of militarism in West
Germany and through the misuse of West Berlin 8S a center
of harassment and aggression. In the war plans of Adenauer
and Strauss and their ilk, West Berlin plays the part
of a center for haraSSing and subversive activities
against the GDR and other socialist countries and the
stepplngstone to aggression. The fate of the West Berlin
population, exposed to the risks involved in such a
policy, is 8 matter of indifference to the gentlemen in
Bonn.

'-

,
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/Hence the situation in West Berlin, which is
recognized

89

abnormal by all the big powers, must

be strajghtenod out in the interest of all Germans
as well as of all other peoples . /
Although West Berlin is situated right in the center
of the GDR and is legally part of its territory, we
agree, in thg interest of detente and understanding,
to the establishment of 8 demilitarized free city of
West Berl in. We believe that this is 8 good solution
acceptah:e to all concerned.

All will gain by such

8

solution. They will gain peace and security by the
elimination of one ~f the most dangerous centers of
confliot. This applies to the West Berlin population
and the people of the GDR as well as to the Western
powers. The West Berlin people would be in 8 position
to determine their own fate freely and without outside
interference; they would have the social order they
desire. And all communications of West Berlin with
the West and the East would be guaranteed. West Berlin
would be able to maintain ecoD~mic and cultural relations
with any country. A demilitarized free city of West
Berlin would no doubt be the most advantageous solution
for all concerned, pending reunification of Germany • • • •
In or der to ease the situation, however, we should be
prepared to agree to an interim solution which, while
in force , would enable the necessary measure of mutual
trust to be established among those concerned. /Such
an interim solution, however, would require that in
West Berlin at least such condi.tions be cre ted that
the city can no longer be miS& 'ed as a base for sabotage
and h~assing activities of all kinds, war provocations,
and other forms of the struggle against the GDR, the
Soviet Union, and other social ist countries./

Of course, it will not do that atomic or rocket weapona
are set up or stored in West Berlin or that-- aa is
currentl y dane--West Berlin citizens ar e admitted into
the West German Army. In West Germany itself it was
noted /that now onB out pf 10 soldiers of this army
comes from West Berl in. Thus compulsoI7 military
service has in effect been extended to West Berlin in
Violation of all international agreements. / The admission
of West Berl in citizens into the West Germany Army,
where they ere being drilled for an attack against the
GDR, is inadmissible under any aspect.
Finally, an interim solution for West Berl in would also
have to incl ude the phased reduction of the military
forces and the gradual elimination of the occupation
statute. All these measures vould substantially ease
tensions and facilitate a subsequent , more comprehenBive
solution. • ••
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Herr Adenauer forgot that West Berlin is situated right
in the caater of the GDR and 1s part of its territory.
Hence the Bonn government has no right whatsOever to
tnterfere in West Berlin affairs. If there should be
:, s ' referendum at all, then the whole GDR populatton,
to ",nose terri tory West Berlin belongs, would h.."I.'ltl a

much more legitimate right to vote on the soluti on of
the West Berlin probl~m. No doubt the out~ome of this
referendum would hardly pleQse Herr Adenauerj '-.i·t would
backfire on him. / • ••
'

The conclusion of a peace treaty with the two. German
states, with wh1cL the summit conference \Jill also
deal, would solve the West Berlin question, too. The
peace treaty \lol,1d liquidate all the remnants of World
War II, would e1. iL5 '.late German militarism, would create
the best foundat ~ on for an understanding between the
two German states and decisively facilitate their
gradual reunification by means of a confederation. It
is therefore in the interest not only of the working
class throughout Germ~, but also of all other classes
and strata to exeroise joint influenoe on the summit
conferenoe to this end. For this reason, the GDR
Government has proposed /that a ,joint peace treaty
'delegation of the two Ge~an states be sent to the
summit conference./ This delegation would, on the one
hand, demonstrate the common interests of the two German
states, and it would have the task of seeing that the
summit povers assure that the views of the two German
governments on the conclusion of a peace treaty and the
peaceful solution of the German question is expounded
at the conference.

,
"

Many of you, colleagues and oomrades, ask what will
happen if the Western powers obstinately refuse to
conolude a peace treaty with the two' German states
because they do not want to put their signature beside
that of the 'GDR. If the two German states come to a
prior agreement, such a situation vill not develop.
However, in case you will not have succeeded in inducing
the present Bonn ~~vernment to embark on the road of
understanding, it will be /possible to prepare the necessary peace treaty which the states of the anti-Hitler
coalition who ~ I h to do sO could conclude a peace
treaty with the &DR alone. We would, of course, see to
it that in such a ease the interests of the West German
people would also be considered in the peace treaty.
It is true, the solution of the German question would
be much more complicated than in case of a peace treaty
with both German states. The West' Berlin question would
Simultaneously be solved on t~is basis.
SECRET/NOFORN
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The great responsibility of the SPO:

17
We vould l ike to say quite frankly , dear Social Demo-

cratio workers, that in view of the dangerous slttmtion
in West Germany we are watching the policy of your
party in West Germany which broad strata of the working
class consider their own. Although the KPD is working
under very difficult conditions of illegality, it has

in its manifesto outlined the road and the aim of the
German vorking class and the people. This document
contains the possibility of establishing a united action
movement of Communists, Social Democrats, and Christian
\lorking people .

The SPO, as

8

legal party, has

8

great responsibility in

the present situation, and just at this time when your

party leadership has thrown overboard its German plan
and left the field to the equally dangerous and bankrupt
policy of the Adenauer government aimed at the destruction
of Germany • • • •
But nobody wants to force our social order on you. In
the GoR everybody is happy to be rid of the capitalist
rule . Nobody wants capitalist exploitation here. We
working people have made our decision, and we know that
we have made the only right decision. You yourselves will
decide on your social order . We are ~ ertain that sooner
or later you will arrive at the right decision •• ••
But we do not intend to foist our socialist democraoy
on you. /As things are now, it would be progress if
you worked for a change in the militarist-clerical
system in West Germany and for the creation of a
bourgeois- democratic order , at least one which is
opposed to war and which observes the rules of a
bourgeois- parliamentarian democracy. / But create the
democratic order you like . We adhere to socialist
democracy because we consider it the best social order.
Our proposals proceed from the premise that there are
two states with different social orders in Germany and
that neither of these states wants to foist its state
order on the other, that neither of these states must
threaten the other through force, blackmail, or even
war; this is to say that no differences exist in this
field, either, which can prevent us from cooperatjng • • • •
The great national compromise:
Some serious and well-minded West German people are of
the opinion that reunification is impossible with the
existence of tvo different social systems. However,
SIDRET/NOFORN
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~he problem does not l1e in the existence of
~stems in Ge~y, but in the fact tbat the

two social
West
German state i s a militarist state with aggressive
plans, whereas the GDR is 8 socialist state let:king
aggressive intentions. Of course, the problems llf the
existence of the two social systems 1s not e8sy to
solve •

/But if we do not -wish to renounce reunification or
the vaging of war against one another, the only
alternative, desnite all differences, to insure the
maximum degree o~ r approchement between the two German
states and their peaceful cooperation in overcoming
partition 1s 8 GBl~ an confederation. With the peaceful
cooperation of the two German states , the two social
systems vill compete with eaoh other and demonstrate
which can do most for the German people./ This peaceful
contest will yield many good and useful results, not
only for the vo~ers in both German states, hut for all
other sections of our people • • ••
. ... TIlls national compromise could be achieved on the
basis of the German plan.
/The people I s plan for Germany--this means:

/Never a fratricidal var or other vars;
/Ne~er a threat or caokma11, or the use of force by one

against the other I
/Tbe people's plan for Germany--this meene:

/An understanding between the
, 'j

Germans!

I,

/Understanding mean s:
/Understanding between the German vorkers and their
organizations; betveen the peasants, the intelligentsia,
and all peace-l ~ ' ing Germans I

/The people's pl bIl for Germany--thls means:
/Negotlatlons between the two German states with the
objective of a peaceful understanding between them;
/Agreement on the renunciation by both German states
of the use of force;

/An agreement on the setting up of an all-German commission based on parityl
SillRET/NOFORN
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/The people's plan for Germany--this means:

17
/ An understanding on the next steps to be taken to

safeguard peace by which both German states renounoe
atomic armament and rGcket bases;

IAn

understanding on disarmament and the strength of
the armed forces;

IAn

understanding on the joint struggle for goneral and
complete disarmament;

IAn

understanding of our German proposals for conclusion
of a peace treaty;

IAn

understanding on the rapprochement between both

parts of Germany through economic and cultural

cooperation I
/The aim of the people's plan for Germany is Germ.any I s

reunification as a peace-loving, democratic state
through German confederation./ •••
Khrushchev speech

!! Baku

Excerpts from Khrushchev speech at Baku, April 25, 1960:
••• The other question which affects the interests of
many states is the conclusion of a peace treaty with
Germany, including the settlement of the status of West
Berlin. To solve this question means to do away with
the remnants of World War II and to strengthen the cause
of peace in Europe. The signing of a peace treaty is a
natural way of ending 8 war. After every war, after the
passing of some time, a peace treaty is signed. But here,
no more mr less than an entire fifteen years have passed
since the capl~uiation of Hitlerite Germany and the end
of the war, 8 period more than suffi~ient for settling
the relations bro~en by the last war.
Nobody loses by concluding peace. On the contrary,
all to whom the cause of the strengthening of peace is
dear can only gain as a result of this. With the conclusion of 8 peace treaty would come the liquidation of
the occupation regime in West Berlin and consequently
the withdrawal of occupation troops from there. Without
this we can hardly count on the elimination of a dangerous
focal point for contradictions between the states, and
at the same time the establishment of normal conditions
of life for the population of West Berlin.
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I have alrea~v said more than once that the
truest solution to this problem would be the transformation of West. Berlin into 8 free city with firm
guarantees that t he economic and cultural ties of this
city vith all cvuntries will not be hindered. Such a
solution would make it possible to reliably insure the
freedom of tbe ~cple8 of West Berlin and to protect
tbe people of t ne city from any interference in their
internal affairs.
We put this proposal forward long ago, and avery
time we return to it, 'We analyze it over and over again.
Is there anything at all in the solution of this question
along the linos of the p~an we have proposed w1dch vould
harm our partners? To speak bluntly J we can find nothing
of the sort. I would like to repeat once more that \rrI8

must be only grateful to the Government of the GOR for
its understanding attitude toward the necessity of
eliminating the tension in the center of Germany, and
for the definite sacrifice Which it makes in agreeing
to the status of 8 free city for West Berlin, although
this city ·is geographically an inseparable part of the

,:-

GDR.

It seems to us that this ought not to be a subject
for quarreling, but nevertheless they also want us to
get involved in such a quarrel. Wall, then, since
right and justice are on our side, should we bG afraid
of such a quarrel? • • •

Anr.

IINeuas Deutschlc.nd 11 attack
Berllri

27
Offic1aJ

~

Bundestag meetings

in

~

Only

"

NEUES DEUT ~~ HLAND April 27 front-paged brief article
stating that only a f ew weeks prior to Summit a new
provocation has appeared in form of announcement by
FedRep that Bundestag will meet in West Berlin, 'Itherefore, outside territory of FedRep, II this autumn.
Article claimed that this move, long planned, was made
public now in order to support Adenauer's ·policy of
opposing l'norma11zation h of situation in West Berlin;
Chancellor himself bad used article in CDU- press
release Apr 25 to champion retention West Berlin status
.we Noting that earlier this year Gerstenmaier and
Brandt had favored holding another Bundestag meeting in
West Berlin (lion territory of GDR") , art1ele concluded
~th observation that both Adenauer and Luebke have made
llprovClcative H visits to West Berlin this year.
SFXRET/NOFORN
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Excerpts fro:n Khrushchev IS .oddress.,Yi.!be Supreme
Soviet
~' 'lbis seasion is meeting in the momentous deys
when the fifteenth anniversary of the victory over
Nezi Gel~~ and of the end of World War II in Europe
is being celebrated. • ••
II The patriotism, the stanchness and courage of
millions of modest Soviet men and women, educated and
inspired ~ our Leninist party, were the main factor
insuring the defeat of Nazi Oarmany in World War II.

hOur people have not for gotten and will never
forget the prioe of viotory. Nor hes this been forgotten by the peoples of the United States, Britain,
France, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Albania, Yugoslavia,
Greece, Norw~ and other countries wbo fought in the
ranks of the anti- Hitl erite coalition • •••

'Abnormal, Dangerous'
l1 1hat is why, oomrades, the Soviet Government so
persistently presses for the elimination of the remnants of World War II which pOison the inter national
atmosphere and which include, above all , the outstanding issues of a peace treaty ~th Germany and the
abnormal, dangerous situation in West Berlin.
hThat is why we want to conclude with other powers
an agreement on general and complete disarmament since
this is the only reliable guarantee for mankind against
nuclear rocket war and the only w~ of safeguarding
a really lasting peace. ~ are for an enduring peace,
for peaceful coexistence and cooperations between all
states. Such are the principles governing our foreign
policy. They are clear and understandable to all.
li As you know, a meeting between the leaders of
the four powers--tbe Soviet Union, the United States ,
Britain and France--~ll open in Paris on May 16 •• • •
~' Wbat are these questions?
You knoW' that the
first of them, which is uppermost in the minds of all
people , 1s the question of disarmament . General and
complete disarmament is the most radioal means of safeguarding world peaoe and excluding war from human
SOCiety. In conditions when no state had either an
army or arms, al l oountries -would have to settle even
the most acute issues peacefully, throtgh negotiations •• • •
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>' The second question is the necessity of concluding

pasco treaty with Germany and a solution on this basis of the proble", of West Berlin, which has be~CJle a

8

knot of eontradlo :'1o~ 8 fraught with all kind of Bil'~"prises
and dangerous copaequences. To eliminate complot a:.y
the remnants of World War II in Europe and to nUl"malize

the situation in Berlin with a long-outmoded occ~pation
regime still functioning in the Western part of it,
\18

suggest the conclusion !)f a peace treaty with Germany J

that is, with both really existing German states.
-,

.. .
~

I The summit meeting will ......lso· havo to discuss questions pflrtLining to t ho otb'er . relations between the

Socialist and capitalist countries. These questions
vere already discussed during the CODversatbns ! had
with the heads of government of a number of states,
and many of them were the sUbject of discussion at
various international conferences and inthe United
Nations.

•

I'Now I should like to emphasize the following:
If the vital probloclS of the day--disarmament and

peaeeful settlement ~th Germany, including the questions
of West Berlin--are solved, the problem of improving
East- West rel8tion ~ would solve itself •• • •

-.

I Look at the 11U8 and cry raised by a certain part
of the Western press in connection with my recent
speech in Baku. S"ma people in the West are trying
to picture the fi:.'m desire of the Soviet Government ,
expressed in the speech, to make the summit meeting
produce practical results, on the German peace treaty
and West Berlin included, 8S nothing short of a
I threat"
to the Western powers.,

l'One thing is absolutely obvious: BOlm has not
resigned itself to the last war's defeat; sinister
plans of unleashing a new ....ar are again being hatched
there; it still dreams of revenge, of doing away with
the changes that took place in the world after the
defeat of Hitler Germany.
Ii In his speeches Chancellor Adenauer tries to
pretend that he is also against war. But these are
mere words. Actually all his policy i8 aimed at
creating conditions for revenge .

':' .'j,.

, ..... t ...
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~ Why does not the Soviet Union's desire to conclude
a peace treaty with the two German states meet understanding with O\~ former allies? Will they lose anything
if a peace trea~y 1s concluded or will anyone else profit
at their expense? If one looks soberly at the state of
affairs and proceeds from the recognition of the
existing national frontiers, established after World
War II, it will become obvious that no one will lose
from the conclusion of ~ace treaty but everyone will
become confident in the immunity of peace.

Il Talkin8 with statesmen of Western powers one gets
the impression that these arguments meet an understanding,
but as soon as the question 1s put on 8 practical plane
and appropriate propcssls are advanced, these proposals
encounter objections from the Western powers.

IIApparently the whole point is that West Germa.ny
now is an ally of our former allies in the war againBt
Hitler Germany. Essentially they are resisting the
signing of a peace treaty because this treaty is opposed
by Chancellor Adenauer, whose policy is guided by purposes
which ere far from being peaceful.
"Defending the occupation status of West Berlin,
the re~eaentatives of the Western powers not infrequently claim that the present situation suits the population
of West Berlin. But such arguments are utterly untenable.
In the first place, the abolition of the occupation
status in West Berlin concerns not only the residents of
that city. It has wider implications. West Berlin 1s
located on the territory of the German Democratic
Republic. Therefore the situation in West Berlin concerns
perhaps to no smaller extent the population of the German
Democratic Republic •
.1When the occupation status is preserved in West
Berlin and the troops of the occupying powers are stationed there, this in many respects poisons the life
of the population of the German Democratic Republic and
cannot but worry all Germans.
IlOne should remember that the troops of the Western
powers are stationed in West Berlin in accordance with
an agreement between the Allied powers and not at the
request of the West Berlin population. _ This circumstance
makes utterly untenable from the legal viewpoint the
attempt to present the question of the presence of the
Western powers' troops in West Berlin as one which should
be made dependent upon the opinion of the West Berlin
population.
SEX:RET/NOFORN
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When I spoke in Baku I mentioned a statemebt by

the United States Under Secretary of State, Dillon. In
that statement, Dillon, as if serving 8 warning with

r-

regard to the foreign policy of the Soviet GovOl"lU:lent,

declared that Khrusbchev was walking on very thdJl ice,
as he put it. He must have meant by that that the
SOViet Government's policy may fail.
I think you will agree with me if I say that

Mr. Dillon's worry about our policy and our country
is out of place, to say the least.

"

Do not you worry,

gentlemen, about our policy. We are not walking on
thin ice. We st~d on 8 basis of monolithic granite
which no one 1s 6~~ong enough to shatter.

"

If one should speak of thin ice at all, then
look, Mr. Dillon, what are you standing on? Your
policy rests in large measure on the support of
colonialism, the enslavement and the plundering of
backward peoples and economically dependent countries.

,.

...

•

Large sections of opinion hsve had to pay notice
to some recent pronouncements by Herter, Nixon, Dillon
and other political leadore who are shaping the foreign
policy of the present Administration of the United States.
These pronouncements are an ill omen. :they are far :from
inspiring hope for a favorable outcome of the talks
opening on May 16.
,

May

9

thlfortuna1d.y, these speeohes have beeD approved
of by the President of thp United States himself, who
stated at 8 press co~ference that they had set out the
foreign policy of the United States Government. This
makes things stl1: worse • •• •
Proposals of the Soviet Government for
treaty

~

German peace

Meeting of Chiefs of State and Heads of
Government Paris
May, 1960
UsSs Delegation Translation of French Tr2Pslaticn of
Russian Text Handed to French by Soviet Ambassador in
Paria on Hay 9. 1960

•

PROFOSALS OF TRE SOVIET GOVERNMENT

The Soviet Government favors proceeding immediately
SEX:RET/NOFORN
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to the slgnarure of B peace treaty with the two German
states. However, since su~h a solution of the probl~
raises objections on t.he pe.rt of the Western Powers,
the Soviet Gov8rnillent, which as always strives to achieve
concerted action on the German question among the four
principal mw er-s of the enti-Ilitler coalition, is prepared meanwhil e to aGree to an interim 301ution. This
interim solution would con3ist of the signat~~e of a
temporary (provisoire) agrdP,ment on West Berlin, suited
to prepare conditions for the ultimate transformation
of West Berlin into a free city and the adoption of
measures leading to the pr3paratlon of the futmt:l peace
settlement. In this connection the Soviet Government
proposes the following:
1. To conclude 8 temporary agreement for two years
relating to West Berlin. The agreement would include
approximately the same list of questions as those which
had already been discussed in 1959 by the Foreign
Ministers at Geneva and, without bringing any radical
change to the actual status of West BeDin, would, however, open the ~ to the elaboration of a new and
agreed status for the city corresponding to peacetime
conditions.

The temporary agreement should envisage the
reduction of the effective strength of the forces of the
Three Powers in West Berlin, which reduction could take
place progressively in several stages. It would likewise
be suitable to put in writing the intention expressed
by the Three Powers not to place in West Berlin any kind
of nuclear weapons or missile installations.
The agreement should moreover include a commitment to take measUres to prohibit the use of the territory
of West Berlin as 8 base of subversive activity and of
hostile prop~ganda directed against other states. Measures
concerning the prohibition of subversive activities and
of hostile propaganda with respect to West Berlin might
likewise be envisaged under an appropriate form.
In the accord account would also be taken of
the declarations of the Soviet Union and of the GDR
concerning the maintenance of the communications of West
Berlin with the outside wQrld in the form in which they
exist at present for the duration of the temporary
agreement.

The engagements concerning the GDR could in
that event take 8 form which would not signifY diplomatic
recognition of the ·GDR by the Western Powers who would
be parties to the agreement.
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, To supervise the fulfillment of the obligations
re~arding agreed
measures in .West Berlin, and to take, in casa of
necessity, measures a8S\~1ng the fulfillment of the
agreement reached, a committee could be Bet up composed
of representatl\cs of the French Republic, tho Llll~ed
Kingdom, the Soviet Union and the United States of
America.
flowing from the temporary agreement

9

2. At the same time that they oonclude an agreement on West Berlin, the Four Powers vill make 8 deolaration inviting the two German states to take aavantage
of the interim period fixed by the agreement in order
to attempt to arrive at a common point of view on the
German question. Contact could be established between
the two German states by means of the oreation of aD
all-German oommittee or under same other f~ acceptable
to them.
In formulating these proposals, "the Soviet
Union proce~ds from the thought that, tf "the German
states refuse to engage in oonversation with ane
another, or if, at the expiration of the temporary
agreement, it becomes clearly evident that they are
not abl~ to come to an understanding, the Four Po~e r8
will "' ~ign a peace treaty vith the t\lO GeTm8ll states or
with one of .them, as they would judge it aesirable. Of
course, if the GDR and the Q~R succeed irt r 3scrJUng an
agreement, there ~~ ll be no obstacle to the conclusion
of a single peaoe treaty for all of Germany.. Moreover ,
measures will be taken in orier to transform West Berlin
into a free c1 ty. As tar as the statute of the free
city of West Berlin i8 concerned, the USSR would prefer
to elaborate tt.. ~ in oommon \lith France, the United
Kingdom end the United States.
.

• '.

.
In proposing the transformation of west Berlin
into a free city the Sovie~ Un1~ does no~ in any way
wish to damage the interests of the Western Powers, to
change the present mode of life in West Berll~ or to
attempt to integrate this city within the GDR. The
Soviet proposal derives from the existlng ' sltuation and
tenqs to normalize the atmosphere in West Berlin while
taking 4Gcount of the interests of all parties. The
creation"of a free oity would not damage the economic
and financial relations of West Berlin with other states,
including the GFR. The free city would be able to establish 8S it pleaees its external, political, economic,
commerCial, 3cientific and cultural relatiohs with all
st8~e8 and international organ1zat1ons_ "Completely free
relatiODs with tpe external world ~ould be asaured to it.
,
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The population of West Berlin would receive
sure guarantees of the defense of its interests, with
the Governments of the S~vlet Union, of the United
States, of France and of the United Kingdom assuming
the required obligations in o~der to guarantee the
precise execution of the conditions of agreenent on the
free city. The Soviet Union states that it Iilao favors
particip~tlon of the United Nations in the guarantees
given to the free city. It goes without saying that,
in the event of the reunification of GermaQy, the
maintenance of the special situation of the free city
of West Berlin vould no longer have ~ basis.
Excerpts from Khrushchev' B speech
in Moscow

"!1. the

Czech Embassy

But "by? Plainly speaking, vhy need the United
States of America, France and the United Kingdom West
Berlin? They need it 88 a dog needs a fifth leg. West
Berlin does not give them anything. By the way, no one
encroaches on West Berlin. It is9dd, freedom is at
stake, but who encroaches on freedom?

Let the West Berline=s continue to live as they
do now and let them have the regime they like. The
Soviet Government has long since declared that to
select a regime is a matter for each people and that
everyone should live as he prefers to. If the Western
powers do not want to sign a German peace treaty we
shall have to sign a peace treaty with the German
Democratic Republic .
The point is that even after we conclude such a
treaty with the German Democratic Republic they would
like to exercise those rights which flow from Germany's
surrender, to exercise tbem in defiance of the peace
treaty we would have signed. But if we sign a peace
treaty with the German Democratic Republic, the terms
of war will be ended and, hence, the terms of surrender
will also be ended. They will cease to operate. If
after the signing of a peace treaty some one would like
to force his w~ into West Berlin which we would like
to see a free city, our force will resist this force.
Aware of this, some leaders in the United States
of America decided to teach Khrushchev 8 lessoD; Since
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it 1s said that force will resist foree, we shall teach
8 lesson to the Soviet IT.ion, ~e shall fly over your
territo..·y and we aJ:sady flew ('I'ler it and :-oturned home.

!E:
13

On May 13, A.A. Gromyko, USSR Hi:llste,:,:, of Fcraign

Affairs, r eceived O.H.

G~derven,

N0~~gial ~as5sdor

to the USSR, and handed him t:,n fol::' ()~ log note of
protest from the Soviet Gover;,lf"\.Silt: '::18 Government of

the Union of Soviet Socialist r~puL)~c d~p2ns it necessary
to communicate the folloWing to the CQvernment of Norway:
A military aircraft Violated the Soviet frontier at 0436
hours Moscow time, May 1, 8ld flew ove:- 2,000 kl1mooters
deep into the Soviet Union. The USSR Government could
not, naturally, have left such 8 gross violation of the
Soviet national frontiers (Okgo--Ed.) unpunished. As
soon as the intentions of the intruding plane became
obvious, it was shot down by Soviet missile forces in
the vicinity of Sverdlovsk.

An expert examination of all the evidence at the Soviet
Union's disposal has put it beyond dispute that the
invading plane belongs to the United States of America,
was permanently based in Turkey, and was sent to the
Soviet Union via Pakistan for hostile purposes.
The exact findings of the investigation, as reported by
the chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR,
N.S . Khrushchev, at the closing meeting of the USSR
Supreme Soviet session ¥ay 7, leave no room for doubt
as to the purposes behind the flight of the American
plane which violated the Soviet frontier on May 1.
This plane, of the Lockheed U-2 type, was expressly
equipped for reconnaissance and subversionary flight
over Soviet Union territory.
The plane carried equipment for aerial photography and
the detection of Soviet radar networks and other speCial
radio-engineering facilities of the Soviet antiaricraft
defenses. The Soviet expert commdssion, which made the
inquiry, has incontestable evidence at its disposal of
the spying and reconnaissance mission of the American
plane: rolls of film showing Soviet defense and industrial establishments; a tape recording of the signal of
Soviet radar stations; and other evidence.
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It has been established that the plane in question was
.. ~8sed at the American-Turkish o.1rbase at Inoirlik, near
Ad.ana, from where it flew to the -Peshawar airfield in

.. 13

rakistan, Apr. 27.
The route map taken from the surviving American spy

fly,r, Powers, clearly and distinctly indicates the _
entire route which he was 1nst~cted to follow after
taking off from the Turkish city of Adana: Peshawar,
the Aral Sea, Sverdlovsk, Archangel, and Murmansk, with
eubsequent landing at the Bodoe airfield in Norway.
The spy flyer reported that he was serving with the

Amerioan 10-10 unit stationed in Turkey and engaged in
~b altitude aerial reconnaissaDce, and that he had,
notably, · ~de repeated f1i~hts slong the Turkish-Soviet
frontier for the purpose of studying Soviet sntlarlcraft
radar networks.
In the face of these incontrovertible facts, the U. S.
ptate Departmept has had to admit that the American
plane, which violated the Soviet frontier May 1, had
b,s en sent into the Soviet Union for military reconnaissance. This meant recognizing that the flight had
aggressive purposes.
The American pilot testifies that in the course of
thorough preparation for his flight over USSR territory,

made well in advance, he had, on the instructions of
his command, made a preliminary flight from Turkey to
Norway via Greece, Italy, and the Federal German Republic:,
and stayed there for t ....o to three ....eeks ~udy1ng landing
conditions at the Bodoe airfield.
It should be recalled in this connection that as early
as January 1959, the Soviet Government, having received
exact and verified information about deliberate reconnaissance flights to Soviet territor" by American military plan~a from Norwegian territory, and specifically
the BodQa airfield, already told the Norwegian Government
that such a state of sffaire was · ~tolerable. In its
reply, the Government of Nor~ did not deny that planes
of third countries received permission from the Norwegian
authorities in isolated caaes to sp,y OD Norwegian
territory temporarily, allegedly for joint flights >dth
aircraft of the Norwegian airforce.
The Government -of Norway said that these flights were
made only with the permission of the Norwegian authorities
and that, under Norwegian rules, allied planes were not
allowed, to fly across Norwegian territor" east of the
•

'"'

"

' •. 1.:

."

h
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24th degree Eastern longitude. But already it was
clear that these assurances were an attempt to
exonerate Norl-.W' B par;-,: 'lers in the ag£ressive NATO

bloc and to whitewash their actions w~ icb are a threat
to peace and security in the north of Europe, actions
for which Norwegian territory, too, 1s used. Now, the
provocative flight over Soviet territory by an lmerican
plane vbich was to land on the Norwegian airfield at
Bodee proves irrefutably that the No!'\;egian Government
did not heed the warnings of the Scwle.t G (jvernm~nt.

Moreover, it has in fact bee oms an accessory to
provocative actions by the United States against Norway's
neighbor, the Soviet Union.

rn view of the aforesaid, the question 1s posed: What
is the real worth of the NorweGian G overnI:l!~n t' s repeated
assurances that the terrj t ory of Nor;\''\Y 'Will not be made
available in peacetime for the stationing of foreign
armed forces, if this territory is already being used by
planes of the U. S. Air Force making aggressive flights
into the confines of the Soviet Union? The Soviet
Government calls attention to the Gr;)',a:rnmant of Norway
to the fact that it is difficult to 1 ~g ard these actions
otherwise than as unfriendly to the Soviet Union and
incompatible with the normal good neighbOr relations
betweon the two countries, and considers it necessary
to stress that the Government of Norw~ bears 8 not
inconsiderable share of the responsibility for the
aggressive acts undertaken by the American air force
with regard to the Soviet Union.
The Government of the Soviet Union protests strongly
to the Government of Norway against allowing foreign
military aircraft to use Norwegian terrltory for the
preparation and commissioning of intrusions into Soviet
airspace .
.
' I

,

<.

The Soviet Government considers it necessary to warn
that if such provocations continue from the territory
of Norway, it will be obliged to take appropriate
measures in reply. It will be recalled that the Soviet
Union hss the means which, if necessary, will make it
possible to fully incapacitate the military bases used
for the COmmissioning of aggressive actions sgainst the
Soviet Union . It goes without saying that the responsibility for the consequences will rest both with the
governments of the states committing aggression against
other nations, and the governmants of the countries
which are their aceomplices.
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.~.\-!

.

'.

'

----

reoeivet3'· ...the 9 h arge ' d' ~!'aires 8d · ir!'t~.~i.m of the Turkish
.. Republ1c" in the USSR 1I. Batu and -handdd him the follow.~ng protes,t not" of the Soviet Go/'8!'W'Ilent:
0, '

"

~'The Government ,of. the Union of Soviet Social i st Republics
deems it ·necessary to state the follc.w.':.ng t o the Govern-

. ~t. of the' Re~\lblic

of Turkey: '

.

"

A milHary airoraft violated the Sevin" border at 0536

hours, Meso'ow t 'i lIIe, on May 1 .of this year, and penetrated

.. ,' , .
:;.

more than 2,000 kilometers within the Soviet Union.

The

Soy,iet Union, nat'urally,' could not . l~ave such a gros s
vioTation of the . Soviet state frontJ e.v unp'mished. When
the 1AtentlOns of the intrlJ,(ier plane bGc ar.~ ubvious, it
was shot dow by Soviet rocket troops in U:3 Sverdlovsk
area.
..
1

·' Expert , investlgatlon of all the data po~se~Bed by the
. Soviet side hes irrefutably established, 1het
the intruder
,
plane belonged to the Unit.ed States of Amer ica, "Wss
permanently b~Bed in .T urkey, and sent via Pakistan into
the Soviet. Union on ,a , hostile mission. ,.Il

"
0,

.,";

"

"

.

\.~

Detailed results of ~h8 investigation, as announced by
the ehairmen of the USSR Council of Ministers Niki ta
KhruShchev at the ~1nal May ? meeting of the USSR
Supreme Soviet session, leave no doubt 8S ~o the purposes
of the American plane, which violated the ~oviet frontier
on May~. This ai~~8ft of the tOckbe~~\ ~~ type -was
specifically equipped. for an intolligenc,e . and subversion
flight over USSR ter.rit ory. It carried apparatus for
.~~ aeris.l photography md for detecting the Soviet radar network and other special l'adiotechnlcal" ~ans, .mcluded in
the Soviet antiaircraft defens~ . system. ~e Soviet expert
commission which C:~i~d. out' tbe investigat.+,,00 possess es
irre~utable evidence ot.:· the American plane},~ espionage
-' " mi •• ion: 1ilms with photographed Soviet d"f~n.e end
industry t~gets, tape-l;"ecorded signals o:t{} he Soviet
radar stat~ons, and .other materials.
,. ~ ..,:...
,

"l "

It baa been est8blis~ed that ' the plane ·iD question was
based at ,the American-Turkish air force t)ase': of Incirlll:
near Adana, fr.om where it fie", on Apr.,' 27 to the- airport
: of PeehsWw-, Pakistan. Tbe night map ' taken from the
.'.'·,American .&FY pilot Powers, who survived, shows clearly
,:,;:' ":the entire' course he had to fly after leaving Adana:
SEX;RET/NOFORN
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Pesha1Jarj the Ara! Sea; Sverdlovsk; Archangel; Murmansk;

and finally the
to land •

Nor~gian

airport of

B~doe,

where he was

The spy pilot divulged that he served with the American

unit 10-10, stationed in Turkey and engaged in high
altitude intelligence, and that he, for one, made repeated
flights along the Turkish-Soviet frontier in order to
study tbe antiaircraft radar system of the SOViet Union.
Confronted with tbese irrefutable facts, the U. S. State
Department was compelled to admit that the American
plane, which violated the Soviet border on May 1 of this
year, was sent into the SOViet Union on an intelligence
mission.

Thoreby i t was admitted thst this flight pur-

sued aggressive purposes.
The Soviet Government cannot disregard the part

pl~ed

in the preparation and implementation of this hostile

act against the Soviet Union by the Turkish Republic,
in whose territory the American intruder plane was

based and prepared for the flight.
The Soviet Government deems it necessar,y to state to the
Government of Turkey that by lending its territory to
the United States for setting up war bases and for carrying
out aggressive acts against the Soviet Union by the U.S .
Air Force , it becomes an accomplice in such scts and
thereby has 8 grave responsibility for the possible
~angerous consequences of such actions.
All this by no
.means agrees ..n. th the state:nents of Turkish leaders
about thsir desire to he~.p consolldat~ peace, ease
international tension, and improve Turkey's relations
with the Soviet Union.
The Soviet Government earlier warned the Government of
Turkey about the danger of the situation when Turkish
" terl."i to::ty is used as a mill tary place d' armes by third
povers. The Soviet side ~.es drHWD attention to this
fact when the SOViet airs p~~ e was viols ted by foreign
planes and balloons from '.l'urkish terri tory. In the
light of the above, the S~viet Government cannot help
concluding that the Government of Turkey has not heeded
these warnings of the Soviet Union dictating concern for
the preservation of peace and a desire to improve SovietTurkish relations.
The Government of the Soviet Union protests to the Government of the Turkish Republic against the opportunity given
SEX:RET/NOFORN
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- 72 .t· to if'orei~ warplanes to uSe ' Turkish territory for preparing and carrying out int:rlm"ions into the Soviet Union.
The Soviet Govermnent deems it neeessaary to warn that if
such provocations are repeated from the territory of Turkey it "Will be compelled to take proper retalia.tory measures. It ie ~ommon knowledge that the Soviet Union baa
means to remer harmless, if necessary J the war bases used
for aggressive actions againat the Soviet Union. It gOBS
without saying that all responsibUity for the consequencea will be oorne both by ' the gc,>vernments of the
states committing aggressio,n against" other countries am
the accomplices in this aggression.
".' "',
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Note to Pakistan
'i.

(Text)

On Msy 13 UlSR Forei/i"n' flinister A. A. Gromyko

reoeived the Pakistani ambassador to the USSR A. Hilali,
am banded him the following protest note of the Soviet
Government:
The Government c,>f the Union of SovIet Socialist RepubliCS
deems it necessary to state the following to the Government of Pakistan: .

.

A military aircraft violated the- UlSRfrontier at 0536
hours, HOBCOW time, on May 1 of this year and penetrated
more than 2, 000 kilometers -within the Soviet Union. The
Soviet Government, naturally, co~d not leave such a

gross violation of the Soviet state frontier unpunished .
When the intentions of the intruder plan became clear, it
was shot down qy Soviet rocket troops in the Sverdlovsk
area.
Expert investigation of all the"'data possessed by the
Soviet side has irrefutably established that the intruder
plane belonged to the United States of America, was permanently based in Turkey and sent via Pakistan with a
hostile mission into the Soviet. •j' Union •

The detailed results of the .investigation, as announced
by the cheirman of the UlSR Council of Ministers Nllite
Khrushchev at the final M!ly 7 meeting of the lSSR s·upreme

.,

Soviet session, leave no doubt B.!J to the purposes of the
American plane which violated the Soviet border on May 1.
This aircraft of the lockheed 11-2 type was specially
equipped for an intelligence and subversion flight over
Soviet Union territory . It "Was equipped with apparatus
for aerial photography and for detecting the Soviet
radar network and other special radio t echnical means
included in the Soviet Union's antiaircraft defenses •

.

"

:

~
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- 73 The Soviet expert commission wbich carried out the investigation possesses irl'efutable proof of the American
plane's espionage mission: films with photographea Soviet
defenDs and industry targets, tape-record~d signals of the
Soviet radar stations, and other materials,
It has been established that the plane in q ues'tion was
based at the American-Turkish air force base of Inclrlik
near Adana, whence it rlEN on April 27 to the Peshawar
airport in Pakistan.

The flight map taken from tho

American sP,f pilot Powers, who survived, clearly shows
the entire courSe he had to fly after leaving the Turkish

city of Adana: Peshawar; the Ara.l-S~ Sverdlovsk; Archangel-

MUrmansk; and then the Norwegian airport of Bodes, whers
he was to laId.

The spy pilot divulged that he serves with the American
unit 10-10, stationed in Turkey aoo engaged in higli al ti-

tude intelligence, and that he, for one, bas flown more
than once along the Turklsh-Soviet border ~ith a view to
studying the Soviet Un10n f s antiaircraft radar defense

system.

Confronted with these irrefutable facts, the U.S. State
Depar:tment \Jas oompelled. to admit that the American plane,
which violated the Soviet border on Hay I of this year,
\Jas sent into the Soviet Union on an Intelligence mission.
It was thereby admitted that this flight pursued aggressive purposes.
The USSR Government cannot disregard the part played in
the preparation and implementation of this act, which
was hostile to the Soviet Union, b.Y Pakistan, from whose
territory the provocative intrusion of the American plane
into the Soviet airspace vas undertaken.
~
In its statements of Dec. 26, 1958, Feb. 20, 1959, and

Mar. 25, 1959, the Soviet Government has already called
attention of the Paklatani Government to the grave consequences connected with loaning Pakistani territory to
establish foreign war bases, and their use by third powers
for aggressive purposes against the Soviet UnlOD and other
peace-loving states.
The takeoff from Pakistani territory of a U.S. Air Force
plane, which penetrated into the Soviet Union on May 1st
of this year, again confirms with ample clarity what a
dangerous policy the Pakistani Government pursues by allowing. ,foreign annad. forces to use its territory.
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The Government of the Sovi e~ Union protests with the
Government of Pakistan in connection with the granting of
Pakistani territory to the United &tatas for the comitment of aggressive actions against. the tBSR by the American air force and warns that if such actions are repeated
from Pakistani terri tory, It ",ill be compelled to take
proper retaliatory measures. Ii is common knowledge that
the Soviet Union possesses means to render harmless in
case of need the war basoe used for aggressive actions
against the Soviet Union. It goes without saying that
the responal'Q1l1ty for the consequences will be borne
both by the governmsnt. of the • tates cOIIIIli tting aggres'slon against other nations and by the governments of the
countries which are aocomplices in it.

..

Letter from Soviet Commander Berlin to Western commanders
re~rdlng

•

violation of GDR sireW-0e

(Toxt) BorUm ADN reporta thet on May 15 the commandor
in chief of the Sovi-et armed forces in Germany, I. I.
YakU~~vsk1y, eent letters of similar oontents- to the
commanders in chief of American, French, and Srltlsh
forces in West Germany, as follows!
l1r. General,
On Mv 5, 1960, a violation of the GDR state frontier by
an aircraft without identification marks which intruded
into the airspace of the GDR from West Germany occurred.
The aircraft crossed the state frontier of the GDR at
1?22 GMT at a height of 1,700 meters, 15 kilometers
southwest of BOitzenburg and penetrated 90 kilometers
inte GDR ter.ritory. Soviet patrol fighters gave it frequent estapliehed signals to land. The violator aircraft
did not carry out these ·demands and escaped over the
border o~ West Germany.

In view of the f~ct that this gross violatLon of the GDR
frontier "Was conmi tted by an aircraft from the a irsJ:6ce
of Vest Germany, controlled by your armed forces, I
" .state the most firm protest to you on this incident e.rrl
insist on. your adoptiCUl of measures which would exclude
the USB. of Federal Republic of Germany territory for
violatIon · of the
. GDR frontier in the future,

.
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I want to draw your attention to the fact that the Soviet
forces in the CDR, in accordance with the Warsaw treaty,
naturally could have applied such measures against the
viola tor aircraft which would not have allowed him to
fly over the GDR territory with impunity. HO\olever, the
command of the Soviet forcee group in Germany consider
that this time it would be possible to r Bstrain from
doing

f

80.

trust that lI\Y approao'h to you will be unlerstood

correctly and that such a violation will not occur in
the future. At the same time I MUS t warn you toot should
there be a violation of GDR airspace from west GermaL .
territory, then the Soviet commani 'Will be forced to
adopt most stringent measures for curbing such violations.

With respect, the commander in chief of the Sbviet forces
in Germany, Colonel General Yakubov8k~.
Soviet ~ ~ lS..2E- Berlin waterways
"

As has become kno'Wn, West Berlin authotities have adopted

1a\l on \later management 'Which provides ' tha't competence
to several 'Principal \later -foutes in West
Berlin. In connection with for egoing, l-FA of lSSR cons~ers it necessary to etate foll~..dng.
,,'

0WRG exteooe

~

West Berlin never 'Was and is not part otFRG, and competence of West German authorities oannot be extended tJ
it. This situation has been frequently oonfirmed in
{articular in official statements of WA, Great Britain,
aoo France, which are responsible at pre'"s'ent time for
situation in West Berlin. Above mentioned activitivs
of West Berlin authorities are contrary to existing statue
of West Berlin and naturally cannot have any legal force
whatever. They cannot be considered as 8QYthing other
than effort to aggravate still more existing abnormal
situation in west Berlin and to obstruct efforts which
are being undertaken for purpose of settling question
of West Berlin by agreement of all interested pu-ties .
Ministry expresses hope that necessary measures will be
taken on part cOOlpetent lSA authorities 'With regard t.
aforementioned illegal activities of West Berlin
author! ties,
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2E v!olntlon of Soviet airepace

El

(Text of \5SR GoverlllllOnt note to U.S. (bvernment, May 16)
~ext)

In connection with the note of the U.S. Embassy
dated llay 12, 1,,60, the 1ESR G",ernment declarBs tho
f~llow!. ng:

In the Baid note the U. S . Government admite that the
illezal intrusion by Amaricp..n planes into the confines
of th) Soviet Union am other Etates f or the purpose cf
mill t.li:y 8sptonage represents t he official polley of t he
United S tat 38. The U.S . Goverll!Dsnt , befoT:I the wOOle
'World, thereby proclai.m£J as It.J pollt.1.cal course in relations with other Statf\ 3 a poli cy of conscious prov~
catlc:l6 , a CFUculated (fC'I)CS violation of international
law a.::L:! t r.e sovere ignty of s tn"'A:lS, i nc ltding ODS of its
chlef pri l:c.:i.p1ss-tbat of the t·)nitorlal inviolability

of states ..
Such a policy leads not only to an intensification of
tension, s w,plcloD J and mistrust in relations among .,,'tA.t98
but also or88.'-:;'8 an atmol3pnere d8Ilf,9:'OUS to the Cause of
peace. The statement bl the secrete ~ y of state of Hay 9 ,
to which reference 1s maiI,e in -t~1.e o:r.'!r~ s S"'J note, just ae
eubaequent public statem3nts by U.S. leaders, is an attempt
to . justify hostile actions wbioh are permissible only in
relations between states which are at war with each other.

shameless incursion into th,e houms of another state ,
whether it be by lam, water, or air, oannot be viewed
otheI'\Jlse than as an act of aggression, and the attempt
to justify and legalize these actions is nothing other
than a sermon of aggression. There can be no doubt that
such a policy of the U.S . ' Government, which brushes aside
the elementary norms of international law and order and
the principles of the U.N. (harter, will be decisively
condemned throughout the world . ,',

A

.

,

The question inevitably arises! How , in the light of
these, proclamations of ,8uch a policy b,y the U.S . Government, can one believe Its statemerr4 on aspirations tor
peace and easing of international tension? In general,
~Pat talk can there ba of trust in the foreign policy of
tb"U.S. Governm~nt . while it remains in the position of
justifYing and preaching aggres.ion?

,

'

•

'4'

The USSR Government considers it necessary to warn once
again with all clarity that in the event of new attempts a
at an aggressive intrusion into the airspace of the
SECRET/NOFORN
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Soviet Union, the intruding aircraft will be immediately
annihilated. Tbe policy of aggression and provocation
procla~ad by the U. S. Cbvernment renders vulnerable
also tHose states whose governments disregarding the
in~re8ts of th~lr peoples, provide their territories
as sites for American bases from whioh are sent out aircraft to intrude into the arspace of our country; for,
with regard to these states, the requisite measW"es will

be taken by the Soviet Union, not excluding a blow at the
aforementioned bases •
.Is rar as the statement of the U.S. Government is conoerned, rogurding the faot that tho WSR will be preJlflred

at the conforence of beads of government in Paris to seek
agreements directed at a reduction of international tenSiODS, the Soviet Union oonsiders that the time baa come
for the U.S. Government to display concern for this not
in words but in daeds, and, first of all, to condemn the
provocative action of its aviation with regard to the
Soviet Union, and to reject the policy of aggressJve intrusion into the a irspace of other states procla1.med by
it, a policy most dangerous to the cause of peace.
The Soviet Government continuGs to support the restoration of good relations between the Soviet Union and the
United States. It depends on the U.S. Government, am
on it alone, whether the obstacles which have now arisen
on the road to this objection, will be removed.

Khrushchev Sta.te:r.ent Reearding Summit l1eeting:
Statement by Qmirman of the tSSR Council of Ministers
N.S. Khrushchev '1;0 President of France' De Gaulle, to
Prime Minister of Great Iri tain M1.cmillan, and to President of the United states Eisenhower,}oky 16, 1960;
Mr. President de Gaulle, Mr. Prime Minister Micmillan,

Mr. President Eisenhowerz
the following statement:

Allow me to address to you

As is known, an act of provocation on the pi.rt of theAmeri-

can airforee recently took place against the SOviet Union.
On. Hay 1 of this year, a U.S. military reconnaissance plane
entered the territory of the Sbviet Union, carrying out
a definite espionage assignment cr collecting information
on military and industrial objectives on the territory
of the USSR. When the aggressive aim of thie aircraft
became lmown 1t '0188 brought down by a detachment of
Soviet rocket troops.
'. '

. ,
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and eepionago activity by tho U.S.

It is natural that the Soviet Government was compelled
to give a reply to these acta and to show their treacherous nature incompatible with the elementary demands for
mainta1ning normal relations between atatea in peacetime,
not to mention the fact that this is in groSB contradiction to the tesk of reducing international tension and
·creating the necessary cornitions for frul tful. work at
tho 8U111l1i t meeting. This point was made both during I11Y
speeches at the session of the USSR Supreme Soviet and
in a. special protest note addressed to the U.S .Government.

. ' .:.
.,' r

At .the beginning the U.S . Stete Deportment put out an
absurd version alleging that the American aircraft violated the tBSR frontiers accidentally and had no spying

or diversionary taskB. When on the oo.sis of irrefutable
facta the obvious falsehood of this version \018.8 shown,
the U. S. State DeP.Artment on tm.y 7, and then the secretar:y of state on May 9, stated ,on behalf' of the U. S .
Government that the American air force is carrying out
intrusions within the confinee of the Soviet Union with
mili tary esplone.ge a1me in accordance with a program
approved by the U. S. Government and by tbe President
peraonally.
Two' day! later President Insenhower himself confirmed
that the carrying out of flights by American aircl'lji't
over the territory of the 3Nlet Union was and remains
tho eaJ.culatod policy of the United Stat•••
Thie wae also declared by the U.S . (hvernment in its note
to the SOviet Ceve~.nt May 12. EW thee. aote the U.S.
Government grossly violates generally reodgnized norms of
international law aDd the high principles of the United

Nations Charter, under ~hich tha Signature of the United
States has also been placed .
The . &>Viet Covernment and all the people of the Soviet
Union have received with Indigna:tbn these statements of
leading U.S. statesmen, just as has every honest man in
the world concerned with the fa~f peace .

Noll, 'When the leaders of the governments ot the four
pe'tiera bave arrived in Paris to tak~rt in the oonferenc8J
the qu~tlon arises, }:low to hold the talks "prOductlvely
and to ~ne the que~tlQn8 fecing the oo.Q.f>erence, when

"

,- .
,

"

~.
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when the U.s. <bvernment and the President personally
bave Dot only not condemned the provocative act IIIlnifost.<! in the intrusion of tho American 10111 ter:r airoraft into the coni'ines of the S ovist Union, but on
th" contrary, ' have declared that s1mllar actions remain
the..futuro otatt{pol1cy of the Unit.<! Statas with regard
to the SovIet Union.

Nov can one reach agreement on theBe nr other questions,
whIch demand Bettlement in order to les8en t ansion am

remove 8usplclon and dlatruat between etates, "hen the
government of one of the great powers declares outright

,

that its policy is lontru8ion into t(le confin•• of anothar
great power wIth ewing atd dlversionary aims, and conee-

quently the increase of tension In relations between the
povers? It 1s clear that the proclamt!on of such a
polIcy, ",Mob can be carried out only ulXler corxUtlons
in which oountriea are in a state of war, dooms the summ1 t oonference beforehand to complete failure.

We, of Douree, take Intwaocount the 'proclamation of such
a poliey by the U.S. Government, and we declare that in

"

the event of a ~epsti tion of the intrusion by American
planes into the oontine. of the Soviet Union ",e will
shoot do",n such planes.
The Sovi.t Government rotaine tho right in all such instances to undertake oorreiponding retaliatory measures
against thoee who violate ihe 8 tate sovereignty of the

USSR, oarrying out stm1lar '8spionage and diversions with
regard to the S oviet Union~

The lBSR Government declares again that appropriate
..:
measures wm also be taken against those states which are
placing their territori.s at the disposal of U,S, military bases and assist in aggre881ve acte against the
USSR, even to 1nf11ettng a blow .gainst these bases.

.,. 1

"

In this connection, one oannot fail to draw attention to
President Eisenhower t IS statement tha~ he cannot take
part 1n the .Ul!lD.it conference under tbetm-eat of the conclusion of a peace treaty with the GDR,although that
wbioh he qualif1•• ao a threat wea hut a statement by
the So~iet Government on its firm determination to put
an eriL to the remnants of wa¢n Europe aOO to e oncluis
peace, and thus to render the situatlon, particularly
,i n West Berlin, in accordance ",lth the demands of life
and the interests of insuring peaoe aDd the security of
tho Eurqpean people.,
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How oan the Soviet Government ~ take {1lrt in talks under
oonditions of the aotual threat put forward by the U.S •

Government, which declared that it will in the future
also continue with viclations of the USSR frontiers and
that American aircraft have flown and will fly over
Soviet territory? By this the U.S. Government has deolared its intention to oontinue unheard-of and unpreoedented aotions e.gainst the sovereignty of the Soviet
state,w.b.1ch is a sacred and iltmovab13 prir.ciple in
international relations.
It fellows from all this that for the suocess of the
oonferenoe it is essential that the governments of all the
states represented should pursue an open and honest pollcy
and should solemnly declare that they will not commit any
actions against eaoh other which might represent a vin1&tion of the s tate sovereignty of powers. This means that
if the U.S. Government is genuinely ready to oooperate
with the governments of other powers in the interests of
maintaining peaoe and strengthening confidenoe between
the states, it should, first, condemn the inadmissible
provocative actions of the U.S. ld.r lUres: toward the
Soviet Union, and eeoond, should renounce the continuance
of such actions and suoh a policy against the T.SSR in
the future.
It is self-evident that the U.S. Cbvernment in that case
cannot help but make those immediately guilty of the
premeditated violation of the USSR state frontiers qy
American aircraft answer severely for it. Until that
is done by the U.S. tllvernment, the Soviet Government
does not see the possibility of fruitfulm1ks with the
U.S. Government at the summit conference. It cannot
be a participint at talks in which one of them has made
treachery the basis of its policy totlard the fuviet Union.
Were the Sovtt Government to take part in negotiations
known to be doomed to failure urder the present coOOitio~s, it would b.Y this fact become an accomplice in
deceiving the people, and this it does not intend to
become.
It goes tlithout saying that i f the U.S. Government were
to declare that the Uniteq6tates would in the future n~
longer violate the USSR state frontiers with its air-

craft, that it condemDS the provocative actions committed
in the past and will punish those direotly guilty of

such actione--statements which would insure the same
conditions for the SbvieD Union as for other states-then I as head of the &:lvlet Government would be ready
to take part in the conference and to make every effort
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to contribute to its success.

New conditions in inter-

national relations have been created as a result of the
p!'evocativ8 flight of the Americ ...n military aircraft,
am especially as Breault of the declaration of such

provocative flights in the future as the national polIcy
of the United States against the socialist oountries!>

It is natural that in such c ircumstanG8S we cannot 'Work
at the conference; we oannot 'Work, because we see from what

pOlitions they wish to carry on talko with ue-umer

the threat of aggressive reconnaissance flights. It 1s
well known that spy flights Bre carried on for purposes
of reconnaissance in order to begin war. Therefore we
reject the conditions which the U.S. Is creating for us.
We eannot take pirt in any talks and .. In the solut.ion

even of those questions which have already ns.tured; we
cannot, because 'We cee that the United aates has: no
desire to come to an agreement.
It i8 considered the leader among the Western countries.
Consequently, a conference at the preEent time would be
useless and would be a deoeption of publio opinion of
all countries. I repeat, 'We oannot take part in the
talks in the situation which has arieen. We wish to
take part in talks on the basis of equality, with equal
po~Bibiliti~s for both sides.
consider it necessary for the peoples of all countries
of the world, for the public to understand us correctly.
The Soviet Union 1s not halting its efforts to reach agreement, and 'We are sure that sensible agreements are possible , ~owever, evidently not at this time, but another
time.
t-le

It Is, however, eseentLal for this that, first, the
United States admit that the provocative policy wbicb

it has announced as the policy of urree n flights over
our country be coooemned, that it renounce it and admit
that it bas oonm1tted. an aggression, and admit that it
regrets it. ,
The Soviet Government is deeply convinced that if it
is not the present government, then it will be another,
and if it is not another, then a third government will
understand that no other way out exists but that of
peaceful coexistenoe between the two systems-capi talist
am socialist. Either peaceful coexistence or war,
whioh w11l bring a catastrophe to those who are now
pursuing an aggressive policy.
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Therefore W8 c01l8ider that it 1s necessary to give some
time, so that the qU8stloDS which have arisen ~ be
Bettled a.td 80 that those upon whomreeponsibility is
laid for a defin1 tion of the poll tical. course cl' the
COtmtry my analyze the responsIbility which they have
taken uJXln thelDBslves by declaring an aggressive oourse

In their relations wi th the $viet Union and the other
BocLalist oountries. Therefore we consider that there
1s no better way out than to poetpone the conference r.f
heads of governments for approximately six to eight
months.
The Soviet Union on ita pirt 'Will not relax its efforts
to achieve agreem. mt. I think that public oplnion will

correotly underB ~U)d our positlon, will understand that
we have been deprived of the possibility of taking part
in these talks.
However, W8 ,a.re firmly eonvinced of the need for peaoeful coexistence, because to los. faith in peaceful c~
existence would mean to doom mankind to warJ it would
mean agreeing to the inevitab1lity of war, and umer the
present conditions, it is knowu vhat misfortunaa a war
'Would bring k all people in the world.
I want to address the people of the Un1 ted States: I
bave been to the United States, have met various sections
of the Amerioan people there, ani I am deeply convinoed
that all strata of the American people de" not want war.

An exception is to be found only among a small, frantio
group in the Pentagon and the militarist circlea which
support it, 'Who are making immense profits on the armaments rac's enl who ignore the interesto of the American
people, and in general ignore the interests of the people
of all countries and pursue an adventurous policy_
We express gratitude t o President de Gaulle for bis
h08pitali~ and f or presenting us 'With the opport unity
of meeting in the capital of France. We o.lso value the
efforts of the Gcvernment of Great Britain and personally
those of Prime Mi:uister lfaemlllan.
We regret that till.s meeting. baa been torpedoed by the

U.S. reactionary circles 88 a result cf the provocative
flights of AmE4i ca..n military aircraft over the Soviet
Union. We regrC!t. that this meeting has not led to the
results vhich all the peoples of the world expected of it.
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May the disgrace and ths responsibility for this rest
\lith those who proclaim a policy of banditry toward ':

the Soviet Union.
As is known, we agreed with U,S. PreAident E1senhower
to exchange visits. In September of l a st year, I made
such a viet to the Un! ted States. We w€<re very pleased
with this visit, with the meetings and talke which we
had ill the United States, for which we expressed our
gratl'";ude,,,
The U.S. President was to make a visit to our <IIluntry.
We agreed that he would arrive June 10, and we were pre}:Bring to receive well the exalted g<18St. Unfortunately

aa a result of the provocative nggr6 ~ 3ive actions against
the UOSR, conditions have now 1een c=aated in which we
are d9prived of the possibility of welcoming the President with due hospitality with which the Soviet people
receive desired guests, At present we cannot display
such hospitality toward the President, because as a result
of the provocative flights b,y American warplanes fo r the
purpose of reconnaissance, condition~ have been created
which are obviously unfavorable for such a visit. The
Soviet people do not want to lack frankness, and do not
know how to do so.
Therefore, we CaJS ider that the trip of the U.S,. President to the Soviet Union should be put off at present
and that agreement on the dates of this visit shculd he
reached when cotxiitiona are ripe. Then the :Dviet
people will be able to express the fitting hospita1i~
and reception in respect of the esteemed gues t, who
represents a great power with which we sincerely want
to live in peace and friendship. I think that both
Hr. Eisenhower and the American people will understand
me correctly.
The Soviot Government states that on its part it will
continu9 to do everything possible to contribute to the
lessening of international tension and to the solution
of the problema which today still divide us. We shall
be guided in this by the interests of strengthening
the great cause of peace on the basis of peaceful coexistence rf states with different social systems.
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The floor is given tc Chairman of the .USSR Counoil of
M[nisters Nikita Khrushchev.
Now gentlemen, I wish to reply to those people here
who booed and m!l.de noise in an attempt to create an UD.frien:Uyatmosphere. I vas informed. that Adenauer'e
minions bad sent here some of their agents from among

<.

,I

the faSoistS' wtjo were not completely beaten in S talingrad • .Everyone remembers ·the time when the Hltlerltea
also "booed" us am attac.lEed the Soviet Union, but the
Soviet people gave them suoh a "M('" that many ef these
invaders went three meters underground right sway. I
would llke to tell the peopla who are booing Sr'I much here:
We thrashed the Nazi invaders at Stalingrad, in the
Ukraine, in Belorussia--wherever they intrlmed--and we
finished them off on the land from which they invaded
us. If the surviving fascib-tinvaders "boo" us, as Hitler's
gangsters did, if they again prepare an attack on the
Soviet Union and the other socialist countries, we shall
give them such a "boo" that they \lill never be able to
gather up their ~JneB.
~entlemen, I

wou'd ILke to draw your attention to the
faqt tha~ the people who· do ·th,e. booing understand Russian
without transle.t'ion. This can be Been froro ttmir shouts.
These, apParently, are surviving Nazi plund~ re ra who
were on the terr ~to ry of the Soviet Union but managed
to escape.
.

,

.

I 8h:o~d like to tell you. gentlemen, that even those who boe
boo aoo shout 'here should realize who I a.m.. I am a represe~tative of the great Soviet people who, ur~c~ the
leadsrBh~p o~ Lenin, ~ Ullder the leadere ~lp of the Communist Part~· a6ebmpli~hed ~he Great October Socialist
Revolution, a representative of a people who have built
socialism and are Bucceesfuly bullding a communist
SOCiety, advancing confidently to c ~mmunism.

Gentleman, the people who boo are people of whom the
German people are ashamed.
Voice from the

fl~or:

This 1s propagandaJ

Khrushchev: Listen to him; he thinks this is "propaganda." Smart isn't he~ We have shown by all our deeds
what sort of "propiganda II this is J
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A. to tho people who are trying to trip"" up by shout-

Ing, I declare that they are not representatives of the
GeI'Dln people, but fascists bastards. ThEoeangry shouts
gladden my heart, bseRuse they reveal the fury of the
enemies of our sacred cause. I remember the woms of
tbe great German August Bebel, 'Who said that i f the

enemies of the working clase curse you, it means you
are on the correct road.
If you boo me, you only inspire me In our clasB struggle
for the cause of the working class, In the struggle for
the cause of the peoples desiring a lasting peace.
Gentlemen, I shall not conoeal TII:I pleasure-I like com-

ing to grips with enemies of the

~rklng

olass.

I like

hearing the t;renzy of these laclCeys of ilhperlalism. But
they oannot QO anything to stem our forward movement.
Our socialiet homeland, the land of socialism, is like
a rock.
Correspondent of the West German paper DIE !WELT, Mr.
Schewe: Do you still believe that international problema must be solved qy peaceful means?
N.S. Khrushchev: Yes, I do. It is the policy ('If the
Soviet Government that all disputes should be settled
by negotl~tion and not qy war. Th1s was and remains
our position.
DIE WELT correspondent Scheve I DoJOu still stand by
your proposal for transforming West Berlin into a free
city?
N.S. Khrushchev I Yes, we stand by this proposal, am
we see no other reasonable solution. West Berlin 1s
1n the center of tbe German Democratic Republic, which
is a socialist country, and West Berlin is capitalistic.
The occupation regime which exists in West Berlin today
may become a source of great conflicts. Why preserve
it? Would it not be better to change the situation in
West Berlin in such a way 8S to a void conflicts? We
consider that the best solution would be the withdrawal
of foreign troops from West Berlin, the creation of a
free city there, the provision of such conditions for
the people of the free oi ty Be would enable them to
live under the politioal and social system which tha,y
consider it necesB~ to have, and free contact for the
people of the city with the entire 'World.
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The oonfllot proCuced by the intrusion of an .A:neric8.l1
plane within the confines of the Soviet Union has further convinced us that these qneations mUAt be settled,
and we shall press for this 'With even greater en~'~gy
and. determination. TomorI'O\ol,. y the vey J I am flying
to Berlin. There we shall have t alka with CODll'nd08
lUbrlcht, Grotewohl eM, in general, our friends iQ
tbe GIl<

Correspondent of the West BerlIn pap'9r DER TAG, A•
Rosenberg: Do you intend, Mr. Chairman, to eoncluie
a separate peace treaty in Berlin?

Khrushchev! Yes, we are planning not to make a separate
peace, but to conclude a peace treaty with the GDR, t~

."

,
j

Mil:
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draw a line urrler World War II and thsreby deprive tile
Western powers tlr the right to have occupation troopa
1n west Berlin. When we deem it necessary, le ebail
take out our pens-the drafts have Eiready been preparedsit down, sign the treaty, aOO announce it.
I should like to add tbe following. By signing tbe
peaoe treaty witb the GDR, we shall actua.Uy do whR.t
the United States '.a d when it concluded the peac"3 t!'eaty
with Japan. We f~~t together wi~ the Unit~ Stetes
against Japan. r _t then the United states s:!.gnoo a
peace treaty with Jape..n without us, we exerted considel'8.ble effort v . pr ("v9 the neoessity of signing the
treaty together. However , the United 9Jatee did not
take W5 iota CD ns1.del'8.tion. Today all our efforts to
. reaoh agreement and sign a peace treaty with Germany
together are almost exhausted. When they are 0Xhausted
completely, we J and probably the other countries that
fought against Hitler 1 s Germany, will sign a ~aoe
treat" in the same way as the Americans did with Japan.
tnbricht speech of welcome ~ Khrushchev at East Berlin
airport; Khrushchev reply; !!!!,.atlons between Tass ~
broadcast versions.

.

.

Dear ComradePrem1er,:. d.ear friend Niki:ta Sergeyevich
Khrushchev, aear friends, members of the Soviet delega t1on: In the name of the GDR Government and the
National Front I welcome you most cordially to the
capital of the GDR. The people of the capital and
all peace-loving people of Germany greet YOU8S the
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a~, the representative of the glorious Soviet people
who 15 years ago freed our fatherland from barbarous
Hitlerite fascism and theI~by performed the greatest
deed for the ealvation of Elropean culture aoo the
restoration of peace.

You are coming from Paris where you have been waging
a struggle for peace. The people of the GDR and all
nations had hopefully watched the preparations for
the summit confereoce. But by its air aggression
directed against Soviet territory, the U,S. Government
demonstrated its unwillingness to respect international
law. The peace-loving people of the GDR understand
very well that the air aggression of the U.S, imporla!1st circles was a provocatlomesigned to proclaim the
fact that imperialist rulers in the United Stet.. think

they can do as they llke in any country. f{r. Eisenhower,
the U.S. President, thereqy destroyed the basis of negotiations on the eve of the Paris conference .
(Test of Khrushchev's speech

on. arrival-lj.v, broadcast

iilRUsSTan ",i th F"6sage-by.po.ssage tranSlat10ril

Dear ComrB1i:l and friend Walter tnbricht; dear comra..c:h
and friend otto Grotewobl; dear comrades, friems,

people of the city of Berlin: We have arrived here at
the friendly invitation cf the GDR Government. Thank
you for the invitation. We are happy to again be on
the socialist 80il of the German people; to have talks
~ith our German friends; to meet peasants, workers,
and the intelligentsia of your peace- loving country.
You knoW' that I have arrived in &'rlin from Paris,
where a conference of the state leaders of the lSSR,
France, Britain and the United States was to haVe been
held at the higbest level. This important conference
did not take place because of the position of the
U.S. Government. It conmitted an aggressive act
against the Soviet Union and made it impossible to
discuss the questions it was intemed. to examine and
solve at the Parie conference.
Apparently in shaping poUcy those circles in the

United States who do not want a relaxation in international tension and t~ remove.). of the threat of a
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new war, again have the upper barri. They want to live
by jupgle la\l, (impose?) their will upon other cOlmtries,
and act according to the principle of "What I want, I
do."
They must know that since such principles "'ere not suitable when the Sov1et Union \las the only socialist state,
then such methods aTe all the more UMU! table in international relations now, when 8. powerful socialist

camp exists capable of defending itself, of defending
universal peace. Those who commit acts of a g€ression
aM then do not have the courage to diBcUBS them openly,
to give up forevel" such actions pregnant w1 th the
danger of a new 'Wsr, canr.ot spread the illusion 'tihat a
normal atmoBpher~ can exist around a roundtable at
summit conferene~. Apparently, this act ~f agg~ession
'Was necessary to some people in the Un! ted States in
order to torped..' t!'i1s conference, which wes awaited by
all nations and on which they placed such high hopes.
Well, the United. States has achieved. its aim. However,
now the whole world sees what a dangerous and t~oughtless policy is )eing pursued by the leaders of the United
States in following the lead of nil1tarist end T!.lvanchists.
They torpedoed the conference because they had nothing
to say in Pat'is. They had no proposals Which could have
helped solve urgent international problems.
In such an atmosphere, time is essential. The efforts
of all nations and gover~~ent8 are essential eo that
in six to eight months a eummit conference might take
place. It is essential that not threats and ultimatums,
but wisdom guide the governments of statea ""hoso representatives are to meet at such an important conference.
The Soviet Government will do everything that is required.
for this meeting to take place and for it to produce
useful results.
The Government ot the Soviet Union wUl, of course,
along with the governments of other socialist countries,
carefully examine the situation which bas now developed ,
EL~ draw the neCE Gsary conclusions.
Not giving ~p the
etruggle for an ,. dS1ng of the international tension,
our policy reltB.i::s the policy of peaceful coexistence
among countries with different social systems. Life
bas not yet invsnted a better method' of maintaining
peace and prev& ~ t i ~g a new war, with new great calamities for the !~v ple, tt.n peaceful coexistence •

.
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The peoples of the Bocialist countries, all peace-loving

and upright people, must not, however, relax their vigilance in the fact of the provocations of the American
soldiery. Re~olutely exposing aggressive actions and
fighting for an improvement in the international situation, we must never forget that the imperialists and
militarists of the capitalist countries are still not
giving up their antlp'Pular aims e.rxl have no wlsb to
reconcile themselves to the fact that there has not
been and cannot be a return to the past, the old times
when they reigned over the destinies of the peoples.
Our people have a saying:

What has been dropped from the

cart is lost. Socialism has shown that it 1s a better
and. more progressive system, and the future belongs to it.
We are convinced that common sense will sooner or later
prevail in international affairs. We are also convinced
that relatione between states and the destines of the
world are too important a matter to be determined by
men from the Pentagon. What is now demanded for all
peoples, from alliunest people of the world is: One
must double, treble, efforts and achieve honest
observance of the princ~ple 0f peace flU coexistence
by ev~:--y governme:nt. A resolute rebuff must be given
to all attempts at new provocations.
The U.S. Government has thwarted the summit conference
on which the people hadplaced such high hopes, ~t the
queBtio~s w~ich were to be examined at that meeting
have by no m~an8 lost their importance. Among them are
the conclusion of a CerplB.n peace treaty and the solution
on this basle, of the question of West Berlin. Taking
into considp.ratlon the situation which has now arisen,
we have much to discuss with our German friends, Comrades Ulbricht, Grotewohl, and other leaders of the
GDR. It gives us pleasure to meet you, dear friendS.
I think the forthcoming exchange of opinions between
us will be beneficial to the cause of peace in furope.
The GDR is the first peaceful state of workers and
peasants in the history of Germany. The creation of
this state is a great victory for the German people.
We are convinced that the GDR is an integral part of
the mighty socialist camp and will IIBke its worthy
contribution to the cauee of pI~8el~ing peace in
Europe and the world over.
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!E. Khr'.lshchov Speeches

(Editor1s Note -L)

In the speeoh by ffiSR Premier

Khrushchev made on arrival at the East Berlin airport
from the Parie ! UllJ'J.lt meeting. ~
.
- . '"
...
.
.. the following difference
1e noted bet\leen HOBCOW' TASS lhglleh version n.nd the
live broadcast version carried by the East German
Home Service:

Where the published East German Home Service verAion

_ ._,.. <: J. line 1 reads, IIIn such an atmo:Jphere
time 1e essential, II the version carried by }ok)aoow
TASS in English at 1619 GMI' on l.fa.y 19 reads, "In such
an atmoepbere, tle efforts of all nations, etc. II omitting the phrar;e "time is essential."

In the Khrushchev tt.e.y 20 epeech at the East Berlin
"ernsr Seelenbinder Hall
.
~
"- - "

. the following variation ia
noted between the HOBCOW TASS English version and the
published live br~adcaBt from the East Gc. ~l~n Home
Servicel
Where the published home service version'
- .. .
lines 5 and 6 refl.de II •• it would be best to postpnne the
conference six to eightmonths) until the pl'O bl~l"'j that
have arisen Mve
. settl&d dawn, until the dw" t,
etc.," the version carried by Hoacow TASS in English
at 1730 GUT on 1 " Y 20 reads, " • • • it 'Jould be best to
postpone the cotference six to eight montha until the
the dust, etc.," omitting the phrase"until the problems
that have aris.;.·. have settled down."
1'.0.:;:

21

.,

Khrushchev

apeec ~ ~ ~

Berlin

In Eaat Berlin Warner Seelenbinder Hall packed with
8,000 regime functionaries brought in from Sovzone as
'Jell as East Berlin, Khrushchev announced future Soviet
policy re Carman problem and West Berlin, after abortive
Paris meeting. Khrushchev's first statement that It'Je
will not wait long" for conclusion peace treaty and
settlement West Berlin question was greeted with
tremendous ovation by regime functionaries 'Jho evidently 'Jere expecting announcement re peace conference
and 8 eparate peact! treaty- with GDR. To visible disappointment of audience {mission offtcers watched proceedings
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on TV), Khrushchev subsequently announced.

8S

"joint

Soviet/East German decision" that, in anticipation
summit conference will talreplace in six to eight
months, it 'Was intention to wait and try solve question
of peace treaty "with both German states which now
actually exist. II Khrushchev then made a conmitment
not to take unilateral action, stating that ttwe will
bave to maintain existing situation untils\.ml!ll1t con-

ference , " Commitment was made on assumption, he
stated , that "no unil ateral stepel! 'Would be taken by
Western powers whichsould obstruct a summit conference

in six to eight months.
Behind the speaker's rostrum was giant slogan stating :
'End to provocations by Eisenhower and Adenauer. For

universal and complete disarmament. II

Hajor theme played

repeatedly both by Khrushchev and later by Ulbricht was
emergence alliance between ~shington and Bonn, between
rightist-conservative force U.S. Government and revanchist
FedRep, between Pentagon military camarilla and aggressive
West German militarists . It is quite clear from frequent
repetition in both speeches that a major bloc propaganda
line has been thus introduced; notable that no adverse
comments whatsoever made by either speaker about UK
or France.
On this occasion, as otherwise during visit East

Berlin, Soviet Defense Hinlster Halinovaki very much in
evidence sitting in front row nextto Grotewohl. Special
attention given to r ~linovsk1 by Professor Gbrrens,
National Front Head who opened meeting. It was amusing
to note that Khrushchev, returning to bis Beat from
Podium after receiving two bouquots from East German
children, gave Malinovski one of bouquets .
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Corm:ents on the Soviet. Metoorandum :

There~ponsibility for

ma=':Ulr:iw"··:7i"1UIl7,:"g""'t;-;h"e~s7ta:-t"u7's""o·f
:·

Berlin (West)

rests with the Three \/estcrn Powers. The Serlin Senat I s
vieHpo!nt W.:lS a,3ain suf'1f:arized on Jarru.ary 7, in five points
\orhich the Governing Hayer Bu1lnitted to the House of Representatives ~
A ropy of this statement is attached. It is known that
the Fadera: r..overnment and the Berlin Senat are in agreement
on these points.
--

It 1s certainly not uninteresting that in the document mention
is made of Soviet interest in "a mutually acceptable solution".
Apparently" the iJr.pression is supposed to be created that the
basic situation in Berlin, or rather vlest Berlin, can continue
with the very imp:ntant excepti.on 1.."1 the case of the international legal

3i~uation ,

to which reference is made below.

From the position presented it is possible to get the impression
that, as far as the Soviet side is concerned, there would be some
disposition to peroit the Fbur Powers to continue to exercise
over-all responsibility to a certain degree.
In particular J mention is made of lithe undisturbed use of the
avenues of cOIm1Unicatil'm". In this connection, it might be
possible to assemble the agreements of the past few years and
positively examine the decisions t<lken at the Paris Fbreign
Hinisters ' Conference of June 1949.

With reference to the r elationship between the Federal Republic
and Berlin (tiest), the Soviet political position on the matter
is unchanged . The opposing German view of the situation is
also unchanged.
As far as the economic considerations are concerned, t he continued maintenance of the ties with the Federal Republic , as
they have developed, is not opposed . That means that the
Soviet circles thorouehly understand "that in practice West
Berlin's ties with the Federal Republic wul be closer than
with any other country" .
It would be useful if the "responsible circles of the Soviet
Union" propcrl,y assessed the f ollowing points:

a.

The thesis that rrest Berlin is a source of danger 1i., peace
~(".ome any TOOre convincing
during the discussions of the pas~. feu 1OO1It.hs .

1s unten::tble; this has not.
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b.

The fornula for a mutu.ally ac~eptable solution loees
all Aignificance at the very outset i f it assumes the
capitulation of the vlestern Powers as occupation
JX)wers as weli as beaters of the supreme power.. Con-

sideration for pos3ible supplementary agreements
should not be linked with a demand for the establish-

ment of a new legal basis.

c.

The threat of

~hanges

which would result from a new

agreement betw."en the Soviet and Soviet Zone governments complica. . . es efforta for reaching an international
detente. Eve. r new and further sharpening of the
Berllii crisis mdercuts interest in reducing and controlling a!'t'J~:~et''ts. It is absolutely obvious that any
supplementa~.,· "'; ilin agreement$ mu.at take into consideration ttt . will of the people affected.
d.

As far as the German viewpoint is concerned, the .formula
for a nlltually acceptable solution remaiP.s particula rly
unacceptahle if it does not take cognizance of the
broader Gennan question - that is J t.he an::malous situa.tion in Germany result1r.g from its division.

e.

As far as the German side is concerned, there never
has been an attempt to involve Berlin in th~ Federal
Republic1s milita~ obligations; this is a separate
question from that of Allied rights and. responsibilities .

As far as miscellaneoue pointe in the document are concerned,
interpretation3 of the following points .would not be
uninteresting.

a.

What is me2.nt by reaching a Berlin solution "in stages"?
Can the Soviet side be unaware of the extent to which the

SEDls position stands in contradiction to the formula of
a mutually acceptable solution?
b.

,

l1hat ~s the meaning of the remarks concerni.ng Berlin1s
role in bringir.tg about an "inner German rapproChement U ?
Does this iOO;; .. ate a readiness t? include in a possible
supplermntary agreement a reference to Berlin as the
capital. .df Germany'? ·· Does it mean there is a readiness
to bring its .i.1fluence to bear to assure that the situation inside &rlin will oot be further burdened by
human practical points of vit-'If Put that on the contra...""'Y
serious efforts will l:iI nade to improve communication
and person-to-person contacts between both parts of
Gennany?
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Are they clear aoout the fact that vlest Berlin as a
Federal land of a special type has developed with
the knol'lledge and approval of the Western Powers,
whose position as bearer of the supreme power has
not been disturbed thereby? Are they clear that
as a result of the agreement of 1955 the mutual
interdependence of rights and responsibilities of
the rlestern Powers and the Federal Republic developed

with respect to
d.

~rlin?

As tar as the theme of "so-called subversive and
hostile activities!1 are concerned, it would be useful to point out that the Uestern Powers at Geneva
suggested observers for both parts of Berlin. It
is necessary to be clear to avoid any interpretati~n
which could result in the limiting of the democrat1c
freedom of opinion . Discussions can be facilitated
i f the participants agreed that there should be no
unilateral changes in the Berlin situation and that
efforts for achieving a reduction in international
tension should not be disturbed qy Berlin.

Feb.

10

(Limited
Official Use)

lhndestag Debate on Foreign Affairs: (Report from Embassy
Bonn) . On Berlin all parties agreed ultimate solution
must be in fral4l9l'rork German reunification through 8e1£determination, and. that until reunification attained
present legal status city must not be weakened. Five
points regarding Berlin which Brandt made in January 7
speech to Berlin legislature were accepted by Chancellor
and all parties as common ground .
On reunification there was agreement that it could be
achieved only in course general. East-1oJest detente.
Despite Soviet pr ofessed deSire such mt:m.~ their aggressive attitude toward Berlin h~ cOnCUc~ve to it;
Adenauer and Gradl for CDU stressed that Soviet behavior
regarding Berlin at Kay summit conference would be test
whether they really seek detente . On means making progress party opinions diverged along l ines their a1re~
well- kno\ffl proposals: SPD speaking for llpartial disarmament" in Europe or disengagement (in accordance
Helmut Schmidt November 5 proposal); FOP for negotiation
between two parts of Germany under four power aegis; and
government parties advocation steadfastness and patience,
noting that Soviets had rejected all proposals made qy
Federal. Republic and. West in tireless efforts over years,
and refUSing deal with Pankow puppets when responsibility
and power to act lie in J.lo scow.
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All parties sought avoid polemics althougp there was
sharp exchang~ when SPD accused cnu of dangerous
persistence i:~ policv of strer-gth. SPD warned against
furth er spread atomic weapons which would maXe limit~
or general dis~~ent and reunification difficult i f
not impossible of achievement. ('1)U responded with·'
VigOl~uS denial any aggressive ideas and repudiation of
poli<..'Y of weakness.
There \liaS no expectation in any party that May sUIJmi.t
conference would be lOOre th&.n possible first step and
all shared Ciacouragement at harshness recent Sortet
statements but also determination not to give up •

.....

'

.

. r" .., : ·,'.r-

.j

,.,
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Secretary Herter ' s news conference; statement on
high alti tude flig~~controversy : Q. !'J.I' . Secretary,
on his recent trip to the Far East, Mr. Khrushchev
said that if the Western Powers did not come to some
agreement with him on Berlin at some point he would have
to go ahead with a separate treaty for East Germany. He

also said when he got home from that trip that he thought
it was time for eve~Jbody to avoid doing or saying anything l'1hich might impair the prospect for agreement at
a summit conference . I wondered hot-l you assessed these
matters and what the United States attit ude is toward
this approach period before the summit.
A.

~lell ,

there are two separate thoughts to the question

you have asked, as I see it. The first has to do with
Khrushchev's statement that was made in Indonesi a .
l.fbether or not that constituted a viol ation of the agree ment made at Camp David and oonfirmed in the exchange of
statements immediately after Camp David with respect to
there being no time limit on negotiations with respect
to Berlin and tne German question, it is our mm impression--and we have studied that statement very
carefully--that there is no time element involved.
The statement JllAde in Indonesia is similar to statements
that t.ir. Khrushchev has made in other pl aces before he
took that trip in Hhich he has indicated that , i f no
progress is made, there will come a time when he will
be forced to a separate peace trea~ with East Germany_
That is not at variance necessarily with the earlier
agreement . But we cannot see that he has put an
ultimatum date, a specific date , on that statement.
With respect to the second part of your question, I am

not certain ~ether you are referring to any particular
incident or not . If you are referring to the matter of
hi gh-al ti tude flights , I can just say this, that the
British, the French, and ourselves have ahlays taken
the position that We have the right to fly at whatever
altitude He see fit in the corridor, that there has
never been 8IJ3 restriction agreed upon from the point
of view of the height . It is true, however, that we
have this matter constantly under reView from the point
of view of the operational necessity of high flights .
The most recent review, which was concluded after the
President carne back, detennined that tbere is no
operational necessity at the present time . Should that
operati onal neces sity arise, we are in agreement that
we have the absol ute right to fly at whatever altitudes
we see fit .
SECRETjNOFORN
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Q. Mr. Secretary, there have been repo~s that
a decision was made to make those high-altitude flights
because of the operational efficiency of them . Can you
say whether there has been a change of mind as between
operational efficiency and op~rational necessity?
A. No. I think that the two go together; And I think
that the reView, as I say, while it was ill the course

of being made and was concluded after we got back from
South America, determined that there was no operational
necessity or any need of these flights for the sake of
efficiency at the present time.

Mr. Secretary, may I ask whether ·this in effect
reverses a decision reported about 10 days ago referring
to a situation about 3 weeks or a mor.th ago in which there

Q.

was supposed to t~ve been a decision made to conduct such
fli ghts at an early date?
A.~

No such dec!.sion was made.

Hr . Secreta:-y, going back to the previous question
on the Berlin p~ ' oblem and llights, I think the question
was phrased, hRt~ :Ie changed our decision to send flights
in--something to that effect. What I would like to know
is l-1hether 1'm had decided earlier, within ·the last month,
not to send flights but to inform the Soviet authorities
. again with a restatement of our feeling about this problem
and our rights, and was that decision changed?
Q.

A.

No decision had been reached on that. We have
discussed the matter from time to time with the French
and the British, and we have been in complete agreement
on the matter.

Mr . Secretary, it has been suggested that in the
forthcoming German negotiations Chancellor Adenauer has
a veto power over ~~y decision that we might make there.
We have said that we \1ould make no agreements with the
Soviet Union that would not be satisfactoI"J to the
people of Gennany and the people of Berlin. Is this
not true then, that Adenauer does have veto power over
our decision regarding Germany?
.
Q.

A. Again, when you speak about our decision over Germany,
we don't pretend to have the sale right tbmake a determination as to w' .at shall be done lii th Germany. This is
a matter that we have continuously felt was' one for consultation between the British, the French, the Germans,
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and ourselves as the powers principally responsible
and principally concerned.

(Unclassified)
The question, of course, of an overall peace treaty
which would settle the East German situation would,
naturally, affect a great many more countries besides.
So that in the Berlin situation, in which the predominant interests of these four nations reside, we
have never taken it unto ourselves to say that anyone
has necessarily a right of veto or that we have a right
of veto . What we are obviously trying to do is to concert our position as best tie can, and I think that in
connection with that the visit of Chancellor Adenauer

next week may be very signifi cant.
lolr . Secretary, I would like to take another crack
at the Berlin flights question: If no decision or con-

Q.

sideration h~ been given to resuming flights above
10,000 feet, why was it necess~J , after the President
returned , to make a decision that they were not now
operationally necessary?
It was not necessary to make a decision , but the
decision was one that was pending . The review was underway before the President got back , was brought to him,
and he made the decision.

A.

Q. Mr. Secretary, if I may refer once more to this muchdiscussed matter : I gather from what you say about the
Berlin flights that what the President decided against
yesterday was any iImlediate flight plan at a high level
bett-leen West Berlin and West Germany. And I wanted to
ask you whether it is unlikely now that any such !lights
would be undertaken before the summit conference.

I don It think it has any direct relation to the
summit conference at all . I think that this was determined
entirely on the question of operational needs as of nOloT.
If those operational needs should change, we would feel
entirely free to move ahead.
A.

vlell, I asked the question that way, sir, because
you mentioned the subject in response to the first
question I asked, which had to do with Mr. Khrushchev ' s
suggestion that nobody should to anything to upset
prospects for an agreement .
Q.

A. Well , I was merely ' speculating that this was what
you were inquiring about.
SEGRET/NOFORN
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Excerpts from ' ... slatant Secretary Foy Kohler's
Speech on the hiltUal Security Progr82!!.......
Within a few ;. ,eka the Heads of Government of the
United States, France, the United Kingdom, and the
Soviet Union wt. l::' n-.eet in Paris. At that meeting we,
the United Kingdom, and France will continue our longstanding efforts to make progress toward a resolution
of some of the outstanding points at issue between our-

selves and the Soviet Union.
No one can now predict what will be the outcome of these
discussions . No one knows whether any real progress will
be made toward a just solution of the problem of Gemany J
which, due to Soviet intransigence, remains divided; of
Berlin, whose people are determined to remain free and
maintain their links with the West; aru;l of genuine,
controlled disannaJnent. There is J however, one thing
that can be said with absolute certainty. Solutions to
these problems on a basis compatible with elerrentary
considerations of justice and consistent ~th basic
principles from which W'9 cannot deViate and still retain
our freedom and dignity will not be promoted by any
weakening of our post~ or our will .
We might, in fact, take a lesson from the opposition
in this regard. It 1s true that the time-phased Soviet
ultimatum of last year has been withdrawn, and an intent
to seek .settle1"'ents by peaceful me.ms through negotiations
has been proclci.med. However, Mr. Khrushchev has recently
been making it clear that there is no alteration in the
basic Soviet positions on Berlin and Germany and that
the threat of l.'.Dilateral Soviet action at some tiRE
remains . And t"1hile Soviet propaganda has been trying
to make capital of the Soviet announcement that it
planned to reduce armed force personnel over the next
18 months or so to .8 level approximating that of the
United States Armed Forces, he declared to the Supreme
Soviet on January 14 that lithe Soviet Army now has
combat means and firepower never before possessed by any
army" and "would be able to literally wipe the country
or countries which attack U8 off the face of the earth . "
}t)reover, dur1ng the recent Asian tour he has been
proclaiming that "the Soviet Union is the world's most
powerful nation in the milltary sense. II
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Thus I would r epeat that, as we enter into the period

1b

of renewed negotiations with the Soviet Union, the
unity and the strength of the free world are of the
greatest importance. Solutions to outstanding problems
will not come easily. They will take a long time to
accomplish. While we continue to seek these solutions,
as vle have in the past, it would be folly to weaken our
collective military posture in the uncertain period
ahead. If we are not serious about our defenses now, we
will never be able to convince anyone of the seriousness
of our intentions in what may well be a prolonged period
of negotiations .

(Unclassified)

Mar.
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Chancellor Adenauer IS Plebiscite Proposal: Frequently
~self

or those travelling with me have been asked about

the purpose of rrry trip. There are several reasons . Last
summer I ,1as invited by the Japanese Prime l1inister,
Mr. KiShi, to come to Japan. I am now going there to

reciprocate his visit to Bonn . Also, I rms invited months
ago by the University of California to attend its convocati on in l1a.rch. I have gladly accepted, and I shall
proceed from here to California . Finally, and that is
not the least important reason, the political situation
in the world has deteriorated during the last few months .
On the 16th of May, as you know, a Summit Conference will

open in Paris in which the United States, Britain, France
and the Soviet Union will participate . This Summit Conference will be preceded by meetings of the foreign
ministers of the free nations, of NATO and of the Western
heads of government . This conference may achieve extraordinary politica1 significance . The entire subject
matter is being prepared in so- called working groups.
Naturally, we Germans take a very great interest in this .
Therefore, I have come here with Foreign }tlnister
von Brentano in order to discuss the whole situation with
the leading authorities of the United States, especially
President Eisenhower and Secretary of State Herter.
Before I discuss our present meeting here l et me say a
few words about the smears on housewalls of an anti Semitic or National Socialist character which came as
such a shock to public opinion throughout the world
a short while ago . Before gOing any further, I should
like to state this with the utmost emphasis : Germany
is not anti-Semitic and Germany is not National Socialist.
There can be no question that such ideas have any hold
SECREr,fflOFORN
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people. I do not minimize what has
object to any generaliza·t ion. Gennany
is and remains a democratic state . With; this statement"
I should like ·c:;> leave the subject . If~ 'in the course
of the discuss·_on, .anyone wants to address a question
to me on this ~u""ject., I shall answer it .
among the

Germ .~

happened, but

:~

'>.

I should now like to say something about the Summit
Conference . beginning on the, 16th of !lay. The working
groups having collected all sorts of material and the
situation having been considered under every concelvable aspect-- as is the custom of Foreign Offices--it
may be assmned that concrete positions will presently
be agreed upon 'Wh:teh then w.l.l l have to ·be submitted
to the foreign ministers and heads of government for
their approval.

Controlled disarmament. Among the points of the agenda
that we are now working on, tho most imp~tant--perhaps
the decisive one-is to rrr:y mind the question of controlled
disannament--both in respect of nuclear and of conventional weapons. As you knCj,i , a conference of ten nations
is now meeting bl Geneva which is to de81 with this entire
complex of questions. You also know that for many months
past the experts in Geneva have been grappling with
part of the problem--I find no better term for it.
Notwithstanding this , it seems to me an imperative
necessi~ that the participants at the Summit Conference
should go into ~.he disarmament question in a very
detailed manne;.·. What is involved here 1s not a technical
but a political problem of the first magnitude. Primarily,
emphasis must ~ e placed on the polit1ca1 character of the
problem, becau.::-e !'rom the point of view of technology
or physics there will ~ways be a tendency to believe
that perfection has not been reached yet. One of the
participants in the pre-summit meetings will say this
is the right method , while anotiler one will say that
is the right method, and thus many months and. many
years could still go by without s:ny definitive agreement being reached. Certainly the problem also has
its technical aspects, but predominantly it is a
political proble~ If one approaches it only from the
technical side , humanity will never be free from the
nightmare now pre••ing upon it . The politicians and
the leading statesnum, in solving this problem, must
possess the I n~cessary vigor and the needed farsightedness
so that progress may be made · at long last.
SECHET/NOFORN
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In this field the United States can have a clear

conscience. Years 81;0, "lhen the United States was
still the sole possessor of nuclear secrets, it declared
itself ready--by its own free will--to hand over to an
international body its knowledge and stocks of nuclear
materials, so that this research in the sphere of physics
ndght be made to serva peaceful. purposes for the benefit
of all mankind . The United States has gone even further.

It has also expressed its readiness to make available to
the countries not yet fully developed a large part of the

huge swns expected to be saved as a result .

A.t that time

the Soviet Union said Ilnoll, although it did not have any
bombs yet. I wish .from the bottom of my heart that the
United States will continue to play the leading part in
the field of disarmament policy- and to play with courage,

with strength, with deternti.nation and with confidence.
One nation must assume leadership. The United States
has been called upon to perform this role .
At the Summit Conference the disarmament problem must
be dealt with \dthin the political contexts, and some
progress should be made tmlards its solution. Khrushchev,
too, has repeatedly declared that the question of dis~~nt was the most essential and most important issue
of our age and at this Summit Conference. Humanity
desires to see some progress at long last towards a
genuine peace; it looks for an escape from this era of
insecurity, of crisis and of pressure in order to be
able to enjoy the bleSSings of peace and of social
progress.
German reunification. The question next in order of
importance at this conference loull be the German issue .
That is, the question of reunification 1n peace and
freedom and the question of Berlin . Yesterday morning
I talked with President Eisenhower, and a joint communique,
,,11th which you are familiar, tof3S issued about this conversation. Permit me to say sOr.1ething about this joint
conl1mmique. Just nOH I explained to you that the preparation of the Summit Conference was still in the stage of
consultation within the working groups . The result of
this study by the working groups will presently be
submitted to a conference of Foreign Ministers. At
this stage of the proceedings it wou1.d have been discourteous ani improper towards our other partners, if
decisions had been fonnulated in advance. But I want
to tell you with all emphasis that a 'Tery far-reaching
SECRET/NOFORN
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identity of vi ~ "~ emerged during the discussions with
President Eisen "'Jwer, and in the course of n\1merOUS
conversations I 118.'7e had. during these last few days
with leading American politicians. You cannot expect,
however, that even now in our communique we should
use definite formulae which still have tc be discussed
with the othe,r f6rtnere, But anyone wh(" rsads this
COImDunique care'fti."&Ly -("Ir, permit me to Bay, who
stu:Ues 1 t-wiU ~l that we have already made considerable progress in preparation for the sUlIDlli t con-'
ference.

(Unclassified)

Let me refer t o one passage in particular:

..

"The ""President and the Chancellor reaffirmed
their dstermination to continue their efforts
to achieve the reunification of Germany in
peace and freedom. They further agreed that
the preservation of the freedom of the people
of West Berlin, and their right of 8elfdetermination must underlie any future agreement affecting the c1 ty. 11

I would ask you to read this sentence most carefully.
It con~i~ the bssis for the ~st'B attitude toward
Khrushchev's denrnds with regard to &rlln and it is
therefore of dec ~siv8 importance 1n the present situation. The right of self-determination-which is, after
all, an element·uy human right which is granted to every
people on earth-must also be given to the 17 million
Germans in the Sc-viet occupied zone of Germany. I beg
of ~u, ladies and gentlemen, to understand that we
Germans dwell on this right of self-determination with
all the resolution atbur command.. .I am doing this today
before you with particular emphasis because the suppression of human rights 1n the Sov1et zone has never been
as severe and cruel as just now. The churches are being
oppressed; the people who support the churches are being
persecutedj the parent"s of th~ children who r eceive religious tuition Qy ~he churches to prepare for their
confirmation are threatened in such a manner and put
under such pressure that they no longer dare sending
their children to religious instruction. A particularly
violent drive is now going on against the farmers in the
Soviet Zone. Their property 1s being .ken from them.
They are forced to hand over their holdings to the
Kolkhozea and to renounce the land which they and their
forebears have worked for centuries as free meD, as
free fanners. Anyone familiar with the mentality of the
farmers, and especially the farmers in those areas, ap, preciates the moral torments to which the people there
are exposed. All this is done at the bid of the
Soviet Union.
SF~RET/NOFORN
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- 104 conditione in the Soviet zone of Germany,

Compared t~
the situation in Poland is much more bearable. In Poland. no one dares any longer to proceed as they do in
the Soviet zone. The right of self-determination which,
as I just mentioned, the Soviets, too, acknowledge- at
least in their worde-must also be valid for theBe Ger-

mans who have lived for many centuries in the heart of
Europe; it must form the basis ~f all negotiations.
Listen to what Khrushchev told the Supreme Soviet on
30th December 1955: "Every people bas the right to
build its existence in accordance with its own desires."
And on lst December 1959, he declared at Budapest that
every people 1s entitled to choose not only the regime
but also the social system under which it wants tc live.
On 5th }Jarch 1960, speaking at the Sports Palace in Hoscow, he expressed himself in favor of the Pathans, a
people who live in the region of the border of Pakistan
and Afghanistan; in well-phrased words he said that they,
the Pathans, must be given the right of self-determinatioD in freedom.
The Problem of Berlin. I now turn to the question of
Berlin. Naturally , the question of what ia to become
of Berlin is a matter of life and. death for these gallant
people who for nearly 15 years have eroured, aa on a
island of freedom, within a sea of slaver.y. The three
western occupation powers occupied Berlin during the
war. Consequently, they have a right which is not by
any means derived from any treaty concluded with the
Soviet Union; rather this right is based on the principles
of international law, it is a right per se,-a so-called
original right of which no one - I repeat, no one - can
deprive them. It is a right whicb only they themselves
can renounce. The relationship between free Berlin and
these occupation powers over the years has developed
in a most satisfactory II8nnsr. The ~le8tern occupation
powers, and especially the Un! ted States, have directed
thei~icular care to free Berlin, and in the course
of the years have stated time and again that they would
support Ierlin and champion its freedom.
Suddenly on 2?th November 1928, Khrushchev - without any
obvious reason and without any justification - demanded
a modification of the legal E tatus of Berlin. I declare emphatically that the Soviet Union does not have
the least right to put forward such a demand, and, in
particular, I should like to state emphatically that
thePeople in West Berlin do not desire any change in
the present status of Berlin as long as the ~esent
desolate condition continues in which Germanytinds
itself as a result of her partition. I recommend to

.
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I recolJlJlend to the Western powers, 'Woo advocate the
right of self-determination, that a plebiscite be held
in I9rlin even before the SUImll.lt conference. The
question t" be voted on must be phrased. q u1 te simply,

perhapa

som~hat

like this'

Do you want or do you not

want, the present legal status of Berlin to continue
until reunification?

Naturally, one can argue 'With

the exact phraseology. It should also be discussed
with the Berlin Senate. But I believe that the three
Western pOltiors would have an even stronger position
at the summit conference - over and above their original
right - if they could point once more to the freely
expressed will of the Berlin population, which was ex-

aoo

pressed 80 clearl y
unambiguously in all preceding
9J.actioDS. The q uestion as to whether or not the legal
status of Berlin should be modified is a matter of the
utmost importan"}e also for the three Western poloIers.
It 1s my conviction that they would suffer an enormous
.. loss of confid~Tlce througbout the world i f they were
to sUl"render t :leir pledge concerning Berlin - eo oft en
repeated - by r i elding to Khrushchev I s demands. I would
ask you to PUt yours elf in the position of otber nations
througbout the world, not only in EUrope, if somothing
11ke that shoUld happen - i f this great and mighty land
of yours would change its previously beld point of view
regarding Berlin in response to the utterly unfounded
claim of the ~ oviet Union. This cannot be and it shall
not be. It is loy firm conviction that Khrushchev at the
suml.t meeting will be told this quite unmistakably by
all the three Western partners. It is also my f i rm conviction that Khrushchev, who in my opi nion does not want
war - wlll not risk his entire work, the development of
the Soviet
Union and his Seven-Year-PLan.
,

,. '

!1!.r..

The time available for my speech has unfortunate~ expired ani I am now ready to answer your questions. I
shall leave ~ a8bingto n ealmly and in the conviction
that the fre e nations, i f they stand united and firm let me repeat over am ' over again, these words I united
and firm - that tbe free nations w111 bring the world
controlled disarmament and peace.
Comment 2!! AdellEtuer . plebiscite proposal

~

1--.1 11y Brandt

2l

Brandt then 8 ~ rized his reply to Chancellor's letter
{now enroute} whichalse inclmes views of Senat am
both political perties. Mlin peinte as foUO\Js: Senat
ready to hold d plebiscite in west Berlin if Vestern
powers should des ire it. Berliners tbemselves would
lie prepared to s ponsor plebiscite on their own if it
a~peared situation required such action.
SWRET'!NOFORN
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Re technical problem of holding plebiscite in \-lest Berlin on such short notice, special law would have to be
adopted but this could be rushed through in about 4
'Weeks . Prooosed "Wxt of such law, with Question to be
posed in plebiscite omitted, bas already -been drafted.

Brandt said in letter to Chancellor he deplored lack
consultation before Adenauer l!8de proposal . Furthermore, diffioult to understand need for plebis:ite with-

out baokground regarding Chancellor's conversation
with President and Secstate. (Brandt told us his impressions were there nothing in Washington talks irxi!eating such a need . )

Brandt's letter further referred to Importancepf carefully considering theme, time and form of any plebiscite •

Impression must be avoided t~At Germans mistrusted their
Allies, nor must plebiscite appear to ask Berliners who
their occupiers should be.
As to form, Brandt told Adenauer it should be "formal
tu.ebiscite" not "public opinion" poll conducted by political parties . latter would have t .. o disadvantages:
(1) yould be compared to sort of thing that goes on
in a npeoplea I Democracyll (2) it would be impt"'6sible
to achieve as good results percentage-wise . Under any
circumstances it difficult obtain voting participation
of 93 percent as in December 1958 elections . A vote
uMer party sponsorship without formal voting lists
might result in significantly weaker pgrticipation.
Brandt also wrote Chancellor that irrespective of plebiscite before eu:::mlt, Berliners were planning to use events
of ~y I to register an impact on world opinion. Various
schemes under consideration to augment normal activities ,
including participation of representative groups from
public life "'ho might be called upon to show their support for the cause.
Brandt aleo told Adenauer be assumed Allies at SUD!Dit
",auld keep their word that no agreements would be made
against will of Berliners. This also pointed to conclusion it preferable to have plebiscite, if any, after
rather than before summit.
Mar .

Brandt r adio broadcast

~

plebiscite proposal

22
l~yo r Willy Brandt devoted his regular biweekly radio
broadcast l~arch 20 almost entirely to Menausr's discussions 1n WOshington and to Cba~cellor 's plebiscite
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proposal. ~ter stressing tmt in joint cCiII'Ilunique
President Eisenhower pledged that recognition of right
of self-determination must be basIs any possible agreement re Berl!.n and that Presidm t in his p'l'8SB confsronoe
a day later had nade an important reference to the legal
basis of Western Allies in lltrlln, Brarnt made follewing
JX)lnts re Chancellor 18 p16biscl te proposal:

Chancellor 1 s suggestion that a plebiscite be held before
sunmlt conference in order to demonstrate how population
of fre. Berlin thinks i.,lm "improvised an9hot ontireq
Dw··but indubitably rem!lrkable suggestion."
It 18 essential "to think carefull:y !bout the.., bather and
how, the t1.m1ng, the form am the questlon Itsslf-above
all impression must not be ereatedJbat we are motivated

b.y lack of

conf1d~nce

in our Western friends. n

Technical detaUa could be solved. Brandt agreed with
those 'Who in fir .3t reactions to Cbancell('\r I s suggestion
bad emphasized t.,;,at there can never be any doubt as t(\
r~sult 01' plebisc1te, all the more since Berlin,ix>pulation
in last electiLiD Dec. 1958 had replied ~ith nalmost
unsurpe.esable c'..trlty" to (Soviet) ultimatum. Legal
situation in' Be ..-:111 b'ls not change48ince than. "It
therefore in a LWay unnecessary invoke right of 8·s lfdetermination at present time because it ~as invoked
Dec. 7, 1958."
Brandt vent on to say, -We havo recently pointed out
that precious elementary right to have a voice in onete
0\0IU fate" my be demnd.ed byjUs, if necessary.
11\~e are
ready any day to conduct a plebiSCite in West Berlin
i f Western Powers demand it ~ \ole would participite with
eve~eater zeal 1n a vote 1n all Berlin provided Four
Powers prepu-aci the way. Ilnd we reserve the right tl"\
take initiative in asking for an expreseion of the
will f'lf the people if there 1s a proper subject for
such a vote. But this 1s a weigh~ inst~nt of poliey
which should not be blunted needle8s~.n
o

Mar .

24

Brandt private conment qn,. plebiSCite proposal
,

Brandt told me he kno'Ws of no one who favors the plan
besides Adenauer himself. In addition to entire Berlin
Senat, he mentioned President Luebke (now visiting
_,
Berlin), Chancel).i:lr'e Berlin representative Vockel,
and even Chanoellor'8 IIGraY »:Dinence" Globke as being
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- 108 opprsed to plan. Even Fonnff apparently ~pposed although
they have to be very careful ""hat they say. This evident
from attitude of ~~ofessor - Carstens, - Foreign - Office representatlve who had aoO) mpanied Adenauer t(' Washington,
with whom Brandt had just discussed subject at length,

Brandt then referred to same point he made tn me l~r. 21 1
Difficult ~sitlon he would be in i f there Is no plebisoite because (>f his opposition and if sumnlt declslollS leave many Germans unhappy . Menausr would crucify him. Therefore , Brandt said, after discussing
problem at length with his friends be deoided go ahead
with preparation technical matters that would be necessary for a formal plebiscite 80 that Adenauer could not
later accuse him of having sabotaged idea from beginning, Necessary law to authorize plebiscite already
drafte1 am can be acted "111 in one day. Preparation
election lists and other details ~hich ~ill take about
three ~eeks to complete will be handled qy Senator
Lipschitz .
Upon Chancellor's return t o Cenoany, Brandt will meet
with him B1Xi do his best to talk him out of holding
Berlin plebiscite . If not successful, he w111 suggest
soma alternatives to plebiscite. Brandt has already
given some thought to alternatives and vill continue
t~ .
Right nnw he is thinking seriously but as last
resort of suggesting to Chancellor that Berlin Parliament be dissolverl and new elections held. This would
avoid many pitfalls involved in plebiscite and would
be comp;1rable in every respect to December 1958 elections . Brandt cited Carstens as havin reminded him
world outside f,f Germany only diln1y aware '58 aection
and its significance ; hence new election at this time
would demonstrate in timely way allegiance Berliners
tn Western cause . According to Brandt, one objection to
this idBh voiced qy Lipschitz who doubts widsom playing around with basic system ~f representative g6v~rn
ment itself , even though in good cause .
If he does not succeed changing Chancellor's mind,
Brandt says he will have to go along but will then remind
Chanceller that matter should be taken up with three
ambassadors in Bonn 8S Brandt would not be willing carry
out plebiscite if Allies object . Brandt does not see
how Menauer could take exception to this in view mny
oocasions Adenauer himself bas referred to Allied...{iermn partnership in Berlin.
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I asked Brandt if it did not seem evident that Chancellor's
position frankly based on using this method guarantee
fulfillment recent pledges received from Frssident Eisenhower. Brandt referred to letter from eha-ncellar in
which ltienauer stated reas("In for his propOsal was lito
strengthen \-!sstern position at sunmit. II

!

recalled

Brandt's ("iwn vl~w8 that plebiscite might well be taken
as sign Germans 1ld not trust their Allies and Baid I
believed there was indeed risk plebiscite idea might
boomeragg in big way when full significance brought
home t,... Brltlsil, French and American peoples. Brandt
said this was ~1,;Bt the point that 'troubled him.
Nar.

24

Publication Ez the U. S . of Allied World War II
ments £!!. the occupation ~ Germany

~

During recent months, it h B been evident that representAtives of the East German regime have been endeavoring tC'
implant through various propaganda means the notion that
Berlin is "pirt of" f'r lIon" the terr itory c-f the Zone nf
I'"JO:cupation allocated t o the Soviet Union and hence "ps..rt
of" (\r "on" territory of the regime in Eastern Germany .
Since the matter of the nature and definition of tbe
areas nf Germany to be occupied Qy the Allied Pbwers has
thus been made a matter of public issue, there is released berewith a phot ~graphic reproduction nf the original
English and Russian texts of the agreement between the
United States, United Kingdom and the U.S.S.R. concerning
the areas which their re8pe~tive military. forces would
!)ccup)' in Germany. The Documents make clear that the
Berlin area was not "part oft! or "on" the territory
to be oocupied qy any of the Powers under the agreement.
Rather, the agreeme nt clearly indicates that Berlin was
designated as a E8parate area to We jointly occupied.
The Allied militJ.rY forces have remained in Berlin with0ut relinqu1sh1~6 the rights derived from the military
defeat of Nazi Germany. There Is, however, no basis
suggesting the.+, Berlin hae somehow been mysteriously
merged with or ple.c ed on the terri tory f"f one of the
occuPation Pow er~~
T:he Documente arxl aoe:. mpanying map were signed in Londen
I' inant for the United State., by Sir W1lliam. Strallg for the United K1ngdom, and by F. T. Gausey
for the Soviet Union.

by John G.

(Note: Blanks in paragraphs ~f the agreement describing
·t\<Jo zones and hlo sectors lolere filled in withnHnited.

. ..
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Kingdom" and "United States of America II on November 14,
1944. On July 26, 1945, the agreement was amended to
include the French Republio. The American and British
sectors of Berlin and zones in Western Germany were
subdivided to ~ovide appropriate areas for French
force~.
Neither action affected sector or zonal
bound'a]1jf~~ between Western and Soviet areas.)
PROTOCOL

betweeb the Governments of the United States of America,
the United Kingdom, and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics, on the zones of occupation in C8rmany and
the administration of "Greater Berlin" •
•• *00***

The Governments of the United States of America, the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
and the Union of Soviet Socialist ~publiC5 have reached
the following agreement with regard to the execution of
Article 11 of the Instnunent of Unconditional Surrender
of Germanyl1. Germsny , wi thin her frontiers as they were on the
31st December, 1937, will, for the purposes of occupation, be divided into three zones, one of which w111 be
allotted to each of the three Powers, and. a special
Berlin area, which 'Will be under joint occupation by
the three Powers .

2. The boundaries of the three zones and of the Berlin
area, and the allocation of the three zones as between
the U,S. A., the U.K. and the U.S.S.R. will be as
f0110w81Eastern Zone
shel.;n -On
the anr;ex9d

ill

map nA")

.,

The territory of G~rmany (including the
province of East Prussia) ai tuated ~'O
the East of a line drawn from the poJut
on Lubeck Bay where the frontiers of
Schlem.llg-Holstein and Mecklenburg meet,
along the 'Western frontier of Hecklenburg
to the frontier of the province of Hanover, to the frontier of Brunswick;
thence along the western frontier of the
Prussian province of Ssxoqy to the western
frontier of Anhalt; thence along the
western frontier of Anhalt; thence along
r
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the vestern frontier of the ?russian
province of Saxony and the '.lea tern fMUtler of Thuringia to ~here the latter meets
the Bavarian frt'ntier; thence eastwards
along the no rthern frontier of Ban:-ia
to the 1937 Czechoslovakian frontier,
will be occupied qy armed forces of
the U.S .S.R., with the exception of
the Berlin area, for which a special
sy~tem of occupation is provided below.
Northweetern
Zone
C;; BhOlln
gn

The territory of Germany situated to the
west of the line defined above, and
bounded on the south "bl a line drawn from
the point where the western frontier of
Tr-'lt'ingi&. i!i8ets the frontier of Bavaria;
t~ e nce westwards along the southern
f~onti er8 of the Prussian provinces of
Hessen-Na8S&u and Rheinprovinz to where
~ha latter meets the frontier of France
wUl be occupied qy armed forces of ••••

the

annroced
IIBp IIAft)

.... .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ ..

South';estern
Zone
"TaB shew.!!
on the
anne.ad

All the remaining terr itory of Western
Germany situated to the s>uth of the line

defined in the description of tile NorthWestern Zone lolUl ba occupied by armed
forces of ................................. .

mp II! If)

The" frontiers of States (Under) and
Provinces wi thin ~ny, referred to in

the foregoing descriptions of the zones, are
those which' existed a£ter the coming into
effect of the decree of 25th June, 1941
(published in the Reichsgeoatzblatt, Part I
No. 72, 31'0 JUly, 1941).
Berlin
Area
raBshewn
on the
annexed
4 sheets
of mp "B")
0

"0

.'"or

'"

• "j /": .,,

,

The Berlin area (b,y which expression 1s
understood the territory of "Greater Berlino
as defined by the law of 2?th of April 1920)
will he joint~ occupied by armed forces of t
the U.S .A., U.K., and.. :tbJt U.S.S.R., assigned
qy the respective Commandere-in-Chief.
Fot' thIs purpose the territory of "Greater
Berlin" wIll be divided into the following
threB parte J-
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or

North-E~tern

part

(districts of

Fank~J,

~tteJ

Welaaens8~,

"Greater Berllg!
Prenzlauerberg,
Friedrlchsbaln,

Lichtenberg, Treptow, Kopenick) will be
OCcupied by the forces of the U.S.S.R.

part of Greater Berlin
~i8trlcts of Reinickendorf, Wedding,
Tiergarten, Cbarlottenburg, Spandau,
~ "J rth-We8tern

Wilmersdorf) will be occupied by ths
forces of •••••••••••••••••••••

Southern part of "Greater Berlin
(districts of Zehlendorf, Steglltz,
Schoneberg, Kreuzberg, Tempelbof J
Neukolln) will be occupied by ths
forces of ••••••••••••• •• ••••

The boundaries of distric'ta within "Greater
Berlin", referred to in the foregoing
descriptions are those which existed after
the coming into effect of the decree published on 27th l!arch, 1938 (Amtsblatt
dar Relchshauptstadt Berlin No. 13 of
27th March, 1938, pege 215).

3. The occup,ying forces in each of the three zones into
which Germany is divided will be under a COIl!!lander-in-Chief
designated by the Government of t he country whose forces
oecup,y that zone .

4. Each of the three Powers may, at its discretion, include
among the forces assigned to occupation duties under the
command of its Commander-ln-Chief, auxiliary contingente
from the forces of any other Allied Power which has partipated in military operations against Germa.ny.
5. An Inter-Allied Governing Authority (Komendatura)
consisting of three Commandants, appointed by their
respective Commanders- in-Chief, wll1 be established tc
directly jOintly the administration of tho "Greater
Berlin" area.
6 . This Protocol bas been drawn up in triplicate in the
English and Russian languages . Both texts are authentic.
the Protocol wlll come into force on the dgnature by
Germany of the Instrument of Unconditional Surrender.
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The ·" bo.... text of the Protocol betYeen the GovernmentOof
the United States of America, the United Kingdom am the
Union of Soviet Social1s t Republica, on the zonas cf

occupation 1n
.~.

Gorma~

and the administration of- "Greater

Berlin" has been prepared and unanimously adopted by the
European Advisory Commission at a meeting held on 12th
September, 1944, with the exception of the allocation of

North-Wsstern and South-Western zones of occupation in
Geruany and the North-Western and Southern parts of

"Greater Berlln", which requires further consideration
and jplnt agreement qy the Governments of tho U.S.A.,

U.K. and U.S.S.R.

Representative .. f the
Reprsssntat'lve of the
Government of t.le U.S.A . Government of the U.K.
on the European Advis- on the European Advisory Corm:n.isslon
ory COIllnlssion
J. G. Wl~:':'
(John G. Winant)

W. Str!1llg
(Willi8lll Streng)

Representative of the Government
of the U.S.S.R. on the
Advisory Commission

....

European

F. T. Gousev
(F.T. Gousev)
Excerpts from

~

addrese

BI

Secretary Herter

Clearly one 'of the"' 'key issues before us is the problem of
the division of Ge:rrnany. Not only does t his unnatural
diviB l on represent a grave injustice to t he German people,
but -:what is equally s erious, the continued division of
Ge:rmany, i f not resol'red , will inevitably result in
jeopardizing the peace or be w~rld •
.In reeent months Ur. Khrushchev has repeatedly suggested
in public statements that if the Western Pbwers do not
agree to settle t he German problem au hie terms, he may
proceed un1latere.lly to conclude a separate treaty with the
.Es;st Ge~n reg! "'e. While he ~s been careful not to be
\00 prec~ee in hi s statement~
this subject, the repetition of this threat cannot help but complicate the situation and affect adversely the international atmosphere.

on

in

Hr. Krusbcbev has also said recen11y
reference to /isla
. that nevery people has the right of self-determination. II
. ~~ i~ 1a clear .(rom tonel Sovi~-e regord with respect to
. r:.' ~ A~rmany that l~r. Kbtushchev 1s hot ·prepared to see thiB
principle applied in the case of the 17 million people
under COJIDllunist control in East Berlin and East Germany
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The Western Powers, by contrast, through a l ong seriee
of postwar negotiations , have insisted that the principle of sel f-determination be honored . MOre specifically,
we believe that reunification should be achieved on the
basis of free plebiscites, and that a final peace settlement should be cpncJ,.uded wtth the cerman Government
formed on the basis of such plebiscites .

The Berlin question can also be expected to figure
prominently in the forthcoming Paris Heads of Government
discuss ions . The division of Berlin is but a reflection
of a larger problem of the division of Germany.
In the coming Summit conference the Western Powers arB
determined to protect the freedom and security of the
people of \-Iest Berlin. We made this poSition clear at the
Foreign Hinisters Conferenoe at Geneva. President Eisenho'Wer reaffirmed it at Camp David. \-Ie and our allies
agreed as recently as the Heads of Gove r nment meeting
at Paris in December to continue to stand firm on West
Berlin. In thus making sure that the 5Jviet leaders
do not misjudge our firmness, 'We reduce the c~nces of
rash action which would greatly increase tensions .
While reaffirming our fundamental rights and responsibilities with respect to Berlin, we are sincerely'
'Willing to enter into negotiations to Bolve this problem
~1n the context of the German problem as a whole.
While I am discussing the German problem I should like
to take this opportunity to say a few words a bout the
new Germa~y --the Federal Republic of Germany. I have
noted in recent months many hostile attacks of Soviet
origin, Bome from Hr. Khrushchev himself, labeling the
Government of the Federal Republio as "mill taristio" •
These chargse are completely without foundation . They
are clearly designed not only to discredit Chancellor
Adenauer's government but also to sow the seede of
suspicion and disunity among the members of the free
world alliance . During the first decade of its existence
the Federal RepUblic, under the constructive leadership
·.. r Chancellor Memmer, has re '"'EIstabliehed in Gerrr.any a
democratio order dedicated to the principles of fraed~m
arxl justi.ce. \Hthin the framewor k of such arrangements
as the Europe Community and NATO, both of which have
received unstinting Ger:rnaD support , the Federal
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Republic hae effectively contributed to the d~elopment _..
of pdlitlcel and economic stability 1n Western Europe .
and to the maintenance of free 'World sec;urity. It has
proved 1tael! in every 'Way a wC'rtqy s.od 'resreeted ally •

..

.....

April

7
(Official Use
Ortly)

Text of Berlin Se~ate report on plebiscite proposal'
Following 1s translation Senat report re plebiscite
which being fonmrded to Chancellor today.
i'

(Text) In its ~Jssion Apr 6 in presence acting Pree.
House of Representatives and Representatives both Parliamentary delega'tione J Senat took cognizance of report

concerning

con~~rs atlon

held in Bonn Apr 5 between the

Hayors and memoo::s of FedGov regarding political situa-

tion before summit conference and questions arising for
Berlin out of this situation .
Senat has determined its full agreement with FedGov re
demands: (1) to maintain primary rights of Yes tern
Powers in Berlin until reunification; (2) to preserve
and strengthen existing ties between Berlin and FedRep.
Furthermore, there exists complete agreement with FedGov
that right .of self-determination must be applied to Berlin also.

Senat reiterates its conviction that there will be no
agreement on Berlin which ignores right of self-deter-

minstion of population concerned. Senat has noted with
satisfaction statements by Western statesmen reaffirming this right of Berlin population. With sincere
satisfaction it welcomes declaration repeated b,y US
President which oonfirmed once again, in communique
Mar 16, 1960, that right of self-determination shall be
basis for any future agreement regarding Berlin.
Senat expresses its gratitude to Fed Chancellor for having presented se resolutely and successfully the joint
position on Berlin on repeated occasions including
recent trip.
In e~ction Dec. 7, 1958, Senat received convincing
vota bf confidence. With 92~9 percen~ of electorate
participating, only 1.9 percent of votero supported
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candidates representing the then current SOy proposals .
This is still valid today.
Senat . repaates, nevertheless, that it reserves right
to callan people of Berlin for a plebiscite at appropriate time.
In particular, Senat 18 ready for a plebiscite even
prier.to summit conferenoe, should FedGov, in accord
.ith three Western Powers, desire' it.
Timing and form of question \01 ill depend on future
developmente . Senat has made necessary technical preparations to be able to hold plehiecite at a time to be
agreed on. In this context Senat decided tod~ to sub-

mit immediately a draft law to House of Representatives .
Senat has confidence in FedGov, which 1s charged with
representing Berlin 1n spbere of intarnational law and
foreIgn pollcy, as well 8S in assurances three Western
Powers 'Which bear special responsibility for Berlin.
April
20
(Unclassified )

!,xcflrnta from speech

by

Under SE!cret!\IT Douglas Dillon :

Problem of Germapy, includin~ ~~rlL~: The central issue
confronting the Soviet Union c;ld the "lestern nations at
the summit is the problem of Gornar.;r, inclu1ing Berlin.
No issue on earth today is more critical. It involves
the immed1ete fate or 2 1/4 million West Berliners and
the ultimate destiny of about 70 million Germans. It
bears dl!"ectly upon the future stability of Central
Europe and ~h9 possibility of a last ing Eu~opean peace.
It representJ a critical test of the integrl.ty and dependsbllity uf the free worldls oollonting security
systema J because no nation could preserve its faith in
collective security if 'We permitted the courageous
people of West Be:;:olin to be sold into slavery. It also
repr~sente u critical test of Oovlot good faith in all
areas ~f ne &~t1atio ~ For the eoal~ of di8~rmament and
the gansral ia.prmre..nent of Eas·::;...wost :o"elations have no
prospect of b.t.tainment if 'We f1lld that the Soviet rulers
or their East Gernan puppets are prapared to use force
or the threat of force in an attempt to isolate and
subjugate West Berlin. FinallYJ we must recognize
that the iaDue of Germany and Berlin, if it oannot be
resolved through negotiationJ mey involve the gravest
of all issues I the issue of peaoe or war.

, .-

.,
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In the long run the problem of. Germa.ny _ ~nd BC!!rlin caD . ..
only be solved t hrough G1rma.n reunifierllon. This the
Soviets have eo far rejected, fearing to put their rule
in East Germall¥ ".0 the test of a free vote. B-J.t we cannot abandon our goal. or abate our efforts toward its

achievement, because we know that a divided Germany
will remain a r C'..Tdl3r keg so long as the division persists.
Meanw~ile we ard ~illing to oonsider interim arrangements
to reduce tensiO D~ in f:8rlin and lessen present dangers.
But we are dQtermined to maintain our presence in Berlin
pr8aarve its ties with the Federal Republic. We
""ill rpt accept any arrangemant which might become a
first step toward the abandonment of West Berlin or the
8itinguishing of freedom in that part of Germany which
is/free, peaceful, and democratic member of the world
cormnuni ty
and " to

I

Soviet view in Serlin: It would be b1§hly optimistic tc
pretend that prospects of an early agreement are bright.
Hr. Khrushchev has had a great deal to say recently which
bears upon Berlin and Germ.ny, aPd his words leave the
inescapable impression that the Sbvlet view ~f Berlin is
far removed from the faots. Let us examine Bome of his
, ~',
comments.
He begins with the assertion that West Berlin" lies lion
the terri tory" of the so-called German Democratic Republic. This is not only false; it 1s cnntrary to the

pledged word of the .Soviet Government. While it is true
that the Soviet-occupied portion of Germany surrounds
Berlin, it is 'eq' :s.lly true that Berlin WaS given
separate status '.mder the occupation ag:reement, which
the Soviets ther~elves formulated, together with the
British and ourselves .
Nbreover, the e ~ -called German Democratic Republic is
one of the outst-e.;")ding myths in a vast Communist web
of prodigious mythology . Its puppet rulers are totally
under the control of HOBCOW. Despite tireless efforts
to build a local. Conununist applratus in · East Germany,
it is doubtful that these rulers could reMin in power
for a single day without .the support of Soviet bayonets.
The East German regime is not recognized as a government
by atlJT non-Conmunist nation. Both legally and as a matter of geographic faot, West Berlin is , ~ntirely independent of the so-oalled German Democratio :Republic - and
it will remaip ao.
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Mr . Khrushchev continues to insist that Western forces
leave West Berlin and that it be declared a "free city . 11
He ignores the fact that West Berlin 1s already a free
city - the lone islam of freedom wi thin th" boundaries

of the sprawling Communist empire. When he speake of
making West Berlin a "free cityV his meaning is only
too clear : He desires West Berlin to be free from protection, free from security, free from its commercial
a.OO cultural ties with West Germa.ny - and cut off from
freedom 1 taelf •

Mr . Khrushchev has also complained that the situation
in Berlin is "abnonnal. II With this contention we can
wholeheartedly agree. It is indeed abnormal when 1
million Esat Berliners are forcibly divided from more
than 2 million fellow citizens in West Berlin, wben

they are constrained to live U!lder a totalitarian regime
unlawfully imposed by a foreign power, and when even
family unite are divided by an arbitrary boundary imposed in the name of a foreign ideology.
But the abnormal situation in Berlin is merely one facet
of the greater abnormality created b,y the artificial
separation of the East Zone from the remalrrler of Germany.
The monstrO";l1J nature of this e.bnormali ty haa been
strlkingly demonstrated qy the f~ct that more than
2 1/3 million East Germans and E~st Berliners have, during the last 10 years, exercised the only franchise
available to them and have voted with their feet against
Communist rule b,y fleeing to West Berlin and the Federal
Republic.
The abnornality of which Hr. Khrushchev speaks can be cured
only by permitting the whole Germa..'1 nation to decide its
own \lay of life, ~, Th~nly practical way in which they
can exercise t his right is through free elections.
Mr. Khrushchev and other Soviet spokesmen have often
proclaimed their 'devotion to the principle of self-determination. This pretense is exposed as an empty gesture
when they refuse to apply that prinCiple to Berlin
and Germany.
lir e Khrushchev has also argued that we must move rapidly
to liquidate the "leftovers" of the Second World War,
among which he includes \lhat he describes as the
"occupation" of West Berlin by AmeriCans, British and
French forces . We are even more anxious than Hr. Khrushchev to liquidate the leftovers of Worl d ~ar II. But
Ur . Khrushchev must recognize that these leftovers are
m.ther numerous J
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Is the Sbviet Union prepared to remove its forces from
Ec.st Germany and the Eastern European countries on
'Whicb they are imposed?
Is it willing to grant self-determination to the EastGermans and to permit the peoples of the Soviet-dominated
states in E sstern Europe to choose their own destiny?

Is it wi111ng to abandon the flction of a separate
north Korea and 'to perult the entire Korean people to
reun1.te un::!er free elections supervised by the United
Natio·na?

.,

Is it at last willing to cease obstructing the operation
of the United Nations Charter - to which the Soviet Unlon
pledged itself in San Francisco and whose application it
has consistently frustrated by a aeries of vetoes in
the Security Councll?

The United States and its Western allies would be

~PP.Y

indeed to see th('3e leftovers of World flar II liquidated.

But we are not pr epared to begin this process by per.mitiog the isolatic~ and engulfment of West Berlin.
We have repeatedly informed Hr. Khruehchev that we will
not negotiate url l.r duress. Yet in bie recent statements

about his inter.+ions to slgn a separate peace trea~ with
the so-called Gen.!lO Democratic Republic unless an EastWest agreement 1s reached on Berlin, he Is skating on
very thin lee .

We are approaching the summit with

every intention of seeking a mutually aecaptable solution .r the German problem, including Berlin, of seeking just ,settlements of other international differences,
and of exploring wayit to improve relatione between the
Western World and the Soviet bloo. Our positions are
flexible, and we are willing to explore every reasonable
avenue that may lead to agreement. But Mr. Khrushchev
and his associates will be profoundly disillusioned if
they assume that we \1111 bal to threats or that 'We
will accept their distorted pbture of the Ger~n problem as a factual prec 1se upon which to negotiate.
No nrganizatlon has stood more finnly or been more
helpful in the fight for ,the freedom of Jerlin and
all GeI'IllflllY than the AFL-CIO. It was in recognition
of this "fact that your pres1dent last December 7th
receiv'ed a higb decoration. from Chancellor Adenauer •
•
,
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- 120As a Government, we arc prom to associate ourselves
with Mr . (George) Heany's statement on that occasions

"Neither the freedom of West Berlin, nor the freedom
of the 50 million people of West Germany, can be objects

of international bargaining."
April
20
(Confidential)

§..UlIl!l'B.rv by lS Mission &.110 of Vest Berlin and Soviet
~~;nle:

Following summarizes Mission appraisal
of attitudes Sovzone regime and population 8S they have
evolved in period between Fon Ministers' talks last year
and forthcoming sumrni t meeting.
Prior to Fonmln talks last year, East German leaders

developed an intensive political mobilizatlon campdgD
inside Sovzone during which they revealed expectatlons of
significant and concrete gaios from those talks. Cessation those talks w1 thout agreement, Khrushchev vis! t to

us and his clear retention of tight control over both
policy and policy pronouncement had local effect of
pushing GDR into pose of patience and reasonablenes8
vis-a-vis Western Powers. On the other hand, pre-summit
period haa brought important measure of success to GDR
efforts to project Berlin and German problems onto world
etage, to undermine world status of Fedrep and to enhance status GDR. Although GDR leaders now irxHcate
they do not anticipate earl1 incorporation of West Berlin into CDR, they seem fairly confident summit talks
wUI .resul t 1n eome kiId of new agreement on '.est Berlin
and w1ll set in motion a series of negotiations inevitably
lead to decline of western position in Berlin and
GermaD7 .
Although timetable on Berlin desired by SED regime
has been slowed down, SED party morale is at high level
as a result growing self-confidence with context of
bloc claims that international developments are turning
in favor of Communism. Also regime successes in such
programs as forced collectivization cf agriculture have
boosted morale of Communist cadres in East Germany.
In contrs.st, morale of East German population res been
falling steadily since Fonmin talks, Almost without
exception, sources including refugees report widespread
resignation to seeming permanence of Communist control .
Although basic feeling of resignation is accompanied
a deep bitterneB. and hoBti1i~ toward. Ulbricht

o.r
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regime, prevaill~~ opln~on amo~g Sovzone InPabitants
seems to be their situation is hopeless. Net result
1s a~thy, aecan v:"anied by apprehension concerning
Western firmness and Intentlon'~ in summit talks.
There 1s real Qr:orehenaion that Vest :perlin, a.n1
western world t~i-o~lgh. west Berlin, may become

inaccessible.
Pr.,..il1ng mood East Gsrmans perhaps best illustrated
in following statement contained in ano~ letter
Mission just received from Sovzone resident: "We

Germans in Sbvzone regard coming summit conference
'With little hope but with great anxiety.1I

Apr!l
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Excerpts from opeeeh

by

Assistant

SeCr,tt.rx

AMrew

Berdlog:

(Unclassliied)

The QUQstlon rf Gennany. including &u"11n: As the
Western leaders approach the sumn1t they face a similar

problem of finding common understanding on the subjeot
nf Germany, including Berlin."

The Soviets say they are 1'n favor of ~ peaceloving,
demooratio, independent and unified Germany. l.fr . Khrushchev has proolaimed the prlnciple of self-determination
for all peo~le8. Under these oircumstRnces, and interpreti~g Soviet statements b,y the standards of free
eooleties, tho so l~tlon ~f the proble~ of a divided
Germany would apt:u~.r simple enough. By applying the
prinolple of sel '-determinatioD, the Ge~ people, in
both Eastern ar ' Western

Germa~,

could be given an

opportunity to ~ .:press through free electloD'11 their
deeireo on reuoi ~ icatlonc
"' ,
Experienco haa
~ " m , hO'4Bver, t:b&t. "by Sovj FIt defin ition
only countrt'Jd . .
rned by COmLnunls1;. Mgil'lt::;; suoo~rv ient
to'"'Moscow cah be "'peace-loving, democratic and independent. n But "We know that the Communist regime in Fast
Germany was imposed by the Soviets. It he.s never dared
face the people it rules in fr ae, secret elo~tio~s .

"

:'

.

When the Soviet leaders utter l ofty al~s respecting
German's future, they are in fact demanding the continued subjugation of the 17 million people of East
Germa~.

What is more, they are seeking to have the

same system ert.ended til the free people of the independent and truly democratic Fedel"al Republic of Germany,

the partner of the Western community. ,
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\tJith~s uch

an approaeb it is perhaps small ~onder that
the ::Iovieta persistently l'ejeet the very basis on 'Which
the \-1est believes German freedom and unity must be
fourded - free electlor.8 . For they know that if the

people of Eastern Germany could express themselves freely
and witbout fear of retaliation, they would overwhelmingly
vote to rid themselves of the Communist dictatorship that
oppresses them.
From this fear of the free expression of the popular
will stems the Soviet position that the o~ly way in whicb
progress can be nade to\olard Germany un1 ty 1s through
negotLations on an equal basis between the puppet government they have set up in Eastern Germany and the freely
elected Government of the Federal Republic of Germany_
They have no intention, of course, of permitting the
East German regime, which is under their control, to
enter into arrangements that might endanger that control.
A meeting such as they propose would be, in fact, rot
between the two parts of Germany but between the Federal
Republie of Ger!llBllY and the Soviet Union.

The Western Powers say that the four major powers with
treaty responsibilities in Genrany - that is, France,
the United Kingdom, the U.S.S . R., and the United States are responsible for the reunification of Germany on the
• basis of free elections. That was agreed to in the summit conference in 1955.
The SOViets, however, seek to obtain a propaganda gain
no,! by saying,. ro, the responsibility for the reunification of GenraQy is solely that of the German people
themselves. But when we ask them what they mean b,y the
German people th~ say, the Governments of East and West
GermB.lly. Their pro"posal for Germans Uto sit arow:rl onB
~ble" is mere~ intended to obtain prestige and recognition for their East German puppets, who in turn would be
emboldened by such recognition to frustrate even more the
will of the Germans under their control. While professing
to favor reunification, the Soviets perpetuate partition.
The United States will continue to press at the summit
and elsewhere for the reunification of Germany. This
is a fundamental American policy, and it is likewise
the policy of our allies. We believe that the division
of Germany is a cruel injustice to tbe German people and
a continuing threat to peace in Europe.
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The prdlem is ho..,.to oonvince the Soviet leaders - 'Who
may believe t hat ad ivided Germany is essential for their

national securi ty - that the reunification of Germany
could be an essential element of a working and durable
European security system which, in turn, would be an
effective guarantee of the Soviet Union 1 s national
security.
The prob1-e~ of a d ivided Berlin 1s part ot tQ,nproblem
·of a divided GS rt:!9.ny. ReUnification of Germany 1s the '·

only method for ~ lasting solution fo~ Berlin. The
President and C I ~irman Khrushchev agreed last September
at Camp David "that negotiations should be resumed on
Berlin, and we ar e indeed pr epared to negotiate. But any

,

agreement reac hed

8.S

to Wast Berlin must preserve the

freedom of it. 2 : /4 million people and their r ight of
self-determi nation •

.

"' ,"

April
23

As we approach ~he summit the Soviets have tried to use
Germany as a means of dividing the allies. ~y hostile
attacks have come from Chairman Khrushchev and ot her
;. . . S?vi et sources aocuslng the lFederal RepUblic of Germany
..... , . of being militaristic and soeking t:"o 8th' up old eruni ties
between Germany and other eountrieA. These attempte have
-failed. The comnuni ty of vieW's and interests between
Germany and the three Western PoW'ers \hich W'ill psrtici~
pate in the summit was again manifested at the Western
foreign..m1nisters conf erence in toashi ngton last \leek.
As the Western leaders discuss with Hr. Khrushchev the
problem of a divided Germany, the United States is convinced that the Federal Republic of Germany, under the
dediea~ed leadership of Chancellor Adenau9r, bas proven
itself in every way a reliable ally am frieoo.

,

Lipschitz speech re SED plebiecite proposel: (Excerpts)
Joachim ~pschitz, the Berlin senat~r of the interior,
t9day demanded a democratic referendum in all C'f GeI'lUlny
'\
on, the reunification proposals of the Soviet Zone, t he
Federal Republic , am ;Jest Berlin . Lipschitz said in a
t broadc8.8t that l.f SED Secretary Walter Ulbricht wanted
,'; a. ge.neral , rehearsal he should f i rst nake possible a
" -D6f'erendum in Wl. Berlin, for instance, on the question
of whether the Berliners prefer the l utest proposals of
, Ulbricht containod in his letter to the West Serman
W'Ol'kers or the five points of Burgomaster Brandt on the
' wlin and German question.
About the nev Germany plan of the SED, Llpzchitz said that
the lies and arrogaqae this document CD ntained do not
DBke =it ~;~res,ting . However, it is no tewort~ that
: ., I

...

. , .""
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Ulbricht can no longer ignore the two demen:ie which the
tree world made its own in solidarity with ~rllns
Reunification and the right of. self-determination.
These two demands were missing for years in communist
statements and pronouncements.

Ollenhauer analysis of unification prospects,

(Excerpts)

Addressing 1,300 delegates and guests of the Eastern
Westphalia-Lippe sm Congress tod~, ~ Chairman Erich
OUenhauer called on <hancellor Adenauer to at long
last submit imependent proposals on the German question
to the big powers. "As far as it 1s humanly possible to
judge, we will make progress in the question of reunifioation only if the four big powers and the Federal Republic are prepared to talk seriously about the international ¢1itary ststus of reunitsd Gernany," he said.

There will be no lasting s8curit,y and peace in the world
if the division in the b:!art of Europe oontinues. A
oontinuing division of Germany might lead to an international oatastrophe "tomorrow. n As an example of these
dangers, 01181. hauer mentioned the rene\led unspeakably
brutal method used qy the SED rulers against the peasants
in the Soviet sone.
In the disoussion, 011enhauer firmly rejeoted oharges
from the 8m renk &00 file that tha sm has ahandoned
its plan for Germaqr. The core of the plan--the incorporation of Germany as a unit in a ne\l European orderoontinues to be fully valid, he pointed eut. Today,
unfortunately, the prospects of . even a gradual rapprochement between the two parts of Germany are worse
than when the plan \las adopted. "We would be red politiCians if we did not adjust ourselves accordicgly. II

April
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Brandt

letter to Hertgr

Hie Excellency
Christian A. Herter
Secretary of Sts te
Washington 25, D.C., tfiA
Dear Mr-. Secretaryt

If I write t o you tod~ shortly before the beginning of the
summlt conference in Paris, I do so first of all in order
to thank you again for the decided rejection by the American C'overoment and the Amerioan people of the claims made
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Qy the Soviet Union in regard to BerlIn and presented
in the form rf Ron ultlnatum. To this attitude of the
United States, !. t, l\l~~,fl!iY took up during the blockade
m' BerlIn, we c· '8 t~t our freedom was naintalned.

'/

",

..

Only by means of yo~ gE!;nerOUB assistance .g'l'ari~ t!)
Berlin during t ile plat years and by the protection you
have afforded to t his oi ty 1 t was, and still is poe-

tA do the reconstruction work of which you got an
idea in the BUmmer . of the past year am which to a great

Bibl~

eKtent represents a German Amerioan team-work.
We sz:oa well.•e.::..uethat your"'assiStanc e "r the capital was
granted to a pef'lple, ;"'hose ' fault essentially contri. ,b uted to the situation which today 18 the subject of
:international disputes, But we' haV6"~ honestly been endeavoring to put our life on a new baeie.

•

"

Pleass all~ me to submit to you again in brief bafore
the summit conference our opinion of tbe questions concerned. When doing so, I feel sure that we agree in
·regard to the most essential items. Berlin hopes that
at the summit conference in Faris and on the occasion
~~,., -of further c6rir~~ences of the responBible statesmen of
the major powers the international ~blems will be
brought closer to a solution in orde~to come to a
relaxation of the tension prevallng in the world.

... j,;.

-,1,.

"

,

,

.'

I trugt, however, you will understand that I resist
tenaciously the obvious aim of the Soviet policy tC'
enforce a specl ~l solution for Berlin without preparing
the way for the teal possibll1ties of a '~801ut1on of
.. the German question and the more 8Ssent1:al international
i ... · rV' l>roblems.
"Aa I.o~g a.s · the. Sovtet Uri10n·t{ien1es the Ger.'·· .. !lDB.n · p~ople tW right to ae"l f-determinatfon the present
.I.tat-us of Ber:l~n :nus"!:o re.maip ,unchanged, "'since only in
. this' way the two. ~nd a quarter million ' pt30ple of West
'f,' ·Berlin are g~~teed the maintenance ot'~ their freedom.
"~;! ~., tS.hould l :the· !Wiet Union enforce the continuatlon of the
"'\.'1 H I _,j' ~i.Ston of "Germany, a change for the worse of the Bts.t~ .
I)f Berlin in accordance \tIith tQ,e . Soviet gemands \.Iould ~ . :~
lead to new additional conflicts in Ge~y and E·Ur?pe.. . ,

,

We agree "With you that a flnal settlemeni of the ESrlin
question 1s only possible in connection with the German
question, "With which it IS .inextricably ~ntangled. We
should, therefore, bl, I':tea~ed if the German people for
the purpose of the reallza~~~fL 9! ~his aIm \oJ ould be given
the opportunity to make use of 1ts DB. tional right to
self-determination.
i~J

.~ , .

'\~

• " .• ,,1" '" '." :t t

1'l''; l o"l '.'
~.

,', at;

.•. ~ , ; "

:'lr
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We feel sure that a false deoision of the West in the
Berliicpestion would have disastrous effects .

It would

not only affect the people of Berlin and the people of
the Soviet occupied zone of Germany. It would aleo
entail a shifting of the power in Europe in fav~r of
the Soviet Union securing for the latter a strong initial position for a future settlement concerning the
whole of Gel"JllBlly. In addition to this a success of the
Soviet Union in the Berlin question would be prejudicial to the whole western policy.

In the event of an interim agreement on Berlin beIng
seriously discussed at the summit conference, two basic
prerequisi tee should in our opinion be observed at any
rate:

1.

The original occupation right of the three ;estern
Powers and the supreme responsibility resulting
therefrom must continue in force, 8S only in this
way a dangerous weakening of general western interc:.;tawUl be avoided and the personal freedom of the
people of Berlin and the maintenance of their
democratic rights is secured.

2.

Within the framework of the supreme authority of the
three Western Pavers the close linking West Berlin
has achieved during the past twelve years qy the
integration in the legal and financial system of the
Federal RepUbliC and its belonging to the currency
and economic area of West Germany must continue.

These two ~rerequisite8 are the keystones of our lifa
in freedom. From these prerequisites also reeul ts the
right to the unhampered traffic routes between Berlin
and the Federal Republic . As regards this item, it would,
however, be adv1eable to conclude additional agreements
for safeguarding the surface traffic, and the .traffio
by sea and by air to do away ..,i th obacuri ties an:i to
remove difficulties. ~reover, nothing should be done
by which this city is divested of its function to be
meeting place of the people from both parts of Germany.
On the occasion of his address to the Berlin House of
Representatives on 11 Jenusr.Y 1960 Federal Chancellor
Dr. Jdenauer has expressly associated himself with this
opinion of the Berlin Senate regarding the Berlin
question as SUDJD.sd up above In a few items. I may assurs
you that the people of Ferlin place unswerving confidence
In the Government of the United. States and the American
people.
SECRET/NOFORN
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Next week Senator Dr. Paul Hertz wlll stay a few days
in Washington aOO - I hope - leeet you when you are back
from Istanbul. He will gladly be at the disposal of

your staff for a discussion of the questions we both
have at heart,

.t..

~
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§erUn Senate deda
.. peeeb,:Text! Premior

mand, albeit in unusual

re

....

chev'. Baku
the de-

Khrushchevt,~s raised
form, tha~811-German

question

should be n,f1plat ed at the Sutmdt C onferar..c:e. The
Berlin Senat woul4 \lslcome an agreement, resulting from

the Summit, t o initiate negotiations on this subjeot at
the appropriate level.

.,

:':) "

. ."'-~

.

It 1s obvious from the distinction made by the Soviet
Premier be~een t he QJlolU!llon of a peace treaty and
reunification t h:J.t he 18 concerned. with a peace treaty
\11th both parts ,Jf GerlIBlly. The German side, on the
other ban:i, con-tinuee to demaal a peace treaty with &11
of Ge rmany. Khrushehev .... s view that reunification is a
matte~ for the
Germans themselves is not rendered more
aoceptable by reP'"'tition. As to Khrus:h1lev s additional
'
point that the Ge~ns did not commission the victorious
powers to ooncern themselves with German internal affairs,
it must be emphasized that neither did the Germans commission the victorious powers to establish multiple
national states in Germany. While the German people
have bad to resign themseh~es to the faot of occupa. tion
as a rs (ltit of the var, they have an inalienable claim
to the reunlflcation of their , nBtion.
The Premier1s declaration that the conclusion of a peace
treaty lies entirely w1 thin the conpetence of the victorious powers my be interpreted to mean that he inteoos tt">
impose on Ot,nnany r dictated peace. One cannot denounce
existing r~ponsib: tties of the four powers while at
the same time denyicg to the German people their right
to self-determination ..
The Soviet Premier errs in his assumption that Berlin
lies on ,the territory G9ntrQlled by the authorities of
East Zone. The uneqUivocally worded agreements prove
that Berlin enjoytt a special status, the unquestionable
validity of VI bich continues up to the present time.
The barely CODOef'.led threats of a new strangulation
cannot intim1da te Berlin. 'The Governing ltlyor will
uake an appropri ate reply on ltiy 1.
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their own views regarding the meaaurss with which the
The Soviet Union
oannot expect to achieve results in settling the important and urgent questions of disarmament and detente
by increasing tension in I8rlin arrl6:lusing the rights
of others through violation of agreemente .

Soviet Union lee thraat6nad them.
,

The very magnitwe of Khrushchev's threats furnished

proof that the problem of I8rlln cannot be solved in
isolat:"'on.

April
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Eiaenhower reiterates US position on Berlin: Q. Mr.
President, if Mr. Khrushchev at the Summit oonferenoe
raises a very heavy pressure for his demands on Berlin,
and in effect oreates a crisis, lOuld you regard such a
developaent ae blooking your hopes for an easing of
tensions and for some agreement in the field of disarmament?
-,
THE PllESIDENri I reported to you people that Mr. Khrushchev said that he ¥ISS going to raiee this qU8stlon,- he

was going to try to argue it, but that he
upon this accomplishment.

WaS

not putting

any time limit

Now, I th1m that certainly at that moment he meant it.
He know~ that there are certain evente co ming around in
the wor::"'d. There are elections here and abroad and

6very place els8; possibly he wants to see what's going
I don't know .

to happen.

For example, there 1s a German election in which he Is
unquestionably interested . And be Is probably hoping
for some closer relations between West Germany and Bome
of the border states, particularly like Poland. So
there are other developments ~hat he could expect or
would hope to come about that would belp him to solve

his problems from his viewpoint. But I think that is
the reason that he sees there lano reason for putting
down an ultimatum at this moment beoause otherwise you
just run into an immovable oject and an irresistIble
force and there you are. And of course that would have
a very great effect on the hopes that we have.

Sir , I believe in listing your hopes and p-ospects
f or the Summit you did not mentioD 8nf settlement OD
Berlin or Germny. May we conclude from that and your
answer just given that you do not have much--, see much
chance of any agreement tqere on that subject?
Q.

THE PllESIDENrI

Wen , I think our pos1 t10D has been 80

clearly s ta1;.ed in speeohes over the yeara, - just
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NOw, it doesn't se em feasible or possible to me that
atl¥ agreement s hould now be reached that would settle-,
could' now be reached that would eettle~ this whole
thing • .That we .t8.v~ to'remember, but that does not ._mean tmt 8~ kind' of ' :Progress oan be rrade t~ide
issue or side e:'fect of which ··could be the _king a
better approaci. toward Berlin in the month to come.

,

t.llr.ll

.

recently one qy the Vice President, one by Secretary
Dillon, one by the S ecretary of State. The point is
that we are not goi pg to give up the juridical position
that we have.

(Cont.)

27

, 30

,'.

..Adenauar- art; . :;;~ in Fed!!l!ra.l HpJ] otin 9n S9yl~hr ep.. t:
ent ~ tl ed "Onder Threat from Eastn published
Fed.p!l Bulleti n April 30;' .,ldently rel ..eed with eye
forthCOming S\.l1IIllU, Chancellor Ad8ll6.Uer empha8izes
greatest danger G8~ comes, and will conti nue to
come, from Soviet"'Un1on. According Chancellor, real.ly
makes little difference whetHer.&ovlet offensive represents contimJ!ltion ~ussian lmperia1ism or extension
revolution. Fact of matter 1s Soviet Union seeking
expand pO'Wer in Europe and in process attemptir.g destroy
confidence Western population in ability West withstand
Soviet offensive; ergo, Soviet action against Berlin.

"

In article

Gernan policy sinco 1949, Chb.ncellor exp1a!ns , bas
taken .full cognizance lilstern threat and has set as its
two principal goals "eafeg'tlllrding ·f reedom for millions
of people in free portion of Germa..ny and regaining ft-eedom for ~ion8 who, since 1945, have bad to live under
alien Soviet Russian rule".

"

..;

First goal, Cblncellor insists, has been achieved. Germaqy has found firm friends and allies among those states
whose friendehip Hitler's gangster policies alienated -USA, Great Britain, and France. liB long as FedRep loya.lly
fulfills its obl igations as ally, it can be certain of
Western protect!.on against threats from East. This
policy, in fact , will insure freedom for Berlin; for not
only former oec~tio n powers but also all of NATO have
guaranteed Bel an" s freedom . Given these factors,
Chancellor cer 1..a.!.n "Allies; during forthcoming negotiations with ~UB h~hev, will do everything possible to
implement guarantees which assured Berliners freedom,"
As tar as cont inued ::bviet occu}8tion Soviet zone coneerned, Chene.nor saye "it painful for us that regaining
of freedom for friends and relatives on other sLde zonal
frontier not yet achieved!!. However, responsibility
"

"

'

..
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for this situation rests solely with Soviet Union, for
1t they alone who have ''denied our people right 8e1fdetermination, and this only obstacle which blocks
German reunification".
Replying oppositlon criticism, Chancell~r denies there
really approaches reunification other than those be and
his Government have tried. "Since 1945 :Soviet Union
bas constantly refused permit German people decide way
of life. We have proposed free eleotions. '-becew rejected them. Now in America all-German referundum being
considered. But, even before it formally tabled, Khrushchev has stated he opposed. Soviet Union wlll not be
able deny Geruans right self-determination

80

long as

'ole take firm and united stand ••• Face of Asia and Africa
has changed 8S result full exercise right self-determinatiOD. This bound happen in C antral Europe . Even
Soviet Union unable prevent such development. II
If Soviets really fear course of reunified Germany,
Chancellor claims, just as in past, Ge:nrans now ready
provide an:y reasonable security guarantees so long as
these would not result in undermining German aecurity.
Germans, t.e added, in fact ready consider "other concessions", too, but such concessions from German side
of little practical value 80 long 8S Soviets insist
upon forcefully enslaving 17 million Germans .
As for future Western strategy, Chancellor says Khrushc hev must be DIlde realize regardlE.J::s .of what be does
be will not be able, either in short or long run, break

up alliance free Western utes. For, once Sovits
realize they cannot push fOI'\olard further into Western
Europe, they might have secoed thoughts about continuing hold Eastern plrt of Germany.

Contrary popular .o pinion, C hancelll"r insists, he feels
reunification closer than generally admitted. "Course
of f\isto17", he says, "has always bad ita surprises,
and even in Slviet Union much is changing. II Unlike
Stalin, Chancellor points out, Khrushchev must take
popular feeling lnto consideration. As result, he has
promised better llfe an~e must carry out promise.
ThIs does not mean shift from Communism, but it does
mean Communism 1s being forced change lts outward appearance. One day even }bSCN h1erachy will realize
it better to let every people £100 its own way and,
once this happens, second goal FedRep policy will have
been ach1eved---reunification Germany ip freedom."
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Fapers on CermanY and Berlin prewrad, for f"r during
Heeting of Ch*efs of State and Heads of Govermrern:

in Paris
Proposal for Reunification of eru:lin
(Approved by Weetern Foreign l11nister. llay 1, 1960
as part of report of Working Group on Genrany including Berlin) \.

On May 26, 1959, at the Geneva Foreign Ministers t
Meeting, the Secretary of State of the !lnited State. outlined B. procedure under which fBrlin might 'be reunified .
France, the Uni ..ed Kingdom, and the t1hlted states 00081-

dar that a genLlne solution of the Berlin problem 18
possible only as a part of a Bettlement of tbe GermBD
question in l ~q broader aspectS. They believe that an
attempt might ")e made to create more oormal relationShips betveen t:18 two parts of Berlin a8 a first step
towards the reunification of Germarl¥ 'Which remine

" ,.

their ultimate goal.
France, the United Kingdom, aDd the United States pro-

pose that a meeting of the Foreign Ministers, their
deputies or other appropriate representatives of the
lour Powers, assisted by ClIrman experts, be convened
after the eod of the meeting of the Heads of Government
to discuss the possibUity of cmcluilng an agreement
along the following lines.
Francs, the United Kingdom, the United States and the
Soviet Union, 1n the interests of oreating a more norml situation in Berlin, ("If naintaining the integrity
.f Berlin and of preparing Berlin for its functions
as the future capl tal of a reunited Germany, have agreed
that,

,,

" 1. Pending the reunification -of Germany and as a first
step towards that goal, Greater Berlin shall be governed
aod administered 8S ons irdivislble area.
2.

The people of Berlin shaD. enjoy the naximum selfcom~ ~tible with the continuing rights and
responsibUitie.s of the lbur P,o wers w1th respect t.
!lerUn and , ~ Ge~, Il" a ~hol. and with the terms
.r this prbp'oLal.
~

"

government

·r, ,

"
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3 . Electi ons for 8. Berlin Constitutional Council shall
be held 60 days after the conclusion of this agreement

and pursuant to the following provisions:
The Constitutional. Council shall consist of 100
members elected b,y universal, free, secret and direct
!:allot.

8.

b. Greater Berlin shall ansist of one electoral district
in wbleh elections would be conducted according to the

principle

~f

proportional representation.

c. Nomination lists shall be submitted bf political
parties which participated in the last municipal
elections in either West or East Berlin.
All Carman citizens who on the day of election had
passed their twentieth birthday and bad bad their domi-

d.

cile in Berlin for a minimum period of six months shall
have the right to vote.

s . All persons having the right to vote and having
passed. their twentyflfth birthday on the day of e laotian
!fAy stand for election.
f. Appropriate meas\U'8S shall be agreed. to insure
freedom of elections .

g. The Constitutional CounCil, which shall assemble one
week after the election, would draft, within 60 days, 8.
Constitution for Greater Berlin and an electoral law.
!he draft Constitution and the electoral law shall be
submitted for approval of the people of Berlin in a
plebiscite, safeguar ded in the same manner ae agreed
under paragraph f, to be held within 30 days after completion of the drafting of the Constitution and the
electural law. The Const~tution and the electoral law
shall come into effect 11 approved. by a majority of
those voting.
t

.c..

The Government of Berlin shall be free t(' negotiate
its own administrative, economic, fiscal, and judidal
relationships with the other parts of Germany and may
charge any other part of CermaQy with its international
representation. Pending German reunification, Berlin
may not be incorporated into any other part of Germany •

••
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6. No person shall be prosecuted or punished by reason
of his previouB political activities .
7. The existing legal situation in Berlin shall remain
1n force W'ltll ohanged by la\l.
8. The Four Powers shall ensure free and unrestricted
access between Berlin a 00 the other parts of Germany
for all RereaDS, goods and ccmmunications by land,
'Water am air.
9. The freedom am integrity of Berlin and access
thereto shall be guaranteed by the Four ' Powsry,,,,bo
\lUI continue to te entitled, 8.S at present, to

station troops 1n Berlin.
Meeting of Chiefs r{ State and Head8 of Goverl"ml;!pt
Pari., May 1960
cNTERIM ARi!/lM;EllENT FOO BERLIN
.c •

(We.tern Proposal of 'July ' 2B, 1959 w~th Revision.
Approved by 'pstarn Foreign t ~ln18ter8 May 14, 1960)
BERLIN
The Foreign 11i.nisters of France, the United Kingdom,
the United States and .the .Union of 5:>viet Socialist

Republies have examined the question of Berlin in the
desire to find mutually satisfactory soluti ons to the
problenewhich have been raised and whicb derive essentially from the division of ~rlin and bf Germ&qJ.
They agreed that the best solution for those propl.ems
would be the reunification of ~rrmny with the consequent re-establishment of Berlin as its capital. They
r,ecogniz~, however, that meanwhile the existing situa'¥.16'h. ~rrl'- the 'I:lgreements at present in. force can be
modified ~ lri: certain respect~ and have consequently
agre~ u.pon the folloYing.: ,; ~.
,

.

(a) The Soviet Fore-:Lgn Hinister has made known the
decision of the Soviet Government no longer to maintain
forces in Berlin.

Tbe Foreign Ministers of France, the tmited Kingdom
and the United States declare that it is the intention
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ef their Governments to limit the combined total of
their forces in Berlin to the present figure (approximately 11,oooL

The three Hlnlsters further declare

that th6ir Govarnments 'Will from t1.mo to time discuss
the POBsib1l1~ of reducing such forces if developments
permit.

b) The Foreign Hlnisters of F rance, the United Kingdom
and the United States further declare that it is the
intention of their Governments to continue not to locate
atomic weapons or missile installations in West Berlin.

(0) Free alli unrestricted aCCBSS to West Berlin by land,
by 'Water, and by air shall be guaranteed for all persons,

goods and communications, including those of the forcBs
of the Western

POW8!"S

stationed in Berlin.

The procedures
a view to
Freedom of movement will

in effect in April 1960 shall be improved
facilitating communications.

wit~

likewise be guaranteed betwoen East and West Berlin.
1l1l ~iaputes which might arise with respect to access
w1ll be raised and settled between the Fo;>ur Governments.
The latter willmtablish a Quadripartite Commission
which will meet in Berlin to examine in the first
instance any difficulties arising 1n connection with
access am will seek to settle such difficulties. The
Commission may make arrangements, if necessary, to
consul·~ G03rma.n experts.
Cd) ~sureB will be taken, consistent with fundamental
rights and liberties, to avoid activities in or with
respect to Berlin which might either disturb publio
order or seriously affect existing rights. The Secretary
General of the United Nations will be requested to provid9la
representative, supported by adequate staff, to be
establi3bed in Berlin, with free access to all parts
of the city for the purpose of reporting to the Secretary General any activiti83 'which appear to be in conflict with the foregoing principles. The Four Governments will consult with the Secretary r.neral in order
to dete:'!D.ine the appropriate action to be taken in
respect to aqy such action.
(0) T~e arrangemonts specified in sub-psragrspM (a)
through Cd) above can in the absence of reunification
be reviewed at any time after £iva years by the Foreign
~nister8' Conference as now constituted, if such review 1s requested by any of the Four Governments.
,
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LThe rights of ~hc Four Powers in and releting to Berlin

(Cant, l

aM aOC8SB tbe1'\)t o mau remain unaffected by the conclusion of evc.1tual modification or termination of this

agresmen'y*

, , '

.." r"

(fl All 'partl:es t. this agreement shall refrain from
arr:;r act preju:ilcial to
execution c£ the terms of
thE) agreement•

~.-

the

.' C •

....... .

*Foreign Secret.e.ry lJ.oyd suggested, and Foreign Minister
von Brentan("l concurr ed, that this sentence might be

omitted if there were a real possibility of negotiation.
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\/]STERN CRITIQlJE <I _
SOVIE' ~ROP\§.AIS ON BERlIN
TO BE Pur FOIMARD IF SOVIET PROWAIS ARE REIEASED

FOR PUBL'IC.\TION (u;s, TEXT)"

~~..

1.

The Sovletc are, in fact, proposing a solution of

the German problem along

~tandard

Soviet lin8s.

Under

the ~'llBe of offering a Be'rl1n solution, they are attemptIng to achieve at the end
the etipulated period of
two yeara their m.:l jor objeetives in Germany which are currently the subjoct of dispute between the Soviet Union
and the Three \oieetern Po.... ers. In this respect, the nw
~ ovie~' proposa1{ are even more unsatisfactory than those
made by Foreign Minieter Gromyko last summer 1n Geneva.

of

.'f' ~r;

••,,~,l
•• ' •

"

c_

"

~

2. To aecept +- he Soviet proposal .... ould mean that the
Allies have r eo 1,g(led themselves to the abo] 1 tiOD of al..l
their rights ll~!;'bl..n the former capital,. to leaving the
e1ty and to a bandoning the population of free Berlin~
At the 1959 Geneva Conference of Foreign Mlni stere, an
essential issue :'('8"s the position of the llestern Powers
in Berlin at the expirat ion of the time period specified
for the arrangements on ~erlin which was under ~~GCUB
slon. The Western Poars ~intained that, while/wsting situation and the arrangements at prese nt in force
could be modified in c ertain respe cts in any such arrange, mente, the existing situati on and such agreements 'Would
be basical.1y unchanged at ~he end of this time period.

"

UThe substanoe ot this IBper was agreed with the British,
French, ani Gel'D8ns on lky 15, 1960 and copies were given
to tbem later.
"',
"

t

'
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The new Soviet proPOSaJ.B provide that, at the em of
the tfJ!llporary agreement. which 10 to last for two years,

ths Western Powers will be committed to negotiate a
statute for a "f!'se clt.y" of }/est Berlin, ae well as tc
sign a peace treaty with both of the two German ~tateB,
or at lea~t with ODS of them i f thie 8eems preferable.
The objectiv\3a of the temporary agreement, as statod
by the Sovleto, would bel
To prepare conditions for the ultimate transfor~tlon of West Berlin into a "free city,"
thuo establishing a new separate German state
which wauld remain cilevoid of the d irect protection of Western armed feress;
The acceptance of the illegal regime cf the socalled GDR

8S

having equal status with the freely

elected German Government in the Federal Republic
of Germar.w; an::!

The adoption of measures leading to the conclusion
of a peace treaty with the "two German states" or
separate peace treaties, thus confirming the
division of Germany.
3. ' The So~i~t proposal reveals more of what the,y have in
mind 1,.Il1en they speak of a free city, but there is little
in this additional desc~iption which can overcame the
fundamental injustices and dangers which have been eBen
in this concept ever since it was first launehed. To
begin \lith, the Soviet proposal disregards the axiom
that there ean be no dofinitive solution of the Berlin
question in isolation. A real and lasting solution ean
only be found in the context of German reunification.
However, the so-called free city would be a step towards
fragoentatlon an:} not towards reunification. The Soviet
propoBe not only the acceptance of a second German
state in the form of the GDR but also the creation of
a third German state in the fom of a frEle city. Furthermore, the Soviet proposal for a free city of West
Berlin would aggravate the existing division of Berlin,
which in itself Is a major c~ntrlbuting factor in making the Berlin situation abnormal. Taken in its sntirety,
the proposal gives wholly inadequate assurances that
the freely established links between Berlin and the
Federal Republic, which are essential to the city's
welfare, could be maintained and developed. The provision regarding the withdrawal of Western forcss seems
-to renew Soviet attempts to depriv$ the ~le8tern Sectors
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- 137 af the protection which had been constantly required in
the pe,st beeeLl' JP of attempts to urrlermine freedom in
Ber lin. FinaL y , end this 1s perhaps most important of
all, the reite :N.<_t ~ on of the Soviet proposals 15 a mockery
of the right of self-determination, for the population
of West Berlin has overwhelminlj rejected the SOviet
idea of a free city of Berlin.

(Cont . )

1

ibe

4. - l'hs...Wsstern. PowEiH'-JI8.intaln
that
Four Powers,
r.
lneltxiing- the " S::>Vlet Union, have a cont,1.nuing responslbl11~ to attempt to achieve the reunification of GarII8tlJ. In this 00 nnectlon, tb'3 Western Powers made detailed proposals ' ln Geneva on l ay 14, 1959, which they
believed to be equitable and calculated to achieve German reunification on the basis nf the principle of 881fdetermination. They were willing to prov~e a role for
GeI'm!lll experts to assist them in dlscbargl~ their qJ.adripartite responsibilities. The new. Soviet proposals,
on the other hand , call for the establishment of an allGerman committee or Bome other form of all-German talks,
without i'n a ny way admitting the basic r esponsibility of
the Four Powers. The Federal Republic of Germany hae a
freely elected government, baaed on the principle of 8elfdetermination. The regime of the scrpaUed Genran Democratic 'Republic i s not a representative government;
hence, all-Germe ~ talks would be essentlally meaningless ,
If the people of East Gerr~ could freely Qle ct~d their
government, there is little doubt that agreemarr!> on the
reunification of Getma.ny could be achi"{ed in short order .
But the rulera of tJie GDR are merely Soviet nominees.
ConsEquently, ~~~le representatives of the Federal Republic in an &.:.!. ...- German cOlllnittae vould be negotiating
with nominees o~ the .!bviet Gavermr:.ent. Thus, what in
fact the Snviet Government is proposing ~s that the reunification question should '- he settled bet"'8on themselves
am. the Federal Republic without any role for the Western
Powers or any representative ~ the East German population.

'J

3

. ,.

5. The Wostern Allies consider that, in the absence ~f
an agreement for the reunification of Germany and thus
at the same time Berlin, it is necessary bo't h to avoid
poriodic crises and to preserve the possibIlities of an
ultimate understanding. Until a treaty of peace can be
Signed with the Gover~ent of a reunified Germany, the
\'1ester Allles are prepared to accept certain improvements
in the existing Situation, in a spirit of conciliation,
but without sacrificing their vie"'s or obligating the
Soviet Union to renounce its views. Various measures
can be envisaged with respect to Berlin and , to lessen

tho d1ff1culti •• arising out of the
:.. ,_
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and of the elt,y,

but these measures must not create a

situation in 'Which, the rupture having been made definitive, both Germany aoo Berlin would be maintained
in a state of perma:.'Jent crisis e The Western Allies,

for the various reasons indicated, are, thereford,
unable to negotiata on the basis of the proposal of
itt. Khrushchev.

MI..,

Western C.Q!l!'!RndantB I state,ment on East Berlin

1
(Confidential)

~erv~q~

M3.y

Dv

Western Co~dants issued following press
etetel1l<lnt 1:)0 PM today. (Text) The Co_ndante of
the three WeDtern Sectors of Berlin note 'With concern
the militaristio demonstration which took place today
1n the Soviet sector of Berlin. Tbe parade 1n the

Soviet sector featured many units of East GerllBD mili-

tary and para-military organizations, including the socalled npeople '8 Arm:/. n Annored vehicles and artillery

pieces participated. This \laS in 118rked contrast to the
peaceful manner in ~hlch three-quarters of a million
Berliners freely joined in a Hay ~ observation in West
Berlin to demonstrate their attachment to the causes of
peace and Uberty.

The Commandants of the three Western Sectors of Berlin
deplore todayls militaristic display in the Soviet
sector cf Berlin, which is incompatible vlth the Quadripartite status of Berlin, constitutes a threat to
public order and is not in aocord ~i th the desire for
a relaxation of tensions professed on many occasions
by the Cbvernment of the tsSR.
Ml.y

1
(Unc1.... 1f1ed )

We.!!,t Bsrlin nay Da,v manifestos Following is text of
proclamation addressed to Sumrnl t Conference, read at
conclusion of West Berlin Hay Day rally, and in effect
8\.U!m8.rizing points covered 1n Governing Hayor Brandt Ie
thy Day speech. (Translation prepared qy Mission)
(Text)

M>.nife.to for the Firet of M!y 1960

Berlin once more calls out to the peoples of the world
in thie hour.
The people of Berll!n declare once again: The division
of Germany and of ita capital Berlin, c a\J:I ed bf arbitrary and unnatural measures imposed from without,
must be errled.
We Berliners pledge our allegiance once again to the
ideals of freedom~nd democracy.

Now a8 then, we reject the demand to declare an open
season on Berlin (~ yoge1freie ~ - a play on the
Soviet "free city" proposal •
SECRET/NOFORN
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Tho division of Berlin must

n~t

be deepened. r

1
The Rector border must not become a national boundaIf.
','f est Berlin belongs to the free part of OerIDaD¥.
Ue will not aIle" oU!'selves to be separated from the
Federal r:.8publlo ~
Berlin t'ell8ins the capital pf Germmy and 18 today
meeting place f v::" III UeI'DlUls.
",

•
~. ' ,'

.

Any agreement ll.t tile SUIIIJlit ConferErXB must assure the
right to self-determination for the Berliners •

-

In all vital questions (16bensfragen) affecting our
entire people, all Germans must agree on a unified

poeition cutting acrose party linea,
We have confidence in our protecting powers and. 1n our
frleoos the worid over.
. "
Berlin ramai .:" freeJ
Declara~!on o( Berlin Ser.ate on sl~us.tlon '(grore 8-E~

!i.z .

2.(')n.t:f:lL~P.g.l

12 '

Governing, I ayor Brandt dol1vered today
50-miu-uttl "Declaration of Berlin Senat on sl tua~ ion
before sumnlt conferenc e" before Berlin Houee of P.e-pr8aentativ8s • . Doclaration ~a8 well-balauced restatement of foreign policy, moderate in tone and. calmly
and seriously delivered--one of Brandt's best speeches
Bince BerlinorEi8 began. Brandt expressed with conviction ~natls c onfidono$ in wlll ~f Allied Powers
tc resiet presew'u of S . :r, let Union at eummi't.: for agreement tbat would ~ :u ~udic;, Berlin's fr o.3dom., He alSCl
pointed out dang :'6 invclved in forthcominr. negotiations
and stressed eSf untial conditions for any agreement over
Berlin, pa.rticulArly that it must nnt pr 31u:l1ce Allied
rights or tiae with FedRep, must apply to all of Berlin,
BlXl cannot disl ~~(;_.'d wiote9 of Berlin popu1~_tlon. No
mention waa ma6 ; 1:[ Brandt of Khrushchev s peeches
before SuprElDl8 Soviet C"l" plane inoiUent.

.. ,

. ,

.

"

Following s~rlzes Brandt's statements on most important topics: (1) S1lIIm1t: Brondt stated that position taken by Soviet Union and Khrushcbev in past 18
months precludes. optimism ower aohieving results in
di8ou8~10n8 on Garman question at sumni t. We must
expect that SOy Union will attempt In Paris to realize
,......

"
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its demands dlredted against Germany and Berlin. It
Is ~ur firm ~nviotlon tppt Western PO~~=6 ~ill not
yield to Soviet demands ber.uuse the ver:· orbdlb1l1t,y
of Western pblicy is at f..t..>:lke. In reviowing dave.l.oJr

menta over past fEN montl.:s, Brandt maile frequ<'1!l:t 1'9fe:ence to a tatemente by top Western epo!;e~l':8~ R.L":. of
'Which IIshrn.l determination of Wl3stern P01Jt!ra to pr(.......
tect their rights in Berlin and to resist posslbJy
strong pressures. n Brandt quoted with psrtlcRlar emprnsia frl)m letter received two days ago from Selwyn
Lloyd, to illustrate Allied unity on Berlin, wbich

received strong applause. F~ Soviet attit~3J Brandt
said that sucoessful discussions on &rlin de,end upon
whether Soviet Union ready, lias 1t seems to be on
oecaslonft , to judge situc.t.i.on realisticsi.ly and to retreat from its unrealizable demands.
(2) Interim agrsement on B:lrlim Although Allied
rights must not be sub,1ect to negotiation, 1hyo1' saw
poaslbl1it,y of ~greement over how these rights should
be exercised. Berlin Government would not object to
supplelI'entary c.greement 'Which W)uld not alter 1tthe basis
of th~ present status of Berlin. 1I In referring to
Western propcmeJ.s at Geneva, Brandt said Senat 'Would
net object to an arrangement providing that activities
in both parts of Berlin that disturb public order or
endanger peace be obaervee and remedied if necessary.
Major condition for supplementary Berlin arrango~~nts
'Would be that they apply to both parts of CLty since
"there are no Four Power agreements over ~lest Berlin
but only Four Po'Wer agreements ever all Berlin. n Additionally, any agreement must be valid until reunification or, if given a t~e limit, its expiry 'Would
not prejudice Allied rights in Berlin or city's status.
(3) Self~eterminatlon for Berlina Brandt referred
in various contexts to right of Berlin population to
self-determination. He quoted President Eisenhower to
effect that this right must be basis for any future
agreement affecting city. "Everyone kn0\0l8 that no
agreement can be made over Berlin that does not accord
with the wishes of the population." Referring to world
attention Berlin has received in recent 'Weeks, Brandt r "
stated 'WVoice of Berlin has been beard; it remains an
admonition to the East that n~ turmoil (unfriended)
"'lll with certainty arise out of a dictated solution"
of the Berlin question. Brandt also referred to
possibility of plebiscite, nshould circumstances
'Warrant it. n·
SECRET/NOFOru;
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(4) German question: Brandt stressed Berlin question
just Jart .of Cerman question which, in turn, intimately
entwined with questions of European s8cu:-i ty, redtlctlon
and control of arm~nteJ and improved Ea£~~eBt relations. Brandt stated agreement w1th FedRep that bost
hope for international dotente lles in progreBS ~oward
controlled disarmament. Al tt>.ougb German unification
not imminent, it must not be dropped from international
agenda. As long as Gormn question cannot be solved,
no rd8.80n to alter oosis of Berlin's present status.
SMI}~Dt in q",0rumcjjon 1,/1 th Opefl;~qWJ}l!!Jlt
confe..~~~
In connection opening aU/j.lIit. meeting,
FedGovt tode.y released follC'I'Wlng statement:

ERG

"Given results rrev ious summit meetings, there should
Nn ono expects
sensational res\'.lta, pe,rliculerly sin~e Paris conference
only first of f' !-'i8S. lioreovor, pre p.~nt \o1'orld trr-blems
which have beCl""Ul8 more complicated OV>3r years require
long time for l'ssolutlon. If roth sides seriously interested reach tng understanding-forthcoming conf~rence
will indicate ' ,ho ther this so-Faria could pY'ovic:3 beginning in el.t'lt:.ation East-West teneiona. As f'tn a8
Germand concerned, even minutest constructive result
wUl be welcomed."

be no illusions on eve Paris conferenoe.

With reference problems be discussed at Paris, Government statement contains following observationez

A.

Dillarmament. ' Progress this particUlarly important

area vital interest to all. Paris conference could
make great contribution Cy ' facllitating first steps in
reaching agreement op gene~al , controlled disarDameot.
Progreils 'this area Q) uld facilitate solution other pr(\bleme incll.d.ing that of Germany. _" How6-Ter J as far as
German ' Gove~nt ~oneerned.., it oould not accept measures
",Mcb are of diaci1mi.1lB.tory nature.
B. German question. '" This problem 1I1USt remain on agenda
Four Power ' conferences until9Dsptable ' solutlon based on
right self-Oetermlnation foum. Western Peace Plan rf
1959 i. f air proPosal serving this pW1>0.e, for it not
o~ly provides ' for German reunificatioD , but also contains
propo's als directed toward meeting secm:ity interests all
affected parties. On other 'hand, Soviet propooal for
peace treaty wlth t",o German states as liell as its proposal for c,qnft,1.eratlo.n are un eceptablb since both in'~ ·1;ena.ed Perpetus.te division Germany. U:ftortunately, thus
far there no indication 5:lviet Union at forthcoming conferenoe pre~'ti consider proposals for re-establiebm.ent
, ..'.
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German unity on basis self-determinatlon. But even
though. this case, we and our Allies must ne~er tire
demanding right selr-determina ~lon for entire German
people. Ona day perhaps it will dll,wn on SOviet Union
German-Sovl nt relations c{'.nnat be improved 80 long 8S

Soviet leadwLship takes negative attitude this very
vi tal problem.

nDeteute cannot be oo.sed upon injustice

violation human rights, and rank discrimination. II

c.

Berlin question. So-called Eerl!n problem brought
to cri:::ls by Soviet Union can only b;) solved by el1m.1nating div-ielon Germany. Isolated 801u-i;.ion suggested by

Soviets, which has ss alm incorporation all Berlin into
Communist sphere, unacceptable. In pppositlon to Soviet
free city proposal, West must continue insist upon

maintenance existing status until reunification achieved.
ThiS, however, doso not eliminate area for negotiation,
for there is room for discussion measures reduce tension
Berlin and improve access to City. Right is on side
West and, if Soviet leadership really interested detente,
it should not IB rmi t Berlin problem reach point 'Where
peace endangered. Handling Berlin question at summit
",,111 be test for both West and East. West ""UI have tc
indicate its ""ill and pClrisr to stop Communist subversion
freedom. Soviet leadership will be forced demonstrate
just \oIbat it means qy terms Udetente" and "desire for
peaes o " In e3senee, be terribly dangerous if summit
meeting concentrates on Berlin question and ignores
more important and vital problems connected ""ith existing international tensions.
D. East-West relations. It must be demonstrated that
peace am detente indivisible, as was - so clearly brought
out in Istanbul communique. Further, it must be made
clear Soviet C~exi8tenee propaganda hollow 80 long as
it prevents peaceful living together people and instead
tries ~nd Communist sphere influence. "Joint declaration that contains 'Words having different meaning for
free world and Soviet empire useless and can only disguise realities existing relationships. West must state
concepts clearly, de~ respect for right self-determ1nation, non-interference affairs other, and free
association peoples and nations."
In conclusion, Government pronouncement states real
cooperation in freedom of people only realizable when
Soviets renounce expapsionist goals. At thi.s juncture
\ole must limit efforts concrete first steps for improving East-West relations. Such steps poi".gible in
area cultural and information exchange. By giving
peop'1~
opportunity truel, read, and know each other,
basis creating mutual understanding and relations can
be established.
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Brandt stat8lll8::,+.a on "Meet the -PreBsrta
Mr. Spivak I
. What do you ae.:.k from the sumtllt a8 a minimum without

~y

15
(Unclassified) -

which you as Jf40r

"r

Berlin woul~ consider the allJIllli t

really a fal!tre?

••

MAYOR BRANDT: L3t me say, lire Sr'ivak, first of all I
would say no s'llutlon 1s still better than a b6.d solution •
But of course I would prefer some add! tlooal18 re en:ent
based upon the 8xiating right", based upon the rights
(If the Berliners, Meed upon ~ recognition of our connections with the Federal Republic. Then based upon
that, I think, and based upon a giving up Clf the Soviet
threats, one could try to work out certain teohnical and

practical arrangements.

j

Mr. RiChl

Mayor, if there 18 no progress at the sunmit,

goaa ahead as lie baa threatened
Filet Germ.::uxy, wbat Is
going to be the .illl!lledisto effect uPon your city?
, .t

ani Mr. Khrushchev

am. signs his peace treaty with

••

lvcrOR BRANDT: We shouldnlt be too much afraid of that
separate peace treaty. From a GerDi9.n point of view,
of course, It is a provocation to ,call it a peace treaty,
it he makes ' a treaty with himself; which means with the
tools he has in J>C"'"8r in CoIllIlUDist East GeI'IlBny.

For the city, I do not axpect many important changes.
One could be to t.l,:,.nsform
wbat is a S\lctor bonlerline, "bioh goes through the
city of BerllI' today, into 'What we could call a state
borderline. '_ 'his from a hl.lmBn point. of view would be
a terrible t~tng. But it would no~ hurt the position
of West SerIi :. as euoh. Our ecoOOmlc life would go
on· ae usual.

We ha..e to think about two.

The other consequenoe could be interruPtion with a ccese
to' Berlin. Now this would be a threat directed. against
our allied friends and I can not imagine that Mr. Khrushchev seriously believes that he can eat the cake and
; have it, that be can create a ne", Berlin crisis in
addition to one wblch hasnlt been solved yet, and
still have talks going on as far as the essential world
problems are concerned.
~y

20
(Con! ident1ol)

Reaction 9f West German political' perties to B~'~
failure; ' CDU in the main takes certain amoun 01 quiet
satisfaction at course of events during pe,st week. cnu
8eea Adenauerta and CnU'a e8tima~e of character of Soviet
opponent completely vindicated b,y Khrushchev ' s revelation of himB~lf, and Adenau~rl8 - and their - skepticism
.;,
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about Bubstantative political benefits of summit con-

ference abundantly justified. Gravity of present situation seen as confirming Chancellor's g1o o~ forebodings,
and. as underlining necessity for West

to draw closer

together and take positive measures indicative of intentione to give no grouOO at any point whatsoever.

&asures suggested by cnu Deputies include despatch of
additional U.S. division to Europe 8.00 increased
financial support i.!mnediately for mill tary-sclent1fic
research" Great opportunity also eeen for publi c rela-

tions exploitation of situation in south jeie and Africa.
There is also 8a ~i sfaction that crisia 'Wss brought to
head by a direct United States-Soviet issue and not by
one involving 1!l first line Gernany.

Attitude of SPO and FDP more complicated. Their hopes
for conference - ~e re greater and their disappointment 16
more intense. dFD presidium in Hay 18 s:&telI.ent for
press was reserved, reflecting view it is too soon to
say very much but implying that relaxation of tension
1s som9ho\ol still achievable by same methods heratofore
tri ed , a view echoed in lead articl~orWarts Hay 28.
Reference to Na.tn and greater dllrl'ense effo rt lacking.
Statement attributes collapse of summit conference
directly and exclusively to Khrusbcnev ' e ultimatum.
Great opport ltlity had. been diflsipated, and world now
faces more tension and greater crises. Although ~ili
tary and political problems have become more difficult,
their solution was more urgent than ever. SPO intended
to work tirelessly to promote cause of controlled disarmament and peaceful solution political problems; expected Federal Government to support emphatically such
policy. Germans in Sovzone and Berlin must more than
ever be given certainty that Federal Government 1s
ready to do everything in its power to overcome present
crisis.
SPO press statement contained no direct strictures
against conduct of Adenauer Government or of Western
Allies, but there is considerable critical- speculation
in private conversation and in press regarding "~hat
went wrong n • V_nJKrt le editor PuttkaIlmer in lead
article Hay 20 -..u.amas U.S. for "providing causes and
occasions for Khrushchev I B behavinr aoo demands".
l~rkscheffelJ

l;i!ii ter of SD Preeeedienst in comnentary
sent from Paris r ay 18, referred to alleged differences
~ntactic8 whioh had developed at Paris between deGaulle
am. t1aom1llan on one ' Bide and US Delegation on other
ani 'said Spaak \l8.B trying to bridge over these differences
by seriee of NATO meetings emphasizing purely military
aspeots of NATO. lAarkecheffel reported there were
SECRET/NOFORN
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doubta··.J1ln many quarters 11 whether Sp!.8k was proceeding

along right

tra~k.

The eonsequenc98 of such an exclu-

siv,Gly mllttar;,. R.pproacb wquld be merely 11l1litles8

continuation
.•

01

aold war and of the armaments competition.

Dio Welt gave considerable apace to Markecheffel's
commentary and attributed to Bundestag Deputies view
that Markscheffel article 1s indicative of prou~b1l1t,y
that opposition will seek major domestic political
issue of government r ole in summit debacle, and of
course which should now be taken, thus sharpening party
differences on foreign policy. Up ) .0 now S:J[) Bundestag
Deputies and @l) Party off1cials with whom Embassy

officers have spoken have avoided polemical line.
Carlo Schmid developed following viewsl We must (he
said) start from ' where we are. It 1s idle to speculate
about reasons for Khrushchev's conduct. His warda
speak for themselves and he is man who means what he
says. Therefore, we .must expect harassments in their
crudest and most brutal forms, and to counter them
must drs;w together and take nec8Ssary (u.oo.efinod)
defensive measures. Whether summit becomes Q. domestic
political issue Is, says Schmid, UP .to fl.denauer . If
he continues to flaU out at SPD, SPO ..,UI react •

•

A sharper partisCo.n tone comes from prominent FDP Deputy
.Dehler, a deep-dyed Adenauer oritic. Dehler expressed
view that AdADB_3r had qy adroit maneuvers kept President Eisenhower from ~ing out sound idea of holding
'summ,lt conference not long after Camp David mesting when
atmosphere waa f avorable. According to Dehler, Adenauer
the~erore bears great rBepoDBibllity for failure c£
conference.
A ~ ~reaent , says ~ehler, there is no
disposition for public ·debate because situation t00
uncertain.

May

SlllImBry of Ad.8llA\U:!r speech to Bundestag regarding the

24
(Uncl... e1fied )

summit: Cbanc~llor in Bundestag today expressed thanks
to Allies and satisfaction with cooperation aId understanding at all levele 1n months of preparatiocs for
summit conference. He sald ell had recognized conference must concern self with threat Berlin posed qy
Soviet but recognized also that Berlin problem was
solu1;U.e enly as part flf German problem, mich had to
be regulated ultimately by self-determination. It had
been evident from Khrushchevls statements Baku and to
Supreme Soviet that he had no inclination to \l ork
toward acceptable solutlons. ~ Even 80 there remained
hope for prograss to\tlard disarrament. In Parie Khrushchev destroyed all hopes a~ zade it clear he bad come
,. .

\".-

"

'
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\lith intention sabotage conference . It was too soon
to say why. Whatever his reasons, world hopes for firs t
step toward disarmament and lessening tensions were not
fulfilled. On contrary tensions bad been alarmingly

increased and

re8p~nslbility

lay clearly with USSR.

Chancellor said Western Powers had showed readiness take
up world problems earnestly and constructl1l'e ly. Despite
insults an:! abuse, American President had taken calm and

dignified position deserving respect and praiss . DeGaulle
and ~~111r~ bad al so done beet t o bring about situation
in which vital problems might be constructively discussed .
Soviet Union alone was responsible for collapse .

chev's subsequently expressed readiness

to

Khrush-

move ahead at

later data reIJE.ined to be tested .
FEDREP and its NATO alll •• had already mad. clear th.ir

intention to continue efforts to 'W ork fo r solution of
world problems qy negotiation. They rejected use or
threat of force . Paris had shown dangerous state of
tension in world; it sho'Wed how right policies of FedGovt had been; especially it proved that division Germany and Berlin problem were not cause of world tension
but effect. Only by progress toward disarmament could
tension be lesseneq and way opened to German self-determinat!on. World could not doubt free Germany would
play responsible part in promotion world securi~ .
Finally Chancellor said way toward peace and freedom
would be blocked by aqy move against Berlin in which
would necessarily be seen by those with responsibility
for city as attack on themselves, and by all world as
negation Berlin1s right self-determination. All must
recognize detente by negotiation is not compatible with
threats to Berlin.
Vay

25
(Official Us.
Only)

Brandt speech on German policy in respect to Berlin:
Every federal government will observe validly concluded
treatiee, Berlin Governing lIayor Willy Brandt declared
tonight over the Bavarian radio. The decision in favor
of the Western defense alliance cannot be reversed by the
Federal Republic.
Brandt forc i bly reiterated his demand. for a minimum.
measure of bipartisan foreign policy in the free part of
Germaqy. This would also be a stabilizing factor in
internP.tiona l politics . There cannot conceivably be
any grouping in the Federal Republic which could question Germany's close ass~ciation with its friends for
a single moment. Any pretense that the Social Democrats are questioning the role of the Federal P.epublic
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tempt to e-vade the ertm of the issue , If part¥" politics
are to be prevented from a ff ecting (the poUcy) of the
nation8s a whole, there must be no pirt,. political

25

stipulations in t he ~~tempt to achieve more common
ground. "Nobody must try to force the other aide under
its y('\ke in this matter," Braoot said.
In yesterday's Lower . House debate" Brandt added, all
speakers agreed in their assessment of s " number ef resie
facts of the foreign political situation. This measure

•.

of agreement did not result from deliberate cooperation
but from factual development. In Berlin, on the other
hand, cooperation between the two big parties had been
deemed right even when election results 'Would have permitted of a different method of forming the government .
It was doubtful wbether Berlin would still be free today

'J

if citizens of that oity bad not consistently manifested
their united resolve whenever more than individual or
group interests had been at stake .

'.

In Brandt I s vie\rl, a cOIllllOn foreign policy would have to
begin with common stocktaking. Let the parties discuss
everything together, and then comnon action on certain
matters may follow . As an example, Brarxit cited the
U.S . Senate Foreign Affairs Conmittee in Washington.

M>.y

The Mlyor emphasized his agreement with Thderal Chancelior
Adenauer on all, questions concerning Berlin. nAt Any ,rate
insofar as I am conoer.ned, I shall do my part. n

,.

-

Secretary Herter's report on the sUI!l!li t oonferenoe,

-

27
(Unclassified )

.

A. Tbe threat to Bflrlin - In order to understand what
happened in Paris we need to look back over
the preceding
,
18 months .
In November 1958 the U.S.S~R . began a new strategy directed
toward altering the situation in Berlin and East Germany
in its favor . If the l,Ieaterifower8 refused to give up
their present position in Berlin and make West Berlin a
Bc-called "free c 1ty", the Soviet Union stated ita intention to proceed unilaterally at the end of 6 months
turning over full soverehtlty to the sc-called Gsman
.,.
Democratic Republic and thereqy confronting the Allies I~
with the alternative of capitulation or resort to force
which would be met qy COlImIUJ'list forces. Though the
strategy as it unfol~ed proved to be more flexible than
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- 148 ita original statement, it is still the official policy
of the U"S.S. R. Its force lies in the Soviet ability tc
threaten Berlin, "'here 'We are morally committed but
plv.icslly exposed.
The Western Powers, of eourse, promptly ,rejected the
Soviet proposal and reaffirmed their determitatlon to

stand by Berlin.
In the month8 that fllliowed, while the U.S.S.R. elaborated am pressed its strategy, the Western Powers
concerted their plans to meet 1t. They sought t. 8~

gage the U.S.S.R. in negotiation, thereqy clarifYing
its intentions and either attaining solutions acceptable to the West or, as a minimum, oonvincing it that
unilateral action against Berlin would not be sound.
B.

Engsging the U,S.S.R. in Negotiation:

It was by no

means a foregor~ conclusion that the U.S.S.R. would negotiate on an e.uceptable 'basis. In January 1959 the
U.S.S.R. proposed a conference to adopt a peace treaty
~ith the two parts of an indefinitely divided Germanr.
The Western Pu~er B continued to maintain that a peace
treaty could b£ negotiated and signed only ~ith a united
Germaqy, hence that the reunification of Germany must
be settled fi r st.
They alao maintained that the only
prope:- solution for Berlin l~ in its becoming the
capital of unified Germany, and theref~ they were
un~illing to discuse Berlin as an isolated lssue,
But the U.S.S.R, had held for some time that reunification ~as solely the business of the Germans and therefore refused to dis~UB8 it.
The West persisted during February and Uarch in ita
efforte to get the Russians talking somehow. It proposed
a meeting of foreign ministers, ~lth the prospect of a
possible sunmit meeting when due preparations had been
made. The U.S. S.R. had repeatedly ir~icated a desire
for one since 1956. Finally a compromise agema, which
did not preju:lice the BUbstantive views of either side,
was adopted for- a foreign ministers meeting, am a date
was Bst in Hay, shortly before the acpiratlon of the original de4dllne for meeting their arbltra~ demands on
Berlin.
C. Foreign M1.nlsters I Deadlock: During the intensive
preparations fer the meeting the Western Powers developed a Dew ,JrSiOD of their basic poSition regarding
Germany , which was submitted at Geneva as the Western
Peaoe plan. It consisted in approaching the unification
of Germany t~'ugh a series of stages, thereqy offering
SECRET/NOFORN
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the U.S.S.R. a chanee to adjust its position gradually
to the eventual IDes of its hold on East German:y which
free elections would. pres1.UIBbly bring. The plan showed _.
flexibility aOO. iDBginatlon; 1~ appealp.d to world opinion;

but its rejection by the U.S.S .R was nonetheleti6 flat .
The U.S.S.R. stuck adaIJE.ntly to its previously announced
proposals for a peace treaty w1th a divided Gormany.

Thus the basio positions

re~ined

totally

ur~econol1ed.

Finding no progress possible on Germany, the Western

Bowers and tbe U.S,S.R. explored the possibility of an
interim agreement on Ierl1n which, without contemplating

a basic solution nf Berlin, 4S a separate lOBue, would
d1i... Bomething to mitigate difficulties 'Which the U.S.S.R.
,professed. to find there. Though some progress 'Was trade
in this dlrectlo~, the U.S.S. R. insisted on language
which would have implied the eventual erosion of the
Western positic ~ in Berlin. Accordingly, despite the
labor of J moni. ns with only one short adjournment, the
foreign ministers meeting ended in deadl~k • ••• • ••
•• • •• There ens ..led an intensive and protracted serieR of
preparations on the \o/estern side, involving repeated
meetings not only of the foreign ministers and of :ttl.TO
but even of Heads of Government . Within our own Government we ~lso studied most carefully the possibilities
ar making progress not only on lerlin and G errns.ny but
mQst particularly in disarm81D.ent , 8S well ad other aspects
of general Sovle~eetern relations.

,

.

'

At the December meeting of West6rn Heads of Government
a oonsensus emerged that the · May summIt might be only
one of a series of such meetings and that it would be
largely exploratory. Some mOdest tlYOgross was hoped
for, but no major solutions on any front. But if a
beginning could be ne..;1e, · the series of talks, possibly in
a grad~ improving atmosphere over the years, might
do substantially npT9 •

F. Summl t prosPects dinmed a In the first weeks after the
Khrushchev American visit there was 8 genoral improvement
of atmosphere and -people began 'talking , partly in hope,
partly Hi some c:otiruBion,
ilXlut detente . There were
,
comparatively ccnciliatory speeches' on each side; there
was progress in the test-ben talks at Genova; a new
Soviet-U.S. cu.~ tura.l agreement was signed November 2lJ
aM on I8cembe-:- 1 the U. s.., the U.S . S.R. and other powers
8igned the. Antartlc treat.1.

,

.

.'
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But cloms began to gather even then. One of the earliest
signa was the strong Soviet protest on November 11 against

West German plans to build a broadcasting station in west
Berlin. Another was !ilie Khrushchev speech on November 14,
",hich was ha!'der 1n tone, boMted again of Soviet mlaslle
pro."oea, am began a concentrated attack on ~Ctnneellor
Konrad) .Adeoouer and the German Federal Repub11c which
later increased and seemed to be a central tea. tlJ.re of
Soviet presllIllllit tactics. The reason for this attack

1s still a

ttatt~ r

for speculation.

Perhaps thvy

thought it woul~ w:xiermine the \estern ponttiOD on lerlin by helping to divide the Western allieo. It hod no

such effect, 0: course, but naturally rallied us to
3peak out in d~fonse of our German ally.
KhruDhchev

8'3

-'l81'1y

8,S December 1 also began repeating

hie threats to ~l gn a separate peace treaty with rbst
GerIIBny. He repeated these threats in his speech to
the Supreme Soviet on January 14 and in hie remarks during
his v.isit to Indonesia and other oountriea in Janua.ry.
On &bruaI7 4 the Warsaw Fect powera1ssued t.he first
formal bloc....,lde comnii:zr&ent to sign a s eparate G~D .R.
peace treaty. Thus Khrushchev's threatening Baku speech
of April 25, though it wss the most 8'W'eeping since
February 1959, wse only a harsher version of wbat he had
been saying for months before, I nhall ma.kf! full documentation on his speeohos available to the co~i~te e.
Not until April did we reply at lengtll to this mounting
cresceI!do of Soviet statements. We did 80 in order t.
keep the record straighb - nota~ in tbe s peocbes of
AprU 4 end 2D, whioh Khrusbcllev attacked for .ta..--ting
arguments that he in fact had begun.
The unity of the four Western Powers on Berlin, mean-

while, presumably signaled to the U.S.S.Rft that prospects
for eroding the Western })0t1j/'i.i~. or obtaining Soviet
terms on Berlin remained slight, President deGaulle
am other leader s were quite firm in discouraging expectations on :'h1s front. The NATO !Duncil in Istanbul
May 2-4 aleo r ~arf1rmed the Western position on German
reunification and. regretted Soviet refueal t o divCUBS
specific prad tcal measures of disarmament. Th'lS, as
the summit drc. near , the prospects for important
agreement seemaa sIemer so long as the U. S. S . R.
remained committed to driving the Western Powers out
of Berlin and to discussing disarmament 1n terms of
general principles rather than concrete steps.
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The We'sterD outlllOk eonsiatertLy remained, however,
t~t the sum:n1 t would be worth while.
It would afford
an opprtunlty for an exchange of Vi8\ol'3 'Which 'Would

clarify each side's position; it might oontribute to
some reduction of tensions over Berlin am ll!1rr~
some of our differences fin diaarIllllllsnt. It cflllld be
at least a small first step in a long process of

iJDproving Soviet-Western relatione .
'" ' " .1.

There

waG

considerable indication, parti-

cularly during Ap:-ll, that Mr. Khrushcru.. had concluded that there was little likelihood of his having
his 'Way, particularly in regard to Berlin, at tbe
sunmit.
on this
leaders
Thus 1n

Evidence of Western determination and unity
point 1n speeches and statements by Western
appes;r'8 to have brought him tf"l this CO nelusion.
his
speech on April 25 he not only re-

aaku

iterated with t he utmost finality his' poeition on
Berlin, including his intentlon to conclude a separate
peaoe treaty vi ~ h the East G rman regime, but he o.lSC'l
began for the first time ser!ously to cast doubts upon
the success ~~ the summit. B,y this, of course, be
meant SUCCEISS l. n Swiat terms.

2. Although libe evidence is highly inconclusive, there
are a number of indications that Mr. 'Khrushchev's conduct of Soviet foreign policy, particularly his overpersonalization and, in Communist eyes, overcommitment
through personal visits to the U.S. and Franee, was
arOUSing at least serious questioning if not epp08ition
in the Soviet hieracb;y. It would seem a logical deduction that eome of the cppoeition to his 00 rrluct of
foreign relations which was openly voiced by the Chinese
Communists found a sympathetic· response among some of
his associates, and very probably among the Soviet
military.

3.

It was against this background that the ~2 incident occurred.
. ,
A combination of these taee factQrs, ·-in our joogment,
1s what resulted in the definite am ' brutal decision
to disrupt the Paris conference. To determine hO\l each
of these fao.tors should be weighr;J.is, for the moment,
beyond our reach.
The U-2 incider t waB most certainly eebed upon am
magnified beyer.d. its true proportions as a justification for this decision. It is debatable whother it
'Would have been possible for lIr. Khrushchev to devise
another pretex~ for so radical and violent a position.
SECRET/NOFORN
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It might well be that a la~k of success at the summit
lJould have confronted Ktu.'ushchev with a much n:ore di±'flault choice, from his point of view , than no conference at all. !-fe and his associates 1083" have therefore much preferred to avoid facing the consequences
~f failure of negotiation by the simple expedient
torpedoing the conference.

~f

It may seem inoredible to you that responsible leaders
of a great power should have come all the way to Parle
merely for the purpose of wrecking the conference ,
thereqy incurring worldwide oondemnation of the Soviet
Union and enhancing the sense of uni~ and purpose
among not only the Western Powers represented there
but aleo the North Atlantio Treaty Organization and
free nations ever,ywhere .
I believe the anS1Jer l ies in a basic mlsc.abulatlon.
in l~. Khrushchev's and the Soviet's thinking .

llr. Khruabchev undoubtedly hoped - oed this explains
hie early arrival in Parie - to divide the Allies and
isolate the United States, He anticioated that the
United Stat,,:,s would ref1\~e the d'3llJinds he had set
forth e.nd that the confe.:ence would th'3D collapse ,
with t .,e United States benrlng rOGporu.ibiHty for the
rupture befora world opinion.
His plans m1~carried bec~use our two allies stood
solidly oed loyally with the United States ond r efused
to be parties to Mr. Khrushchev's scheme, The result,
as tho whole world knows, 'Was that t he position .... hicb
Mr. K::I"'-..t>hchsv brought to Parlfl resuJ.tsd in the cmplete
isolation of the Soviet Un!.on rether than the United
Stat:;hl and in placing the respck'R ibil ity for tbe disruption of the conference squarely where it belongs on his O\oIn sixlulders,
This estimate of the reasons for tir. Khrushchev I s behavior is strongly supported by the attack "Ihich he
made at his press c onference on Generd de Gaulle ani
Prime Hinister Macmillan for what he 't.t3rmed their lack
of objectivity, lack of will, and subservience to the
allied r elationships - in other words, in pla!n English,
for their solidarity with the United States, their
loyalty to our cOllIIIon purpose, and their refusal t o
play the Soviet game.
S!l)RET/NOFORN
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What cc.ncluslona should

27

'W8

draw for the future?

,

t beli~Y~ the aigos are that there hae been as yot no
radical ~ tere.ticD in [twiat polley, though 'We can
expect the contlnunnoe cf a propaganda effort designed
to spUt off tho United States frOID its alUos, Th1e
conclusion 1s supported by Mr . Khrushchevls Paris
statements, inclu:ling those at his press conference.
It 1s supported, somtNhat more specifically aOO definitely, by the etatoments which he made in Berlin

on his way home.

must remember, however, that, given the nature of
the Soviet state, the men who run Lt can caet in eeeret

w~

at any time and ohonge existing policy without pubUo
debate or even foreshadowing any suoh change. It 1s
for this reason that any statement about a phase of

Soviet policy must be regarded 88 qualified, vith no
certainty that it viII remain valid in the future.
Thus, though the world IS hopes have been keenly disappointed by the fact that the sUI!llJl1. t conference was not
held as planned, the signs so far are that the ba8io
real.itie3 o~ the world situati':m havo not been greatly
chang~d.
\tIhather this continuos to be 80 depends, 8S
I have indicated, on actions of the leading Conmunist
countrie8.Pr.J'~nal1.y, however, I conclude that the
implication for U.S. pollC1 is that the main lines of
our policy remain sound and should be continued. The
lessOrl of F\lris is that we should procecute those 11n98
with renowroeffort. Proponents within the (bmmunist
bloo of, an aggressive course must not bo encouraged bf
slgnB of ... eakneos on our part\> Proponents of a peaceful course should be encouraged by our readinass u,
get on with outstanding international business in a
sober and rational JrllnnE!r.

We must remain prepared to withstand aggressive pressures, not only in Berlin but also elsewhere. I truBt
that our evident readiness ... 111 deter such pressures.
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Frankfur~r Rundschau 0l!..Y1br~.cht~~.s.!.~.. (Sunmary)
Frankfurter Rundschau: Ulbricht! s most recent unorticuJ.ated

threats d~btie:;s indicate Soviet pressure on Berlin is

continuing or eva!') increasing. With sunmit conference
approaching, Hoscow obviously l<la.l1tS to make it clear to West

that Soviets not ready for any procrastination concerning
Berlin settlement . It would be wrong to inte:-pret recent
Khrushchev and Ulbricht statements as empty phrases. USSR
considers its Berlin position ver-;I strong. It believes

ultimately West will prefer to accept

Ru~sian

proposals for

converting \vest Berlin into ufree cityrr in view of fact that

alternative would be western negotiations on Berlin problem
with !lGDR" government. Khrushchev seems to be determined
to insist on Berlin settlement . Russia~ diplomacy has been
trying li\tely to make II free citytt prop->!":al somRWhat IlDre
palatable to Webt by hinting at e;ct.endcJ. guaru.tee s for free
traffic between West Berlin and Federal rrepublic a However,
it hard to imagine how peaceful settlemer.t can be found on
this basis, because drastic change in Berlin' s legal status
would expose West Berliners to such an uncertain fate that
no German political leader could approve such change
voluntarily. Concern aoout possibility of BEr"lin settlement aga~ nst will of both Federal goveri.7',,;mt and West Berlin
send.te io" not entirely unju~tifi~. Tl.l~, '" is why president
Luebke pc'jnted cut to weste:r-n powers in Berlin that on basis
of German.. ·Allied treaties, E:::nn has veto right regarding
any negotiation result concerning Berlin. Under these
circumstances it understandable and correct that Adenauer
and. Brandt have adopted. !lf1rm attitude" . Ibnn cannot and
UD.lst not leave Berlin in lurch. It would be good idea for
8.mdestag to oon·" !lude its !'orthcorr.ing f oreign policy debate
with joiJ'l'!:.

reso l:.~tion

emphli.:>izing once

.;.~{<\in

position of

West Ber.lin as one of t'lest Gdnnan I aender with special
status.
- '.

However J i f one intends to remain firm on Berlin, it is
necessary to seek road to avoid new Berlin crisis . As
things are, this can be done only by western initiative
for Fast - t 'est negotiations on Gennan problem and on
problem of E..1ropean security. Such initiative would reduce
Berlin problem to its proper size arrl. postpone danger of
separate peace treaty between Hoscow arrl. Pankow. It would
be task of Federal Government to make serious proposals
along these lines.
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Independent) cc"","nted
renewed threatfr : corrmunique'
issued by Warsaw Pact countries at end of Moscow conference
was described by Ebnn as containing nothing new . That is
exactly what gives this document its ominous, significance .
Fact that leader of East failed to come out \.d. til any new
idea proves that anticipated summit negotiations will be
very tough . One cannot say East bloc has only vague ideas
about what it wants to achieve at Paris swn:i1.1.t meeting in
May . SOviet threat to conclllde separate pea~e treaty with
Pankow obviously is getting on nerves of Americans at their
JlI)st sensitive spot by confronting tofashington with choice
of war or capitulation in West Berlin .
Feb . 6,

For weeks Soviet statements have been marked

qy

confident

undertone as if there were no doubt that US, Britain and
France eventually would be ready f or Berlin compromise
despite Adenauert s warnings. KhruShchev finds his optimism
substantiated by occasional B:mn statements about necessity
to prevent possible western softening or yielding to
Khrushchev at sunmit conference. There is no doubt Khrushchev ts
confidence based also on feeling of r:tilitary superio r ity.
It considered pos sible in Washington that Soviets" on basis
of this feeling of military ruperiority, will use blunt
threats of war as means to achieve their political aims.
Balance of pW81' seems to be somewhat disturbed . In controversy over \-le st Berlin it auite possible that victory
will go to that side which most convincing in its assertions
that it r eady to go to war" i f necessary" r ather than
abandon its policy. ~loscow believes to be sure this determination to go to war" i f necessary, is even zoore , relOOte to
AmeriJ:ans in 1960 than it ~a'll in years befor.e .
t

American~

doubtless would not hesitate to fllpport Berlin
policy of Adenauer and Brandt unrestrictedly i f US military
leadorship in world were as uncontested today as it was ten
years ago . Soviets obviously trying to make Americans
answer quest:iDn ...mether they oonslder freedom of West Berlin
worth exposing even one American city to danger of destruction.
Any western yielding to Soviets in Berlin will be taken by
lloSCOW as sign of western military weakness rather than
evidence of western love of peace.
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West Berlin Press m 3mirnov f'~emorand:wn: (Summary)
In editorial comment ;e.;eral papers praised Ollenhauer's
l.oyalty to Federal (i.)v-ernment in w!lediately turning over
Soviet meroo to Fore. gn Office . om TAGESSPIEGEL said,
"Soviet attempt to cake largest German opposition party
their rr.outhpiece hal' f a iled. Social Democrats have not
debased themselves by playing game which FDP did two years
ago. 11 DER TAG remal'h: ?<i , 'rSoviet efforts to influence
domestic policy of Federal Republic are not new. But seldom
has an effort failed so miserably as that of the at.tempt to
break up the joint hont of German parties with re gard to
Berlin auestion • • • This failure shcr~s there is only one
attitude regarding Germany ' s capital:-national solidarit y. n
TELEnRAF in discussing rumor that Srnirnov called on 011enhauer because he wanted talks with Berlin },Iayor Brandt, but
could not approach him directly remarked: 11Special ~
negotiations wi~h Soviet quarter8 on Berlin are an absurd
idea . The four powers are responsible for status of Berlin."
West German Press Corrment on Gronchi Visit to 11oscow: (Summary)
Papers no t. only criticized Y..hrushchev's belligerent remarks
but also lacked enthusiasm for Gronchi trip itself. Several
suggested that trip migh t have sho\\,n Gronchi futility of his
hopes to mediate East-West conflict. Papers also continued
to emphasize necessity of German finnness and unity, in view of
allegedly unreliable attitude of vlestern allies regarding Berlin,
Koelnische Rundschau: Khrushchl3v t s statement actually amounted
to blunt, unscrupulol.:.:3 proposal for scrapping Potddam Agreement, which expressl:! states Poland ' s final wes tern border
will be established "::;y peace treaty with Gemany. In other
words, Khrushchev i.e trying to prejudice this peace treaty
which, in his opinion, need not be negotiated but merely
signed by countries ~oncerned. Khrushchev feels himself
50 strong vis-a- vis ;'lest that he considers eventual western
adoption of Soviet draft for German peace treaty self-evident.

Feb.
]I
(Official
Use Only)

West German Press Comnent on amdestag Fbl'eiJm Po) iev Debate:
Comment on Bundestag foreign policy debate was almost
unanimously favorable and largely identical in pape rs of all
political persuasions . Papers emphasized following points:
(1) unity on Berlin is good ani necessary and, hopefully J
will impress both East and riestj (2) obje ctive tone of debate
highly commendable and long overdue; (3) fact that differences
exist on other issues in no way detracts from Significance of
points one am two; (4) German demand for self-determinationas is being granted Africa- altogether justifiable j
(5) Adenauer can increase inter-party foreign policy cooperation by consulting with opIX>sition before making important
decisions.
SECREr/NOFORN
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Neue Rhein Zeitung(Cologne) on Passes for AlliN.
Military MiesJ:..cm!' New oove by East in Ge.rma.'1 problem
in form of issuing new passes b members of Allied
milltary missions has appearance of tnsignificance.
In reality, however, it iLl significant move because
it shows once again the perfectly clear design to
make "Test recognize Soviet Zone regime step by step.
Americans, British and French now confronted with
question whether to accept or reject new passes.
Eastern moves of this type will cO,l'ltinue. After
abortive big ~low against West Berlin, Eaet now turning screw of pre:ssure slcnoJly and cautiously but
persistently u.'1til, East hopes, goal will be reached
some day. This is "1hat Willy Brandt called IlSalami
Tactics. II One thin slice of 1'lestern rights after
the other is cut off by East. Are we and Western
powers prepared for these tactics? Obviously not.
otherwise passes would have been sent back by
Western powers i:"unediately. Western powers should
realize one thi"'g : Every concession they make today
will require th ~ m to make further concessions at
Summit conference. This is screw without end. ~
eve of Summit I"':ee+,ing, any Soviet attempt to tighten
this screw mus ~ be thwarted. '
Soviet Russia Article on Legal Statue Berlin: Soviet
.RUssia attacks alleged current Bonn efforts to prevent
Summit agreement on Berlin by pressing claims that
West Berlin is part or Federal. RepubliC, c1tes 1948
and 1949 "1estern statements as concurrine; Soviet position
vleet Berlin part of Soviet Zone. Ar,t ick concluies in
moderate note that Bonn lIencroachmentsll on West Berlin
cause concern since peace-loving forces hope Berlin
problem wi11 be solved in not distJl.l'l.t future on basis
German peace treaty and tvest Berlin as lI~e City. It

Following Western statements cited: (1) Declarations
of August 1948 expl'es:o.ing readiness "to recognize
substitution Western u~k by mark of Soviet Zone as
only currency for Berlin. II This said to constitute
agreement with Soviet position as set forth in July 14,
1948 notes that "Berlin situated in centre of Soviet
Zone ~.nd part of this Zone." (2) Statements that
articles in Bonn constitution concerning West Berlin
3S part Federal Republic "must be el1m1nateli, II with
specific reference March 2, 1949 memorandum of three
Western military governors. (3) Letter of April 22,
1949 stating Western powers "cannot agree to inclusion
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West Berlin const'.tution that "Berlin will net posse ss
qualitjes ll of onp Laender . Paper al.so attacks Bonn
efforts to prese:1i W'9st Berlin in urole of some kind of
administrative center" of Federal Republic , referring
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this

c~~ection ~o Bunde~rat

Berlin sassion at end of

19~9 and Ade.'1aU~:l'

&'nd Luebke visits. West Berlin visits
of S!*.n ish Fvr9illfl Minist~r arid King Hussein of Jordan
said to be at'forts to gi","S in!Pression foreign states
recognize tiest Berlin belongs to Federal Republic .
FRG Press Comment on HeI·ter P1an: Independent and progovenUnent papers 'Warmly sapported reported Herter

Feb.

-g

plebiscite plan ind · said fact that Soviets not like~
accept it was no argument against using it. Premature
"leaking" of plan wa~ Btron~ deplored, since this
was believed to reduce its value. ,SPO papers considered

(Official
Use Only)

~ _~ ..

'plan utopian..

,

,

,

.

Majority view exemplified by Vest Deutsche Allgemeine
(Essen): To disclose now \-mat moves West intends to
make at Summit meeting in May is severe tactical mistake.
If one has any trump cards, they should be played at
conference and not be put on table before then. Leaking
of Herter's plan is deplorable. tfow it is to be expected
that effect of plan will be lost. Not les s deplorable,
however, is hasty rejection of plan by opposition spokesmen
in Bonn. Plan indeed contains hardly anything new and
there is no evidence Soviets would accept it . However, it
is not only questi on or wether Western plane for Summ1 t
meeting can be 1! .?leme,rrt~d . If Soviets had their way J only
SoViet plans WO\'. ;i .'be J.rrq>le~pt.~g't ahd it would be very
bad if West .reacted to Soviet ·plans in this dangerous
situation anl.y ~;V showing readiness to yield and "to
negotiate. Rather, West lIDlst meet excessive Soviet
demands of its Ol'·r. . From. this point of view J demand
for self-determination is good one because it is not
utopian idea, but £undamental right on which We.r.t
cannot insist often enough, especially in view of continued Soviet assertions that they are for self - determination
of people and that German reunification is (internal)
matter of Gennans. Therefore, it would be poll tic ally
foolish of Germans to nag about Herter plan only because
it does not go far enough to comply with Soviet wishes .
Rather, one should be gratified and welcome fact that
Secretary of State has once a gain pushed our right of
national selt-determination into foreground .
SECRET/NOFORN
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West Berlin pre ~ .;; February 25 front-paged reports on
1'Herter Plan" for German plebiscite under headlines

(Unclassified)

such as:

25

IIUSA: German People Must Be Heard," flHerter

Plan Creates Ill-Feeling in Bonn, n HAll Western Powers
for Pleblsclte,1t tlIndignation in Bonn Over Indiscretions,"
lINew Proposal of US Foreign Minister, " UHerter Plan Made
Known Too Soon. n
menchner Merkur. believes that the best the West could

achieve at the Summit conference would be a prolonged
statu.'9 guo. Herter I s plan may create a psychological
advantage for the West . However, the Summit conference
may serve a purpose i f the West succeeds in demonstrating
to the world the i..rtJrrlorali ty of Soviet policy, thus
shattering the Kremlin I a prestige in neutral countries .
'the paper cencImes by asking 'Who could have been
interested in a disclosure of Herter I s plan before
the conference opened. frankfurter ""llegemelbe Zeitune
notes that Herter 's proposal will hardly be accepted
by the SOviets, nor w111 it surprise Khrushchev at the
Summit conference. The paper contends that it is,
therefore, futile to discuss whether the West has lost
a tactical conferdnce position through the early disclosure of Herter IS plan. Allgomeine Zeitung , Mainz,
says since Khru51..ohev clearly stated that he will not
discuss free elc,:ctions in Germany, it is very doubtful
whether Herter's proposal would not block negotiations
on German reuni :<'ica tion at the very beginning of the
conference. Th~ plan as such is good but cannot be
carried out at the moment, the paper believes .
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(ExC6rpt
Si!.lcO no pOf:>itJ.ve ideas whatever ere forthcomir..g from Senn ft:lr the peaceful solution of the Germn qUBstiC"'l,. U.S. Ssor et..ary of State Herter bas contrived someth!ng whlch, despite its new wrapping, is
in reality very old and obsolete. He suddenly bit on
tha idea that th~ great powers might, so to speak,
decida on a plebl:'1i!ite for tho Germans on loIhather they
1Jant a peace treaty loIith a united Gel'llBny or loIith t1JO
German states.

1

The lliSR has stated often enough that it neturally
considers a peace treaty 1Jith a united Germany highly
desirable. In vie1J of Bonn's attitu:1.e, the chances fnr
this are at the mOm9nt unfortunately nil. It 1J111
therefore be necessary to conclude a peace treaty with
both German states. This is a matter for the great
powers, just as the liquidation of the remnants of the
last 'War in vest Berlin is a matter for the great p01Jers.
But a plebiscite is without doubt a metter for the two
German states themselves--a matter 1Jhich concerns only
the Germans.. In other 1Jords, it is for the t1JO GeI'IIBn
states to cellbel'ate and. decide on this.

The GDR has already made !D!1JV proposals to this em.
This alone would be in accordance 1J1th the people's
right of se1f~etermlnation--one of the cornerstone
of 5::>v1et foreign policy. The USSR has at all times
said "yes" to this right of self-determination of the
Germans and continues to say Iyesn , Reunification is
8 matter for the German people.
The GDR is ready at any time to sit down together with
representatives of the Federal fupublic to discuss all
topical que3t10ns of a peace treaty, a confederation
and reunification. For, every state, including each
of the German states, has the right to determine 1ts
own destiny. If the two German states want to determine
something together, they must sit down together. Nothing
could be more logical than that.
Soviet radio commentary on German plebiscite proposal:
(Excerpt) The principle of self-determination for Asian
countries loIhich the fuviet Union i8 supporting must be
applied also to the German people, This is of cotn"se
true. The German people have precisely the same right
to decide their own destiny as any other people. This
is the point of vie1J of the Soviet Union. I think,
however, that you will agree with me that the right
of 8elf~etermination of nations under different conditione brings up different problems.
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- 161 For many Afriean countries, for instance Kenya or
NYasaland, the question of self-determination is t o a

(Cant.)

great degree a question of granting the voto to the,

native population and abolishing discrimination and ,
all kinds of voting reetrlctitlns, from the colRr of the

skin to the level of education. Does this, however,
mean realization of the right of self-determination
in Ge~, w h,ere the proportional electorel system
has existed for a ·long time and where the right to vote

is noc subjeot to any considerable restriction?
For the ([:ongo or Nigeria real ization of the right of

sslf-determination means in the first place an

end to

the colonial empire and the founding of national states .
Gernnny, ho~.,ever, is no colony am has a rich history
aB a r...'ltionill state. For Ind5.cl and Indonesia the right

of e Glr-det ~! rmination meana at preaez:.t the creation of
a grea t ll:lt :~ onal industry. GertlBny possesses a powerful
industry which is capable of givihg aid to India or
Indonesia. As you can see, each country has its own
problema and on this' depends one or another form of expression of the right of self-determi nation. DOBS
Gerna!lY have such probl&llS and can the principle of
self-d6terminatlon be applied to them? Of course .

.'

Let us first take the question of a peace treaty. Its
conclusion would mean for Germany that foreign troops
would be withdrawn from its territory, that Germany
would join the United Nations, and the un1.1mited possibilities £or the development o£ its· peace£ul econo~ and
the restitution of full sovereignty in all their internal
and external affairs. In short, under present conditions, the conclu8i~n of a peace treaty ~ou1d be the
most concrete expression of recognition ef the right
of the Germ&n people to determine for itself the road
of its .national development.
.

:i. .

.j
~.,

,

~.

As is kno~n, . the Soviet Union is in favor of the earliest
possible conclusion of a peace treaty with carmany.. The
Soviet Union has t'Wiro:e .presented drafts for a peace
treaty and repeatedly made proposals to call a peace
conference. The Soviet Government de'c lared its readiness to examine most carefully all proposals sf other
countries about 8 peace settlement with Germany. The
Soviet Union, therefore, is proving by deeds its respeet
for the right of self-determination for the G@rmans.
This cannot, however, be' sa1Q6f the Western Pbwers,
which have not presented their draft for a peace trea~
wtth Germany. What is the situation regarding reunifi~ ~tlo~~ of G8~~~ In our opinion th~ German people has
11".
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the full right to live in a (sovereign?) state and t.
adopt the aooiaJ.. order of its choice. The Soviet
Union has decla .• ed this often. But eelf-detsI1DiDlLtlon

means that the uorman people must decide their

desti~

for themselves, including the r.uniflcat!on of their
country-but l"dependently, without au;y foreign intervention, throu :I-l negotiations between the two German
states.
Recently they began to talk in this connection altout
a peoplels plebiscite for all Germany. When Nikita

Khrusbchov was asked about this at a press conference
in Jakarta, he replied I When the question of a
people's pleb.1 scite Is raised, then the governments of
the two Gernan states should get together, make an
agreement, and carry ~ out what they think right; the

Soviet Union will recognize

a~

respect their decision .

Is this not a concretaexpression for the recogniti~D
of the right of Germn self-determination? One can only
be surprised at the unfsr attitude of some West German
newspA.pe~ which, after this absolutely clear I3tatement
by t.45v~Otd of the Soviet Cbvernment began to say thet

thejGovernment rejected tbe idea of a p1ebi~Qite in
Germany,
Surpri s L~, too, is the fact that the same
Bonn politicians who demand so paaaionateU$ the right

of oelf-detarmination for the Germans, do not want to
move a finger for the realization of this r i ght.o They
reject obatinat~ly all ta2ks with the GDR, apparently
expecting that e~meone will present them the unity of
Germany on a gelden plate through pressure on the GDR.

It Is superfluVU8 to say that today, when the CDR is
being noticed even~ in Africa, it is, to s~ the leas t ,
unwise (worde ' '1d tstinct) and unpardonable not to 8e9
the GDR. All !~inde of expectations that pressure would
be put upon ths L ~R or, still wores" that it can be
annexed by force, are obviously built on sand. In
politics, bo..,ever, and particularly in such an important question as the right of self-determinatloD, ,.it Is,
W8 have seen, of the greatest ·1mportanoe to t.ak8!::

as

account of tbe real situation.

Federal Republic press comment regarding Herter NAB
speech: FedRep press conment ra Hertor NAB speech •

AJ?rU

. 6

•

Speech received top play in several papers yssterday
and Die ~ carried full text forei~n policy remarks
(Emhessy translation) tnday (April 6).

'l~

.
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Suedeutsche Zp ~~ (MUnioh, left-center) commented s
Herter confirIud l inn decision to stand by FedRep and
treat it as "w.)!"tv and. respected ally." Herter even
went 80 far as to tell Soviet~ their perpetu..<!.l threat

to conclude separate peace treaty w1th Pankow ~as bound
to heve rather unfavorable effect on internat!_vnal
atmosphere, But real political significance speech
l1e8 in fact he linked disarmament to Berlin problem
by saying Western Fowers hardly could negotiate confidently on arms control 1f USSR violated existing agreements on Berlin. Herter's statement that there is clear
relation betwen these two problems TrAy be taken as hint
as to what policy Western Powers wl11 pursue at Geneva and
at summit.
Deutsche Zeitung (Cologne, pro-CDU)I Herter merely confirmed repeatedly stated lB position, but timing of
speech significant. He delivered it immediately after
MicMi..llan 1 s Visit that prompted London .~ to refer
to concern about klglo-Gernan relations and possible
damage to NATO. In meantime it bas become known Ms.cmUlan did not say as much about FedRep as \.ias claimed
news agenciee. I t als'" known his hasty trip to Was hington was recei'79d. with polite approval hut little
enthusiasm. No¥ realized regretfully in London washington supportir.g Iilropean i!l.tegre.tion within Ero
framework to W~~ off dangers emanating from Garman
rearrrament. This reaction probably opposite of that
which ~cm111~ ~ sought. British economic interests
certainly shou d be oonsidered. However, British Government should no t. i 'lterfere with &ropean economic integration and at same time argue non-integrated Germany
represents danger. Under no circ~tanc~B should dispute about tariffs and trade barriers impair Western
position at summit. Perhaps it was this idea that
prompted Herter to make these Htatements now.
Federal Republ.l'2 press cO!'?JDent re Adenauer's plebisc,\.ta
P~h:
Adenauer's plebiscite proposal after his meeting
Wl.t Brarrlt evoked,ge:nelally negative press conmento

v

Frankfurter A1legemein.~ (rlght-center); Adenausr' 8 proposal, referred to in Jbleriean quarters 8a "very interesting", eXpression which at best indicates polite
reserve. Brandt and German public aleo received proposal with reserve. But Adenauer apparently adheres
to it. One might argue there is no harm in letting
Berliners reiterate reply to 5:>viet attack that they
furnished in elections of December 7, 1958. But upon
closer study, initial reserve displayed towards
Adenauer's propcaal appears warranted.
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Aocording tl" Idenauer's plan, Berliners ",Ul have to say

whether they w~nt to preserve present Berlin status until
reunification. This implies Berliners supposed to express
themselves 1n favor of statue that represent.s emergency
solution. PurJX>88 of plebiscite in Vlest Berlin vill be
defeated ~ faot the.t it is impossible to formula ',"
issue in a "'~ that would comply with real desires of

population.

Berliners, of course, 'Will express them-

selves in favor of present statue.

But Western Powers

aware of this even without plebiscite and w11l continue
to aot accordingly. Even if Berliner's present statue
18 best that 18 possible now, it cannot be made issue
in plab jpcite for which, lOOreover, no provision Me been
nBde in basic la.....
Frankfurter Ru"'-.ohau (Pro-SPD la Stubborno •• display-eel
~ Adenauar in odhering to plebisoite plan is surprisin g
and most likely oaused by his deep distrust of ffi a..rxt
Bri tlah firmnc 18 on Berlin. Adeoauer realizes ,lest w1ll
attempt to ach.;'eva new Berlin agreement with Soviet
Union and wants to foree West's MOO. US and British
undoubtedly anxious to settle Berlin problem arxl therefore ready for certain concessions regarding cooperation
with ODR authorities on access routes and Western propaganda sctivi ties in Berlin. But there no indication
West has come round to idea of making Berlin a free City.
West probably could negotiate on possible Soviet plan
for making
. West Berlin a free city if such plan
aleopr8esrved certain key elements of West Berliner's
present status (i.e., continued closs relations between
West Berlin and FedRep, and continued presence Western
Powers.) No reason why West should refuse t .. negotiate
on such. a plan.

But Adenauer and maqy Berlin politicians fear revision
of present status vould imply danger of future complications in which position of West would be weaker than
today. These fear3 cannot be dismissed. But to let
them prevail from very 'beginning would be tantamount
to giving up bope for international detente.
Plebiscite in W9$t Berlin is no appropriate iOBt~~eot
for influencing future negotiations o Soviets would
consider plebisc ite provocation, a rxl West would feel
insulted by- implied diotrust.
Things would ba different if Bonn proposed new Berlin
agreement, by ",hich present occupation rights eDded,
be made subjec~ plebiscite, as was done in Saar. However, Soviet Union will not agree 'to plebiecite of this
type becauss it aokno"l~e. right of 8alf-determimtion
SECRET/NOFORN
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tor West Berliners only concerning internal matter s,
but dentes therr. right to determine Ierl!n'8 internatlonal
status. Th08e who believe reunificatlon can be achieved
only if great pOUL TS agree on Deslc foreign policy lines
to be pursued by reW'li'ted Gern&ny, cannot oompletely
reject Soviet argument. This makes it all the more
urgent to try to induce Swiat Union to grant l'lght of
internal self-determination to Sbvzoners. Negotiatlon!
on Berlin might offer goo1 starting polnt for this.

APill

West and East Berlin preslL.r.....eactlon t .. plebiscite' West
paper. (April 7) front-paged S_t d iBcuBBion. re plobiscite 8S uBerlin Senat decides on plebiscite law, II
"Plebiscite only with allied appreval," "Bonn and alliEd
agreement 1s precondftlon. 1f Reports said Ser.a.t had de-

,
7

&

8

cided submit draft pl~b18clte law to West Berlin House
of Representatives, J-tut would reserve tor itself right
to decide ~hen plebiscits should be held . Senat was
however prepared bold plebiscite before summit if FedRep
e.M allies desired it.
Papers cited Senat spokesman as saying Sell8.t wanted by
no means give impressien it was against plebiscite,
however question was not just munlcip!ll mtter. On
such a political question Senat would follcow views of
Western Powers a:xl FedRep since "Berlin did not mke
own foreign policy, "
Editorially, Tt' ~ese:pl~el (Indep) declared decision on
pleb1f3clts coll. -1 not
paesed to Weot Berlin Government
sincs it could not be expected s houlder rssponsibilit,y
for such high political question. Paper argued decision
'Was up to Bonn and Western Powers; that Berlin wrmld ba

•

fulfilling its reoponsibility qy making nec.Bsary technical arrangements so -that plebiSCite could be held on
short notice, Paper criticized Adenauer's view that
Berlil'lers should vote '-c n whether -they for or against
present statU8 -~ of city and remarked: "inalienable rights
(as victors) on _which thres t-lestern Powers staIXl in
protecting Berlin's freedom is most important basic
position \lhich _West has against Khrushchev's challenge ,
~. make an inalienable right subj~ct to vote is
illogical and is bound weaken one's argument . "

..

,

East press' In front-J=8ge e?itorial representative of
of continuing East p:-ess comment 8 inos Adenauer first
put forward plebiscite prol>Osal, Neues' Deutschland
J.prU 7 declared: ''West Berlin 18 on territory of GDR
__and question city's stat~ must _be settled. among four

.,
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- 166 Powers and GDR." However, Adenauer has gotten idea of
holding immediate plebiscite . Brandt, on other hand ,
wants to hold beck this "bomb" until he sees "danger
of & compronise." Self-de~&rmination and plebiscite
to them are on:y means of disturbing ar. understanding
(re Berlin)o In all the confusion, it Me 9SCllJ:eCi
Adenauer's notice that his plebiscite idea would knoek
props from under occupation regime in West Berlin. ~fuen
Western Bowera argue that they are in Berlin t,- right of
conquest t~ cannot logically permit that right to be
made su~ject of plebiscite. Better than Adenauer, they
see that right of conquest and occupation regime are
incompatible with self-determinati on. "We hage always
said this , We are for eelf-determine.tlon. West Berlin
wll1 receive self-determination within framework of
demilitarized city free city . "

Concluding, Neues Deutsch.1.a..nd remarked I Itclumsy tricks
by which Adenauer and Brandt want to .1eceive their own
Allies and over which they are quarrelling prove that
poait'.on on front-city is untenable in West Berlin
something will have to change.
West pres8 1 Under front-page headline, "Bonn Disappointed
over SeJl~:t Decision," Ta.g-e~pio ge:: (Indep) reported ''Fed
Gov circlesu \Jere unhappy over SellS.t decision re plebiscite
since it in effect means plebiscite unlikely to be held :
before sum:nit.. Reported cited 'Ipolitical observers" as
saying in vie\J Berlin-Bonn differences FedGov would propably not push ahead with plebiscite plan. However,
question ",ould no doubt be "touched upon~ again at
April 12 Washington meetIng of ForHins.
In e<:l1toria1. comment !2!!. T:lg(CDU) rem.'l!"ked : "Ropepulling over plebiscite has hurt project more than it has
been useful. We unhapp'y that sensible solution which
Senat found not have been talked over in Bonn beforehand . Decision on ",hether plebiscite shall take place
in Berlin" date and ",ording of question not up to Berlin,
but prima~ily to Western alli ~s •• ••• p1ebiscite can be
used only on~e and should -be saved for more crucial
eltuatl~n. Since no plebiscite to be expected before
sum:r.it, other loIayS should be used to demonstrate will
of Berliners such as May Day rally or mass meeting on
eve of sUIllllit ta.lks, Der Kurier (Pro-COU) and Die Welt
(indept) editorially also supported Senat decision.-East press: Within fram8\olork of continued sensitivity
to plebiscite idea National ~tung carried report on
Senat decision under headlin6d "Self- Determination at
SECRET/NOFORN
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Request of Western Alliee, several pawra carried Berlin
SED First Secreta.ry Haul Vernerle coamenta re plebiscite
in epeech before FOGB (trade union) rally in East Berlin
(reported separately). Verner emphasized. that 8S long
as nocupatlon status es.hts there no "freedom or aslfdetermination". in West Berlin and exclaimed, "What in
the world do they (Senet) understand by democratic right

7 '" 8

to self-determination if foreign occupiers must be asked
first."
Editorially liouee Deutech1end ridiculed leet Berlin
Senat for trying to do the "impoeslble" and sit on tw('
chairs 1.8. "oecupation regime" and self-determination"
e1multaneously. Paper declared, "Ae long as occupatton
regime 1s in power there 1s no right to sslf-determinatieD. If West Berlin were granted this right, it would
mean end of occupation regime •••West Berlin stands
before end .of a status, which in interest of peace, can
oonti~ue no longer,
We demand peace and the right of
self-detoenoination for West Berlin also. n

Aprll
8
-,, '

, "
1
"
I

I

I

Federal

.1

,

RepUblic press reaction to plebiscite developments:
Papers _praised Senate action in i 8sue without exception.
Most papers reviewed various arguments ~iD8t ~biscl~
&D:i reiterated there no question a8 to result,t ff'
I

l-,

-Der !!itt"" (Dueese1dorf, r1ght--oenter) celled it "tectio a 1
master stroke n to let Senate decide issue and addedt Now
Berlin Govt has m de equally impressive decision in resolving to make preparations for plebiscite which can be
held any time FedGov and West so desire, even before
summit.
Rheinische Post (Duesseldorf, Pro-CDU) warned rtquestion
possibly to be put to Berliners should be formulated very
carefully to &roid impression allied rigbts subject to
approval by Berliners and that - free population exerdBing
right of self-determio&tion is voting to preserve occupation status. latter 1Jould begrist for Soviet propiga.nda
mill and would weaken West, at least PsYchologically.tt
Paper added. Pb1iticel responsibi11ty (ror decision)
now rests \lith limn and Western aliies. Should latter
disapprove Adenauer I .. proposa.i, Bahn should consider
this no misfortune.

r

Westfaellscbe Rundschau (Dortmurxi, pro-SFD), more conscioUB of partiean considerations, comman.. Senate
reacted skillfully, thereby cleerlj! estabUshing who
hae responsibility. Adena~r now deprived of chance
'__ SECllET/NOFORN
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tn make Berlin scapegoat for his unsuccessful German
policy, as he would have done if ~nate flatly refused
pre-sUlI!IT.it plebiscite. Brandt deoonatrated political

skill qy managing avoid conflict with Chancel1~r and
slmulataneously protecting Berlin's rights and interests.
Pravda COlJll8Qt Oll Herter speech I April 14 Pravda
"observer" more re.t~m~~han April 9 I.ve.tiya in
erltlcielng Secretary
e lprl1 4 Chlcagt) speeCh.
~~

welcomes "aensible" emphasis on negotiation

in speech,

~ut

charges Secretary wIth reverting to

outmoded conceptions in his treatment of Buch specific
problems as dle":'l-me.ment, Germany and Berlin. Pravda
varies ~tberwis~ stock oomment on these problem by
adding this new twist on Berlinl Department recently
published wa.rtJ.mo document on which 1U.lied occupition
Berlin based. Hcwever, same documents forbid annexation of Germs.ny tarr!.tory occupied, IS claim that peace
treaty between lSSR am GDR does not affect Hestern
occupation rights in Berlin represents an Ettempt to
perpetuate occupation of West Berlin indefinitely,
which tantamount to annexation.

April

18

Radio Mosc('1,.l re a in "Pea 1 IS P 9. for Ge'Ml'8~'
(Excerpts
If we Bum up the ideas and prapooala contained in the open latter of the SED Central. C~mmittee,
they point to one thing--the need for understanding
between the t-.ro German states on vital questions, The
German people must, by means of a general referendum,
express their view on the renunciation of atomic armament and on disarmament in the Federal Republic and
the GDR,
Yhat is Bonn's attitude? It categorically rejects the
1dea of concluding a peace treaty with Germany and
llOnnalization of the situation in Berlin. Horeover,
Adenauer ",ants things to remain as they are and denounces any idea of an agreement a8 a deal a t the
expense of the Cermans . Under these CircUlll3 tances
special signifi.cance CM be attached to the appeal of
the SED CentraJ Committee for reaching an undsrstanding
and agreement. The GDR has made a tJWContributlon
to the Basing of tension on the eve of the sun:m1 t
meeting and ~J presented an important peace initiative
in connection ..:i":.h the G nMn pr",Uem. NO'11t Is up
t') Bonn.
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Federal RePUblic; ;>Tesa reaction to "People '0 Plan for
Ge~;
Ulbri~ htl9 plan for German reunification
Is the main top i t:. of press and radio ccnunent in the

Apr. 15-19 perie t, ·with agreemnnt prevailing that the
plan is unaoceptable sinoe it 8ltJ:)unts to an uncon:lltlonal surrende.l. t eo communism.. Frankfurter P.l:I:,j Gt'>hau·
points out over Radios Mainz atxl Frankfurt tM'tl1Iliaoht '8

plan plainly has

pr~paganda

aims

an~

that be hopes to

r educe the Wastern forces in Barlin as well as c urtall
Western intelligence activl ty tlere, These demanMmeet
\11th British ideas to a certain extent, notes the
paper. The Soviets probably expect an agreement along

these lines.

Ulbricht's plan

~y

also be an attempt to

csmouflage the fact that he is treading water 'With
regard to the Berlin problem" conclu4es the paper.,
S'I1dd eutsche Zei fungo read. over Radio Frankfurt, believos
that tnbricht 1 s plan is actUally Khruschchev IS program
for the Paris summit conference. m:orlcht 1 s disarnament activi~ is of Soviet origin, a~yel1 as is the
hint of concluding two peace treaties, should the ~Bt
prefer not to deal with the Soviet Zone. The paper
hints that the Soviet Zone's inhumane collectivization
measures may have becoma a burden to ~viet international
policy.
KOlnt§c~'RundBchQu : , over Rad\o. Brankfurt, eM~ ~sizee
that the plan 1s, a s always, full of insul ta to Bonn,

and nothing but an invitation to unconditional surrender
to Qonmunism a.."ld that the reaction of West Gormany and
Berlin 1s therer - ~e as negative 88'<11\ has always been tcn.'ard
such planS'. All o!emiifno Zp! t 6 ...w Ml'inz, holds that
Pankow cannot seriously 6xpect its Germany plan to be
discussed slnOf::l t t contains nothing new and only says
that the "achie ,amante" of the Soviet Zone must remain
untouched. The :--a!J8r believes that t.he plan \8.S merely
an attempt to reconnoiter the summit conferenoe terrain,
but it has shown how narrow the negotiation room is onoe
it comes to the German problem.
Rhe in-Neckar-Ze itung. Helldel~l'Ii points out that
Ulbricht presented his plan, knowing very well that it
would not be accepted by the West but also knowing that
tho <Xl rd1t1ollB he had e5ts.bl1ah,ed w1U not be fhanged
by this or any other summit conference. Rudolf Rathke,
over Radio ~kfurt, thinks that Ulbricht could not
have chosen a more unfavorable time to publish his
Germany plan than the present. The unusually high
refugee figures, the conolusion of the agrioultural
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- 170 collectivization, and si~ ns -of beginn1ng CQ~ectlvi
zatlon on other previously unaffected 'sectors of GDR
life are factors which make the SED plan uhaoceptable
to the Cbrman 'Workers, Rathke points out. The many

contradictions in Ulbrichtls plan are not confusing
enoughto hide the fact that East Berlin will accept
reunification cnly on communist terms.
Dietrich axtens, reporting from Berlin over Radio
Munich, f1nd~ that the Sill Germaf\Y plan illustrates
tbe definite relaxation of the East-Weat crisis in

general am of the Berlin ultimatum in particular.
Ulbricht says nothing new, but his omissions are
significant. He no longer asks for nuolear- a~ > O(T
does he contest the Western Allied rights in Barlim.
What lUbricht and Hoseaw fail to realize , however , is

that the new plan is apt to effect a further rapprochement of government and opposition in Bonn, Bartena
pointe out ..

,.
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Radio Moscow on Western Reaction to Baku Speech:
(Vala;4im1rov Commentary) If one scans tile West German
papers these ( da¥s), one might gather the impression
that the world was almost on the eve of a war or, at
least, on the eve of a very serious conflict .. : ~ The
papers are full -Of the most exoi ted banner' heMlines:
ItSoviet Threats," "MoSCOW' Threatens, II '(New) Threats
by Khrushchev," and 80 i"prth.
.. r
What has actually happened? What 1s the explanation of
the hue and cry'! Or wba t is really behind d't'i On
April 25, Khrushchev made in speech in Balm ~ Azerbyayzhan,
on the 40th anniversary of this Caucc1~.'':'' an So-viet Republic.
In thie speech he dwelt also on some ::.u t er~ational
problems, which surely is perfectly nl:!.tural. After all,
such a great event as the Summit conference is iJmdnent.
Therefore, we need not be surprised that in the days
prior to this important conference a discussion about
problems ripe for settlement has begnn. As you know
in the West, to mention only a f ew n !l.~: d 8, President
de GaUlle, Vice President Nixon, and r;r:>der Secretary
of State Di.llon have taken part in t.!C'3 discussion and
have made lengthy speeches. In theEe 3Peeches they
expounded the view point of the t-le ster!1 powers.
N1ld.ta Khrushchev did the same in regard to tbe viewpoint of tbe Soviet Union. And, naturally, such an
exchange of Views does not provide any reason for the
hysterics that seem to have gripped certain We:Jt German
politicians and commentators.

Moreover, in no Western capital is there anything that
resembl~ s the hysterics prevailing in Bonn.
If one
examin ~ s calmly and objeotively the comments of the
speech of the head of the Soviet government, one
definitely realizes that there is no reason whatever
for all the shouting about so-called Moscow threats.
What was the point in Khrushchev's speech? The point
was that one must finish w~ th the rennants of the last
war and that (peace in Europe) must be strengthened;
and t~at toward this end a peace trea~ should be concluded wIth Germany. On this point the Rheinische Post
went SO far as to print a banner headline: -'Moscow
Threatens with a Peace Treaty." But, rqy listeners,
please reflect on these words. One can threaten to
make war but one cannot threaten to make peace, to make
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a peace treaty . Surely one cannot threaten to
conclude a pea.ce treaty; surely this is arrant

nonsense.

Is there anyone who loses through the conclusion
of peace? Surely everyone will only gain by a peace
treaty and, above all, the cause of peace in Europe
will gain.. As for the Garman people, they would regain their full sovereignty through a peace treaty,

the foreign

~ed

forces would withdraw, and Germany

would be adm.i..tt.ed to the United Nations . Finally,
because of the conclusion 01" a peace treaty with
the two Gennan states and the improvement of relations
between them resulting from it, the question of the

r eunification of Germany would be easier to settle.
Well then, is it possible 1n view of this to describe
a statement in f'a'·or of a peace treaty wi th Germany
as a kind of thre3t?
Some vlest German papers, for instance (~neral-lwzeiger )
and Fr~ter ~¥gemeine J wr1 te: Khrushchev was
renewing his thr.:.a.t about West Berlin. But his, too ,
is hair-raising nonsense. What did Khrushchev say in
his speech? He spoke about the need to normalize the
situation in West Berlin and that the occupation regime
existing there must be dane away with, since, as it is ,
one could hardly expect that the dangerous tanglm skein
of opposing views between tbe states can be ellmina ted.
But in this no one intends touching the liberty, property,
and rights of the inhabitants of West Berlin.
The head of the Soviet government has particularly stressed
that the West Berliners will. be o.ff'ered complete opportunity and all prerequis~tes to enable them to choose the
political and social order which meets their wishes.
Is this perhaps a threat? No , it is not the intention
of the Soviet Union to threaten anybody. However , we
do hold the View that the question of a peo.ce treaty
with Gennany and normalization of the position in West
Berlin is ripe for settlement and must be settled in
the interest of the strengthening of peace in Europe .
As a matter of fact, this is not only our view. Only
the other day, an SPO represent ative declared that no
detente could be achieved between East and west i f no
attempt is made to take the Gennan problem in hand .
As to the abnormal character of the present position
SECl'Sl'/NOFORN
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in west Berlin, i~ has a1re~ been acknowledged by
the 'vast majority of \'l estern statesmen and. authoritative
comentators. Only yesterday New York Times commentator

Krock wisely remarked that since the geographical position
of Berlin could not be changed and the use of force might
cause an atomic war, the Berlin problem must be settled
by negotiations.

But J of course J if the \'! estem powers are not willing to
attempt together with the Soviet Union (words apparently
missing) will be compelled to conclude a peace treaty wi. th
the GDR and then Western powers will lose the right to
further maintenance of the occupation regime in '-lest
Berlin, since rlest Berlin, as 1s adm1 tted by the lim:L tm:lL
Ii!!Ju is situated ... thin the OIl!. This is not any kind
of threat but a statement of an exist·ing fact.
As to the real causes of the whole hullabaloo about the
imaginary MoSCQto1 threats, they are not to be found in
Mosc<M but in Bonn. It has long been known that very
influential Bonn circles, first arxl foremost Chancellor
Adenauer himself, are trying to prevent a discussion of
the German and especially of the Berlin problem at the
impending Summit c .... nference by makinG trouble. The
Chancellor made th _3 kno-m during his recer.t visit to the
United States and in his latest article in the CDU press
service. And today Borm I by shouting about a Soviet
threat, is trying to find reasons for its own negative
attitude . The R~.Jinische Post is in a grea t hurry to draw
the conclusion that the Ch:mcel.lor ha.s been right t.nth his
sombre warnings anr\ th ut the l-lest must adopt 3 harsh
attitude. Minister Lemmer even hints that there is no
point in holding a Swmnit confer ence.

May
3
(Unclassified)

No, gentlemen, the Summit conference will take place and
there both the question of the peace treaty with Germany
and normalization of the problem of West Berlin will be
raised and this not because the Soviet Onion is threatening
anyone, but because these questions have beeh raised by
life itself, and must be settled for tho sak'e of peace on
out planot .
Radio Moscow Views on Brandt and Berlin:
The frantic actiVity of Willy Brandt, governing Mayor of
West Berlin, during the past few days has been remarkable.
He made two long spee ches, in 110st Berlin and in Essen,
ran an articlo in the form of an advertisement in U.S.
papers, and wrote an article for the Loo.don Sunday Times.
VIlat is the purpose of these long-winded pronouncements?
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Tho Berlin ~ucst1on is "knOwn to figure in the ag~nda
of the Swmnit con:erence. The anomalY of the situation
in West Berlln, where the ocoupation regime is still in
force,
ye ars after the war has ended, is recognized

1,

in the East as well as in the \'iest. Only one conolusion
can be drawn from it: the occupation regime in vlest

Berlin must be eliminated and the situation there must
be normalized.

.',
"

"

With a Zl3al worthy of a better cause, Brandt is trying
to prove the opposite. He declares that everything should

....

remain as before in West Berlin; that the rights and duties
of the control powers should be s a feguarded W'ltil the

unity of Germany has been restored. However, as Brandt
states in the same breath that the German question cannot
be settled very Boon, it is perfectly clear that he works
. for the perpetuation of the present s1tuation in 1-lest

Berlin.
We do not want to discuss Whether it is approp~ate £or
a German politician to nct as such a zealous advocate of'
the rights and duties of the control powers. We believe
that the present quite obviously anomalous situation in
West Berlin must not be perpetuated because it wuld
~ount to keeping a dangerous center o£ tension in the
heart or Europe.
When submitting its proposals £or converting West Berlin
into a free city J the Soviet Union was guided by the
desire to lessen tension and consolidate peace. In his
speeches J Brandt used l1l8l'}y words to distort the essentials
of this Soviet proposal. He alleged that the Soviet Union
ai.rns at interfering with cODll1UPica tions between \'lest
Berlin and the Federal Republic and depriving ~'lest
Berliners of their £reedom. Tha.t is a plain lie. The
Soviet Union repea~ declared itself re~ to guarantee
smooth communications betwee:p. "lest Berlin and vleet Germany
and even to contribute to the extension of these communications. No one after all thinks of' infringing on the
freedom of the vlest BerlinersJ although that freedom
is son-ewhat illusory under en occupation regime which
leaves all power in the hands of the Western commandants.
In his speech at Baku J Nild ta Khrushchev went out of his
way to point out that after West Berlin is granted the
status o£ a free city J t'lest Berliners will have full
opportunities and all prerequiSites £or freely choosing
whatever political EIl'ld social order they like. vIe there£ore think that i f Herr Brandt is really as interested
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in the right of West Berliners to sel:f-determinaticn
as he tries to indicate in his speeches, the status
of a free cj ty 'WOuld create better prereqm.si tes
for achieving this right than the present occupation
regime .

We believe the question of eliminating the occupation
regime and normalizing conditions in West Berlin has
long been ready for a settlement and must be settled.

The Soviet Union will aim at an agreed settlement of
this question . But i f the Western powers ignore the
need for solving this question, which is so important
for the fate of peace, the Soviet Union will have no
choice but to conclude a peace treaty with the GDR

and settle the Berlin question on this basis .

Even the

most inflanmatory speeches by Herr Brandt will be of no

uBe, even i f he were to make three speeches and write
five articles a day.

~

(Official

Use 0nl7)

Neues Deutschland relates case of U- 2 to Berlin:
Neues Deutschland today in front page editorial related
case of U.S. plane over Soviet territory to Berlin situation. Editorial, captioned IIEspionage Flier and Case of
West Berlin, It stated "Aggressive flight into Soviet
territory was planned action against Summit conference . II
According Neues Deutschland, IIThis alarming case will
people entire world comprehend better that vlest Berlin
as an outpost and center of subversion within middle
of GDR terri tory is no longer bearable. II Article continued that in Berlin not one spy but an army of spies
is involved. "West Berlin is greatest concentration
of espion3ge Which has ever existed in the ·~rld. Dozens
of secret organizations are active in Berlin against GDR
and entire Socialist camp -- from American eIC to Gehlen
organizations. 11 Article also cites 1lIAS broadcasting
on subject fann collectivization and accuses RIAS of
exhorting GDR farmers to sabotage, arson and flight.
(Mission comment: Of course RIAS guilty none of these
charges, but merely reported facts . Interviewed refugees ,
and pointed out inhuman nvathods .)
Article states l'Naturally West Berlin will not avoid
opportunities torpedo Summit conference . II Cited liRe cent
provocation against transport police of GDRII ss evidence .
Article concludes by citing GDR proposals in recent "Geman
Plan of the People II listing prerequisites for interim
solution and insists IIAlanning act of aggression by
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American militarists against Soviet Union should
awaken world and strengthen will to clean up all
danger points. That means above all \'lest Berlin

must become demilitarized free city. In order to
bring such solution closer to reality we have
decl~red readiness accept interim solution which
at least would create most essential factors of
security for peace."

~

(Unclassified)

ADN attack on West Berlin as SpY center: Agents
and the fullt1l1lo "taff of the Federal Intelligence

Service (formerly the Gehlen organization~) and
other espionage ?rganizatlons have long been flown
rrom West Germany to West Berlin and from vleet Berlin
to West Gennany by U. S. Army courier planes. The U.S .
nnchlnes carry fm'ther espionage information recorded
on tape and other secret matter (material) serving the

preparation of a war.
In view of their topical nature, attention 1s being
drawn in West Berlin today to these practices of the
Oehlen outfit, lotlich are contrary to international.
law and which were borne out in many espionage trials
in the GOO. They are, af'ter all, closely connected
with the U.S. espionage nights over the Soviet Union
and other socialist countries, which are being
energetically supported by Bonn.
The facts bear out that the Adenauer regime not only
agrees with the U.S. espionage nights and guarantees
their deployment from West Germany, but by the same
methods, in close cooperation with the United States,
also constantly engages in its aggressive activi ties
against the GDR. The more tJtan f:IJ espionage and agents
organizations which exist in West Berlin are serving
Bonn as a basis for the subversive activities directed
against the ODR, and they are without exception instruments for stirring up the cold war and fanning the hot
war. Even U.S. politicians somet1me ago still referred
to the machinations of these organizations and their
actions as an 1Ii:",direct aggression ".
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Letter tg Soviet r.omrnAnder Berlin on subject ot

Military M10Blo~ Text as delivered Feb. 19, 1%0:
858S

I

Dear Mirabal Zakharovt

I have noted with deep concern the changes in the form
and wording of the new passes iSBued on 29 January 1960
to the United States lIDite.ry Lisbon Mission to your
•

Headquarters.

The

new passes differ from the passes

prniouely supplied in the following respects r

(A)
(8)

(0 )

(D)

Soviet ineignla baa been removed from the
printed portion of the new pass,
On page three, In violation of the HeubnerMUinin 88reement which provides fN "identical permanent passes in Russian and English"
you have used. the German language,
On page three, naw language bas been inserted
t~ the effect that "personal identification
number (blank) is registered with Interior
Hln1stry of GDR-, and
On the back of the pass, in lieu of previous
language whi ch provided that identification
"gives right of free movement t o Officers of
M[ssion in Soviet Zone," there has been substituted "identification, 'W hieh has been registered with Interior Uinistry of GDR, gives
right d Llovement to members of mission in
territory of GDR, except for restricted areas. II

While the old pB.:3S8e by' their terms were 8 tated to be valld
until February 15, our l.fi.ssion was informed on January 30
that effective the text day the old passes had been deolared invalid by- order of the GSFG.

The registration of the identifioation of members of
the USMLM with the regime in the territory in which the
Mission 1s authorized to perform its functions 1e an
irrelevant action performed unilaterally by the GSFG

without our authority and without our consent.
These acts are at varisnoe with the Huebner-Halinin
agreement, with customary practice between ua and with
the position of ~ Government with relation to the
authorities of the ' regime in the area in which your
forces are deployed. By this move you have taken the
Mission out of the frameQork created qy the Huebner1.fAl1n1n agreement whtcb provided for .ettling mil1 tory
problema b.Y agreement between military commanders and
placed them in the political field. I must, therefore,
protest this unwarranted action in connection with the
issuance of passes,
SECRET/NCFORN
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Under the circumstanoes, I must, therefore, oall upon
you to withdraw the new passes and to substitute for
them passes in accordance w1th terms of the HuebnerHallnln agroement.
Since I will be without appropriate liaison to your

headquarters until this question 1s resolved, I request prompt action to correct the situation created
by tbe issuance of the new passes.
Mar.
14

l.t.

old

to Milt tArv ''',

, 12 noon

~ that. Lt. Gen.
VorontsOV', C hie! of Staff, GSFG, desired meeting 1800
hourI!! March 14 at Potsde.m. WHIM insisted any trip
must be made without Ul!e of Jti88 am was assured deputy

SERB would meet him~ Glienicke bridge and take him
through witllout ar" fOl'lllll1ty. French HIM and Chief
BRIXl1lS also Invl t3d.
Meeting took

plac~ 8S

scheduled w1th Chiefs tBHLH,

FMI11 and BRIXlUS present.

Lt. Gen. Voront:.ov referred to allled Commander-inChief's letters ragarding new passes noting that Marshall Zakbarov P!lJ referred this II£.tter to his Government in Moacf"w . In light of upcoming conference am
to maintain good atmosphere, group Soviet forceo Germany
'Was instructed to reinstitute old passes as t8!IlpOrary
measure pending solution at summit comference of everall problems. Vorontaov then asked 'Whether this was clear.
When Western MLMts replied af£irmatively, Chief SERB
interrupted to state tha.1.. an officer from the Hissions
should come to SERB at 9100 M!l.rch 15 to turn in the D9\I
passes and pick up old paGDaSe
After meeting Chief SERB reissued old passes to three
Mission Chiefs and officers Iccompanying them. Old
pElsses have been revalidated in ink in handwriting of
Col. Kozlovskyi on page 4 as fo110\181
Begin quote Credentials validated.
14 »Irch 1960 Enl quote

Col. K(lzlovskyi

N.,rmal. purple ink stamp has been superimposed on left of
harJdwri ting.
Chief {SHU( plans to resume operations immediately frllMling issuance of o-..d pB.sses.

Radio now oarryiC6 ADN (East Ge= Nev. Agency) report
stating in eeeer.C9 that Vorontsov bad conveyed reply to
Feb. 19 Weetern note on passes which provided for continuation ~f uold passes" tor present (Bis auf 'Welteres).

•
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U.S. duty

t~f\tained

ar

At l1 lenborn check point
Duty train en route from Bremerhaven
to Berlin was dete.lned at r~rlenborn checkpoint at
024l bra, 26 Mlr Oo Marked In dust on reefer car was

by

Soviets.

A.

series of straight lin08 form.l:tg square with long
nose which S ov1.eta claimed represented BWl8.8t1ka.

Train held awaiting arrival of Soviet colonel who
arrived at 0530. Inspection of train then revealed
swastika one foot high marked in dust of car in addition to pr9vlo~ parkings. This marking not on car at

time of original inspection at Marienborn.

Soviet

soldier bad been observed lettering aloDgs1d.e of-car

qy member of train crew. Soviets gave alternatives of
detaching oar or returning t~ln to Helmstedt. Thereupon train comander '0188 instructed to sit tight and
await instructions. Soviet stated they would return
trein to HelmBtedt at 0645.
B. Train commander lodged protest with Soviet colonel
and requested Sov.1e ts to remove second mrking (swastika)
which "~sterlously" appeared on car while train was
halted. While train comnarder vae talking to an official a::i tho ' atatlon platform train otarted t o move
slowly from siding to _in track. liP aboe.ld train then
set brakee on one p&s3enger oar and on baggage ear and
train stopped. Train eopmander then boarded train.
C. As of 0800 tre t n was s till on main track with brakes
locked. Soviets 't illed three engines up to train, presUDilbly required to move train if brakes remained
locked. Train conmander vas instructed to release
brakes if' foreed to move. At approx1.ms.tely 0830 Soviets
started to move train, brakea vere released to prevent
damage and train return to Helmstedt.

..

~

7
(Confidential)

Generlll Zakharoy Accepts Western procedure suggosted
following March 26 train incident. 1. General Zald:llrov
accompanied b.f hie political advisor, deputy political
adv1eor and interpreter, visited m;y office this morning vi ttl reference to the train incident on 26 Jtlrcb.
General Zakharov stated that his investigation YaS now

complete and vas not in agreement with mJ letter of
26 March. Insofar A8 the appearance of the swastika
mrldng vas concerned, he iNSisted that it va8 not
placed on the train vhUe wder Soviet supervision.
2. From this point on, hIs dieouosion waa complete
sweetness and light with the Assurance that no further
SEX:RET/N<FORN
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incidents of thi. type would blppen at MarienOOrn and
that 'With -qreement .r U.S. train· ColIIIJG.nder, hie checkpoint personnel would have East German personnel re-

•

move any objectionable markings.

3.

The personal call of Gen.

rather than a

7Akbarov,

written reply to mr lettor, his acceptance of procedure W8 suggested at POlAn meeting Uarcb 26, scd his
repeated 8.S8ur&.noe of thsadeeire to avoid any type at
incident. . in the future ls/marY.sd change in ,otic
ani atmosphere In comparison with the 26 Mlrch meeting and indicates Soviet d~~lre to a void any misunderstandings, at least 1n the near future.
AurA

GDR
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transpor~ti9n

police attempt search

p8BBeng~n

in US Deetor BerljDl On Apr. ~21, an lncident iuvolvlng
three Soviet Zono 'transportation pn'loemen took place
at the Stegl1tz station ~f the intercity railway in the
American sector of west Berlin. West Berlin intercity
railway tranwlera called on \est Berlin police because
the Soviet Zone police bad searched their baggage and
their pockets and ~ue8~ioned the 0~ner8 of salss stands
on the platform re ~:ardil;18 how much East German money
they had. When West Berlin police arrived the Soviet
Zone police:neD ...., ~ tbdrew into the otfl,co of the stntion
agent after they :_'\d asserted that the r~ilwa.y is part
of the 5::lviet Zona o After being asked by West Berlin
policemen to leave, the Soviet Zone poli~e finally left
for the S:w1.et aector by. traiq.
• -.,"
West Berlin pollce were al.so oalled to, . the mnsbrucker
Plat" station because two Soviet ZC?ri. poJ,~cemon bed
allegedly .;~))od ,p~r,.ops t~.re. , The Ji:a;>t Cerman
policemen deAied l1avl:og .... """hed , P'!'l!l_"~' on the
p1atform ' ~hen theY were ' stopp9d by West Berlin police.
Tbe East _German policemen!;. .warp rel~,!as~.:;

"

~1l
22 23

,

(Confidentlal)

:

' .

~

Bua used bY French force..§..J.ELBerlin detained at Mlrienborn by Soviets t
A Berlin French Forcss bus returning
from Hann0V"8r with a detachment of French military personnel stationed in Berlin arrived at Marienborn Soviet
checkpoint at 7 p.m. !April 22. -Soviet officer attempted
to climb aboard bus, or alternatively make passengers get
out, in order to count them. This the French officer in
charge refused to permit on the basis of instruetions.
Passage for the bus was refused by Soviets and bus returned
to French-post at ~elmatedt.

,
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On basis of instructions received from Chief of Staff
of French Forces Berlin group remained overnight at

Helmstedt and went to the Soviet checkpoint again
9:)0 April 23. Soviet officer at first attempted
fall ... the same prccedure 8.8 night before but was
fUfted permission by French. After ten Dttnutes of
"indecision l' he or unted number of troops from the
outside of the bu::: a.nd permitted the bus to pass.
Soviet 8.uthoritlo? at Berlin end of Autobahn mde
difficulties; the noncommissioned officer counted
passengers from the outside.

•

at
to
reThe
no

the

In rendering this account, Frenoh POrAD lltated a protest 'Was being transmitted April 26 by General Iucolll1le
to General Zakharov on this matter; letter was in

fact delivered by French Protocol Officer.
Comme~

Thls is first incident reported of SOy attempt
inspect vehicle cn Autobahn since ~pril
16, 1959.
,

April

23
(Confidential)

East German protest against West. Berlin action on ~p08;
Early morning April 23 Interior Senator Lipschitz met
top West Berlin police officials. Outcome of mee"ting
was instruction to police coverings (1) increased. patrol
of S;-bahn stations; (2) Trapos to be arreGted if there
are witnesses to illegal action or if violation directly
observed qy West police.
Lipschitz today informed Mission officers: He has received letter from Heinz Gebhardt, President ReichsbBn
Direction Berlin, vigoroualy protesting West police
action. Lipschitz described letter as provocative,
insulting and not deserving answer. He intendo answer
letter indirect~ Qy prese statement which will mention,
inter alia, that -.,-est police acting under principles laid
down Qy Western Commandants. (Lipschitz baa reference
to instruction from Allied KDmmandatura dated May 10,
1956, stating Tr.:..7c.J permitted on operating property
of Relchsbahu for \" "JI'P088 insuring safe operation TS
facilities but should be apprehended if the,y exceed
this function.
Asked to conment on intelligence report that Trapo
activity instigated qy CDR as test of western firmness
in event GDR flags flown on S~bahn propert,y May 1,
Lipschitz stated his information indicated Trapo action
resulted over-zealousness new recruits. He did not rpt
not believe CDR would attempt hoist flags on S~bahn
property 1'I,ay Day, toough of course West police prepared
to cope with situation if attempt made .
s]x;RET/NOFORN
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All lIest Berlin papers reported S,hahn incidents fully
and gave promineto" coverage to Sen. Lipachl tz IS statement Apr 23 that ')rovocatloDe would not be tolerated
and therefore ,s.., bahn IBtrols being strengthened. East

Ber lin pre8s carried detailed reports of incl dent!8
labe11r.g measuretJ taken by West police aa latest/ serIes
provocations a gainc t S -be.hn. SED organ l!eues .lll:llltach.land
c1J.ined such "provocation" were aimed at polscn!.ng pl"Saunmit atmosphere and remarked that, although cOlJ'rorsion
of \-est Berlin into "free cIty" would be best solution
even if interim solution would assure all such provocations would be atopped.
ARril

25
(Confidential)

Arrest of two 0DR transportation police in British
~tl
Two West police patroling S-bahn Sovig~ Platz
(British sector) arrested two Trepoe 1835 hours April :0.
One Trapo allegedly used provoca~lve labguage, laid
hams on West policeman \lho 1.mnedlately BUtdUed and
d1Armed opponent ~ Secorn Trap. also disarmed and both
taken into custody. Investi~at1ng magistrate iSBued
arrest warr ant late afternoon today charging "illegal

assumption of authority . "
10 addition to more freque~pollce patrols ordered
April 23, Commander West police today ordered two-man
pa.trols Et all West S4:e.hn stations.
All West papers carried brief factual reports this incident. Neuee- De"t,tachland wae only East paper to report
1t. Paper carrlee: lengthy".... Dackplge account under headlinea, "& new unh -.ard of provocation - 't.J;'ansport police
abducted., n Its:xample of abno~ situation in West Berlin. n
"

lIllLU
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(Unclassified)

Berlin Senate et~~e~t on second transport police
incident;
Tbe ·~'. ~s.t; Berlin Senate today i n s t rong terms
repudiated the excesses qy Soviet Zone transport police
at West Berlin S-bB.hn stational The Senate statement
obaerved that the transport police were only authorized
to take m98.suree necsssaa to safeguard technical
operatione. All Reich ral~/ prenliaes in West Berlin,
it added, were West Berlin sovereign terri tory, on
which the Senate vould tolerate no excesses. The statement expressly ' fX)lnted out that the Senate was making
these observa~lons in agreement wit~. the prinCiples
l
of the -A l:lled
. . Kommandature with regai-d to this matter.

.
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A spokesman of the Senate stated that the letter of
Heinz Gebhar dt, P!'eaident of the Ber! in Reich Direct-

orate, protesting against the act i on taken by the
West Berlin polic ~ against mem~8rB ~f the transport
police, will not be answered .
April
28
( 1lncIaoaifi.dl

Statement

by

GDR 'T'NUlsport Minister Kramar And Gerhart

Eisler on transpor~ po~lce incident~ : East press
April 28 carried statement give~ qy GDR Transport
M[nister Kramer to ADN (East German Newe Agency),
in which Kramer protested against "deliberate" West
Berlin police action obstructing Trapo8 from performing their duties , and demanding immediate releas8 two 'pcs held ur:der arrest . Kramer atat.ed
such "provocations" hlnd:.'lr

S~hn

operations ani en-

danger traffic; re8pon~lh:llty for consequences rests
with West Berlin Senate ne concluded that such provocations were in line with Weat Berlin and We3t Gar118n efforts obstruct summit conference.
As reported qy West prese, Chief SED propagandist
Gerhart Eisler in radio broadeast April 27, repeated
claim GDR sovereignty over S-be..'m property in \>kat
Berlin. He claimed GDR is in position to stop th'!3se
Tlprovocations U of West Berlin police. "West Berlin
authorities should recognize that 90 percent of freight
tra!'fic from FedRep to \o!est Berlin passes through GDR
territory. Wouldn't it be disturbing if tre.fft c to
West Berlin were disruptAd as of interference and
arrests on S:-bahr ? " West press alfJO cites reply of
Berlin Ser~t spok 3man to effect that Eisler's views are
not to be taken + . 0 seriously, referring to his threat
last year that special taxes be put on Berlin traffic
to finance work .,_:' GDR security service, and recalling
that no Rction t '-:~6n .
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